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Prefaces: Personal Retrospects 

This volume records the success of more than four hundred volunteers and a small band of professional archaeolo-
gists who came together in the years between 1956 and 1988 to save evidence of the original nucleus of Cambridge 
before it was destroyed. It is fortunate that they did so, for the area which is today called Castle Hill has been trans-
formed from what was, with its market gardens, farmhouse, barns, stables and pigsties, a strangely rural part of the 
inner city, to what it is today: a busy, fully built-up district. Akerman's famous 1814 engraving of 'Castle End' cap-
tures the earlier ambience superbly. 

As befits a university town, local speculation on the origins of Cambridge had been taking place for centuries and 
knowledgeable observers had reported casual finds of Roman artefacts from Castle Hill. But since archaeological ex-
cavation had not taken place the imaginative reconstructions offered could not be verified, as Ray Farrar's careful 
sifting of the evidence for the 1958 publication of the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments volumes on 
Cambridge showed, and have often been proved wrong. 

It is, with hindsight, surprising that the archaeological potential of Castle Hill had not been recognised, for the 
peculiar post-Roman history of that part of the northern riverside was well known. It had been selected as the site 
for a royal castle in the 11th century and was maintained as such by the Crown into the 16th century resulting in a 
four hundred year 'planning blight' on the hillsides round it. This drastically restricted civil building until the 17th 
century so that the religious houses and the colleges which might well have preferred the salubrious and well 
drained hillside and plateau, the 'Mount Pleasant' of the 18th century, were built on the southern side of the river. 
The three parishes which existed since Saxon times on the northern side withered as the areas of land round the cas-
tle remained plough land or pasture to preserve a field-of-fire for the castle defences. Only in the late 16/17th cen-
tury did things begin to change. Whilst the castle and its successor the Shire House or Hall, remained crown land 
into the 20th century, and is still today County Council property, much of the rest became the property of local peo-
ple, the three largest landowners becoming the Charity of Edmund Storey, the Master and Fellows of St John's 
College, and the Mayor and Corporation of Cambridge. By the 1950s the future of the hill was in their hands and 
those of the Cambridgeshire County Council. Plans for a comprehensive redevelopment of the area came to nought 
and the piece-meal development which began after 1956 was spread over some thirty years. This allowed, in fact 
dictated, that twenty nine separate excavations had to take place as different sites became available, archaeological-
ly an advantage since much of the work was carried out in the University long vacations. In the changed circum-
stances of the 1990s further limited research has been possible and has been summarised here by Chris Evans in his 
appendix XII. 

Many of the excavations took place in the small areas which became available when individual houses were lev-
elled, so that the information recovered was minimal, but the three larger areas, the market-gardens owned by St 
John's College, the farm owned by the Charity of Edmund Storey and the area around Shire Hall proved particu-
larly important and have allowed an outline history of the town nucleus from the last centuries BC until the 5th cen-
tury AD to be compiled. An unexpected complication of the fieldwork proved to be that the keeping of the hillside 
free from buildings for centuries allowed the quarrying of the valuable gravel and chalk marl of which it is com-
posed and the digging of many pits. Only careful trowelling allowed the areas of early land surfaces and the wood-
en structures on them to be recognised. It will be noted from the plan of excavations (Fig 1.1) that work was largely 
limited to the upper hillsides and the summit, so that only a partial recognition of the early settlement has been ob-
tained. The lower slopes and the area near the bridge have not been available for study and it may well be that these 
were more densely inhabited. 

The post excavation study of the evidence and the writing of the reports which has been undertaken voluntarily 
in the interstices of our busy lives has been difficult since the recording was in many different hands and styles. We 
have deliberately included photographs, sections and plans showing how the methods varied in different decades. 

I began, as a young postgraduate student in 1956 with no idea that the project would come to occupy so much of 
my time. The same is true I know of Joyce Pullinger who took over the responsibility of much of the research after 
1972 and to whom future generations will always owe a great debt. 

John Alexander 
St John's College 
1999 



In 1972 the Cambridge Antiquarian Societys' Archaeological Research Group was formed of volunteers who be-
came through working, often for five days a week as sites became available through redevelopment, a highly 
skilled team. Working alongside development contractors was an interesting experience and between 1984 and 
1986 I was on site daily. We worked on both sides of Castle Street on the hillsides and the plateau, locating and ex-
cavating among other features, the Shrine, the Ritual Shafts, the North and East Gates and lengths of the fourth 
century defences. We also carried out the post excavation studies of material found. 

I am most grateful for the help given by the Cambridge City and Cambridgeshire County Councils, and St John's 
College. Lastly I wish to thank my husband and family for their support and help, especially when at times it was 
necessary to house many boxes of artefacts in our dining room. 

Joyce Pullinger 
Stroat, Salop 
1999 

Cambridge Castle and Castle Hill from the Huntingdon Road (Ackerman 1814) 



Editorial 

This monograph volume on a prolonged campaign of excavations is an unusual departure for the Cambridge 
Antiquarian Society. It covers work that was partly under the Society's aegis, with perhaps the most sustained work, 
both excavation and post-excavation, being carried out by our own Archaeological Research Group. Support from 
St John's College and English Heritage have enabled us to publish the results this year. 

As John Alexander makes clear in his Preface, the excavations were mostly run as training excavations for and by 
dedicated amateurs, during years when archaeology had little official backing and no rights even of access to vital 
sites. The urban environment and piecemeal developments over thirty years therefore constrained excavations with-
in an adhoc programme of trenches which made it exceptionally difficult to comprehend any overall plan of the 
town or of key features such as roads. Problems were exacerbated by various changes in systems of recording and 
use of different site names in later seasons of work. Much of this variety has been kept in the report here published, 
as drastic 'tidying-up' would have been likely to lead to mistakes and misrepresentation and would make correla-
tion with the site archive an impossibility. We hope that provision of simplified summaries of each development 
stage will enable readers to overcome the complexities of nomenclature that have had to be retained. The excava-
tions also suffered from difficulties in appreciation of the nature of small Roman towns at this time, firstly leading 
to too many expectations of public buildings and regular street grids, and then to perhaps over-concentration on 
mundane settlement features, notably rubbish pits and quarries, at the expense of complete plans of recognisable 
buildings. It is particularly unfortunate that ditched enclosures were not stripped so that some overall plans of some 
of the ephemeral buildings could be better recognised and their relationships to street patterns appreciated. Within 
the limitations, however, an enormous amount was achieved, and the Society is delighted to be able to publish the 
results of this work. 

The text was principally compiled by 1983. It has been possible to update some specialist reports since that time, 
but most were prepared before 1980. We are particularly grateful to specialists who updated their reports at very 
short notice during the last editorial stages, some twenty years after their original submissions. It has been neces-
sary to considerably shorten the report prepared at that time and to omit (at this stage) all the post-Roman material 
which, it is intended, will be published in another volume. Unfortunately, bone reports were not in a form suitable 
for inclusion at this stage, and so, though many of the conclusions are contained in the main text, it is recommend-
ed that significant animals be studied separately for a later report. Some of the surviving iron work should also be 
examined more fully. Much else had to be left out, including detailed descriptions of all rubbish pits and other minor 
features. Information has also been re-ordered from a trench by trench format to a chronological sequence. The orig-
inal information exists on computer disk, however, and copies can be consulted at the Cambridgeshire County 
Record Office and the RCHME (Swindon). The site archive has now been deposited in the County Record Office, 
and the finds are in the County Archaeological Store and the University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. 
Some of the interpretation has been updated in the light of discoveries elsewhere since 1983, particularly in the 
Discussion, but the body of the text has not been re-written or modernised to take into account changes in percep-
tions since the original accounts were compiled. 

Alison Taylor 
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Summary 

The Roman small town that came to be known as 
Duroliponte began as an extensive Iron Age settlement 
with strong links to the Catuvellaunian and 
Trinovantian kingdoms to the south, lying astride 
routeways that were presumably already in use at this 
time. It was reorganised after the Roman Conquest, 
and a series of enclosures were built, probably to 
guard the river-crossing and the cross-roads. These 
gave place before AD 70 to a large rectangular enclo-
sure, here described as a fort although nothing is 
known for certain about its function. This survived to 
the beginning of the 2nd century. A southwest - north-
east road, known today by the much later name of 
Akeman Street, ran through the centre of this enclo-
sure and became the major road of the later town. A 
southeast - northwest road, similarly known by the 
18th century name Via Devana, entailing a river cross-
ing, was presumably also built at this time but was 
maintained to a lower standard and did not attract 
comparable development. Scattered settlement by this 
time spread over the hill. 

Early in the 2nd century the fort was slighted and 
further streets built parallel to Akeman Street. A stone 
building with a hypocaust, interpreted as a mansio, 
was a key feature in the growth of the town at this 
time, indicating that Cambridge was part of the 
Hadrianic development of the cursus publicus from 
Ermine Street to the Fens. There were a few other large 
buildings at this time and many single-room wattle 
and daub houses, but the principal features of the 2nd 
and 3rd century archaeology were ritual in nature. 
Central to these was a massive subterranean ceremo-
nial site or shrine, probably used for mortuary pur-
poses. Its contents are reminiscent of the Iron Age 
princely burials of Welwyn type that are more com-
monly found in Hertfordshire (especially at Folly 
Lane, St Albans) and Essex, with deposits including 
luxury goods and sacrifices of dogs and horse. 
Adjoining this were deep ritual shafts whose fills in-
cluded infant burials and dogs. These are thought to 
principally date to the 3rd century but some continued 
in use into the 4th century. Many nearby pits at this 
time also contained deposits of horse and dog bones, 
complete pots and one articulated falcon, also likely to  

be ritual in nature. Houses with yards were built along 
the streets and were repaired or replaced throughout 
the century, some of them surviving into the 3rd cen-
tury although there were signs of dereliction in the ex-
cavated areas of the town at this time. 

By the beginning of the 4th century new buildings 
were being constructed and there were other signs of 
reorganisation and general tidying up within the 
town. Then, by the mid 4th century, the main settle-
ment was confined within the newly-built defences 
(bank, ditch and stone wall) which reduced the area 
of settlement to about 8.6 hectares (21.5 acres). 
Justification for these defences cannot have been relat-
ed to the defence of this humble small town in its own 
right, but rather were part of the regional defence of 
eastern England and in particular its tax-collection 
points. The nature of the town was different to that of 
earlier years, with many simple houses but no signifi-
cant buildings, and with features such as pottery kilns 
and a burial found within the walls. 

It is not possible to say how long the walled settle-
ment lasted but it might have been into the 5th centu-
ry. The settlement showed no signs of deliberate 
destruction, and the walls were probably still standing 
in the 11th century. 

Excavations reported in this volume are (apart from 
App. XII) restricted to the area of the walled town. 
Beyond this in all directions, however, there were 
dense and sometimes wealthy areas of settlement (in-
cluding villas), cemeteries and pottery kilns. In fact, 
more signs of status, comfort, industry and general 
Romanisation are known around the town than with-
in it, despite a much lower level of investigation 



Introduction 

Background 

The Roman town of Cambridge, known in the 
Antonine Itineraries as Duroliponte, lies on a slight 
hill to the northwest of the River Cam, in an area now 
known as Castle Hill. Between 1956 and 1986 much of 
the housing on Castle Hill was demolished and re-
built, providing an opportunity to examine the origi -
nal nucleus of the present city. In this report are set out 
the results of 30 years' work (Fig. 1.1). Restrictions of 
time, money and opportunity necessitated concentra-
tion on the best preserved and most informative areas; 
other areas were only tested to answer specific ques-
tions. It has been possible, however, to reconstruct an 
outline of the important developments in the history 
of the early settlement. 

Castle Hill 

Geological and vegetation composition would seem to 
have made the level hilltop an attractive place for 
human settlement, and thin scatters of worked flint 
artefacts indicate that it was used, probably sporadi-
cally, from at least Neolithic times. An additional fac-
tor which should have added to its importance is that 
it lies northwest of an area of high terrace (Barnwell) 
gravels which narrows the river's floodplain to c. 
0.8km, so making the crossing of its marshes and 
braided streams easier. A relatively easy river crossing 
occurs where two important early lines of communi-
cation pass within 8km of each other, the Icknield Way 
on the chalk escarpment from Wiltshire to Norfolk 
and, less certainly, a route on the firm land round the 
southern edge of the Fens from Norfolk to 
Lincolnshire. Further trackways along a ridge from 
Sandy in the west and across the plateau from 
Godmanchester to the northwest probably converged 
on the crossing from early times. 

Castle Hill rises above the northern bank of the 
River Cam and its floodplain. The river has made a 
bluff some 20m high and 900m across to which the 
name Castle Hill applies, although it is really a 
promontory of the great plateau which stretches 
through Girton to the northwest. The river is diverted 
by it, leaving a c. 1:15 slope with a near level top of 
some 7 hectares overlooking the floodplain. This  

promontory has always, until modern times, offered a 
more salubrious dwelling place and more agricultural 
potential than the marshy flood plain to the south. 

The area has long been known to have had Roman, 
Saxon/Danish and medieval remains. These, in a uni-
versity  town, have been much discussed and speculat-
ed upon. A summary of the archaeological and 
architectural evidence was published by the Royal 
Commission on Historical Monuments (RCHM 1959). 
This was of necessity based on casual finds and obser-
vations, and on the monuments, some of them mis-
leading, surviving above ground. For the Castle Hill 
area it relied heavily on the unpublished observations 
of Bowtell (1753-1813) and T C Lethbridge (1932-34) 
and on the topographical details of a series of early 
maps of the town of which the best were published by 
Clark and Gray (1921). Among the published works 
cited by the Commission, those of W M Palmer (1928), 
C Fox (1923) and T McKenny Hughes (1906) are espe-
cially important for Castle Hill and these have since 
been supplemented by D Browne's archaeological 
gazetteer (1974), M Lobel's study of the town (1974) 
and J Haslam's analysis of the Saxon remains (1984). 
In general, evidence from the excavations confirms the 
previously suggested sequences and adds one new 
phase of settlement, a prehistoric one. 

Between the 17th and 20th centuries most of the hill 
was the property of four landowners: St John's 
College, the Charity of Edward Storey, 
Cambridgeshire County Council and Cambridge 
Borough Council. Through being in their hands, three 
areas of relatively open land survived the building 
rush of the 19th century. These were: 

• the site of Cambridge Castle, which had remained 
Crown land and became the seat of the County ad-
ministration, prison and Law Courts; 

• the farmhouse, stockyards, pigsties, paddocks and 
orchard of Castle End Farm owned by the Charity 
of Edward Storey, 

• Phoenix Nursery Garden (later known as 
Ridgeons Garden) owned by St John's College. 

The rest of the hill was sparsely populated before the 
19th century (Fig 1.2), when much of it was covered 
with irregular terraces of dwellings and shops (Fig 
1.3). In 1954 the first signs of coming change on the hill 
could be seen in the destruction of the Law Courts, 
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1.1 Excavation trenches. Initials in brackets identify sites in the text and archive. 
1. 	Law Courts (Castle Street) 1956 (LC) 15. Pound Hill Chapel 1978 (PHC) 
2. 	Castle Row 1974 (CR) 16. Free School (Albion Row) 1964 (AR) 
3. 	Harris's Corner 1971 (HC) 17. Rex Cinema (Magrath Avenue) 1980 (RC) 
4. 	Mount Pleasant 1964, 1967 and 1968 (MP) 18. Victoria Road 1974 (VR) 
5. 	Storeys Paddock (1959, 1960, 1964 (SP) 19. St Edmund's House Garden (Mount Pleasant) 1964 (EH) 
6. 	Castle End Farmhouse (Shelly Row) 1964 (CEF) 20. Shire Hall Car park 1983 (SH) 
7. 	Storeys Orchard 1958 (SO) 21. Pound Hill (United Dairies Site) 1983 (PH) 
8. 	Mount Pleasant House. 1-10 Huntingdon Road and 9-19 St Peter's Street 1983 (StP) 

Mount Pleasant Walk 1974 (MPH) Kettle's Yard 1984 (KY) 
9. 	Ridgeons Garden (Castle Street): 1962-3 (RG(N), PG and 24. Castle Court 1984 & 1986 (CH) 

RG), 1972-6 (RGS), 1974-6 (RGN) . 25. Fulbourn Manor Nursery 1984 (CH 85) 
10. Shelly Row 1957 (SR) 26. No. 10 Pound Hill 1987 (PH 87) 
11. Comet Place 1973 (CP) 27. Castle Street 1988 (CS) 
12. Gloucester Terrace 1961 (GT) 28. John's Place 1988 (JP) 
13. Northampton Street 1949 (NS) 29 Shire Hall (SH 85) 
14. Haymarket Road 1978 (HM) 

10 
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1.2 Castle Hill in 1688 (Loggan's map), showing 
gardens, orchards, ploughland and open spaces, and 
the Castle with its Norman matte and 17th century 
bastions. 
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and this was followed by the levelling of the Castle 
End Farm buildings; closing of the Phoenix Nursery 
Gardens; the piecemeal destruction of houses in the 
northwest and northeast quadrants of the hill and the 
redevelopment of Pound Hill Dairy. Redevelopment 
within the precincts of Shire Hall in the 1960s, 1970s 
and 1980s culminated in the construction of Castle 
Court and other new office blocks in 1986-8. 

Geology 
The hill or promontory consists of a thin capping of 
Pleistocene gravels above Lower Chalk, which in turn 
rests upon Gault Clay. During the excavations evi-
dence of the relative thickness, extent and relation-
ships of the three geological strata, and of the 
variations in the soils and ground surface from the 1st 
millennium BC onwards, were recorded. The authors 
are grateful to Dr C Forbes for much advice. 

Gravels 
These covered the whole hill and its western flanks, 
but by the 1st millennium AD were very shallow on 
the crest and 13-17m thick on the slopes. Pre-Roman 
hut floors were laid directly on the chalk, suggesting 
the gravels were already thin. On slopes of the hill 
gravels had accumulated to various depths, and a se-
ries of waterbedded pebbly gravels and sands rested 
on the level surface of the chalk. 6m below the present 
surface a one metre thick weathered surface was intact 
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1.3 Castle Hill in 1951, when the Law Courts were still standing, Ridgeons Garden was a nursery, and terraces of 
houses covered land later used for Castle Court. 
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with horizontally-bedded gravel, pebbles and sand 
successively beneath it. These suggested that the slope 
of the top of the promontory from north to south and 
from east to west was gentle, as it is today. At the Law 
Courts the top 4m strata of sand, gravel and pebbles 
were found tilting gently to the southwest. These 
must have been masking the face of the chalk bluff, for 
33m further south no gravel or chalk overlies the clay. 
Between Haymarket Road and Shelly Row, where ter-
races were cut in recent times into the hillside, the 
junction of the gravels and the clay was well exposed. 
The gravels here were still 5m thick. Their surface, al-
though destroyed, could be suggested by its relation-
ship to the exposures in Castle Row lOOm to the north, 
and must have been a gentle slope of c.1:40. An inter-
esting exposure was in Albion Row for here, within 
the gravel, a thick stratum of tufa was exposed, prob-
ably indicating a spring. 

Lower Chalk 
The chalk capping above clay forms the main part of 
the hill, where at its highest point it is at least 7m 
thick. At the top of the hill its surface was a smooth 
and regular undulating slope to the east and south. At 
a depth of 0.7m below its surface, the chalk became 
softer and a number of pits, dug to obtain the softer 
stratum, permitted its study to a depth of 3m in 
Ridgeons Garden and Castle Row. Since the chalk was 
not found in Storeys Orchard, Storeys Paddock, 
Mount Pleasant or the Law Courts its limits can be de-
fined. It is considerably smaller than the present area 
of the hill top, its westward slope beginning near 
Castle Street. 

Gault Clay 
This lay at a depth of more than 7m below the crest on 
the west and 5.25m near Shire Hall. The surface of the 
clay was intact in Mount Pleasant. Trenches there 
showed the original north-south slope to have been 
more gentle than the present ground surface; 1.9m, in-
stead of 5m, in 43m. 

Vegetation 
On the crest of the hill many signs of rooting and the 
hollows of tree boles confirm that natural vegetation 
cover was woodland. The lower slopes and the flood-
plain (lower gravels) would have been wetter and 
probably supported, as at Pound Hill Dairy, sallow, 
willow and alder. At Pound Hill the Roman town wall 
appears to have interrupted natural drainage, for here 
marsh formed with alder and birch growing on the 
inner lower slope of the rampart bank. 

Excavations, 1956-88 (Fig. 1.1) 

1. Law Courts (LC) 
The County Law Courts (1840-1954) stood on the site 
of the gatehouse, bailey curtain-wall and ditch of the 
medieval castle. This had replaced Saxon houses 
which themselves stood in the earlier Roman town. At 
the time of the excavation the area had a rubble-cov-
ered surface through which showed the foundations 

of the Law Courts. Three cellars and connecting pas-
sages (all 3.Om deep) restricted the area available. 
Thanks are given for permission to excavate and for 
much help to Cambridgeshire County Council. 
Financial help was given by the Ministry of Public 
Buildings and Works. Excavation in 1956 was directed 
by J A Alexander and A Ozanne, with undergraduates 
of Pembroke College and students of the W E A 
Cambridge Summer School. 

Castle Row (CR) 
Two terraces of houses at the junction of Castle Row 
and Shelly Row were demolished in 1973 and exca-
vated in 1974 when the site was level and rubble cov-
ered. Houses had existed here since the 16th century, 
the most recent dating to the late 19th century. The site 
lay just west of the medieval castle barbican. Thanks 
for permission to excavate are given to the Council of 
the City of Cambridge and for financial help to the 
Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments, the Crowther-
Beynon Fund (University of Cambridge) and the 
Cambridge Antiquarian Society. Direction was shared 
between J A Alexander, D H Trump and J Pullinger, 
and the work carried out by members of the 
Cambridge University Extra Mural Archaeological 
Summer School. 

Harris's Corner (HC) 
Two terraces of 19th century houses at the junction of 
Albion Row and Shelly Row were pulled down in 
1968-70 and their sites levelled. They lay above and 
beside the main southwest-northeast street of the 
Roman town which was open public land from the 
17th until the mid 19th century. Thanks for permission 
to excavate in 1971 are given to the Council of the City 
of Cambridge. D H Trump directed the excavation 
which was carried out by Cambridge University Extra 
Mural Archaeological Summer School. 

Nos. 2 and 14 Mount Pleasant (MP) 
The sites of two mid 19th century houses, their gar-
dens and parts of the bank bordering the road past 
them were examined in 1964, 1967 and 1968. They lay 
on the western and southwestern slopes of Castle Hill 
where a 4m high bank had long been considered part 
of the Roman town defences. The houses and their 
gardens lay over the area of the defences. Before the 
19th century this area had been open waste near the 
borough cattle pound, and was quarried for gravel. 
Before excavation it was under building rubble and 
grass. Thanks for permission to excavate are given to 
the Trustees of the Charity of Edward Storey, their 
tenant Mr Hunt, and their agent, Mr Mann. The City 
of Cambridge and their Surveyor (Mr Cresswell) are 
thanked for permission to excavate in the street verge 
and for much help. The direction was shared between 
J A Alexander, R A H Farrar (in 1964) and D H Trump 
(1967-8). The work was by local volunteers, 
Cambridge University Extra Mural Archaeological 
Summer School and students from the Institute of 
Archaeology, London University. 
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Storeys Paddock (Mount Pleasant Walk) (SP) 
A large walled paddock belonging to the derelict 
Castle End Farm was investigated in 1959, 1960 and 
1964. This had been enclosed since the 18th century 
and cultivated since the 16th century. It had been 
formed by terracing the hillside and sloped gently to 
the southwest with 19th century pigsties standing 
along the southern wall. Thanks for permission to ex-
cavate are given to the Trustees of the Charity of 
Edward Storey. The direction was shared between J A 
Alexander and A Furness (in 1959), R Hodson (in 
1960) and D H Trump (in 1964). Thanks for financial 
help are given to the Crowther-Beynon Fund admin-
istered by the University of Cambridge. The work was 
carried out by the W E A Cambridge Summer School. 

Castle End Farmhouse (CEF) 
The site and garden of this 19th century farmhouse, 
demolished in 1963, were excavated in 1964. There 
was no record of buildings here before the 18th centu-
ry. Thanks for permission to excavate are given to the 
Trustees of the Charity of Edward Storey. The work 
was directed by J A Alexander and carried out by 
Cambridge University Extra Mural Archaeological 
Summer School. 

Storeys Orchard (SO) 
A garden and orchard in Mount Pleasant Walk were 
made available in 1958. Before excavation, the site was 
level, grass covered and had been under cultivation 
since the 17th century. Thanks for permission to exca-
vate in 1969 are given to the Trustees of the Charity of 
Edward Storey. The directing was shared between J A 
Alexander and A Furness and the work was carried 
out by the W E A Cambridge Summer School. 

S. Nos. 1-10 Huntingdon Road and 9-19 Mount 
Pleasant (MPH) 
18th to 19th century houses, shops and workshops at 
the junction of these two roads were demolished in 
1967-8 and the site was excavated in 1974. The bulk of 
the site was c. 2m lower than that of the surrounding 
land and before the 19th century most had been used 
for gravel quarrying and agriculture. At its centre a 
large rectangular pit had been dug in 1970 as a sump, 

1.4 Excavations at Ridgeons Garden in 1963, show-
ing use of the 'grid-method'. 

but the rest of the surface was level and rubble cov -
ered. Thanks are due to the owners, De Vere Hotels 
Ltd, for permission to excavate in 1974. The trial exca-
vation was supervised by J A Alexander and financial 
help was provided by the Inspectorate of Ancient 
Monuments (DoE). 

Ridgeons Garden, previously known as Phoenix 
Gardens (RG and RG(N), also known as PG) 
The area, which went out of cultivation in 1961 was 
the largest open space remaining inside the Roman 
town, and was also on the traditional site of All Saints 
by the Castle. Most of it had been under gardens and 
orchards since the 17th century. It was a well-tended 
nursery garden with greenhouses and cold frames 
and was part excavated 1962-63. Thanks for permis-
sion to excavate are given to the Master and Fellows 
of St John's College. The directing was shared be-
tween J A Alexander, R A H Farrar (1962), J Spencer, R 
Robertson-Mackay and R A H Farrar (1963), and was 
carried out by Cambridge University Extra Mural 
Summer School (Fig. 1.4). 

Ridgeons Garden South and Ridgeons Garden North 
(RGS and RGN) 
More of the garden became available in 1972 and was 
excavated by J A Alexander with M Spratling and D 
Browne (1972) and D H Trump (1973). Further work 
was carried out by J Pullinger in 1972-76. These sites, 
together with Comet Place VIII and Ridgeons Garden, 
above, were one site, excavated over the four years. 
Financial help was given by the Inspectorate of 
Ancient Monuments (DoE), the City of Cambridge 
and St John's College. The work was by volunteers of 
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society Archaeological 
Research Group and London and Cambridge 
University Extra Mural Archaeological Summer 
School (Fig. 1.5, 1.6). 

1.5 Excavations at Ridgeons Garden in 1973, show-
lug use of wide trenches. 

Nos. 4 and 17 Shelly Row (SR) 
The site of these late 19th century houses was avail-
able in 1951. Houses had stood here since the 16th 
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1.6 Detail of excavation trenches west of Castle Street 

century. The plot surface was level, rubbish-covered 
and 2.15m higher than the road. The two sites were 
tested in 1957. Thanks for permission to excavate and 
for much help are given to the Council of the City of 
Cambridge. It was directed by J A Alexander. P 
Ozanne and L Barfield were site supervisors, the work 
being carried out by the W E A Cambridge Summer 
School. 

Comet Place (CP) 
This complex of 18th to 19th century buildings was 
demolished in 1956-8 and was available in 1973 when 
its surface was level and rubble covered. Buildings 
and yards had covered it since the 17th century. Part 
was excavated under the direction of P Craddock and 
T N Gregory; the rest, under J A Alexander and D H 
Trump, was carried out by Cambridge University 
Extra Mural Archaeological Summer School. Thanks 
for permission to excavate are given to the Council of 
the City of Cambridge and for financial help to the 
Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments (DoE) and the 
Master and Fellows of St John's College. 

Gloucester Terrace (GT) 
The site of two recently demolished rows of mid 19th 
century terrace houses was examined in 1961. The 
land had been part of the open fields of Chesterton 
into the 19th century. Thanks for permission to exca- 

vate are given to Cambridgeshire County Council. 
Directing was shared between J A Alexander and A 
Furness and the work was carried out by the W E A 
Cambridge Summer School. 

Northampton Street (NS) 
The site became available in 1949 when part of 
Northampton Street was redeveloped. Thanks are due 
to the Council of the City of Cambridge for permis-
sion to excavate. Excavation was by A H A Hogg. 

Haymarket Road (HM) 
A garden beside Haymarket Road and a demolished 
Cold Store (1965) were made available in 1978. Before 
the Cold Store two rows of mid 19th century houses 
had stood here, and before that the area had been part 
of the borough cattle and hay markets. In 1978 its sur-
face formed a terrace in the hillside, its north end 
being level with St Nicholas Street whilst its south-
western stood, behind a 19th century revetting wall, 
2.5m above Haymarket Road. Much of the area was 
covered by thick concrete rafts. Thanks for permission 
to excavate and for much help are given to the 
Superintendent and the Committee of the Castle Hill 
Mission. The excavation was directed by J A 
Alexander and D H Trump and was carried out by the 
Cambridge University Extra Mural Archaeological 
Summer School. 

Pound Hill Chapel WHO 
The site of a Cold Store demolished in 1965 was made 
available in 1978. Before the building of the Cold Store 
in 1960 a chapel of the Holy and Apostolic Church of 
Christ the King had stood here since the late 19th cen-
tury, and the area had been built over since the 18th 
century. The site was a terrace in the south facing hill-
side covered with thick concrete. Thanks for permis-
sion to excavate in 1978 are given to the Council of the 
City of Cambridge. The work was directed by J A 
Alexander and carried out by the Cambridge 
University Extra Mural Archaeological Summer 
School. 

Albion Row Free School (AR) 
An area in the Albion Row Free School yard was ex-
amined in 1964. The site had been terraced in the 19th 
century to prepare for the school. Thanks for permis-
sion to excavate are given to the John Lewis 
Partnership. It was excavated by the Cambridge 
University Extra Mural Archaeological Summer 
School directed by J A Alexander. 

Rex Cinema (Magrath Avenue) (RC) 
The site of this cinema, pulled down in 1978-9, 
showed the foundations of the Rex and its predeces -

sor, the Rendezvous Cinema and Dance Hall. The area 
had been agricultural before the 19th century. Thanks 
for permission to test excavate it in 1980 are given to 
Cambridgeshire County Council. The work was di-
rected by J A Alexander and M Woudhuysen. 

14 
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No. 2 Victoria Road (VR) 
A terrace of late 19th century houses which had been 
erected on agricultural land was pulled down in 1968. 
Thanks are given to the Council of the City of 
Cambridge for permission to excavate. The area was 
tested under R Post's supervision in 1974. 

St. Edmund's House (now College) Garden 
(Mount Pleasant) (EH) 
In 1964 a resistivity and auger survey was undertaken 
by J A Alexander. The results were negative. 

Shire Hall Car Park (SH) 
Victorian houses and other buildings were cleared be-
fore 1961 and the land used as the Shire Hall car park. 
Excavation of trenches in 1983 was by members of the 
Manpower Service Commission from the County 
Archaeologist's office, volunteers, and members of 
Cambridge Antiquarian Society's Archaeological 
Research Group under the direction of P Croft. 
Thanks are due to Cambridgeshire County Council 
for permission to excavate and financial help and to 
the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments (DoE) for fi-
nancial aid (Fig. 1.7). 

1.7 Cleaning the surface of Akeman Street and 
other features at Shire Hall, 1983. 

Pound Hill Dairy (PH) 
The site was open ground until the erection of a Girl's 
School with its playground in 1810-11. Later the site 
was used by the Unigate Dairy Company. The exca-
vation in 1983 was by Cambridge Antiquarian 
Society's Archaeological Research Group under J 
Pullinger. Thanks are due to the developers, 
Cambridgeshire Motors and Moss Ltd (Engineers). 

Nos. 1-2 St Peter's Street (StP) 1983 
Two 19th century houses had been demolished here,  

close to the castle barbican. Cellars and drains had de-
stroyed any archaeological feature close to the main 
street. The work was carried out by the Cambridge 
Antiquarian Society's Archaeological Research Group 
under J Pullinger. Thanks are given to the Cambridge 
City Council for permission to excavate and for use of 
a mechanical excavator. 

Kettle's Yard (KY) 1984 
Following the demolition of a laundrette, construction 
of foundations was observed and excavated. Thanks 
are expressed to Cambridge City Council and their 
builders. The work was directed by M Woudhuysen 
and J Pullinger, with Cambridge Antiquarian Sociey's 
Archaeological Research Group. 

Castle Court (CH) 1984-6 
Excavations were carried out during the large scale re-
development around Shire Hall. Working with the 
contractors, excavation was carried out on features as 
they were exposed by the removal of disturbed de-
posits. An area in excess of 10000m 2  was examined. In 
1986 redevelopment of the area northwest of Shire 
Hall continued, covering an area where the site of the 
Roman town wall and gateway was suspected. Work 
was by Cambridge Antiquarian Society's 
Archaeological Research Group directed by J 
Pullinger. Thanks are due to the landowners, 
Cambridgeshire County Council, the developers, 
Royal Life Insurance and Sheraton J T, and to the con-
tractors, J T Design Ltd and Dickerson Ltd. 

Fulbourn Manor Nursery (CH 85) 
A shop and yard were demolished in 1984-5. A small 
area was excavated by J Pullinger and Manpower 
Service Commission personnel organised by the 
County Archaeologist's office. Thanks for assistance 
are due to J T Design Build Ltd. 

No. 10 Pound Hill (PH) 
Until the late 19th century this site was open ground. 
Permission to excavate was given by the Master and 
Fellows of St John's College, who also provided finan-
cial help. The excavation was directed by D Haigh. 

No. 27 Castle Street (CS) 
A garden between Castle Street and Comet Place was 
excavated in 1988. Thanks are due to the Master and 
Fellows of St John's College for permission to exca-
vate and for financial help. The excavation was direct-
ed by D Haigh. 

John's Place (JP) 
Opportunity to excavate a small area was due to land-
scaping by Cambridge City Council, who are thanked 
for permission to excavate and use of a mechanical 
digger. Excavation was by D Haigh. 

Shire Hall (SH 85) 
Test excavations were carried out in front of Shire Hall 
in 1985 by J Pullinger and P Croft, by permission of 
the County Council. 





2. The Iron Age Settlement 

Summary 

An extensive Iron Age settlement was sited to command the 
river crossing and trackways to Godmanchester and the 
Fens. The phases of settlement recognised stratigraphically 
suggest there was occupation for several generations. The 
earliest phase probably consisted of ditched enclosures. Six 
round, vertically-sided pits may have been contemporary 
with these enclosures. Pottery showed the villagers to be 
using wares of Belgic types and it is likely that the settle-
ment was founded late in the 1st century BC. There were 
then built, without change in the rest of the cultural evi -
dence, a succession of rounded features and a large number 
of pits, which differed in shape from the storage pits and 
which may have been for quarrying marl. A possible third 
phase was represented by one much larger ditch which was 
either set among, or in place of, some of the smaller ditches. 
It seemed to have been still in use at the Roman conquest. 
Parts Of five ditched features were excavated. These are 
thought to have been enclosures containing dwellings, for 
gateways, hearths and walls werefound within them. 

Introduction 

Excavations show some of the limits of the settlement 
on the hill. Only a few sherds were found at SR and 
CR, and none at CEF, SE, HM, HC or MP. Ditches of 
this phase were found in CT, RG, RGS, CP, CH and, 
perhaps, beneath the Shire Hall. 

Description (Fig. 2.1) 

Phase I 

Ditches 
RG 
Ditch I (Fig. 2.2): This was a V-profiled ditch, dug 
1.2m into the chalk. It had smooth well-cut sides and 
was traced for 10.6m in a straight line. It was probably 
part of a rectangular enclosure and, although its north-
ern edge had been destroyed, the whole of the south-
ern side was intact. Along this side the loam and sand 
which naturally overlay the chalk had been removed, 
leaving the surface of the chalk bare and artificially 
level. This surface had been puddled and reinforced 

with many small broken flint nodules. The original 
land-surface further west had been completely de-
stroyed by later pre-Roman pitting and no trace of any 
features remained. Along the edge of the ditch three 
postholes had been dug. The ditch had apparently re-
mained open for a long time, slowly silting up to with-
in 30cm of its top, but several changes occurred in the 
silting during this time. The stiff white primary silt 
was covered by a grey clay on the surface of which 
flints collected. On this there was a thick layer of yel-
low clay. The top filling was chalky and covered by a 
layer of flints. Iron Age sherds were found in all the 
siltings. A second ditch was dug through it after Ditch 
I had silted up. This had a U-profile, was 1.2m wide, 
60cm deep and flat bottomed. The layer from which it 
was dug was the surface associated with Ditch I. It 
was filled with buff clay and a smaller U-shaped gully 
within it might have been a timber slot. Its fill su g-
gested that the timbers had probably been removed 
later. No finds came from it. Stratigraphically contem-
porary with it was Pit V. a shallow depression more 
than 3m wide and 45cm deep. It had silted up slowly 
and no finds came from it. 

Ditch II: Palisade trench, similar to the U-shaped 
gully (above) and probably contemporary with it. 
Here the bottom 38cm of a 90cm wide, steep-sided, 
gently-rounded to flat-bottomed ditch survived. It 
was traced for lim in a straight west to east line 
roughly parallel to Ditch I. It had a thin primary silt of 
gravel and sediment, then stony red-brown sterile 
loam and finally, a dark almost stoneless loam which 
contained Iron Age sherds. No silting lines were seen 
in the fill. 

GT (Plate XL: 118) 
Ditch IV (CT Ditch 1 and la): Further east more of the 
settlement was found, the earliest features being simi-
lar to those described above. Here two ditches at right 
angles were the earliest feature (Fig. 2.3) probably a 
rectangular, palisaded, enclosure. The northern pal-
isade was set into a well-made U-profiled ditch (Ditch 
CT. 1) 75cm wide and cut 75cm into the chalk. It could 
be traced in a straight line for 4.5m although it had 
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2.1 Simplified sketch of main Iron Age features 

been cut through and partially destroyed by the later 
pre-Roman Phase II ditch and pits. Its fill was an or-
ange sandy silt, with some charcoal, which was quite 
unlike any of the later ditch silts here. No finds, other 
than a fragment of bone, came from it. The eastern 
ditch (Ditch CT la) was similar in shape and silting. 
No finds came from it. It was at right angles to Ditch 
CT 1, straight, and traced for 2.4m, but the junction 
had been destroyed by later pits. This feature seems to 
have been very similar to Ditches I and II. 

CH 86, Area B 
A U-profiled ditch traced for 5m. It was 3.1m wide 
and 1.2m deep running on a northeast-southwest 
alignment. At the bottom of the ditch, in the fill of 
light brown sticky clay, was the articulated backbone 
of an ox. The ditch had been recut once to a width of 
2.6m and a depth of 80cm. The ditch was capped with 
marl after it went out of use and was then cut by later 
features. These included an early Roman boundary or 
palisade trench and posthole, a 2nd century hearth 
and a late Roman grave (Fig. 6.30, 6.31). 
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2.2 Ridgeons Garden Iron Age ditches I, II, III and 
. 

VIII, and pits. 

Pits 
GT 
Pits Aa.3, Aa.4, Aa.5, Bd.1, Dd.2, Eb.105, 30, and 267, 
belong to this phase. Where sufficiently well  pre -
served for dimensions to be measured, they were oval 
and flat bottomed, with maximum widths of between 
1 and 2 metres. Most showed signs of deliberate infill-
ing. Preservation of the tool marks suggests that one 
had not remained open for long, although another ap-
peared to have silted over a long period. 

Phase II 

Ditches 
RG Trenches H and I, Ditch III 
Like the earlier Phase I ditch it had a well-cut V-pro- 
filed ditch which was 2.6m wide and 1.4m deep. It 

was traced for 12.2m (Fig 2.2). Its curve showed it to 
have been an oval or round feature of perhaps 18-21m 
diameter stretching out under Castle Street and it 
overlay a short stretch of the old ditch I. Some 6m 2  of 
the interior were exposed. Here, as in Ditch I, the loam 
and weathered sand overlying the chalk, had been re-
moved and a level surface of chalk reinforced with 
flints, 20cm lower than that outside the ditch had been 
carefully prepared. On this a 5-8cm layer of grey 
clayey mud had accumulated while it was in use. 
There were no postholes or other features on the lip of 
the ditch. The ditch had silted up slowly; a fine white 
bottom silt- was covered by a thin layer of loam and 
then by a yellow clay. These filled the ditch until only 
a shallow depression remained. Iron Age pottery 
came from the siltings. 

GT Ditch V (Fig. 2.3) (Plate XL: 111-117). 
The rectangular ditch was replaced by a sub-circular 
one which enclosed an area about llm in diameter, 
laid out over the old ditch IV and the nearby pits. A 
causeway provided access to the gateway and evi-
dence of an internal structure came from the remains 
of wattle and daub walls, a clay fireplace and a chalk-
marl floor. The building had apparently burnt down 
and the debris had been thrown into the surrounding 
ditch. Some 15m of the ditch was excavated. It was 
1.5m wide and 1.7m deep. In the bottom 60cm was a 
homogeneous grey clay, a primary silt representing 
the passage of a considerable period of time. Above it, 
along the whole 15m length excavated, a 2-3cm thick 
layer of charcoal and black loam was found from a fire 
inside the enclosure. In trenches Be and Bd, on top of 
the charcoal, over an area of 3m 2  was a 2cm thick layer 
of stiff green-blue clay in which was a pattern of 
straight, reddened depressions 23cm apart and 
15-38cm long. This looked very like the imprint of 
burnt wattling on clay daub and may have been part 
of a former wall. The ditch also contained a concen-
tration of large sherds lying horizontally, some on top 
of each other; animal bones and slabs of burnt clay 
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2.4 Section through Iron Age hut within ditch VI 

from a hearth which lay with them. In trench Aa the 
butt-end of the ditch was found. It ended in a steep-
sided oval slightly wider than the rest of the ditch. 
Stones trodden or rammed into the entrance cause-
way may belong here. A posthole 50cm across and 
30cm deep had probably held the gatepost of this pe-
riod for it was sealed under the floor of the succeed-
ing ditch (VI). Inside the ditch little of the original 
surface had survived in later pits. The hard level of 
the chalk marl had apparently been cleared, the early 
pits filled in and levelled and, the surface reinforced 
with broken flint nodules. No foundations of this pe-
riod could be identified. The silting of the ditch above 
the burnt level suggests that it had remained open for 
a considerable period, but not long enough for a soil 
to develop. The upper many silt closely resembled the 
primary silt. Above it loam (in Aa) and gravel (in Bd) 
seemed to mark deliberate levelling up. From these 
strata came more Iron Age sherds (Plate XXIX: 109). 
Further evidence of a period of abandonment was a 
rubbish pit which had been dug through the cause-
way entrance between the abandonment of ditch V 
and the building of ditch VI. It was a shallow oval un-
like the earlier pits. The primary silt was only 7cm 
thick and it had then apparently been filled in with a 
layer of marl and loam and sealed with a layer of 
gravel. 

GT Ditch VI (Fig. 2.3, 2.4 , 2.5) 
Over the abandoned but still visible ditch V a new 
ditch VI was laid out, reusing the old entrance cause- 
way. Pottery from this feature was of the same type as 
that from the earlier one. A hearth, postholes and a 
wall suggested that it had also been used as for habi- 
tation. From the evidence of the ditch-silting it had 
been in use for a much longer period than V. There 
were no signs of any sudden destruction. Its ditch was 
horseshoe-shaped, with a diameter of 19.8m. Like the 
previous one it was an extremely neatly cut V-shape, 
1.8m wide and cut 90cm into the chalk. It was traced 
for 24.5m and had an initial 13.7cm of chalky silt and 

then over 90cm of tough grey 
clayey silt similar to that of ditch 
I. From it came large sherds, 
many animal bones and stones 
(mostly water-worn pebbles), a 
piece of iron slag and unbaked 
clay tile fragments. The entrance 

tw causeway and a butt-end of the 
ditch were located. The northern 
butt was rounded at the top but 
on exactly the same alignment as 
the earlier ditch V butt. Inside the 
enclosure the surface had been 
carefully levelled up over the old 
ditch and pits, using the spoil 
from the new ditch. This had 
made a fine level white chalky 
floor, the surface of which had 
been trampled or puddled. Over 
12m2  of this floor were exposed. 
Only three certain postholes were 

found; they were small (15cm) and no plan could be 
recognised. A fragment of a low wall of water-worn 
pebbles was seen in Trench Be. It was only 35cm long 
x 15cm wide by 22cm high so that its purpose was un-
certain. It was set only 15cm from the inner lip of the 
ditch. In the floor in Trench Aa was a shallow steep-
sided depression more than 1.5m wide and 7cm deep. 
Only a small part of it could be excavated but its fill of 
charcoal suggested that it was part of a hearth, al-
though there was no discoloration from burning. A 
7cm stake had been driven 22cm into it. No further ev -
idence of internal structures was recovered. 

CP Ditch VIII (hut) 
Circular enclosure with its entrance facing east. Sm in 
diameter with a well-cut V-profiled ditch. 

RGS/CP Ditch IX (Plate XLVIII 166-7) 
The first phase of this large ditch (see phase III) be-
longed to this period. 

CP Ditch X (Hut). (Fig. 2.7) (Plate L 191-2) 
The butt end of a small circular enclosure. It was V-
shaped, 50cm wide and 40cm deep. Iron Age pottery 
was found in the brown silty fill with charcoal flecks, 
with three pieces of daub, one with a well-smoothed 
surface. 
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2.6 Iron Age pot with perforated base from Ditch IX 

RGS/CP Ditch XII (Fig. 2.7) 
Defined by a V-profile ditch. 1.24m wide and over 
60cm deep. No silting and it had been quickly back-
filled with gravel. A few pieces of Iron Age pottery 
near the bottom of the ditch. 

CH 84, Ditch XIX. 
To the northwest of ditch V was part of another ditch. 
It was V-profiled and was traced for 4.3m. It curved 
into a butt end. The fill of the ditch, which was 2.5m 
wide and 1.6m deep, was dark brown loam with small 
stones. Iron Age sherds came from the fill. The ditch 

was sealed by a cobbled layer, 25cm thick, which in 
turn was sealed by a grey silty clay. 

CS Ditch XX (hut) (Plate LI 194-7) 
Partly cut away by later features. The earliest phase 
survived as a steep-sided unevenly cut feature with 
an irregular base. It was filled with lumps of marl, 
clay and pebbles. It is suggested that this ditch was 
originally excavated as a foundation trench for fence 
posts and that the marl base represented an initial 
packing. However, no trace of any post setting sur-
vived in the marl - although the unevenness of the 
base may indicate where posts were set along the 
trench. It is assumed that this indicates that the posts 
were removed whilst still strong enough to be pulled 
out without breaking and thus disturbing the pattern 
of any post sockets that would otherwise have been 
preserved in the marl. Sherds in this fill were of 
Belgic types (Plate LI: 194-7). The ditch survived to a 
depth of 30cm and was approximately 50cm wide. 
The upper levels appeared to consist of deliberate 
infilling of silty loam from the adjacent ground sur-
faces (34), truncated by the new ditch next to it. 

CS Ditch XXI (37) (hut) 
Shallower profile than XX, with a much smoother, al-
most flat bottomed base, which sloped gradually to 
the northwest. Originally the ditch must have been at 
least im wide, although its maximum surviving 
width varied between 60cm and 80cm. The maximum 

2.7 Iron Age huts and ditches beneath Roman fort. 
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2.8 RGS Iron Age ditch IX, with re-cut 

depth was 45cm at the northwest end and its silty clay 
deposits suggested that this had served as an open 
ditch prior to silting up. Sherds in the fill were of the 
late Iron Age. 

CS Ditch XXII (hut) 
This was a shallow aceramic ditch with a gently 
rounded profile which survived to a depth of 40cm 
and a width of 60cm. A 2m length of this ditch was ex-
cavated and the aceramic sandy silt suggested that it 
had silted up quickly after being dug. The upper lev-
els were removed by later Roman activity and by 19th 
century cesspits. Two postholes, set into marl-filled 
post pits (42 & 43) may have indicated the presence of 
some form of gate. From their similarity and the fact 
that one overlapped the other, it is suggested that the 
later posthole (42), with its 20cm diameter post, re-
placed the earlier one (43) with its 30cm diameter post 
once this had decayed. Another possible post setting 
or pit (48) may also belong to this phase. A fragment 
of a small gully (45), 15cm wide and 18cm deep may 

depression 1.6m x 4.5m and 1.5m deep, before the end 
of this period. Where their lips had survived it could 
be seen that they had been dug from the same ground 
level as ditch III. The stratigraphically later pits were 
generally larger than the earlier ones and no finds 
came from them. Some of the older ones, of which 
only the bottom survived, might have been contem-
porary with Pit W and ditch I. Most of them seem to 
have remained open for some time. The clay silt 
which was eventually deposited over the whole de-
pression suggests that it became a pond which slowly 
filled up. This pond was still in existence when the 
Roman occupation took place and the latest sherds 
from the pond were of later 1st century AD types. 

Pits belonging to this phase include: 
RG: Aa.7, Ea.107, G1.26, Gl.26b, Gl.23a, H1.26a (Plate LV, 
225-6), K, Q, R, S, T, Z, Wi, X, Y. 
RGS VI 26 (Plate XLV 154-5) 
CP IV 29 (Plates LIV, LV 217-24). 
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- 	 and width of the ditch remaining 
the same. The final ditch had 
filled up slowly with stiff clayey 
silt in which were sherds and ani-
mal bones. Roman pottery came 

' only from the uppermost infilling 
of this final recut. From the sur- 

	

->----- 	 viving 20cm of the earlier ditches 

_ 
im 	

came only pottery similar to 
I 	Phases I and II. The original ditch 

	

id palisade I. 	 and all except the final recutting 
terminated in a butt at the north 

end where a large posthole, presumably a gate post, 
was 40cm in diameter and over 70cm deep. The final 
recutting continued in a straighter line under Castle 
Street and was rising to a probable butt end. The up-
permost infilling of this final recut contained Roman 
provincial wares. This layer was partly sealed by a de-
posit of brown gravelly clay, variable in thickness. 
Iron Age pottery and bone was found in the fills of the 
earlier recuts. Sheep bones predominated, many from 
immature animals. 

The ditch had always been recut on its southeast-
ern lip, but later levelling of the area had removed all 
traces of a bank and evidence of any incorporated 
structures. An entrance bounded by the first ditch and 
the two earliest recuttings opened to the southwest, 
for ditch butt-ends were found. Close to the butt end 
on the surface of the natural marl were three Iron Age 
coins (App. IV, SF 100, 103, 104). Four large postholes 
on the outside of the entrance were 90cm, im, 1.2m, 
and 20cm in diameter. The remains of three large post-
holes were found in CP about 4m south of postholes 
1-4. These may have formed part of an entrance struc-
ture to ditch IX, or they may have been a timber fence 
to block off this entrance. Close by were two parallel 
gullies for a timber construction associated with these 
post holes. A silver coin (App. III, SF 306) lay in the 
bottom of one. A second entrance, to the north, is de-
scribed above. The whole might be tentatively ex-
plained as a long-used and well-maintained enclosure 
ditch, perhaps with an internal bank. It had a south-
east facing entrance which may have had a timber 

:t) gateway. In the latest phase of use a 
new alignment was followed and a 
new entrance made. The final silting 
of the ditch seems to have been con- 
temporary with the first Roman oc- 
cupation. 

SH/CH Ditch XVIII (Fig. 2.11, 12) 
(Plate LIV: 213-5) 
Cut by a complex of recut ditches 
aligned north-south. Further recuts 
were subsequently made in the 
Roman period. The necessarily de-
structive nature of such recutting 
rendered it impossible to determine 
the width, but it is clear that the ditch 
was at least 1.5m in depth, and it was 
at least 3m wide. In total, this com-
plex of ditches was excavated over a 
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2.10 RGS Iron Age ditch IX, cut by Claudian ditch XV ai 

Pits which should stratigraphically belong here, al-
though no finds came from them were Hl.30, J1.18, 
H1.25, Hl.23c, H2.18, J1.20, J1.16, J2.17, J2.18. 

Sealing the pits was a 30-60cm thick layer (RG J.11c, 
Gl.20, H2.16, J2.13) of stiff water-deposited clay. 

Southwest of the pond more pits were dug at about 
the time of the Roman conquest and should be con-
temporary with ditch III. These were more certainly 
chalk marl pits. Presumably they were dug because 
standing water in the old quarry made it unusable. 

Phase III 

Ditches 
RGS/CP Ditch IX (Fig. 2.8, 2.10) (Plates XLIII—XLV: 
130-150, LII: 198-203) 
The artefactual evidence was the same as in Phase II 
and it remained in use until the Roman occupation. It 
may therefore have been either a large enclosure with 
houses both inside and outside during Phase II and III 
or a reduced in size defended settlement which suc-
ceeded Phase II. It was represented by a ditch which 
curved into a butt end. Traced for some 20m, it lay 
some lOm back from the top of the hill slope with an 
entrance close to the present Castle Street. Its ditch 
was 2m wide. A detailed examination could be made 
only of its final form because of recutting, each recut 
being slightly east of, and destroying most of, its pre-
decessor. Each recutting had taken place after its pre-
decessor had silted almost to ground level, the shape 



length of about 5m in SH and exhib-
ited variability in its fills and recuts. 
In CH a further 18m of this ditch was 
traced in a straight line, running in a 
northerly direction. It then turned in 
an easterly direction where it was 
traced for 8m, becoming wider and 
shallower as it did so. The ditch, sec-
tioned in SH showed that the ditch 
here was 2.25m wide and 1.5m deep 
from the top of bedrock. It varied in 
profile along its length from U to V-
shape. The fill of grey chalky clay 
which had loam mixed with it in 
places contained sherds of late Iron 
Age date. The final Iron Age V-
shaped recut, 1.5m deep, contained 
late Iron Age pottery, and single 
sherds of samian and amphora. Four 
postholes sunk at right angles into 
the side of the ditch may have sup-
ported some sort of bridge structure. 
It was cut by the Roman roadside 
ditch running on nearly the same 
northerly alignment. 

Cs Ditch XIII (Plate LI: 194-197) 
A shallow aceramic ditch with a gen-
tly rounded profile which survived 
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width of 0.6m. The 
upper levels were re- 
moved during the exca- 
vation of the adjacent 
19th century cess pit and 
by the later Roman lev- 
els. In the centre of the 
trench were two phases 
of Late Iron Age ditches, 
the later, (37) cutting 
through the upper levels 
of (38) to the west. The 
original course of (38) is 
lost at its northern end, 
however it appeared to 
be running approximate- 
ly north-south, whereas 
the later ditch swung 
sharply to the west at its 
northern end. The  earli- 
est phase of these ditches 
survived as a steep sided 
unevenly cut feature 
with an irregular base, 
filled with lumps of 
marl, clay, and pebbles. 
The upper levels ap- 
peared consisted of silty 
loam similar to the adja- 
cent ground surfaces, 
suggesting that the 
ditch had either been 
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2.14 Iron Age phase III pits in Ridgeons Garden, cut by the later Fort ditch. 

deliberately filled in prior to the construction of the 
new ditch to the east, or had rapidly silted up with 
material washed in from either side. It is suggested 
that this ditch was originally excavated as a founda-
tion trench for a post fence, and that the marl base rep-
resented an initial packing. However, no trace of any 
post setting survived in the marl - although the un-
evenness of the base may indicate where posts were 
set along the trench. At the east end of the site were a 
number of aceramic features associated with this 
phase, including a single oval pit (30) 0.6 x 0.4m with 
a 0.2m post setting at its west end. Beyond this, ex-
posed at the very end of trench was a small steeply 
sided V shaped gully, (2), which was approximately 
0.4m wide and survived to a depth of 0.35m. This con-
tained sandy silts and appeared to have silted up nat-
urally. It was cut by a similar feature which ran 
approximately north-south, with identical fills, (3). A 
number of possible stake holes were also found here. 
What appeared to be the edge of a substantial pit or 
ditch terminal (44) survived at the north end of the 
site, cut through by the 17th century well. What little 
was left contained a sandy silt loam suggesting that 
the feature had silted up naturally. The depth of the 
feature was unclear as so little survived, however the 
shallow sloping sides suggested that the feature was 
not likely to have been much deeper - unless it 
dropped steeply away to the north. Stratigraphically 
the feature belongs to this phase of the site. 

Other features 
Several pits (Fig 2.14), often with little or no pottery 
and probably associated with quarrying for marl or 
gravel are associated with this phase. 
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3. First Century Settlement and a Possible Roman Fort 

Summary 

Immediately after the Roman conquest the strategic impor -
tance of Castle Hill, commanding the easiest river crossing 
for 50 miles upstream from the Wash and having direct ac-
cess to the sea, attracted Roman attention. Four roads met 
near the river crossing and a bridge was probably built. A 
more temporary feature was a complex of ditches, probably 
Of enclosures, laid out on the crest of the hill. Other features 
of this date include a well and two iron-smelting furnaces. 
Later there are indications, but no real proof, that a small 
fort or military post was built on top of the hill astride the 
track that later became Akeman Street, to guard the river 
crossing. This superseded at least one of the Roman enclo-
sures, for it was laid over it. No contemporary pits or fea-
tures werefound within the enclosure or within 30m of its 
ditch. To the northeast, possible latrine pits, a gully and 3 
rubbish pits were connected with the fort or the previous 
camp. Some distance southwest, features suggesting that 
scattered settlement was permitted including a house, four 
timber-lined wells, several boundary ditches and many pits. 
A major road, Akeman Street (to the Fens) was in use in this 
period, and the Via Devana to the river crossing was pre-
sumably also operational. 

Description (Fig. 3.1) 

Pre-Fort Occupation 
Claudian Ditches (Plates LVII-LXIV: 232-335, LXV-LXVII: 
342-356) 
Ditch VI. A straight ditch running southeast-northwest, 

traced for lOm. It was U-profiled, 1.8m wide and 90cm 
deep. The fill in the eastern stretch was of a sandy silt but 
further west the fill was a brown silty clay with some 
stones. There was a series of post settings at the eastern 
end. Bones, predominantly sheep, were found with a few 
sherds of mid 1st century type and a brooch (Plate I: 8). 
The ditch had later been recut slightly north of the origi-
nal line and slightly deeper. The fill was similar to that of 
the first cut. Two neighbouring gullies 20cm x 65cm wide 
and approximately 50cm deep and 28cm apart belong to 
this period. They ran south of, but parallel to, the above 
ditch through the same trenches. The gullies were traced 
for 22m. Their fills were of brown loam which was stony 
in places. Both gullies ended in the southeast end of CP 
VIII. Sherds in the fill were of mid 1st century type. On 

top of the fill was a brooch (Plate V: 31). 

Ditch VIa. A straight northeast-southwest ditch, 1.7m wide at 
the surface of bedrock and 60 cm deep. It was traced for 
6m, and was V-shaped with a slot at the bottom on the 
north side. The fill was a mixture of loamy clay flecked 
with chalk marl. It appeared to have had three recuts. 
The few sherds in the primary silting were of Belgic and 
immediate post-Conquest types. Those in the recuts were 
of mid 1st century. 

Ditch VIb. Probably also part of this complex. It was recorded 
in 1935 when two ditches, the profiles of which suggest-
ed to Lethbridge that they might be Roman military 
ditches, were observed at right angles to each other, in 
the foundation trenches of the Shire Hall (RCHM 11959). 
Mid 1st century pottery came from the ditches and it is 
possible that they belonged to an enclosure on the hil. 

Ditch VIc. Another V-shaped ditch, was excavated in CH, cut 
from the 1st-2nd century ground surface. It was 54cm 
deep and 1.3m wide. Similar ditches did not appear in 
the Law Courts, CT or RG excavations (30m further 
south and 39m and 45m further west respectively). 

Ditch XV. Straight ditch cutting the top of the southeast edge 
of Iron Age ditch IX. In RGS IA, III and JIB it was traced 
for 16m, its upper edge cutting the Iron Age ditch. It was 
U-profiled and filled with brown loam containing pock-
ets of ash, charcoal and orange sandy clay. A large quan-
tity of sherds came from the fill; these were of Belgic and 
mid 1st century Roman type (Plates LVII-LXIV: 233-335, 
LXV-LXVII: 342-356). A pottery lamp of Claudian date 
was found in the upper fill (Plate LVII: 232). Among the 
animal bones sheep were predominant. This ditch was 
cut by a later palisade trench also of this phase. There 
were three brooches in the upper fills (Plates III: 16-17, 
IV: 26). It is possible that this ditch continued across 
Castle Street, appearing as the final recuts of ditch XVIII. 
(See App. VII, p 143) 

RGS/CP Structure I. (Fig. 3.2). 
Immediately east of ditch XV, traced for 17m from a butt 
end. It was straight, aligned north-south and extremely 
regularly dug. Although only lm wide, it was dug with 
near vertical sides to a depth of 1.8m and had held sub-
stantially sized posts, set close to each other. The chalk 
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3.1 The Romanfort and other 1st century features 

marl packing for these was found to a depth of 98cm at 
the northern end. One posthole next to the entrance in 
RGS III was 25cm in diameter and well defined by its 
chalk packing. The general fill of the trench was a dark 
brown silty soil with small lumps of chalk in RGS I, and 
III, but towards the southern end in RGS JIb the fill con-
sisted of sand, clay, charcoal flakes with some stones and 
chalk, and in parts contained much chalk, suggesting de-
liberate infilling. Sherds from under the chalk marl pack-
ing round the posts suggest a date in the third quarter of 
the 1st century for the construction of the palisade (Plate 
LXVII: 351-356). These sherds came from the west side of 
the trench. The posts were seen to have been standing 
against the east side with the chalk marl packing on the 
west (Fig. 3.3) and did not seem to have rotted in situ. 
These were probably removed in the first ten years of the 

2nd century, when the trench was deliberately filled. 
Apart from sherds, there was a considerable quantity of 
animal bone in the upper fills, sheep bones predominat-
ing. The uppermost fill of the palisade trench was sealed 
by the ditch beside the 2nd century road. An entrance 
into the palisaded area was found in RGS III. It was 
marked by a gap 3.20m wide in the palisade trench 
which ended on either side in rounded butts. There were 
specially large postholes in the butt ends, no doubt for 
gate-posts. There was no sign of metalling or of wheeled 
traffic through the entrance. The entrance may have been 
blocked at some time by a shallow ditch (c. 20cm wide 
and 15cm deep), perhaps for a fence. Alternatively this 
shallow ditch may have been the bottom of the 2nd cen-
tury road-side ditch which cut into the upper fills of the 
palisade trench. The west side of the palisade trench cut 
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3.2 RGS. Pre-fort Structure I 
the topmost fills of the earlier Claudian ditch (Ditch XV). 
The stratigraphical relationship of the palisade to other 
near contemporary ditches in RGS II, V and VI and CP 
VIII could not be decided since the intersection was de-
stroyed by modern pits. 

Three ditches in CP V, VI and VII, two of them parallel to 
the palisade trench described above and one at right an-
gles to it, suggest subdivisions of a large enclosure. 

RGS Structure II. 
A narrow gully 20cm wide, cut 8cm into natural, was 
traced in a west-east direction for 5.5m. This appears to 
have been a setting for a wooden structure as postholes 
were found at intervals along its length and along the 
one joining it at right angles in RGS IV and V. There was 
some evidence for wattle and daub walls and, in the 
western half, a mortar floor (Plates LXIX-LXX: 370-383). 

Animal bones from the Claudian ditches were princi-
pally sheep and cattle, with smaller numbers of pig. 
There were also dog bones and a very small number 
of fish and birds. 

Pits 
A possible latrine pit, three rubbish pits, and a post-
hole in RG may have preceded the fort and been con-
temporary with the ditches. Pit F3.13 was large and 
probably rectangular, measuring 3m x 1.8m. It had 
been cut 2m into bedrock and had vertical sides and a 
flat bottom; its primary silt suggested that it had re-
mained open for some time. After the primary silt a 
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3.3 CR. Postholes east of palisade 

thin layer of organic matter accumulated before it had 
been deliberately filled in with sandy loam. From both 
siltings the pottery was of early 1st century date and 
the pit had probably been filled in before 70AD. Two 
pits, RG F2.18, F2.19, might possibly, from their strati-
graphical position, have belonged to either the early 
or mid 1st century. A pit in CH 84 was found beneath 
the most likely later route of the Via Devana (Plate 
LXVIII: 357-364). 

Well 6b 
A shaft in Trench III, 1.78m square was tested to 5.6m 
but the bottom was not reached. It was cut through 
ditch IX and the western edge of ditch XV, and was 
probably contemporary with the palisade trench. The 
upper part had been timber-lined, clay being packed 
between the fills of the earlier ditch and the lining. 
The lining ceased when solid chalk was reached, but 
the shaft continued. Foot holes were cut into the chalk 
in the eastern corner of the well. The lowest half metre 
excavated was a dark brown/black sticky fill contain-
ing sherds of 1st century date, and a late Iron Age 
bronze coin (App. III, SF 55). Above this layer the well 
had been filled with gravel when a 2nd century grav-
el street was constructed over it. It probably continued 
in use through the military phase. 

Iron Smelting Furnaces 
PH 
Furnace 1, underlying Ditch 7. It measured im x 1.2m, and 

was lined with blue/green sandy clay which showed 
signs of intense heat. The bottom was fairly flat and there 
was a run-off channel in which a large lump of iron slag 
was found. The furnace contained dark brown granular 
peaty soil, large flint pebbles, an almost complete 1st 



slag and 

Ditch (Fig 3.7) (Plates LXXI: 384-399, LXXII—LXXIV: 
400-415,422-427) 

This was traced through RG and may be extrapolated 
under SR. The ditch was 3.6m wide, cut 1.5m into bedrock 
and had a well-made V-profile. Its lower grey-white silt 
contained only Flavian sherds (Plate LXXI: 384-386). After 
the ditch had almost totally silted up, it had been recut. 

Internal Bank 
It is likely that there had been a bank on the inner side 
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Entrance 
In RGS Trench Tb the butt end upper fill of this ditch 
cut the Iron Age Phase III ditch. It was rounded and 
there was evidence for 2 post settings in the butt end. 
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3.4 Iron smeltingfurnace 2 

century pot (Plate LXIX: 367), and a large square frag-
ment of slightly scorched limestone. Only the bottom 
25cm of the furnace remained and this was cut into nat-
ural sand. . 
Furnace 2 (Fig 3.4). Found under a thick layer (up to 
50cm) of redeposited sand. The domed base of an iron 
smelting furnace was approximately 2m in diameter. 
Iron slag was round the perimeter of the furnace base 
and a layer of charcoal 12cm thick covered the domed 
base of chalk/clay marl. To the southeast of the furnace 
were layers of burnt earth over ash and burnt clay. These 
layers and the furnace base lay directly on the natural 
gault clay. 

The Fort (Fig. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8) (Plates LXXI-LXXIV: 
384-427, App. VII, p143) 

3.6 Thefort ditch and its recut, overlaid by 2nd and 
4th century hut floors 

The recutting had silted slowly to c. im at the centre of the 
ditch and was then been deliberately filled in. The pottery 
from the latest infilling was of the late 1st century (no 
samian sherds were later than Flavian) but a levelling up 
layer added after settlement during reorganisation of the 
town contained sherds (Plate LXXIII: 416-421) of a slight-
ly later date, up to 110 A D, and a coin (App. IV: 8). Its one 
major recut had in its upper fills a large quantity of char-
coal, iron slag, and burnt clay. Below this but still within 
the recut was a layer of very dark soil containing many 
broken pots. 
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3.7 Excavation of the fort ditch 

of the ditch, for there were no late 1st century pits in 
the 6m wide strip on the inner side in any of the areas 
excavated. Over an area of c. 15m' on the inner lip of 
the ditch where the old surface of the land was intact 
in RGS lb no trace of wall or palisade was found. 
When the fort ditch and the nearby pond were filled 
in the 2nd century the spoil may have come from the 
bank and the interior, for they contained much occu-
pation debris of this earlier period. 

Interior 
Although some 100m2  of the interior were excavated 
no structures contemporary with the ditch could be 
recognised, although one well-made hearth may be-
long here. The 1st century ground surface within the 
enclosure had mostly been destroyed by later level-
ling (which had exposed the surface of the bedrock), 
and only features dug into bedrock would have sur-
vived (Plate LXXIX: 461-468). 

Cobbled Yard 
Outside the fort on the north, between it and Castle 
Street, more than 18m 2  of a carefully prepared cobbled 
surface was found bounded on the north by an irreg -
ular ditch. In preparation for the yard most of the soil 
and sand covering the chalk marl were removed leav-
ing a level surface more than 30cm below the original 
surface. On the outer lip of the fort ditch a 1.5m wide 
strip was left sloping down from the old to the new 
level. The actual composition of the yard varied; in 
RG(N) it was a closely set series of selected water -
worn flint cobbles and nodules, only one stone thick. 
When exposed, this still had a very regular appear -
ance. Round the edges this gave place to a 13cm thick 

3.8 Excavation offort ditch 

layer of gravel. In two hollows where water had stood 
leaving a layer of mud, patches of secondary cobbling 
had been laid on top of the first. On the surface of the 
yard 10cm of sticky clay had accumulated and this 
was stratigraphically linked with the upper silting of 
the ditch. A few animal bones and late 1st century pot-
tery lay in it. Hearth 30b was cut into natural to a 
depth of 53cm, was 1.25m long and 64cm wide with 
straight sides and curved ends. There was a depres-
sion at each end possibly for upright supports of a 
spit. The hearth was full of ash and charcoal on which 
had been placed late 1st to early 2nd century pots. 
This included a range of cooking vessels, some of 
which were in use, still standing in the fire when 
something happened to prevent their removal and 
reuse. One cooking bowl with lid still contained hare 
bones, another, a casserole with lid, still contained 
fresh water mussels. Several other vessels stood in the 
ash. It would seem that other cooking pots were piled 
in when the hearth was abandoned and together they 
represent possibly an average kitchen collection; 11 
cooking pots, 2 jugs, 1 pitcher, 1 bowl and lid, and 1 
casserole (base and lid), all complete or nearly com-
plete vessels. (Plate LXXVII-LXXIX: 454-460). This 
feature from the stratigraphy appears to have been in 
use at the end of the 1st century and on into the be-
ginning of the 2nd. Around the hearth, other sherds 
had been dumped during some later clearance, in-
cluding 14 fragments of one storage jar, 15 rims of 
samian ware and a large number of coarse vessel 
sherds representing at least 30 vessels. 
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A second cobbled yard within the fort was excavated 
in RGS TIc (26). It lay directly on the natural chalk 
marl, and over 200 sherds of late first to early 2nd cen-
tury pottery was recovered from it (Plates LXXX, 
LXXXI: 469-490) 

Pits 
RGS 
18 (Plate LXIV: 336), 21x, (Plate LXIV: 337) and 34. 

14x was a large oval pit 4 x 3m, 1.6m deep, used for iron 
working. There were pieces of slag and iron bloom in the 
bottom layers of charcoal, ash, much pottery (Plate 
LXXV-LXXVI: 428-451), and a knife (Plate XVIII: 161). 
Animal bones included one horse bone, many cattle, 23 
skulls and many other bones of sheep, and a small num-
ber of pig and chicken. 

Settlement outside the Fort. 

Houses and Ditches 
CH 
F7, F7a, F12. F12a, F20 and F22 were all ditches that appeared 

to be parts of enclosures, probably around houses. FlO 
was a rectangular house enclosure, 13 x 6.3m, with a 
ditch lm wide. It was end-on to Akeman Street. 

PH. Ditch (7) (Plate LXIX: 367-9) 

SP 
Well outside the fort, huts/ houses began to be built by 
the end of the 1st century. House 7 was a timber build-
ing over 3.7m long. Its straight flat-bottomed ditch 
was 25cm wide and cut 15cm into bedrock. In three 
places 60cm apart the ditch deepened into postholes 
15cm in diameter and 25cm deep. Five iron nails were 
found along it. A posthole 20cm square and 18cm 
deep and two stakeholes might also belong here. A 
drainage ditch roughly parallel with house 7 might 
have marked its yard or garden boundary, since it was 
stratigraphically contemporary. It was V-profiled, 
15cm wide and cut 20cm into bedrock. Traced for 1.7m 
in a southwest-northeast direction deepening towards 
the northeast. 

Pits 
CH 
Latrine pit F15, Cesspit F16. Pit E3 F21. 

articulated fragments of an ox skeleton, and much 1st 
century pottery. 

Wells 
CH 
F8 V. A square well, 2.2m x 2.2m x 1.8m deep. A slight 
staining suggested that the well was clay lined, 10cm 
thick, with a wooden lining inside that. The upper fill 
of wet dark brown loam gave way to a chalky light 
grey silt in the bottom 50cm. The loam contained 240 
sherds, and a few bones. The sherds were of the late 
1st century, possibly going into early 2nd century and 
included samian, Lyon wares, flagon tops and many 
sherds of coarse wares but no mortaria (Plate LXXXIV: 
509-513, and App. VII, p144). 

Fli A round well 1.4m diameter. Only the bottom 
30cm remained cut into natural chalk marl. 

F23. A rectangular well with a timber lining 2m x 1.3m 
x 1.5m deep, contained a stone bowl (Plate XXVIII: 
204). 

Burial 
RGS VII Grave 17b. A single grave containing a 
woman of about 40, no grave goods, cut pit 18 and 
was in turn cut by 3rd century ritual shaft 17a. It may 
belong to this period. 

Roads 
The two main roads occur in all the Roman phases, 
beginning in the 1st century, and so this description 
includes some later evidence. 

The Fen Road (Akeman Street) (Fig. 3.9, 3.10) (Plate 
LXXXV: 514-520) 
SH and CH. It was seen in several builder's trenches 
and overall traced for 105m. The first phase of the 
street had ditches on both sides. The road surface con-
sisted of matched cobbles (up to 5cm diameter) laid 

IA) 	• 

Fw -. 

PH 
Rd, Re, F7f, 177g, F13. 

RG 
Pits A1.40, A1.28, A. 30, A1.36 and 16b. 

.. c... 	: 	-Fto. 
FQ+ 

SP Pit C.9 	 . 

RG Latrine/Well A1.20 was 1.37mby .5m at mouth, 
narrowing to 90cm square. It was excavated to 3m and 
probed to 4.1 m without reaching bottom. At the low-
est excavated level were found two brooches, an im-
pression thought to be from an iron bowl or helmet, 
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3.10 Successive surfaces ofAkeman Street, 1st to 4th century, on the Castle Court site 

closely together directly on the natural marl and gray-
el. It was approximately lim wide and cambered. 
There was only the slightest traces of wheel rutting ex-
cept in SH II where the ruts were more numerous and 
deeper. The eastern roadside ditch, F18, was traced for 
12m. It was 1.2m wide at the top of bedrock, 70cm 
deep and V-shaped. From its upper fill of light brown 
clay came an iron bun and 15 sherds of Roman pottery 
including rims of three samian vessels. The lower silty 
fill contained 60 sherds, mostly large 1st century 
coarse wares (Plate LXXXV: 514-520, App VII, p144). 
This ditch partially cut into an earlier Iron Age enclo-
sure ditch. It was also excavated in SH VI. The west-
ern roadside ditch, F19, excavated in CH 86 Area B, 
was 1.1m wide at the top of natural and 85cm deep. 
The width varied along its length from 70cm to 1.1m 
and in depth from 30-80cm. It was V-shaped. The fill 
of brown clay/loam contained sherds of samian and 
coarse grey and black wares. No colour coated or later 
wares were found. This road, with its V-shaped ditch-
es and fine cobbling in the 1st century, leading to the 
Fens from the direction of the fort may have been con-
structed under military supervision. 

The Godmanchester Road (Via Devana) 
This was observed in fragmentary form during build-
ing works to the west of Akeman Street, and it was 
also seen in a section close to the butt end of the 4th 
century town wall where the cobbles were built up to 
a depth of 25-30cm. To the east however the evidence 
is very unsatisfactory and it is obvious that it was a 
minor feature compared to Akeman Street. 

In CH VI, both the road and the ditch were trun-
cated by a 19th century cellar that had obliterated the 
intersection of the Via Devana and Akeman Street. To 
the east of Akeman Street no certain evidence, in the 
form of a continuation of the substantial gravel sur-
face, was found. There is, however, circumstantial ev -
idence which suggests that this might indeed have 
been a cross-roads rather than a T-junction. A cross 
ditch (F42) ran from Akeman Street at right angles in 
an easterly direction, following a straight course for 
some 13.6m until it disappeared under a northeast 
corner of Trench VI. This ditch, 90cm wide and 55cm 
deep, was of similar size to the ditch which ran beside 
the Via Devana to the west of Akeman Street. It is pos- 

sible that despite the lack of a preserved road surface, 
the Via Devana crossed Akeman Street at this point, 
and that the ditch F42 marks its northern boundary. 
Although this ditch was very clearly in use in Saxo 
Norman times, some of the loamy deposits within it, 
(102) and (103), contained exclusively Roman materi-
al from the 2nd century onwards. Another line of evi-
dence, albeit negative, for the Via Devana having 
crossed Akeman Street at this point lies in the near ab-
sence from this area of any features dating from the 
middle of the 2nd century up until the medieval peri-
od. The projected line of the road therefore consists of 
a strip some 5.6m wide lying between the ditch F42 
and, to the south, a building of the later 2nd century, 
(F12, p40-42) There are two apparent exceptions to 
this general avoidance of this strip over many hun-
dreds of years. The first is a small steep-sided flat-bot -
tomed pit some 80cm in diameter and 55cm deep (F57 
(119)) which cuts into the southern edge of the ditch 
F42 and encroaches for about 60cm into the probable 
line of the Via Devana. This pit, filled with a dark or-
ange-brown clayey/ sandy loam with gravel and marl 
inclusions, yielded Roman pottery of the 2nd century 
onwards, and nothing post-Roman. Fragments of 
daub were present. Such a small intrusion as this pit 
into the strip of ground would hardly have impeded 
its utility as a thoroughfare, and therefore does not 
negate the suggestion that it once supported the con-
tinuation of the Via Devana to the east of Akeman 
Street. The second consists of an alignment of five 
postholes which are stratigraphically contemporary, 
and seem likely to relate to the same structure, F61 
(126), F59 (124), P67 (160), F68 (162) and F69 (163). All 
of these postholes contained a similar postpacking 
material consisting of a mixture of red and black burnt 
daub, crushed marl and clay. Both F61 and F59 cut the 
sandy deposit (61) which is associated with upper 
Akeman Street, and the latter yielded pottery of the 
late 3rd to 4th century. F67 cuts (74), and F68 and F69 
( which also contained Roman sherds) cut 1st century 
(116). These last three postholes all show distinct 
traces of the silhouettes of the posts, which were ap-
proximately 20cm and 30cm in diameter and were set 
on the same alignment as the ditch F42, that is at right 
angles to Akeman Street. The postholes were located 
approximately 1.7m east of the suggested southern 
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edge of the Via Devana and the posts would therefore 
have served to reduce the width of the road to c. 4m, 
had it run here and still been in use. However, if the 
Via Devana did run through this area, the location be-
side Akeman Street of the ditch F43 would have ob-
structed access from the cross-roads onto the 
suggested southeasterly route of the Via Devana. The 
same may apply to the curving linear feature F3 (6) 
which was located just to the east of F43. This gully-
like cutting into (61), on average 13cm deep and 35cm 
wide, bottomed out on the lower surface of Akeman 
Street. Its fill (6) was a dark loam with some grit which 
contained late Roman pottery. 

The evidence for the route of the Via Devana to the 
southeast of the junction is unclear and cannot be said 
to have been solved. Although the area lacked a gray-
el surface like those found elsewhere, clearly it had 
been deliberately made up with a variety of material 
to a level surface which would have constituted a suit-
able substratum for the road, (though it could equally 
have served as an open space suitable for a market). 
One other feature obstructing the projected line of Via 
Devana to the southeast is the large 2nd century 
cesspit, CH F24 (Plate LXVIII: 357-364). There was 
also no evidence for the road in any section across its 
possible alignment in CH 84, but this part of the town 
was so disturbed it is difficult to know how much 
should be deduced from this absence. 



4. Civil Settlement of the 2nd Century 

Summary 

Early in the 2nd century reorganisation of the western part 
of the hilltop took place, involving levelling the-fort and in-
filling the pits and ditches of the derelict Iron Age village. 
Single-room wattle and daub houses, most with fenced or 
ditched gardens and gravelled yards, were built, and there 
were numerous pits and timber-lined wells. A stone build-
ing with hypocaust was probably a mansio, a key factor in 
the development of the town and road system in the early 
2nd century. One massive subterranean feature containing 
animal sacrifices, high status pottery and other artefacts in-
cluding a Bacchus gem, was a ritual structure probably 
linked to mortuary rites and other ceremonial activities. The 
eastern part of the hilltop saw less development, and the few 
structures there were scattered and more substantial. 

Introduction 

In preparation for redevelopment, a pond formed by 
conjoined Iron Age pits, the fort ditch and the uneven 
surface above the Iron Age enclosures were filled in 
and the whole area levelled. The pond was first 
drained by trenches to lead the water away. Timbers 
were removed from the palisade trench in RGS I, Jib, 
III, which was then deliberately filled. Pottery in the 
filling suggested a date c. 110 AD (Plate LXVII: 351-6). 
Sinkage over the ditch of Iron Age ditch III was simi-
larly treated and Flavian pottery and coins (App. IV: 3, 
6, 7) came from the final ashy-loam infilling. Infilling 
the pond and Iron Age ditch must have immediately 
preceded building, for no time was allowed for con-
solidation and sinkage soon took place. The fill of the 
fort ditch was better compacted and sinking did not 
occur. In GT the ground surface of this period sur-
vived where a 30cm thick stratum of loam covered all 
the earlier features. It contained much charcoal, oyster 
and mussel shells, animal bones including articulated 
bovid limbs, iron nails, pottery of the 2nd-3rd century 
but no building debris. 

Description (Fig. 4.1) 

Phase I 

Streets 
In this period Akeman Street was covered by up to 
10cm of sandy clay in the southwest. From this clay 
came a 1st century brooch (Plate III: 19), two bronze 
fragments and later 2nd century sherds. Beside the Via 
Devana and Akeman Street the gravelly sand layer 
(61), in SH VI, which overlays the earlier surface of 
Akeman Street, grades into this make-up deposit sug-
gesting mixing during deposition and thus contempo-
raneity. Various fractions within the make-up deposit 
were distinguished during excavation, although their 
boundaries were not distinct. These components (74) 
were a heterogeneous mixture of fist-sized marl 
lumps, clay, gravel, pea grit, and crushed building ma-
terial, bounded on the north by the ditch F42 and on 
the south by the cellar of the 2nd century building F12. 
Apart from considerable Roman pottery (17 medieval 
sherds were considered intrusive) the finds included a 
penannular brooch, the catchplate of a brooch, and 
from the transitional zone between (74) and (61) to the 
west, a brooch, bone needle and a coin, all of the late 
1st century AD (Plates III: 18, V:32). This remake was 
also noted in CH 86 Area B (Plate CXIX: 842). 

Cross streets parallel to Akeman Street were laid 
out and metalled in the newly levelled quarter of the 
settlement. Coins and pottery in, under and above the 
streets suggest construction early in the 2nd century. 
East and north of the Via Devana and on both sides of 
Akeman Street scattered buildings were found, but no 
new roads were apparently made to match those 
south and west of the Via Devana. 

Street 1 (continuation of Akeman Street) (Fig. 4.2) 
was traced for 17m. It was composed of clean yel-
low/orange gravel spread over a surface 2.75m wide. 
At least three resurfacings could be recognised. A coin 
of Hadrian came from the lowest level and there was 
2nd century pottery throughout. A side ditch along 
part of its length was located. The ditch cut into the 
uppermost fills of the earlier camp's palisade trench. 
Its lowest fill was of a soft light brown silt. (Plate XCV: 
606-616) 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXVIII pp. 35-47 
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4.1 Plan of 2nd century features 

Street 2 ran straight for at least 36m from the Via 
Devana. It overlay ditch III and the pond and was 
composed of 15-30cms of orange gravel spread to 
make a cambered surface 3.6m to 4.2m wide. It had no 
continuous drainage ditches, although irregular 
stretches occurred along of both its eastern and west-
ern edges. Where the road lay above the Iron Age 
ditch and the pond, sinkage took place and up to 
85cm of gravel had been dumped here by the 4th cen-
tury. Four successive road surfaces were recognised. 

Street 3. This had a cambered layer of gravel and 
stones approximately 20cm thick, suggesting a street 
parallel to the others. 

Street 4. One side street was recognised northeast 
of the Via Devana. It was right angles to Akeman 
Street, was cobbled, cambered and had a ditch on its 
southern side. 

Houses and yards (Fig. 4.1 and 4.3) 
New buildings were also erected on the southwestern 
hilltop; they were small and rectangular (from 3-6m in 
length) and were built of wood with wattle and clay. 
Some roofs were tiled but most were probably 
thatched. Their only sophistication seemed to have 
been their lime-plastered and painted interior walls 
and, in some cases, cement floors and internal fire-
places. Two kinds of construction were found; the 
commoner used shallow foundation trenches for 
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4.2 RGS. 2nd century ditches of Street I, above Iron Age enclosure ditches 

family life, for querns, wells, ovens 
and hearths, sometimes within tim-
ber shelters, were found in them. 
Beside some of them were fenced 
and ditched ungravelled areas 
which were interpreted as gardens; 
here, rubbish pits were dug from 
the loamy land surfaces. Of the 
three houses erected beside the new 
Street 2 one of them remained in use 
for two centuries; the others were 
abandoned in the 3rd century. 

In MP in the early 2nd centu-
ry the area was apparently open 
land and only one pit was found. It 
was sealed by a later 2nd to 3rd cen-
tury dwelling (House 14). 

	

timber sills on which the walls were erected, the other, 	RG 

	

a series of large posts for each wall. Sixteen were ex- 	House 1. (Fig. 4.3). Much damaged by later digging. It 

	

cavated, some of which were replacements. 	was aligned along street 2 and was c. 4.9m wide by 

	

Associated with them were yards up to 12m long 	more than 5.2m long. Only a small portion of one wall 

	

which were often fenced and ditched with substantial 	survived as a vertically-sided slot 20cm wide and 

	

gates and causeways or bridges across their ditches. 	25cm deep. Fragments of burnt clay found nearby 

	

They were gravel-covered and obviously centres of 	might have been daub belonging to the walls. Five 
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4.4 Hut 2b and Yard 3, abovefort ditch 

small areas of the floor foundations, a soft sandy 
loam, were found, but the floor surface itself had not 
survived. Many fragments of imbrex and tegula were 
found in the later levels in this area, perhaps from the 
roof. A yard lay beside the cross-street, above a 7cm 
thick layer of orange gravel spread over the levelled 
infilling of the pond. The yard measured 7.6 x 8.2m 
and was bounded by a fence and ditch on two sides. 
To the northwest a flat-bottomed trench 30cm wide 
and 15cm deep was traced for 2.75m. This turned 
slightly inwards to a butt end to form a gateway c. 
1.5m wide. The gateway was marked by two post-
holes, 25cm in diameter, with a gravelled path be-
tween them. Outside the trench, the path crossed the 
drainage ditch on a causeway. The ditch was V-pro-
filed, and its silt contained 2nd century sherds. To the 
southeast, beside the street, the fence foundation 
trench (here 60cm wide) and the drainage ditch were 
found, also interrupted by a gateway with a causeway 
across the ditch. A short section of the southern edge 
of the yard was found, but no feature marked its edge 
here. In the eastern end of RGN I was a cobbled area 
which may have been part of the yard associated with 
house 1. There were sherds of 2nd century date lying 
on its surface which was covered with a c. 3cm thick 
layer of black fibrous material. Something of the his-
tory of the yard could be recognised from the succes-
sive spreads of gravel. Several centimetres of mud 
accumulated on the first surface of the yard before it 
was re-metalled; a rotary quern and 2nd century 
sherds, some broken in situ, were found in this mud 
layer. Surface 4 was added when the older well-used 
surface 5 had sunk several centimetres; from it came 
2nd to 3rd century sherds. There had probably been 
some structure here, for two postholes had been dug 
in surface 5 and sealed by the surface 4. Posthole J.7 
had the outline of a 15 cm square post in its clay pack-
ing. Sinkage still continued and two large patches of 
gravel (surfaces 3 and 2) had to be added; many 2nd 
to 3rd century sherds, broken in situ, lay on them. A 
hearth, which had probably been protected by a light 
shelter, was also found. It was c. 60cm in diameter and 
made of clay smoothed over stones, the whole being 
burnt a deep red. Half a rotary quern lay near the 
hearth and postholes may have formed part of a pro-
tective shelter. Posthole J.3 showed a 20cm square post 

in its clay packing. The final surface 
of the yard belonged to the 4th cen-
tury. 
House 2b (Fig. 4.4). Postholes and 
stake holes for one wattle and daub 
wall, probably that of a building. 
Sherds of the stratum immediately 
above these were of 2nd century 
date. Nothing was left of the interi-
or of the building, later features 
having cut away the surface. The 
alignment of this wall does not ap- 

im 	pear to be that of the street grid. . 	. 	
House 5a. There was probably a 
house and yard to the south of 
house 1 but the evidence was not 

clear. Two flat-bottomed foundation trenches which 
may have been related, though their junction was not 
found were sealed by 4th century features. They sug-
gest a building c. 6.1m x 3.65m aligned on, and 7.6m 
from, the street. 3.95m of the eastern foundation 
trench was found; it was 30cm wide and cut 15cm into 
bedrock. The southern wall trench and the southwest 
corner were 18cm wide and cut 8cm into bedrock. The 
northwest wall trench appeared to have been cut only 
into the loam above the bedrock. No floor was found. 

A contemporary yard was found between house 5a 
and the street. Although largely destroyed by 3rd to 
4th century features it could be seen to be rectangular 
and c. 9m long, for three stretches of drainage ditch in 
RG (PC) Trenches D2, D3 and C3 marked the bound-
ary. They were 30cm deep with a wide U-profile and 
seemed to have silted up slowly. From their fill came 
2nd century sherds. A stretch of a similar ditch in 
trench C3, sealed by a 4th century floor, might have 
been the northern boundary. One posthole (C3.13) 
might also have been contemporary. Patches of cob-
bling and gravel in trenches C2, BI and Cl were all that 
survived of the yard surface. In trench C2 an area had 
been cleared down to the chalk surface and a single 
layer of cobbles laid on it. Its northern limit was ditch 
C2.7a, which was still in use in the 4th century, but 
which might have marked an earlier boundary. Its 
southern limit was possibly ditch B1.22. 

House 6a. Part of another house was suggested by 
two short lengths of flat-bottomed ditches in RG 
Trench Al which were also aligned on the main street. 
The northwestern wall foundation trench (30cm wide 
and 23cm deep) was traced for 1.8m, the rest having 
been destroyed by 4th century pits. Another shorter 
section at right angles to it was probably part of the 
south foundation trench. 2nd century sherds came 
from both trenches. Patches of puddled chalk may 
have been part of a floor. 

Of these houses and yards only house and yard 1 
certainly remained in use until the 4th century, the 
others were abandoned, probably in the 3rd century 
(see below). 

Phase II 
SP. House 10 (Fig. 4.5). Near the southwestern limit of 
settlement, an area of the original ground surface was 
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4.5 House 10, above Pit II below House 15. 

excavated. Cut into the level surface of the gravel 
bedrock and above an earlier pit were two phases of 
house and yard ditches, and a posthole which con-
tamed many late 1st to 2nd century sherds. Evidence 
from the soil, ditches and posthole suggests settle-
ment beginning by the end of the 1st century. 

At CEF, CP, SR, MP 4, AR, HC and CR, little land 
surface survived and no features of this period were 
found. Further southeast only small parts of the hill-
side have been examined, in StP, HM and PH. In only 
two of them were features or a land surface of this pe- 

t \man Street 
C. 

6L B L' , C. C 

P 
hearth 	C 

4r  

nod found. 
North and east of the Via Devana the level area was 

extensively examined in GT, SH, and CH and sherds 
of this phase was found at all sites. Trenches in CH 
also produced evidence of 2nd to 3rd century features. 

Mansio (?) (Fig. 4.6, 4.6a, 4.6b) 
At CH Area A, at the northern limit of the town next 
to the Akeman Street, was a substantial building of 
two phases. It was built of limestone blocks, although 
most of the stones had been robbed out except where 
their lower courses were sealed by the 4th century 
town wall. The outer wall of the building seen below 
the remains of the 4th century town wall showed it to 
have been built with a stepped plinth. The two steps 
were each c. im wide with a 10cm rise. The wall was 
1.2m thick in Phase 2. An internal wall had been  re-
duced in height when two rooms were made into one 
and a hypocaust added. The wall was well construct-
ed of carefully cut rectangular limestone ashlar. The 
lowest course was wider and the stones shaped to 
form a plinth at each side. The footings of this wall 
continued beyond the hypocaust room in a southerly 
direction and overlay ditch F7. The underfloor of the 
hypocaust room was still intact. Limestone rubble was 
laid across the levelled natural chalk marl, those 
stones next to the internal wall overlapping its shaped 
foundation layer. Mortar had been poured over the 
stones to form a smooth surface into which were par-
tially set the base tiles of the pilae. These tiles  mea-
sured 26 x 26cm, except for one column, 30 x 30cm. 
The pilae had collapsed or been destroyed except in 
the eastern corner where they remained three tiles 
high. In this corner were large pieces of opus sign-
mum, the upper surface of which had been painted 
dull red and cream. Close examination shows it to 
have been painted more than once and that the second 

Well 

area A 

areas A & B, C2-3 features 

0 	 10 	 20m 

4.6 CH. Mansio, phase 1, in relation to Akeman Street in the 2nd century, showing the area destroyed by the 4th 
century town wall. 
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4.6a CH. Mansio, phase 1, showing the area destroyed by the 4th century town wall in more detail. 

coat was all cream. There were many broken flue tiles, 
stained black on the internal surface and fragments of 
roof tiles were also found. Among the building mate-
rial above the hypocaust floor were 28 sherds of 2nd 
century pottery, including samian ware and colour 
coated 'Hunt' cups. In the robbed out wall trenches 
were 25 sherds of the same period, three iron nails and 
a possible iron cleat (Plate XXVIII: 203). Adjacent to 
the west of the building, towards Akeman Street was 
a large burnt patch of earth. The foundation trenches 
of walls on the northwest corner of the building 
sealed an earlier cobbled path. 

Considerable quantities of wall-plaster were 
found. There were several design-areas, implying that 
fragments came from different walls, perhaps from 
different rooms. Mock-marble panels, probably from 
dados, had been popular in the building and a large-
scale figure had once graced one of its walls. One frag-
ment of dark green overlying yellow was next to 
creamish piece of drapery or clothing, shaded pink at 
the edge and in the folds. There were three more dark 
green pieces close by (Fig. XI: 2). Another fragment 
showed two flexed-over fingers, on a cream back-
ground with traces of mauve and red. The fingers are 
skilfully . painted with light pink highlights and red 
outlines. The finger widths are about 1.25cm, and the 
lengths between the upper and lower finger-joint are 
about 2cm. This would perhaps indicate a figure 
about two-thirds life-size (Fig. XI: 3). (App. XI) 

To the east of the building was a cobbled area. 
Small cobble stones were laid on a 6cm thick layer of 
greenish grey clayey loam which overlay the fill of 
ditch 7. Over seventy 2nd century sherds came from 
the cobbled layer, including samian and Rhenish  

wares The clayey layer below the cobbling contained 
79 sherds of the 1st to 2nd century. 

Since it was not possible to excavate more than a 
small part of this building there is no direct evidence 
as to its use or when it went out of use but no 3rd or 
4th century sherds were found. What is known is that 
when upper parts of the building were destroyed 
some of the building material was pushed into a 
neighbouring well; also that the foundation walls 
were standing to floor height (top of hypocaust) when 
the 4th century town wall was constructed, for it in-
corporated the walls. 

Cellar F12 (Fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9) 
SH 83 VI. 
At the junction of the Via Devana and Akeman Street 
was the corner of a building with a cellar, tiled roof 
and painted walls. For the construction of the cellar, a 
pit had been dug about 60cm down into the marl 
bedrock. The linings were preserved to a height of 
about 80cm above the level of the cement-hard 
stamped marl floor and were a mixture of crushed 
marl and clay with gravel. Part of the eastern lining 
was excavated as (82) and contained 1st to 2nd centu-
ry pottery. Traces of burnt wood on the inner faces of 
the linings showed that the cellar had been lined with 
horizontally placed planks, and postholes (70cm to 
im apart, cut to a depth of 15-18cm) around the pe-
riphery of the floor show that posts retained the 
planks in place. Just over 3 square metres of the cellar 
floor were exposed. The primary fill of this cellar (84) 
was a very loose ashy deposit containing much disin-
tegrated daub and plaster, burnt wood, a number of 
iron nails and a bolt 8.5cm long. A large quantity of 
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SH83 VI t& 

4.7 SH. Section through house F12 cellar 

4.8 F12 after excavation 

tegulae were present in this fill, as well as painted 
plaster (below). Pottery from the cellar was of late 2nd 
century date and included body sherds of amphorae. 
Other finds include a fragmentary iron bar 19cm long, 
a large lead plumb bob encased in a bronze sheath 
(Plate XXIV: 183) and several lumps of glauconite. All 
evidence suggests that the upper part of this building 

T  

: was destroyed by fire and collapsed 
into the cellar. 
Following the collapse of the build- 

ing into its cellar, the upper infilling 
became a compact heterogeneous 
deposit (24) containing marl and 
clay lumps, pebbles, much building 
material (some of it burnt), iron 
nails, two iron bolts and many oys- 
ter shells; these deposits seem likely 
to have derived from the destroyed 

building. They could well have resulted from contin-
ued degeneration of the ruin after the fire, during 
which time rubbish was dumped in the derelict struc-
ture. The pottery in this layer is dated to the 2nd cen-
tury. Above this was a deposit of dark grey-brown soil 
with much ash and carbon fragments (F12(8)), which 
contained Roman pottery and a few intrusive Saxo-
Norman sherds. Like (24) which it overlays, (8) con-
tamed a very high concentration of oyster shells, as 
well as many nails, daub, brick and tile and it is sug-
gested that this deposit too would have derived, in 
part at least, from the burnt-out building. (8) yielded 
a coin and an iron ring, possibly from a bridle. Above 
all of these layers of building debris was a layer of 
sandy soil which appears to have been deliberately 
deposited in order to level the area off. It contained 
nothing later than 3rd century sherds. 

Wall plaster from this building included a variety 
of colours and patterns. Dado material was identified 
as well as three types of design from the upper zone: 
a simple panel-scheme, a figural/vegetal composition 
and a plain area decorated with a plain band. One 
large intact piece showed four or five coarse plaster 

3m 

\ 

4.9 SH. F12 and other features in Shire Hall 83 Trench VI 
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layers. The dado had a red unburnished background 
with a fine spattering of black and grey paint 'mock 
marble. A few fragments of the upper zone show ev -
idence of a red panel, thin grey lines, a small motif 
and blobs, perhaps a plain red panel marked out with 
fine rectilinear lines which are interrupted at intervals 
by simple motifs. Elsewhere there are a few black 
fragments. There were also some fragments of de-
signs: faint shades of grey and mauve, and broad 
green brush strokes perhaps representing parts of 
leaves on a pink background. Elsewhere, on a white 
background, was part of a figural/vegetal design. 
Between two broad green brush-strokes (leaves?) a 
roughly lens-shaped object painted in different shades 
of red and pink might be drapery, indicating a fairly 
large-scale figure. A large lump of finely granular 
green pigment was found in the same archaeological 
context as the wall-plaster. This lump of pigment was 
no doubt used in the decoration of the walls of the 
upper room, on work which was perhaps not finished 
(App. XI). 

Houses 
SP. House 13. A probable house foundation trench cut 
through ditch 6. It was 30cm wide, flat bottomed and 
deeper to the east. Traced in a straight line for 1.7m. 
Later in the 2nd century House 13 must have gone out 
of use, for three pits were dug through it. 

MR House 14 must have been more than 1.8m x 3m in 
size. It was later extensively repaired in the 3rd and 
early 4th centuries, but the earliest floor, an earthen 
one, and two or three successive hearths and two in-
tenor postholes probably belong to the 2nd-3rd cen-
tury. The earliest hearth (III) was oval, more than 1.2m 
x 60cm and dug down 10cm into the loam and filled 
with wood-ash and charcoal. At its southern edge was 
a small pit or posthole (30cm in diameter and c. 30cm 
deep), which had been filled with clay and its surface 
smoothed; on this fires had been lit. Just north of this 
was hearth 1, which had been replaced by hearth II. 
Both were round, c. 1.05m in diameter, 15cm deep and 
filled with wood-ash and charcoal. A clay floor 2-5cm 
thick with a well-smoothed and level surface was then 
laid over the whole area. It extended in all directions 
beyond the 10m2  exposed by excavation. There were 
no breaks in it and no sign of any walls. The surface 
showed signs of fires having been lit on it, especially 
above the two earlier hearths, suggesting that it was 
probably within the same building. On it a thin layer 
of ash and charcoal accumulated before a second layer 
of clay 1cm thick was laid and smoothed down. The 
surface of this was also heavily burnt (hearth IV) es-
pecially to the east above the earlier hearths. A few 
2nd to 3rd century sherds came from the floors. 
Further south, c. 5.6m2  of the original ground surface, 
a 30cm thick gravelly loam, containing  2nd to 3rd cen-
tury sherds, was found intact. Cut into it were three 
pits and two postholes belonging to a yard gate of this 
period. 

CH Area B. House 24. The foundation trench of a 
house, 56cm wide and 10cm deep, cut into natural 
and the fill of an earlier ?palisade trench. Small post 
and stake-holes were in the bottom. Nails, lumps of 
daub and wall plaster lay over the postholes. A 
hearth, cut into the ?palisade trench. 69 x 90cm and 
30cm, with a layer of charcoal 5cm thick on the bot-
tom, may be associated. 

RG (Fig. 4.3). 
House 2a lay above the 1st century fort and below the 
late 2nd century yard 3, so its chronological position 
was certain. It was the best preserved of all the early 
houses, was 3.5m x 3.5m, aligned on street 2. One 
wall, set in a flat-bottomed foundation trench 60cm 
wide and 20 cm deep, consisted of five 20cm diameter 
posts set in postholes filled with stones. The east and 
west walls were composed of slightly larger, c. 30cm 
diameter posts, packed around with stones but with-
out foundation trenches. Five of the postholes were 
excavated and contained 2nd century sherds. A 20cm 
diameter posthole, M2.6, without any packing, might 
have been part of the south wall. The size of the posts 
suggests this was a substantial building. A 15cm thick 
area of the chalk floor was found intact and, although 
thinner, was found over the rest of the house interior 
below the floor of the succeeding yard 3. 

House 2. This house lay beneath the late 2nd century 
house 3b and yard 3 and should therefore belong to 
the mid 2nd century. Since it lay a little further east 
and was aligned along the main street it may have 
been one of a row facing the main street. It was rec-
tangular and c. 3m wide. Its north wall was set in a 
flat-bottomed foundation trench, 60cm wide and 
20cm deep. No postholes were found in this, but 2nd 
century sherds came from its fill. Only one posthole 
B1.5 marked the south wall in Trench Bi. North of this 
post the floor consisted of a 10cm deep layer of marl 
and also included within the floor were patches of 
gravel and sand and chalk from which came 2nd cen-
tury sherds. One interior pit A2.2, 75cm in diameter 
and 30cm deep was found, filled with chalk and 
stones. 

House 3a. This replaced house 2b. It was 3m by at 
least 4.5m. Its west wall was marked by two postholes 
60cm and 30cm in diameter; its east wall was marked 
by posthole 60cm in diameter and filled with stones 
packed round a 30cm post. The yard surrounding 
house 3a was surfaced with clean gravel and a chalky 
loam along the line of the west wall. 

House 3b and Yard 3. Houses 2a, 2b and 3a were 
shortly replaced by this larger yard and house which 
followed the same northern boundary. It dated from 
later 2nd century, and in the late 3rd century rubbish 
pits were dug through its gravel surface. The yard was 
rectangular c. 8m x 12m laid down over houses 2a and 
2b and aligned on the cross-street. The northern ditch 
was 75cm wide and 45cm deep with a broad U-profile. 
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It had silted up slowly and 2nd to 3rd century sherds 
were included in the fill. The northwest corner and the 
western ditch had a different initial silt, possibly be-
cause there was no house near them. The western 
ditch shallowed rapidly and was not found in Ml, 
suggesting there may have been a causeway and en-
trance to the street at this point. An area of marl sug -
gested a possible structure between the street and 
yard. On the marl surface were found 2nd century 
sherds and articulated cow vertebrae. A layer of char-
coal and burnt material lay over the marl and, with 
two stakeholes, one 10cm square and one 25cm in di-
ameter, might have been a gate to yard 3. The surface 
of yard 3 consisted of a mixture of chalk and gravel 
with patches of ash and charcoal. 

Oven BI just north of house 3b, within the yard, was 
set on a clay base, 1.5 x lm in diameter and 30cm 
deep. This rectangular oven 60 x 45cm, at the centre of 
the yard floor had been built with clay walls 5cm 
thick. These were still standing 22cm high amid the 
debris of the oven. Clay reinforcement had been piled 
around outside and a 20cm gap left to the south where 
a semi-circular depression full of charcoal marked the 
fire-pit. The whole area was heavily burnt. Several 
2nd century sherds came from the clay of the oven. 
This oven had collapsed and then remained undis-
turbed. 

Oven B2 was similar to Bl, being set in a shallow clay-
filled pit, but facing west. Only its entrance could be 
excavated and this was 22cm wide with 15cm thick 
flanking walls buried in the debris of its fallen roof; 
much charcoal lay outside. Posthole B2.4 had been 
packed with broken roof tiles and contained 2nd to 
3rd century pottery. It might have been part of a shel-
ter for the oven. Both ovens also belonged to the latest 
phase of occupation since they were never disturbed 
after falling into disuse. 

House 3c. The southwest corner of another house was 
found by yard 3 and probably belongs to this phase. 
1.5m of a foundation trench 30cm wide and 38cm 
deep was aligned on the cross-street, cut by a 3rd cen-
tury rubbish pit. A short length of another similar 
foundation trench at right angles to it might have been 
part of an interior wall. The area contained within 
these ditches was a stony loam different from the yard 
surface outside them. The area had been too badly 
disturbed by later pits to be certain of the construction 
of this house. 

House 9. Two successive floors suggest that house 9 
had been rebuilt after a fire. On the evidence of the 
pottery and the stratigraphy, the house dates to this 
period. It had been laid over a 1st century pit (P2.17) 
and was sealed by the 4th century yard 9b. Only a 
small part of it, less than 2m 2, could be cleared and no 
walls were found. The lower of the two floors was 
composed of a close-set horizontal layer of marl 
lumps. Above this was a 13cm thick layer of dark 
loam which contained charcoal, many 2nd century 

sherds and a large (nether) quern-stone set in its sur-
face. Above this lay the upper floor, a level 3cm thick 
layer of puddled chalk. A yard found 6m away was at 
the same depth as house 9, like it, sealed by 4th cen-
tury yard Sb. It was made of 10cm of hard yellow 
gravel which was found over the whole trench. Areas 
of charcoal and burnt daub overlying yard 9 may be 
debris from burnt house 9. The soil beneath it con-
tained only 1st to 2nd century sherds. 

House 23, S26. Only a 1.5m stretch of foundation 
trench 60cm wide and 22cm deep, was found. In RGS 
VI a second corner post and part of a wall foundation 
trench with postholes and a wattle and daub walls 
was found, probably the same house. Postholes were 
24 1  27 and 30 cms in diameter, with stakeholes be-
tween them. There were 2nd century sherds immedi-
ately above the postholes. In RGS VII a gully parallel 
to the above house wall contained a few Roman 
sherds and probably defined its yard. It was 24 cm 
deep and 56 cm wide with a butt end to the west, by 
the probable end of the house. 

RGN II House 21. A gully of this 2nd century building 
was traced for 4m. It was lm wide, V-shaped and 
40cm deep and its dark brown friable fill contained 
2nd century sherds, a few bone fragments, a fragment 
of lava quern stone, pieces of tile and opus signinum 
and a finger ring (Plate X: 87). 

Fragments of several ditches, postholes and beam 
slots were found at Shire Hall. These were interpreted 
as the disturbed remains of further houses and yards. 
Near the edge of the town there were fragmentary but 
quite substantial ditches, possibly the boundaries of 
smallholdings. Boundary ditch F29/38 averaged 1.2m 
deep and 1.6m wide and contained much pottery 
(Plate XCVI—XCVII: 618-631). 

Pits 
CH: pits F19, F24, F29, F31 and F39 
GT: pits Be.8 and Be.9 
PH: pits 2 & 2a. 
RG (N): pits Gil, B13, C15. 24, 27 and 20a 
RGS: pits 4a, 12, F25, and 32. 
SH pit F75 (Fig 4.10). 

4.10 Pit with burnt deposits, F 75, Shire Hall 
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4.11 CH. 3rd century ditch and well adjacent to mansia. 

RGS VI, Pit 21. This almost circular pit 1.5m x 1.2m 
and approximately 1.5m deep, cut an earlier pit (2x) in 
trench VI. A layer of light sandy brown loam covered 
layers of darker loamy clay containing large lumps of 
chalk marl and a layer of fine dark brown crumbly 
loam. This latter layer contained many stones and 
sherds. Below this was a layer of light brown clay 
flecked with chalk marl. Sherds throughout were of 
2nd century types and there was also a quantity of 
daub fragments, a brick and a piece of cut chalk. There 
were also 6 bones from at least 5 human infants, a dog 
skull and cattle and sheep bones - mainly mature an-
imals. Pottery included one amphora sherd with graf-
fito (p157, Plate XXXI: 64, and XCVII: 818-826). 

Soil from pit F75 (Fig 4.10) was sampled by flotation 
and the evidence of its seeds was analysed. It ap-
peared to be the residue of domestic waste with seed 
of fruits (bullace, cherry and apple) which are quite 
commonly found in such contexts. Seeds of elderber-
ry and blackberry could also belong in this category or 
could have entered the pit from nearby plants if it was 
open at any stage. Peas and beans probably also rep-
resent food waste as might the wheat but the latter 
might also come from seed cleaning operations as ce-
real weeds were also present. Single seeds of celery 
and coriander are also domestic in origin, celery being 
used as a potherb and its seeds, like those of corian-
der, were used for flavouring. The oriental plane is a 
native of southeastern Europe and western Asia and 
has been widely planted as a shade tree since ancient 
times. The single seed found here could represent an 
'ornamental' tree grown for shade in a private garden 
or public open space. The majority of the other species 
present could represent weeds found in cereals, or re-
moved during cleaning them, or simply weeds grow-
ing in the area whilst the pit was open. The latter is 
perhaps more likely in the sense of the seeds of cocks-
foot, a perennial grass not usually found in cereals, 
and the sedge, plants of damp or waste places. 

CS included a series of shallow pits (23, 24, 40 and 
41) filled with sandy silt loam. All were between 
0.5-0.6m in diameter, shallow bottomed, and survived 
to a depth of less than 0.3m. The exception was a steep 
sided rubbish pit (5a) only a fragment of which sur-
vived. 

Y' 	Wells 
CH. Well, to the west of 
the mansio, close to the 
outer wall (Fig. 4.11). 
Rectangular 1.5m wide, 
excavated to 1.2m, bottom 
not reached. Cut through 
ditch F7. Deliberately 
filled, largely with black 
ashy loam and building 
material. Sherds were of 
the same period as those 
from the building (Plate 
CXIX: 843-4). The 4th cen-

tury town wall partly overlay the filled well. Plaster 
from the mansia was deposited in the well. Fragments 
were of white painted over red, plain green, a black 
stripe and red band on a white background, the edge 
of a golden-yellow band, pink with traces of darker 
red shading, a trace of deep mauve and some white 
oven-painting, a brick red with small white flecks of 
paint, and one small piece with greyish plaster with 
orange paint (App. XI). 

CH. F33 (Well KK/12). (Fig. 4.12). Circular well, di-
ameter 1.36m, the bottom 70cm cutting into natural 
marl giving a U-profile base. Late 2nd century sherds 
were found at the bottom (Plate CXVI: 805-6). 

4.12 Shire Hall. Well KK/12 

CP. Well 7b (Fig. 4.13). Circular well, probably plank-
lined, diameter 1.10m. Excavated to approximately 
3m without reaching bottom. Fill of very fine light 
brown gravel with a small quantity of loam. 
Contained a collection of pant-worked bone pin shafts 
with one finished bone pin (Plate XXII: 179) and a 
number of animal bones, mainly sheep. 1st and 2nd 
century sherds. The well appears to have been used, 
after partial infilling, as a setting for a large post, 
packed with squared stones, large sherds (Plate XCII: 
585-586) and pant of a puddingstone quern. The post 
rested on a hand circular lump of chalk marl, 28cm in 
diameter. Sherds in the packing were 2nd century. 

RGS VI. Well 16. 98cm in diameter, partially excavat-
ed to 3.80m. Plank lining 20cm thick, but no timber re-
mained. At 3.50m the sides curved slightly outwards. 
Uppermost fill of light brown gritty loam sealed ashy 
brown loam with chalky marl lumps. In a pocket of 
ash 2m down, the articulated skeleton of a human 
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4.13 RGS. 2nd-3rd century well 7. Itsflll con-
tamed numerous fragments of bone pins, evidently 
in process of being manufactured. 

baby under 10 days old was found, together with 10 
other human infant bones. Sherds of 2nd century, in-
cluding samian in the lower fill dating from 125-145 
AD, whilst the upper fill could be dated to the late 2nd 
to 3rd century. Some bones, mainly of mature sheep 
and cattle, with a few pig and also numerous fish. 
This well was deliberately filled at one time, for 
sherds in the two deposits joined. Three fragments of 
a fine urn with a painted face on the neck of buff ves-
sel were in the fill. There was further painting on the 
body of the vessel. 

Shrine (Fig. 4.14, 4.15) (Plates XXXI: 63, XXXIII :76, 
77, 79, XXXVI—XXXVII: D1-12, 51-53, XCIX—CXIV: 
646-794, CXL—CXLI: 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 24, 42.) 
CP/RGS. This feature was 8.18m x Sm, with the east- 
ern end rounded out to a semi-circular area, cut from 
the contemporary ground level into natural chalk to 

2m. A semi-circular niche 60cm wide and 44cm deep 
had been cut into the chalk 1.5m above floor level in 
the eastern wall of the apse. A gravel floor (25-30cm 
thick) was laid over the chalk and a number of post 
settings could be seen. Posthole 1 held a post 30 x 
40cm in a setting 70 x 80cm. There was a stakehole at 
each corner of the post, presumably for additional 
support, and several packing stones within the set-
ting. Postholes with 80, 60 and 70cm diameters set 
along the cellar wall suggested further large posts to 
support a superstructure. Others may have been 
placed around the walls in the gravel. The entire 
structure had been lined with planks probably nailed 
to the upright posts. Two charred planks could clear-
ly be seen on the gravel floor where they had fallen. 
On the northern side of the cellar an additional area 
1.3m wide had been cut 60cm deeper than the cellar 
floor. Eight postholes had survived, placed close to-
gether in two parallel rows. Nails and small sandy 
lenses near these postholes suggest the lower part of a 
wooden staircase. An amphora with a painted in-
scription came from among these postholes (Plate 
XXI: 63). 

On the underlying chalk, beneath the gravel floor 
was a badly preserved articulated skeleton of an adult 
dog and a cow skull with two neck bones still in place. 
A squared stone, 20 x 10 x 10cm, had been placed on 
the neck of the cow. Above the gravel floor lay black 
ashy loam and charcoal interspersed with burnt clay 
showing lath and plank impressions. Above this was 
wood ash 2m thick, sloping down to 80cm in the east. 
In this were corroded iron objects including 2090 
nails, 45 hinges and brackets and a key (Plate XVI; 
136). Although the land surface round the cellar was 
carefully examined no structure on the same align-
ment was found, with the exception of timber slot 23. 

On the surface of the ash were articulated animal 
skeletons and complete vessels. A horse skeleton, its 
head split open lay within the semi-circular extension. 
Whole vessels were placed round the horse; a minia-
ture flagon on its head, a large 'flat' mica-dusted plat-
ter by its mouth, a huge samian bowl between its legs 
(Lud T 981), a vessel from kilns in Germany (M R 
Hull), grey with cups on opposite shoulders, which 
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probably had snakes 
looking into the vessel 
by its tail, and a narrow 
necked jar with upper 
half burnished next to 
its back (Plates CII: 684, 
686, 688, 690, CIII: 691). 
There were two iron 
objects, one under the 
forelegs and one in 
front of the legs. 
Nearby, forming a tri-
angle, lay three small 
articulated adult dogs 
(Fig. 4.16, 4.17). These 
were like Pekinese in 
size and leg structure 
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animals. The heads of two were 
overlapping and the third lay 
across their legs. All wore iron col-
lars attached to links of iron chains. 
the bottom half of a flagon (with 
edges smoothed) was placed in the 
middle. West of the horse lay an ar -
ticulated cow skeleton, with a 
sheep between its legs. Nearby lay 
half of a large adult dog. Over these 
burials, and thrown in when they 
were still lying exposed, was a thick 
layer containing the following arte-
facts: 
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Pottery: sherds from small colour coat-
ed beakers, samian cups and bowls 
and over 250 flagons (Plates 
XCIX-CI: 646-683) 

Glass vessels (Plates XXIX-XXX: 4-8, 
10-13,19-22), 

14 bone pins and needles (Plates 
VII-VIII: 40-50, 57-59, 68, XIII; 111, 
112, 116) 

6 bone gaming pieces, at least 2 with 
Roman numerals cut on side (Plate 
XXIV: 138-146). 

Jet pin (Plate X: 82) 
Flute-like bone pipe (XVII: 150) (Fig. 

4.18) 
Intaglio of Bacchus (App. I, p90-91) 
6 coins (App. IV: 9-11, 13-15), 
2 spoons (Plate XIV: 118, 119) 
2 hone stones (Plate XVIII: 158, 159) 
AE door handle on iron shaft (Plate XIV: 121) 
Studs probably from shoes (Fig. 4.19). 

Animal bones, including: 
Horse: Skull and 20 articulated bones, 121 other bones, rest 

of bones decayed. 6+ months old. 
Cattle: 6 horn cores, 16 mature mandibles, 1 immature 

mandible, 21 not known. 
Sheep: 47 mature mandibles, 13 mandibles age 12/14 

months, 6 immature mandibles, 444 other bones fused 
and unfused. Femur of unborn lamb. 

Pig: 14 mature mandibles, 1 immature mandible, 21 other 
bones fused and unfused, (some showing evidence of 
butchery). 

Dog: (Sd): 1 mature skull, 2 mature skulls over 7 years, 26 
other bones. 
(5g)I: Complete skeleton, aged 5 years(Pekinese type) 

Complete skeleton, aged well over 5 years (Pekinese 
type) 

Complete skeleton, aged 5 years + (Pekinese type) 
(5h): 2 skulls, 2 mandibles(one complete) aged over 2 
years, 22 odd teeth, 29 other bones. 
(Sz): Half articulated mature hunting dog, whippet size. 
Head, chest and front legs. 

Other: include cat, duck, chicken, hare, pigeon, thrush & rat. 
6500 oyster shells 

Afterwards the shrine deposits were sealed by a layer 
of clay containing many sherds (Plates CXIV: 786-794, 
CXLI: 43,45,46, CXLII: 53). Later, this broke up into is- 
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4.16 Three dogs, placed as a triangle within the 
shrine 

lands as the thick layers of ash from the burnt down 
building compacted. In the late 3rd and 4th centuries 
the shrine cellar was levelled up by deposits of pot-
tery, bone etc thrown in from the road on the opposite 
side from which the earlier material had been 
deposited. (Plates XXIX: 3, 5a, XXX: 30-32, XXXII: 68, 
721  73, 75, XXXIII: 80, 83, CXXXVI-CXXXVII: 
979-1008, App. IV: 6, 51, 65, 98, 99). 

4.15 Shrine: reconstructed sections E-W and N-S 
Chalk marl 
Gravel floor 
Black ashy loam with fallen planks 
Wood ash with nails, hinges, etc. 
Clay with much pottery and horse, cow and sheep skeletons 
Marl lumps 
Gravelly loam (4th century) 
2nd century yard and beam slot 
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4.18 Bone flutc'(?) from shrine 

4.17 Sketch of three dogs 

The layer above the shrine also contained: 
Fragments of bone inlay (Plate XV: 127) 
2 bone pins (Plate VIII: 52, 53) 
Jet pin fragment (Plate X: 90) 

Animal bones: 
Horse: 5 bones. 
Cattle: 6 mature skull fragment, 5 mature mandibles, 570 

other bones. 
Sheep: 39 mature and 11 immature skull and mandible frag-

ments, 329 other bones. 
Pig: 1 skull 12-14 months, 1 skull mature, 11 mature 

skull/mandible fragments, 52 others. 
Dog: 1 skull + lower mandible, odd teeth, 10 other bones 

Other bones: 7 cat, 13 chicken, 12 pigeon, 6 small birds. 

Inscriptions or graffiti were noted on several sherds in 
or associated with the shrine. These were examined 
by Mark Hassall whose report, first published in 
Britannic (Hassall and Tomlin 1979) is included in 
App. VIII. 

The postholes along the walls, plank lining, and the 
gravel floor suggest a carefully constructed cellar with 
a substantial superstructure. Rows of posts in the 
sunken area could indicate the base of a wooden stair-
case. The timber slot and its nearby daub and plaster 
debris suggest an ancillary building. The building ap-
pears to have burnt down, although no reddening of 
the walls or floor were observed; yellowing of the 
west wall might be attributed to this. The mass of 
charcoal and iron objects on the floor suggest an elab-
orate collapsed superstructure. 

Timber slot 23 and a yard lay 3m west of the cellar. 
The slot was 15cm wide, vertically-sided and flat-bot-
tomed, filled with brown organic matter, probably a 
timber beam that rotted in situ. Daub and plaster 
found between the gully and the cellar suggest the 
beam may have supported a wattle and daub plas-
tered wall, possibly of an ancillary structure, which 
had collapsed towards the cellared building. A yard 
surface of 16-20cm of gravel with some larger stones, 
re-surfaced with fresh gravel at least once, was associ-
ated with the shrine. 

4.19 Iron studs and shoe studs in leather,from 
shrine 
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5. The Third and Early Fourth Centuries 

Summary 

Ridgeons Garden lay open at this time and was used for a 
series of ritual shafts containing infant burials, dogs and 
other deposits. Evidence of dereliction came from Mount 
Pleasant where quarrying for gravel took place among the 
houses. The amount of rubbish in some of the large pits, 
however, suggests that the settlement was flourishing else-
where and that a system of rubbish disposal was in opera-
tion. Most of the small houses and yards seem to have been 
out of use, for rubbish pits and quarries were dug through 
them. New houses and yards which sealed these pits were 
built in the early 4th century. 

Introduction 

No land surface or feature survived later destruction 
in CP, CR, HC or AR. Three pits in MP may belong 
here. In GT the ground surface survived in trenches 
Aa, Bd and Be on a 30cm thick loam which had accu-
mulated during the 1st and 2nd centuries. Oyster and 
mussel shells, iron nails and pottery came from it. 
There was no building debris. The mansio in CH Area 
A appears to have been still in use. One house was 
found in SH 83, and pits and ditches of this period 
were found in all sites excavated. It was during this 
century that Akeman Street was relaid. Observation of 
the Shire Hall foundations in the 1930s showed build-
ing levels which might have belonged here but no de-
tails were preserved (RCHM 11959). 

Excavations in HM and PH revealed only a few fea-
tures belonging to the 3rd century. At HM the area lay 
open and was used for quarrying. In the early 4th cen-
tury, MP house 14 and yard 15 as well as RG(N) yard 
1 and probably house 1 all remained in use. In SP the 
early part of the 4th century was marked by increased 
gravel digging, a ditch and at least ten pits. The quan-
tities of domestic rubbish tipped into them suggest oc-
cupation nearby. 

Description (Fig. 5.1) 

Streets 
Via Devana. This continued in use, and its surface was 
studied where it met Akeman Street to the west of the 

junction. It was also located where, in the early 4th 
century, the butt end of the town wall was found. 

Akeman Street. In SH and CH the 2nd century road 
surface had been covered by sandy gravels, up to 
20cm thick, and cobbles were laid on top. In the Shire 
Hall excavations, this remake of Akeman Street was 
narrower and not so well surfaced as the 1st century 
road, but in CH 86 Trench B it was wider, well made 
and sealed the earlier western roadside ditch. 

The side streets continued in use, several new features 
being found beside them. Street 4 in CH, the only one 
found north of Via Devana, was in use at this time. 

Houses and yards 
SH II F74. West of Akeman Street was a two-phase 
timber framed building. The remains of a well-made 
floor, up to 20cm thick consisting of hard-packed silt, 
gravel, sand and, predominantly, marl was traced up 
to the edge of the sandy deposit (144) which separated 
it from the road some 2.5m to the east. Parallel to the 
road was a steep-sided flat-bottomed linear feature, 
55cm wide and 26cm deep, cut through both the early 
surface of Akeman Street and the silt layer which over-
lay it, probably a beamslot for a substantial timber-
framed building. Pottery in the fill is no earlier than 
the mid 2nd century. In the fills of F74 were postholes 
one of which contained sherds and two red glass 
beads. Part of the beamslot was overlain by the white 
floor. Three other pairs of postholes, spaced at approx-
imately 3.5m intervals, run at right angles to beamslot 
F74 and a fourth possible pair of postholes on the 
same alignment, occurred as shallow indentations in 
the bottom of a later, Saxo-Norman, ditch. 

CH 86 Area B. Building and Yard. A large posthole and 
two wall-foundation trenches, vertical-sided and 
SOcms deep, were sealed by a 4th century spread. 
Sherds in the fill and the associated ground level sug-
gested a date not later than mid 3rd century. 

SP 
House 13. No break in occupation of house 13. 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXVIII pp. 49-58 
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5.1 Plan of 3rd century features 

House 15 (Fig. 5.2). Built over Pit £25 soon after it was 
filled in, during the later part of the 2nd century. It 
must have been more than 3m x 2.1m, for no walls 
were found in the area cleared. Substantial cement 
floor, laid down before the pit-fill had consolidated. 
The floor had not been disturbed by pit-digging in the 
Roman period, although contemporary pits were 
found all around, and the house may have survived 
until a large building was erected on the same site in 
the 4th century. 

MP 
House 14. No break in occupation. It appeared to re- 
main in use throughout this period since the  succes- 
sion of floors and hearths continued into the 4th 

- - - 

0 	 lOOm 

century. 

Yard 15 and its latrine also continued in use. 

House 24 consisted of a hard marl floor, parts of which 
showed signs of burning. No wall footings were 
recognised on the edges exposed. 

Yard 22. A yard with sherds of this period. 

SH 83. Yard and House 21. Well-made surface of com-
pact laid marl up to 18cm thick, laid upon 14cm of 
clean orange sand which extended beyond the marl 
floor. Neither yielded any dating evidence, but imme-
diately overlying the marl was a compact deposit of 
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5.2 Floor of Hut 15, Mount Pleasant, cut by post 
medieval gravel pit 

gravel and pebbles (21) which contained a concentra-
tion of Roman sherds dating to not later than the 3rd 
century. The plough-disturbed upper part of this de-
posit (20) contained similar pottery. Four postholes 
might form part of a contemporary building. 

Pits (Fig. 5.3) 
CH: F30, F39, pit or hearth F43, and F27 (CXXI: 
851-860). 
CT: pit Ab 
PG J2.10 and N19, 
PH: pit S4. 
RG(N): pits A1.30, A1.33, C2.3, C2.18, C3.15, C3.16 and 

D1.8. 
SH: pits F4 and F5. ?Latrine F6, Fil, F21, F22, F28, F29, 
?Pit F45, F47, F62 (Plate CXIX; 841) and F105 
SP: pits (10), (18a), E20, E21, E22, E23, D.3, D.4, N1.5, 
C.3b, D.9, D.10, VI (13x—y) (18x—y) and VII (9). 

RGS 26 was 1.35m wide, more than 1.8m long and cut 
90cm into bedrock. Its fill of light sandy loam con-
tamed several thousand late 2nd-3rd century and a 
few 4th century sherds, many of them fine wares sim-
ilar to those in the shrine (above) (eg Plate XXXVIII: 
D26), glass, many oyster shells and some animal 
bones. It was thought to be associated with clearance 
works of the shrine. 

RGS VI (19c—j) Fig 5.5). Near-rectangular, vertical-
sided, flat-bottomed, 1.9m x 1.2m x 3.35m deep. A layer 
of wattling or brushwood lay on a thin layer (10cm) of 
hard packed chalk at the bottom. On this was a horse, 
one leg bone and the skull in an advanced state of 
decay being all that remained; the rest of the animal 
was traced by the staining. A layer of grey wood ash 
surrounded the horse and three colour coated beakers 
(Plate CXXIV: 885-887) lay in this fill. Above this was 
an ashy greenish-grey deposit, and a layer of sandy 
loam. Decayed planks lay part way along the south 
side and another along the west side of this level, with 
a circular wooden object - perhaps a small wheel - and 
an iron hilt-shaped object (Plate XXVII: 201, 202). A 
layer of clay then covered part of the shaft which was 
afterwards filled up with brown loam sealed by gray-
el. Sherds suggest a date of late 2nd to early 3rd centu-
ry (Plates CXXIII—CXXV: 873-892). Animal bones 
included cattle, sheep, pig, pheasant and 
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partridge, rat and frog. Topmost fills cut by a late 3rd 
to early 4th century furnace. 

SH 83 IV. Pit Fl. Large oval pit 1.9 x im x 90cm deep. 
Fills all contained 3rd century pottery. (24) lower fill 
contained many oyster and mussel shells, two bronze 
pin fragments and one bronze fragment. (22) Ashy 
clay fill with charcoal and daub, many oyster and 
mussel shells, two 2nd century samian sherds with 
stamps. (14) loam with plaster and daub fragments, 22 
iron nails, 42 shoe studs, many oyster and mussel 
shells, bone fragment. (10) upper fill of silt containing 
charcoal and marl lumps, many oyster and mussel 
shells, plaster fragments, 52 iron nails, perforated 
bronze disc, neck of glass vessel, an early 2nd century 
samian sherd with stamp, bone needle, iron bridle 
and antler cheek bits (Plate XIX: 166, 167), a bronze 
pin, fragments of iron with wood adhering (Plate XX: 
169) and shoe-studs. Flotation of a soil sample from 
the lowest fill (24) contained a few cereal and weed 
seeds. A variation in profile suggests the feature was 
recut. 

Quarries 
Features interpreted as quarries included: 
SP Pits Al, A.4, H.19, J.12 and J.16. The northern end 
of the site was a complex of gravel pits at this time, 
and these continued to be dug in the early 4th centu-
ry. Most were very large. They suggest that this area 
lay open during this period. The quantities of pottery 
from their fills must have come from occupation to the 
south and west. 

SH 83 Quarry 15-9. The working face of a large shal-
low sandpit probably of this period cut c. 1.5m into 
the clean sand (33) and stopped just above water-
logged gravel. Its horizontal floor was traced for 5m 
and although then destroyed by later pits, it probably 
extended for at least 8m, and possibly urn, further to 
the east. Its width may have been more than 9m. In ex-
cess of 67m3  of sand had been removed. The sand 
must have been carted out from the western end of 
the quarry. In the 3rd or early 4th centuries the floor of 
the quarry became covered or was deliberately filled 
with sandy loam. On its level surface a stratum of 
stones, tile fragments and pottery lying horizontally, 
was found. This appeared to be a land surface and 
could be traced, although cut through by later fea-
tures, for over 6m 2. No part of the land surface or 
other features of this period survived, but large num-
bers of sherds from later features suggest activity 
nearby. 

HM A Pit 36.60. East of the quarry another pit was 
C. 1.5m in diameter and had been sunk into the gravel 
to a depth of 1.8m (2.6m from the modern surface), 
probably for gravel extraction. It had then been filled 
with rubbish, including a collection of some twenty 
2nd century samian, and six glass, vessels. 

Ditches and gullies of uncertain use 
CH 
F34. Ditch and recut may be the same as F20. Original 
ditch had fill of brown loamy clay, but the recut con-
tamed fine light-brown chalky clay. A few greyware 
sherds. 

F35a-36. U-shaped ditch 36 joins F35a at right angles. 
Fill of light-brown clay silt contained early-mid 3rd 
century sherds. 

PH. Gullies 6e and 7 (Fig. 5.4) under the 4th century 
rampart bank (and on the same alignment). Gully (6e) 
was 32cm wide and 35cm deep. Shallower towards 
the northwest where there were large stones. 
Articulated backbone of a horse on base of gully, 
which was filled with compacted spoil of rampart 
bank. Gully(7) was 40cm deep and also shallower at 
northwest. Fill of blackish clayey loam and charcoal 
fragments contained sherds of Oxford type and coarse 
colour coated wares, suggesting a date late in the 3rd 
century. 

5.4 3rd century gullies beneath rampart bank 

SH 83 II. Ditch F9. 2nd century ditch F29/38 was cut 
at right angles by smaller ditch F9. Flat bottomed, 
about im wide and 35cm deep, pottery of late 3rd to 
4th century. Primary fill of light brown silt with marl, 
then brown sandy silt with gravel, and finally dark 
brown sandy silt containing a concentration of equine 
bones including a skull. 

Wells 
RGS. Well VI (25). (Fig. 5.5, 5.6) Circular, 95cm in di-
ameter. Excavated to water level at 5m. The upper 
part, where the well cut through an Iron Age ditch, 
was lined with timber which rotted in situ. Below it 
two opposed rows of foot/hand holes had been cut 
into chalk marl. Lowest fill was weathered chalk silt. 
An articulated skeleton of a horse aged 4-5 years was 
in this fill, together with three almost complete vessels 
(Plate CXXVII: 896-898). Above were ash and chalk 
marl lumps, fragments of iron, thin strips of wood, 
and much daub with timber laths attached. 
Uppermost fill of loam containing chalk marl lump 
contained a few bones, one human femur among 
them. 

SH 84. F32. Circular well, 1.1m diameter, cut into 
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sherds. Only a few small pieces of infant 
bones remained, mainly fragments of 
mandibles. In most shafts two burials oc-
curred one above the other, and in five shafts 
there was a pair of small shoes, of which only 
the studs remained, but which would have 
fitted an older, 5 to 6 year old, child. These 
shafts were filled up immediately after the in-
fant burial(s). Large sherds of earlier phases 
were used to line the area on which a rush 
mat(s) was laid for the infant burial(s). The 
most significant vessels however are those 
placed next to the infants, for these showed 
that at least some burials dated to the 4th cen-
tury. A few red polished sherds were normal-
ly found in the topmost layer, with the 
exception of (35). 
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5.5 RGS. Well VI (25) and Pit VI (19c-j) 

natural marl to 95cm with a flat base. Appeared to be 
cut from a 3rd century horizon. Fill of black wet 
loam/clay mix contained animal bones and sherds 
with two nearly complete vessels - a samian bowl and 
a shell-tempered cooking pot of early 3rd century date 
(Plate CXVI: 807-808). 

SH 83. Well F41. Augering demonstrated that a shaft 
continued down more than 1.6m. Upper fill, dark-
brown silty loam, contained nothing later than 3rd 
century. 

SH 83. Well F56. Oval, 1.75 x 1.4m and 3.05m deep. 
Top sloped steeply then dropped vertically, forming a 
shaft, almost circular with diameter of 50-60cm. Cut 
into stable marl with no evidence of timber lining, but 
upper portion was lined with 20cm of orange/brown 
fine clayey silt with some gravel (Plate CXXXI: 
921-922). 

Ritual shafts (Fig. 5.7-5.14) 
RGS/CP 
A group of at least 13 shafts of 3rd and early 4th cen-
tury. Each one fully excavated was a deep pit contain-
ing a mature dog aged 5-7 years of fox terrier size in 
the south corner, and a rush mat and a wicker basket 
containing the stain of an infant burial laid on large 

Shaft (3) (Fig. 5.8). Far the deepest shaft, it 
may have utilised a partially filled-in well; it was ex-
cavated to 3.5m without bottom being reached. The 
chalk around the top had weathered, and pieces fallen 
down before use as a grave. The lowest level excavat-
ed was a mixture of loam and chalk lumps with a 
thick black layer of charcoal covered by sand. On this 
was a wooden coffin 45cm x 25cm of which stains and 
the nails remained. A fragment of infant mandible 
came from inside the box where the stain of an infant 
burial could be seen. Above the box a layer of very 
soft friable, nearly black, soil was sealed by brown 
gritty loam. There had been considerable settlement in 
the well which had disturbed the skeleton of a mature 
dog. In the upper fills were burnt limestone and sand-
stone fragments, floor and roof-tile fragments, daub 
and sherds of 3rd to 4th century (Plate CXXXIII: 
929-947). Two very small rim fragments of 4th centu-
ry red polished ware were found in the lower fills. 
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5.8 Ritual Shaft 3 

Cattle bones and coins (App. III: 68, 73, 85) were 
found in the uppermost fill. 

Shaft (6) (18c -3) (22) Nearly square, 1.1m x 1.2m x 
2.2m deep. Timber lining on the southwest side and a 
rounded base with six postholes, 28cm wide and 40cm 
deep on the west, on the south side 28cm wide and 
53cm deep and on the northwest corner 24cm wide 
and 90cm deep. Fills of black ashy loam were tipped 
in from southwest. At the bottom was the articulated 
skeleton of a falcon, one horse skull, bones of sheep 
and cattle, two fragments of infants' bones, and shoe 
studs giving the outline of a sole 27cm long. Near the 
top of the shaft were 28 cattle skulls, other bones of 
cattle, sheep, pig, and chicken/ pheasant, and a 
human jaw. The fill of the shaft contained more bones 
of cattle and sheep, and fragments of dog and chick-
en. Part of a figured samian vessel, 100-120 AD (Plate 
XXXVIII: D25), was found in the bottom, but strati-
graphically this pit belongs here (Plate CXV: 795-800). 

Shaft (11) Rectangular, 1.3m x 1.2m vertical-sided 
shaft, 1.89m deep and flat-bottomed. The lowest part 
was covered with sand and loam containing chalk 
marl lumps and patches of clay. A pair of shoes - the 
studs only remaining - lay on this. They might have 
fitted a half-grown child. A mature dog skeleton lay in 
the southern corner. A wicker basket lay above this 
with the stain of an infant burial in it. The layer was 
sealed by a greenish-brown gritty layer in which an-
other pair of shoes was represented by 35 studs - 
again fitting a child - and a number of other studs. 
Above this the shaft was filled with fine brown loam 

containing fragments of roof-tile, burnt daub, burnt 
squared limestone fragments, bone pins, bronze frag-
ments, sherds (Plate CXXXIII: 948-953), a coin (App. 
III: 46) and cattle (c 20 kg), sheep and bird bones. 

?Shaft (15). Vertically-sided rectangular shaft 1.3 x 
1.1m. Limited excavation. Sherds dated to the 3rd to 
4th century. 

Shaft (17) (Fig. 5.9). Rectangular vertical-sided shaft 2 
x 1.6m, partially excavated. Disturbed in the upper 
layers by a later pit. An articulated mature dog skele-
ton in the south corner. Sherds of the late 3rd to early 
4th century AD including one inscribedPX (P157), 50 
iron nails, several iron objects and fragments of tile 
and daub were found. The shaft cut the corner of 
grave 17b (p32). 

?Shaft (19) (Fig. 5.5). Possibly another shaft of which 
only a small portion was excavated. Vertical sides. 

5.9 Dog in Ritual Shaft 17 
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5.10 RGS Burial Shafts 32 and 39. 

Shaft (23). 1.5 x 1.4m and 1.45m deep, rectangular 
with vertical sides and a flat bottom. The lower part 
was covered with sand on which were placed large 
sherds and above them a wicker basket with the stain 
of an infant burial; two limb bones remained. A ma-
ture dog lay in the southeastern corner and nearby 25 
studs of a pair of child's shoes remained. The shaft 
was filled up with brown loam containing a few 
bones, mainly cattle and sheep, sherds and one 
crushed vessel. 

Shaft (32) (Fig. 5.10). Rectangular shaft 1.1m deep and 
1.52m square, vertical sided and flat-bottomed. The 
bottom and lower sides were covered with 
orange/yellow sand on which were large pieces of 
two stamped samian, 150-200 AD, coarse ware vessels 
(Plate CXXXIII: 954-958) and tile. An articulated ma-
ture dog in the south corner. Signs of rush matting 
and the stain of an infant burial were found and above 
this was a wicker basket, again with the stain of an in-
fant burial; rib bones and two limb bones remained. 
The shaft was filled with gritty light brown soil con-
taining oyster shells, animal bones, iron fragments, 
sherds and 4 pieces of limestone. The uppermost fill 
had been slightly cut by later features. 

Shaft (35) (Fig. 5.11, 5.12). Rectangular pit 1.5m x 
1.68m, truncated by later feature to 1.18m. Vertical 
sided, flat-bottomed, surviving below disturbance to 
95cm. The lower sides and bottom had been covered 
with sand on which were large pieces of sherd with 
the sharp edges in the sand. A mature dog's articulat-
ed skeleton lay in the south corner and next to it a 
complete 4th century jug (Plate CXXXII: 926). On the 
sherd fragments a rush mat had been laid, the pattern 
of which was visible, and on this was the stain of an 
infant burial with head to the northwest. A small piece 
of linen cloth that had been wrapped around the in-
fant was found, and a undatable coin was close to its 
head. Above this infant a wicker basket, maximum 

11flIU1Tfl[,Imtt,f lit 1cI1T till Tfl111 	measurement im x 55cm 
was placed and in it was a 
second infant with its head 
to the southeast. Again, 
only the stain of the body 
remained and a few small 

----- fragments 	of 	lower 
mandible were found and 
a piece of coarse cloth 
Another 4th centur y  spout-
ed colour coated ju g  was 
found in this layer, also 
many studs from a pair of 
shoes The shaft was filled 
with a clay and chalk marl 

Shct{t 	 mix in which were a few 
. '.,.. 	

•S.? 	 animal bones and sherds of 
3rd to 4th century. Animal 
bones included fragments 
of dog and piglet, single fe- 
murs of cat, pheasant and 

pigeon, and the skulls of two mature sheep. The shaft 
was truncated by a structure 4.7m x 2.8m, cut to a 
depth of 1.18m. It was plank-lined, had double post-
holes at the corners and postholes down the central 
axis. It contained nails, hinges and brackets, sherds 
(mostly 4th century) and coins of the 3rd and 5th cen-
turies (which can no longer be traced). Three ox horns, 
placed vertically, and one ox skull were added to the 
surviving top. A timber cover was placed on top and 
5-8cm of chalk marl sealed the shaft. 

Shaft (39) (Fig. 5.10). Rectangular flat-bottomed shaft, 
1.5 x im and 2.45m deep. Bottom and lower sides also 
covered with sand and fragments of chalk marl. On 
this were placed sherds and rush matting above 
which was the stain of an infant burial. Over this bur-
ial was a wicker basket containing a second burial. In 
the south corner an articulated mature dog skeleton 
was found. The shaft was filled up with a clay/loam 
mixture containing many stones, a few sherds and 

N ,  

5.11 Burial 35. Part Of a wicker basket under the 
infant burial 
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5.12 Shaft 35. Dog and vessels beneath wicker bas-
ket. 

bones including two mature skulls of cattle and one of 
immature pig. 

Shaft (43) (Fig. 5. 13) and V(17). Shaft 1.2 x 1.04m, ver-
tical-sided and flat-bottomed. The bottom and lower 
sides covered with yellow sand above which was a 
lining of large sherds (Plate CXXXII: 928) and rush 
matting. A little higher there were traces of a wicker 
basket. Top filled with brown loam, with pebbles and 
stones around the edge. Several large fragments of 
limestone, the corner of a squared marble block, 35 
nails, some with wood attached and over 70 shoe 
studs were found in the lower part of this fill, along 
with a few sheep and pig bones and a quantity of cat-
tle bones. As much of this shaft was cut away by a 
later pit there was no evidence for a dog in the south 
corner. 

Shaft (45). Smaller rectangular shaft, 70cm x 1.1m, 
base covered with sand on which lay a single layer of 
large sherds including an amphora handle (App. IV: 
84, Plate CXL: 19) and oyster shells. Traces of a wick-
er basket lay on these. The remainder was filled with 

to ll 

5cms 0  
5.14 Parts of shoes from Shaft45  

brown loamy clay with pebbles, containing a few 
sheep and cattle bones, two mature sheep skulls, three 
pigeon bones, tile fragments and scattered shoe studs, 
some with leather attached (Fig. 5.14). 

im 
5.13 Shaft 43, cut by later pit 
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5.15 RGN Infant burial 

RG(N). The crouched body of a year-old child was 
found just inside the western boundary ditch, gully 
10, in an oval pit 60cm deep (Fig. 5.15). No finds came 
from the grave, but in the light of the other child buri-
als it could belong here. 

Pentagonal Shrine? (Fig. 5.16, 5.17, 5.18) 
CS. Following a general levelling early in the 3rd cen-
tury, a small timber framed pentagonal structure was 
erected. It was 3m in diameter (external measure-
ment). The vertically sided, flat bottomed foundation 
trench appeared to be almost circular, however the 
clay that filled it did not follow its exact edges, but 
formed a polygonal shape. It is suggested that this 
was because the building was a timber framed con-
struction which rested on a series of timber beams 
serving as wallplates. These would have been be-
tween 1.2m and 1.4m long and were approximately 
18cm wide; they rested on the clay foundation. This 
would have resulted in a pentagonal building with a 
possible entrance on the south side (simply because 
this was a slightly longer side than the others). There 
was no sign of a floor within the building, or a path 
leading up to it. The building appeared to have been 
a modest one, patches of ash within and around it 
may indicate a possible hearth within it and three 
small irregularly shaped stones may be the remains of 
this. There was a mixture of sandy loam and ash with-
in the building which may represent debris from de- 

molition and deliberate levelling of the site. To the 
south of the building small cobbles and gravel patch-
es may indicate the remains of a yard or path but they 
did not seem extensive enough to merit such a de-
scription. Little evidence for actual building materials 
was found on the site, with the exception of three nails 
and small patches of what may have been wall plaster. 
However, an ash and marl filled ditch on the north-
west side of the building, which included fragments 
of burnt plaster and daub may provide a clue to the 
construction and later fate of this building. It suggests 
that the building had been carefully demolished and 
the site cleared down to foundation level following 
abandonment. A sherd from Lezoux, decorated with a 
pan mask (Fig 5.18) (App. VIII, p157) normally associ-
ated with religious sites was found nearby, though 
unfortunately it was unstratified. The ditch (22) was 
V-shaped in profile and extended only 40cm into the 
trench. Partly cut away by a 17th century well, it was 
only 30-35cm wide and survived to a depth of 25cm. 
Two other ditches, to the northwest and southeast 
may also be associated with the building. A build-up 
of sandy silt loam, following the demolition of the 
building, suggests that the area remained an open 
space until the site was used as part of All Saints by 
the Castle churchyard in the late Saxon period. 

5.17 Possible pentagonal shrine on Castle Street, 
below graveyard of All Saints by the Castle 

0 	 1 	 2rn 

5.16 Possible pentagonal shrine on Castle Street, below graveyard of All Saints by the Castle 
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0 	 5cm 

5.18 Sherd with face mask, found near pentagonal 
shrine 

Early 4th century features 

Houses 
MR House 14. The final 3cm of the floor belongs here, 
for the town rampart was built immediately on top of 
it, and the house was still in use, with a fire on its 
hearth, when work on the town-wall caused its aban-
donment. 

MP. Yard 15. This yard, lOm further south, also ap-
peared to be in use until the rampart was built over it. 
One gatepost was only removed at the last moment so 
that the rampart material filled the upper part of the 
posthole. 

RG. House 1 and Yard 1. Also in use from the 2nd cen-
tury and still being repaired towards the end of the 
4th century. 

Pits 
SR H.14, H.16, H.181  H.21 1  H.22, H.23, J.22, K.15 and 
K.16. The pits appeared to have been levelled to a hor-
izontal surface 1.8m below the present one and, since 
the intervallum road was laid out on this surface, the 
levelling was probably contemporary with the build-
ing of the town bank and ditch. On it accumulated a 
sandy loam containing artefacts of later 4th century 
date. 



6. The Fourth Century Walled Town 

Summary 
A change in the settlement took place in the 4th century 
when it was made into a defensive site surrounded by a 12m 
wide ditch, 2-3m wide stone wall and internal rampart 
bank, with four gates. An area of 8.6 hectares was enclosed, 
considerably reducing the area of settlement. Whilst a num-
ber of dwellings continued in use, new ones were built over 
infilled pits, graves and quarries across the hilltop and new 
wells were dug. Throughout the century rubbish pits and la-
trines were dug and infilled. In all cases the existing street 
plan was respected and road surfaces were renewed as were 
a number of property boundaries. Structures on the hilltop 
were wooden and thatched, no substantial foundations, 
floors or deposits of roof-tiles being found. It may be that 
more elaborate buildings existed on the slope down to the 
river and bridge, for casual finds of roof-tiles and tesserae 
have been reported from areas where no excavations have 
taken place. Two probable pottery kilns were in use late in 
this period inside the walls, and there was one 4th century 
burial. 

Introduction 

The area selected for defence was the hillside above 
the bridge as well as the chalk-marl and gravel cap of 
the hill. On the south and southwest the boundary be-
tween the marl and the underlying clay was closely 
followed. One reason for this may have been that a 
ditch dug into the clay just below the line of water 
seepage would always have been supplied with water. 
The major departure from the obviously defensive 
topographic line was the inclusion of a stretch of the 
hill slope facing the river. 

Description (Fig. 6.1) 

The defences 

The Ditch 
The line of the eastern defences is confirmed by exca-
vations at SH 85 where the ditch was shown to have 
been beside the medieval castle bailey rampart. 
Stretches of the northeastern defences were located 
and excavated in the CH 86 sites where the, wall, gate 
house footings and the ditch were found. They show 

that the present Shire Hall/Castle Park boundary is 
approximately that of the Roman defences. The north-
ern wall and ditch were excavated in the CH 85 site, 
the ditch being c. 12m in front of the wall. No evidence 
for defences west of Huntingdon (Godmanchester) 
Road has been found apart from an observation of a 
cross section of the ditch during roadworks immedi-
ately south of Huntingdon Road (J Pullinger) but ex-
cavations in SO, RG and MPH sites have reduced the 
possibilities. It has been shown that the ditch does not 
cross any of these sites, nor are there any traces of a 
wall or bank. 

Excavations in Magdalene College Fellows' Garden 
in 1910 (Walker 1911) showed that the defences were 
not south of Chesterton Lane, while observations (J 
Alexander) of the erection of Clare College hostels 
(Wilfiete and Castle End) showed no traces of a ditch, 
wall or bank immediately east of St Giles. The position 
of the ditch on Northampton Street was located and 
sectioned in 1949 (RCHM I 1959) (Fig. 6.2). It was c. 
12m wide at its lip, 2.6m deep, and 3.6m wide at its flat 
bottom; considerable quantities of 4th century Roman 
sherds came from it (R A H Farrar). Observation of 
major sewage works in Mount Pleasant in 1979 failed 
to locate it (J Pullinger), suggesting it may lie in the 
grounds of St Edmund's College, indicating a wide 
berm of more than lOm between the wall and the ditch 
similar to that further northeast. Here in the CH 85 ex-
cavations the ditch was located and traced for 20m, 
12m in front of the wall footings. In CH 86 it came to a 
butt end at the east (Fen) gate so that Akeman Street 
entered the town over a causeway. 

Beside Castle Street the ditch was 12.5-12.1m wide, 
U-profiled and 3.3m to more than 4m deep (Fig. 6.3). It 
would appear to have been recut here and its align-
ment slightly changed as it approached the gate and 
the Via Devana. If a causeway carried the road in 
Roman times it was destroyed in the 17th century as 
part of the Civil War defences. The ditch fill was a uni-
form dark-brown loam in which there was almost no 
sign of siltings even at the bottom. No sherds or data-
ble objects came from it; it seems likely it was cleaned 
out in 1643 and was deliberately filled in soon after 
1660 when the present Castle Street was constructed. 
The ditch was also located 10.5m west of Victoria 
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Trench IV 

Trench V 

LJTIII 	Jill 	Trench\hIJI 

6.3 Profiles of the town ditch near Castle Street, 1985 

Road, 12m wide and cut into marl (Fig. 6.4). It could 
be excavated only to a depth of 2.2m, showing infill-
ings of gravelly brown silt, grey/green clay and marl 
clay which contained oolitic limestone fragments, 
brick and tile; water flowed along it at a depth of 2m. 
It was also machine sectioned in CH 86 and partially 
excavated in SH 85 (Fig. 6.5). Beneath later levels was 
an old soil horizon which may be dated by its pottery 
to the late Roman period. The relatively abraded con-
dition of many of the sherds and oyster shells from 
this layer are in keeping with its having been subject-
ed to considerable disturbance, probably due to culti-
vation. 

The Rampart Bank 
Defences were also exposed in MP, AR and PH. They 
showed that the bank survived within the garden of 
Nos. 19-21 MP and under Pound Hill Dairy. The pre-
sent road-verge at the corner of Mount Pleasant and 
Mount Pleasant Walk is not quite the true bank of the 

Roman town as the rear of the wall was found in the 
garden of No. 21 and it was shown to extend under 
the pavement (Figs. 6.6-6.14). The slope by the road-
side had been caused by later gravel digging. The tail 
of the western bank was also found preserved beneath 
the raised girls' playground of the Old Free School 
(later Pound Hill Dairy). A fragment was also found 
in CH 85. It had been completely removed in 
Haymarket Road. No other traces of it remain, unless 
the medieval bailey bank in the Shire Hall grounds 
preserves part of its eastern line. Excavations in the 
CH and SH sites indicated a lOm wide featureless 
strip behind the wall. In the excavated areas in MP, the 
bank was more than lOm wide and 2.3m high, fronted 
by a wall. It was built mainly of clay and sandy grav-
els, probably the spoil from the ditch, and had an in-
tervallum road and ditch along its inner edge. The 
following description is contributed by its excavator, 
R A H Farrar: 

'In Trench A, in preparation for the bank, the surface was 
levelled, Pit 13 first being filled in and the post removed 
from Posthole 23. On this levelled surface over the west-
ern two-thirds of the trench lay a scatter of flint nodules, 
some with mortar adhering, and lumps of mortar. In the 
northwest corner c. 1.0m' of a continuous crust of mortar 
c. 1.5m thick was found. This and a scatter of mortar and 
flint nodules on the old ground surface suggest that the 
wall and bank were raised together. Furthermore, the tail 
of the bank was found resting on the floor of House 15, 
suggesting that it had been deliberately destroyed to 
make way for the bank. Ditch J.13 was filled in before the 
rampart was built, and the homogeneous nature of the 
filling and the way it had been compressed under the 
bank suggested that it had been filled only shortly before 

I 

o  

6.5 Excavating the town ditch, Shire Hall 1985 



6.6 Modern bank around Mount Pleasant during excavations in 

62 

the bank was built. The bank was best studied in Trench 
C where it still stood 2.1m high. Here it consisted of thin 
layers of soil and occupation debris interspersed with 
thick, archaeologically sterile, levels of brown and grey 
sand. Above this were dumps of sandy clay. The lowest 
tips, mainly horizontal, were rich in 3rd to 4th century 

05 	 10M 

6.7 Excavations at Mount Pleasant  

The rampart bank was also located in PH. It 
survived to a height of 2.1m and was capped 
with a thick layer (30cm) of gault clay. It was 
cut by the construction trench and foundations 
of the 19th century playground wall and a 
deep V-shaped Saxo-Norman drainage gully. 
A few fragments of tile, Roman sherds and 
large limestone fragments were found in the 
clay capping. Below the clay was a layer of 
very dark brown compacted loam 1.3m thick. 
There was no variation in texture and colour 
except for thin lenses of sand in the first 40cm 
although it became progressively wetter to-
wards the bottom. The first 40cm contained 
nearly 100 Roman sherds including wares of 
the late 3rd and 4th centuries, fragments of 
tile, brick and limestone. The next 40cm con-
tained over 70 Roman sherds including those 
of 3rd and 4th centuries, many mussels, and 
fragments of tile and limestone. In the lower 
part of the bank there were 95 Roman sherds, 
the latest dating to the early 4th century. Also 
in this fill were fragments of tile and lime-
stone. A small quantity of bone was found in 
all layers, particularly rodents and frogs. 

A fragment of the bank was probably pre-
sent in CH 85 where a trench to rob stones 
from the wall cut through a 44cm thick layer of 
many/grey clay (3) containing flint nodules 
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6.9 Approximate line of the wall and rampart in Mount Pleasant 
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6.12 Excavations at Mount Pleasant: profile of bank 

6.11 MP. Guardroom of the west gate, from the 
northwest 

and pebbles (Fig 6.15). This overlay a single layer of 
limestone fragments sealing a 3rd century pit (7). The 
clay contained Roman sherds including 3rd to 4th cen-
tury colour coated wares and limestone fragments. 

Drains for the Defences 
At the tail of the bank in Mount Pleasant a straight 
northwest-southwest ditch (No. 25) parallel to the 
rampart was cut through the fill of posthole 23. It was 
c. im wide with a U-profile and was only cut into 
bedrock where it deepened to the northwest. Its bot-
tom fill was very stony and contained only a few in-
determinate sherds. From its upper softer, but still 

M 

B 

Ditch .... 

stony, fill came burnt clay lumps, dressed limestone 
fragments and 4th century sherds. At this part of the 
perimeter the bank and wall were laid out across the 
floor of a disused sand quarry and the major problem 
would have been the disposal of the water welling out 
at the surface of clay in the old quarry working face. 
Drains must have been made through or along the 
ramparts, and ditches (27 and 37) may be examples, 
although since the whole of the ramparts here were 
removed in early medieval times no further evidence 
was available. 

2ft 0 2 4 fi 

0 	1 	2m 

6.13 MP. Town rampart, drainage ditch and projected position of the wall 
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6.14 Inner edge of the town wall and a 
robbing trench, near Castle Street 

3m in width, set in a foundation trench. The rampart 
bank had been piled behind as it was built. 

In MP, 10m' were exposed of a vertically-sided foun-
dation trench 60cm deep. The floor of the foundation 
trench had been levelled and covered with a thin layer 
of gravel, on which was a 5cm layer of carefully laid 
chalk marl sealed by a slurry of yellow-brown mortar. 
No courses of masonry survived later robbers, but 
their trench contained many large fragments of 
mortared oolitic limestone, flint nodules, bonding 
tiles and clunch blocks. Since the rampart bank be-
hind the wall was shown conclusively to be of 4th cen-
tury date and sealed evidence of wall building the 
wall was certainly contemporary with it. 

Wall-footings, claimed at the time to be those of the 
Roman town wall, were found in 1804, 'westwards a 
little from Drake's Spring', which is now in the gar-
dens of St Edmund's College. They consisted of 'flinty 
pebbles, bricks and ragstone firmly cemented' 
(RCHM I 1959). To the south a possible fragment of 
the wall found in the town ditch beside Northampton 
Street also consisted of 'stones, mortar and bricks' 
(ibid). No squared stones were found in the debris in 
Mount Pleasant but the masons' rejects used in the 
footings of the 4th century house 16 inside the town in 
nearby Storeys Paddock included broken squared 
stones. In Kettle's Yard the actual footings of the wall 
were excavated (Fig. 6.15, 6.16, 6.17). They stood to a 
height of 50cm and over the stones was a thick layer 
of burnt material, containing sherds of 11th to 12th 
centuries. Under the inner face of the wall was a sherd 
of 4th century red polished ware (Plate CXXXVIII: 
1018): fragments of mortaria, flagons and tiles were 
incorporated in the wall which was estimated to be at 
least 2.5m wide. 

The foundation trench of the wall was exposed in 
CH 85 (Fig. 6.18) where it was traced for 17.5m, and 
on the north and northeast in the CH 86 site where the 
foundations were still in place for c. 17m (Fig. 6.19). In 
CH 86 it proved to be 2.1m wide and survived three 
courses high, being built of limestone blocks set di-
rectly upon the hard chalk marl bedrock without a 
foundation trench. It was faced on the exterior with 
squared blocks, the rear face and its interior being of 

6.15 MP. Robbed wall, with rampart, drainage 
ditch and mortar crust from rebuilding the wall 
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6.17 Kettle's Yard, the town wall (section) 

irregular tabular blocks laid as a drystone wall. A slur-
ry of lime mortar had been poured over alternate 
courses. More limestone blocks were noted as fallen 
into later ditch fill. It had been laid out across existing 
features including the mansio, one of whose walls was 
incorporated in the town wall. 

Further west the wall had been set in a 60cm deep, 
3.1m wide foundation trench cut into chalk marl. The 
stones of the wall had been completely robbed out but 
the foundation trench became shallower towards Castle 
Street with 15cm of mortar, gravel, mortared flints, 
and limestone chips at its bottom. The foundation 
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6.18 CH 85. Gate, town wall and ditch, near Castle 
Street 

trench had vertical sides. Along the inner edge there 
was evidence of post settings 18cm in diameter possi-
bly associated with the construction of the wall. The 
bottom of the trench was divided longitudinally by a 
10cm wide ridge of natural chalk 1.8cm from the outer 
edge. It appears that the wall was robbed from the ex-
tenor, logical if the rampart bank was still standing. 
The upper fill of the robber trench was cut by later 
pits. No evidence of forward projecting towers was 
found, except at the gate in Mount Pleasant. 

The Gates 
At least four gates may be presumed for the town of 
which three have been located by excavation. 

The River or South Gate. 
There is no evidence for this gate. It may lie beside or 
under St Giles church; observations made during 19th 
century rebuilding of the church suggest that wall 
footings survived until that date. 

The Fen or East Gate.(Fig. 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23) 
The foundations of half this gate were found at CH 86. 
The Akeman Street alignment, long known in the 
Arbury Road area (RCHM 11959), was located cross-
ing the town ditch on a causeway with the road sur-
face intact but narrower than the earlier road. The gate 
had been laid out on the surface of the 1st century 
road which provided a firm base and it had cut 
through the 3rd century remaking of the road on its 
western side. Its northern part, 5.5m wide, was de-
fined by a 60cm wide foundation trench with vertical 
sides and flat bottom. It was dug 30cm into the later 
road metalling and could be traced for 6.3m parallel to 
the road. All the stones had been robbed from it, ap-
parently in Saxo-Norman times since sherds of that 
period, together with limestone fragments were 
found in the brown loam of the robbers' trench. A 
fragment of the exterior wall of the gate tower, which 
projected northwards from the wall, survived. Three 
courses of stones were intact showing that the wall 
was 1.2m wide. Here the outer face had large squared 
limestone blocks with well-dressed surfaces (up to 36 
x 20 x 6cm) and smaller squared blocks forming the 
inner face; in between the filling was irregular. Three 
rims of polished red ware and three rims and two 
sherds of a Nene Valley ware mortarium were found 
under and among the stones (Plate CXXXV: 978, 
CXXXVIII: 1011-1017). Below ground surface the foot-
ings were stepped on the external face and laid in a 
zigzag pattern on the northwest. It was not possible to 
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6.19 CH 86 Area A and B. East gate, town wall and Akeman Street, all much disturbed by modern drains 
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6.20 CH. Area B. Town wall, robber trench of east gate, 
and 4th century phase of Akeman Street 

6.21 Excavating the gateway to Akeman Street, 
Castle Court 1986 

trace its junction with the town wall, large pits 
having destroyed all the evidence. A foundation, 
probably for a pier associated with the gateway 
was found. It was 1.4m square and composed of 
carefully laid limestone blocks, those on the face 
being squared ashlar. In the gateway the road was 
composed of fine cobbling north and east of the 
pillar and larger cobbling to the south and west. A 
similar pattern can be proposed for the southern 
half. 

The Godmanchester or North Gate 
The position was located in CH 85 but no struc-
tures could be planned in the limited and dis-
turbed area available. There was no indication of a 
causeway across the ditch here, probably because 
of 17th century refurbishment, but a butt end to 
the foundation trench of the wall was found (see 
above) and might have marked the join of the wall 
to a gate tower since it was close to the actual road. 
A robber trench along the outer foundation trench 
was probably the edge of a gate tower similar to 
that at the west gate. 

The West Gate (Fig. 6.22-24) 
Found partly under and partly northwest of 
Albion Row in Mount Pleasant. Although much 
disturbed, the main characteristics of its northern 
half were identified. They comprised a rectangular 
tower projecting in front of the main town wall 
(the width of which was reduced behind the 

tower), a guardroom recessed behind the line of the 
wall and a roadway through the wall. A similar pat- 
tern can be proposed for the southern half. 

The Gate tower 
Unambiguous evidence of the existence of a tower 
flanking the gate was found in Mount Pleasant, al- 
though later disturbance was too great for details 

6.22 MP and SP. Rear of town bank, drainage ditch 
and road, with 4th century hut 
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West Gate 
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6.23 Diagrammatic plan of West Gate 

above the foundations. Beneath the grassy bank bor -
dering the road, the foundation trench of a substantial 
stone structure set in an 80cm deep foundation trench 
cut into the gault clay bedrock; it was found at a depth 
of 2.4m below the present land surface. The trench 
was vertical-sided and flat-bottomed, similar to that 
of the town wall. The edge of this foundation trench, 
if continued, would have outlined a tower c. 4m x 5m 
projecting in front of the town wall. Useful negative 
evidence showed no such foundations on either side 
of it. The strata within the foundation trench showed 
that most of the stone had been robbed in post-Roman 
times. Where there had been less disturbance, the bot-
tom layer of footings survived. This was a closely set 
layer of angular limestone fragments above which the 
robbers' debris was looser rubble, including limestone 
and mortar fragments. The tower was an integral part 
of the original plan for the defences, for behind it the 
wall was reduced in width by 1.3m, to 1.6m. 

The Guardroom? 
The footings of the northwestern half of the gate and 
what was probably a guardroom were substantially 
intact. A rectangular area 7.6 x 3m set back 1.3m from 
the wall had been cut down 65cm into bedrock. The 
sunken area was nearly vertical sided and its bottom 
levelled. On this floor a thin layer of gravel had been 
spread and the sunken area filled with chalk marl and 
rammed solid. Special care had been taken to compact 
the chalk at the edges of the area. Above this footing 
all had been destroyed in later periods, but the de-
struction level contained fragments of limestone, mor -
tar, bonding tiles and squared clunch blocks. Its 
construction had probably been very similar to that of 
the main wall. Excavation behind it showed no evi-
dence of buildings and it seems likely that there was a 
clear space around the inner face of the gate. 

The Roadway through the gate 
Part of the line of the road was excavated in Mount 
Pleasant. The original road surface had long disap-
peared, for excavation showed a hollow way sunk 
over im below the Roman ground level; with a slight 

change of alignment this road had remained in use 
into the early 19th century. The hollow way was 9.3m 
wide but it is not known how this related to the 
Roman road width since the southern part of the gate 
would have lain under the present Albion Row. Any 
central pier would have also been destroyed by the 
hollow way (Fig. 6.24). 

6.24 Fouiiclatioiis of Hie gateway at Mount 
Pleasant, 1964 

Settlement within the walls 
On the west the existing street pattern was respected 
and new dwellings built. The first evidence of any oc-
cupation in SO came from this period. From the pot-
tery, there must have been considerable activity in the 
4th century. At AR two pits might belong to this peri-
od, and to the north and east of the Via Devana many 
features were found. 
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6.25 4th century street, houses and yards 

Housesl huts and yards 
RG 
House 1 and its yard remained in use. The floor had 
not survived, but the adjoining yard was altered and 
regravelled in this time. Clean yellow gravel was 
spread, covering earlier postholes, and the earlier 
yard-gate was blocked by a fence, of which the foun-
dation trench cut through the old causeway. Sherds 
from the surface of the yard were of late 4th century 
type and their number suggest that it was in use for 
some time. 

House and yard 4b (Fig. 6.26, 6.27). Close to the south-
ern boundary of Yard 1 a new house and yard were 
laid out over earlier pits and houses. The house was c. 
4.9m square and built close to the street. North and 

U 	I 	2m 
6.26 RGS. 4th century House and Yard 4b 

west walls were set in a flat-bottomed foundation 
trench 38cm wide and 25cm deep with a gap 30cm 
wide at the northwest corner. Wall debris, found 
above the inside floor and in the yard outside, 
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6.27 RGS. Yard 4b over 2nd-3rd century ditches, cut by 17th century gravel pit 
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suggested that these had been of wattle with clay 
daub. Its interior probably had a lining of painted 
lime plaster, many fragments of which came from the 
neighbouring well. The floor was covered with sand 
and then, perhaps considerably later, a 5cm thick layer 
of marl was spread on top. Fragments of floor and 
flue-tile were recovered from the well in the yard and 
a scatter of roof-tile fragments came from the level 
above the floor. Its yard was probably a rectangle. 
Orange sand and gravel up to 15cm thick had been 
laid on a levelled surface, over 2nd to 3rd century pits. 
Only the yard's southern boundary was marked by a 
ditch, 50cm wide and 30cm deep. Its lower silt con-
tamed 4th century sherds and this was sealed by a 
clay layer, probably debris from the collapse of house 
4b. An entrance 1.2m wide was found at the south-
west corner of the yard. 

House 5b and Yard. Very disturbed. Patches of marl c. 
10cm thick survived above Yard 5a and 3rd to early 
4th century pits. A gravel surface adjoined the marl on 
the west, but no features marked the junction, which 
was an irregular northwest-southeast line. 10cm of 
clean orange gravel spread over the levelled surface of 
the earlier ditches of Yard 5a, mixed with flints and 
chalk. One large posthole and three small postholes 
appeared to have been dug from the yard surface and 
were possibly associated with the yard. Posthole Clii 
was 90cm in diameter and filled with a chalky fill 
showing the outline of a 20cm post. Postholes Dli, 
D1.2 and C1.8a were 20cm in diameter and filled with 
loam. 

House 6d. A hearth and an intact area of marl floor. Its 
northern and eastern limits were found, showing it to 
have been a rectangle more than 6.1 x 2.45m, but no 
wall foundations were recognised. The hearth was set 
in a pit c. 1.2m in diameter and 23cm deep; it had been 
filled with clay and then smoothed, and much burn-
ing had taken place on it. It may have had a shelter or 
chimney over it for three postholes 1.8m apart may 
have belonged to it; A2.12 and B2.11 were 60cm in di-
ameter, with 30cm and 40cm post-sockets showing in 

their chalk fillings. 

House 8a. Erected above levelled 3rd century pits. 
Represented by four postholes and six stakeholes 
which formed the northern corner of a rectangular 
structure aligned on the street, and resembled earlier 
House 2a. North wall line included one large post and 
six stakeholes. Posthole Dl showed the outline of a 
post 30cm square, set in a hole c. 90cm in diameter 
packed with chalk and small stones. Six 8cm stakes 
30cm apart carried on the line. The south wall was 
shown by three postholes. Posthole D2 showed the 
outline of a post 18cm in diameter, set in a hole 75cm 
across packed with stones and loam. Postholes 7a and 
5 had no post outlines, but the lie of the stones in the 
marl-filled holes suggested that the posts had been re-
moved. Two smaller interior posts and two stakes 
might be related to the house. No floor was recog-
nised although the stratum within the walls was not 
disturbed by later digging; it contained 4th century 
sherds. 

House 20 and Yard. Represented by a foundation 
trench 45cm wide and 30cm deep with steep sides and 
a flat bottom, parallel to Street 3 and 2.45m from it. 
The boundary of the yard seemed to be indicated by 
the drainage ditch (F2) marking the edge of the road. 
V-profiled, 60cm wide and 45cm deep; 3rd to 4th cen-
tury sherds came from it. Floors destroyed by recent 
cultivation. 

Yard 3 probably remained in use during this time. No 
pits were dug through it after Pit M1.9. 

Yard 9b. Compact gravel layer up to 15cm thick. 4th 
century sherds on its surface. Beneath it was a thin 
stratum of loam containing 4th century sherds, tiles 
and daub. 

SP 
House 16 and Yard (Fig. 6.28, 6.29). Much more sub-
stantial basis than the earlier houses and yards, prob-
ably built when the town wall was being made. In 
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preparation for the house, tips of limestone, loam and 
clay were dumped on the sloping hillside raising the 
floor level c. 30cm over more than 7.5m2 . The best pre-
served tip was of angular limestone rubble which 
looked like a mason's rejects. The rubble had not been 
levelled out, but sand, earth and clay had been tipped 
around it and the area levelled up. A few oyster shells 
and 4th century sherds came from the tips. A building 
was erected on the level surface of the tips. Patches of 
floor showed it to have been more than 3.6 x 2.1m and 
made of puddled marl 8cm thick. Only its western 
edge was found, marked by two postholes. Daub and 
roof tiles from the surface of the yard may have be-
longed to this house. Posthole C.3 was 75cm wide and 
75cm deep. Stones were packed into it round a post 
45cm in diameter. Posthole C4 was 20cm in diameter 
and 20cm deep but had no packing stones. Burnt daub 
and charcoal on the house and yard floors contained 
large lumps of reddened clay and 36 nails. This must 
represent the burning of house 16. Another yard or 
second room was found to the north and west. A sur-
face reinforced with patches of cobbling covered all 
earlier features over more than 8.2m 2. In Trench G 
these patches of cobbles and flint nodules were set 
round a well-made hearth, oval, more than 75cm long, 
made of flint nodules covered with clay. From the 
yard surface came 4th century sherds, fragments of 
daub and tile. Successive events could be recognised 
here. Earliest was Pit C.14, a wide shallow depression 
2.4m in diameter and 60cm deep. Its fill of grey ash 
contained nails, bones, tile and many 4th century 
sherds; it seemed to have gone out of use while the 
house was still occupied. A fence was then set up; it 
was a curved line of ten stake holes 23cm apart, all 
under 10cm in diameter. Six other scattered ones, 
found nearby, might have been contemporary. The 
fence then went out of use and the final cobbling cov-
ered it. After the house had burnt down occupation 
continued nearby, for two late 4th or 5th century rub-
bish pits were dug through the burnt layer and were 
sealed by the final Roman ground surface. Pit C.4 was 
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6.28 SR House 16, overlying 3rd century ditches 
and cut by a 17th century gravel pit 

a large shallow pit more than 1.2m long and 60cm 
deep; its fill of loam contained bones, nails and 4th 
century sherds. Pit C.13 had been cut into Pit C.14. It 
was c. 1.65 x 1.35m and 30cm deep; its ashy fill con-
tamed much charcoal, lumps of burnt clay and 4th 
century sherds. The final Roman features were cov-
ered by a layer of stone-free brown loam which con-
tamed 4th century sherds but no sign of burning or 
destruction. 

House 23. On the intervallum road, where a 5cm thick 
layer of loam and charcoal showed signs of burning. 
From it came 4th century sherds. On this stratum was 
a 5cm thick marl floor of which some 5m 2  was exam-
med. A line of six stakes c. 7cm in diameter, had been 
driven 14-20cm into the road. They might have been 
the wall of a house or the fence of a yard, but in either 
case can only have been driven in when the interval-
lum road was no longer in use. The soil above was the 
same 75cm thick layer of stoneless brown loam found 
in neighbouring trenches. From it came 4th century 
sherds and iron and bronze fragments. 

SO 
House or Yard 17. Above the earlier features was grav-
elly loam. A horizontal surface of flint nodules and 
clay had been laid on this and contained 4th century 
sherds, probably part of a yard or house floor. Its 
edges were irregular and no wall foundation trenches 
were found. 4th century sherds were found above as 
well as beneath it. Five pits here contained only 4th 
century sherds, although the level from which they 
had been dug could not be established. 

CT 
Yard 18. Loam overlying bedrock was removed and a 
layer of broken flint nodules laid on the chalk to form 
a hard level surface. Only 1.8m 2  remained intact but 
on and in it lay many very small 4th century sherds 
and oyster shells. The southern edge of this yard was 
roughly straight and at right angles to the Roman 
street, but was unmarked by posthole or ditch. After a 
considerable time, long enough for a stone-free loam 
15cm thick to accumulate above yard 18, a new house 
was erected. 
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House 19 and Yard. Northern wall only excavated. Set 
in a 45cm deep, steep-sided, flat-bottomed foundation 
trench, 1.05m wide at its top and 41cm wide at its bot-
tom. Traced for 2.1m. Its loam fill contained iron nails 
and 4th century sherds. Twenty centimetres east a 
posthole dug from the same surface was probably as-
sociated with it. This was 60cm in diameter and 30cm 
deep. A 23cm square post had been set up in it 45cm 
from the wall. The post, which had rotted in situ, was 
traced vertically for 28cm. It had been wedged in po-
sition by large flint and limestone fragments. The use 
of limestone chippings in house building had been 
noted elsewhere in the town at this period. North of 
the house was its yard. Here a concentration of stones, 
charcoal, small 4th century sherds, oyster and mussel 
shells were found, many of them lying horizontally 
and some broken in situ. There were also many animal 
bones and iron nails, but only two small pieces of tile. 
Over part of the area a layer of flint nodules and gray-
el had been laid; its surface was irregular and only 
1.5M2 had survived later pit-digging. The northern 
boundary of the yard, lOm away from the house wall, 
was marked by three successive ditches preserving 
approximately the same line, suggesting the yard was 
in use for a considerable length of time. 

Pits 
RGS VI: 18a and b, was a shallow pit, 55cms deep, 
overlying and cutting Pit 18c-e/22. The fill contained 
14 ox skulls and an adult human long bone and jaw, 
sherds of late 3rd and early 4th century date, frag-
ments of roof and floor tile and burnt limestone 
blocks. 

AR: pits 3 and 12. 
CEF: pit C. 11, Al. 14b, A.16, B.27, B.28, 11, 18, and 19. 
CH 84: pits F46. F47. 
CP: pit VIII (32a-d). 
CT: pit Ac.11, Latrine (?) Ac.12, Ab.14, Ba.16. Bb.30 
and Bb.17 
RGS VII (5), VII (8), III (3c) (Plate CXXXV: 965-973), 
VII (li/ha). 
SH 83 II: ?pit F44(58), F50(59), ?Pit F76(107), 
SR: pits B.21 and B.6 
StPi&2: pit 3&3a 
SH 83 IV: pit (5), close to F74 but on the opposite side 
of Akeman Street, contained tile and plaster frag -
ments, 76 nails, and many oyster and mussel shells. Its 
lower fill included a copper alloy fitting with studs 
and wood backing, a lead strap end, coins of 
Valentinian II, Theodosius/Constantine I and 
Eugenius, and 3 unidentifiable 4th century coins 
(App. III, 199, 221, 229), iron ring (possibly from a bri 
dle), iron calthrop, perforated whetstone, ?olive fork 
and fragments of bone artefacts (Plates XIV: 126, XVII: 
151, 152, XVIII: 160, XXIV: 187). 

Well 
RG(N). Close to House 4b a well was cut through an 
earlier pit. A 1.3m square pit had been dug and, from 
it a round shaft lm in diameter had been sunk; exca-
vated to 6.4m without reaching the bottom. No revet- 

ting, and the lower shaft had caved in at 2.4m where 
soft chalk marl had been traversed. After the collapse 
the upper part of the shaft had been used as a rubbish 
tip; the lowest layer of the tip was more than 1.5m of 
yellow sandy clay containing 4th century sherds. 
Above it was loam with lenses of charcoal and de-
cayed organic matter containing animal bones and 4th 
century sherds. The top 1.6m of the shaft appeared to 
be a deliberate infilling containing more 4th century 
sherds and coins, animal bones, painted wall plaster, 
oyster shells and roof tile. The well was apparently 
protected by a rectangular structure c. 3 x 2.1m of 
which five postholes were found. Part of the eastern 
yard fence was marked by two smaller postholes 
which were 15cm in diameter and marl-filled. 

Ditches 
CH 84 F52. Palisade trench, traced for Sm, with a large 
post setting in its butt end and secondary smaller post 
settings along its western side and marl packing on its 
eastern side (Plate CXXXV: 974-977). 

CH 86. Two U-profiled gullies southwest of and par-
allel to the town wall ended in butt ends close to 
Akeman Street. 70 and 90cm wide and 34 and 40cm 
deep. Between them was a posthole, 30cm diameter 
and 10cm deep. They were cut into redeposited sand, 
the uppermost fill of the deep 2nd century Roman 
ditch. Several small 4th century sherds in the fills of 
dark brown stony loam and gravel. 

CT. 
Ditch V. V-profiled, 90cm wide and 60cm deep. 
Roughly parallel with the wall of house 19. Its silt of 
hard grey clay succeeded by loam suggested that it 
had remained open for a considerable time and filled 
up naturally. From its siltings came 4th century sherds 
and animal bones, quern and roof tile. When silted up, 
a smaller ditch, probably a recutting, had been dug 
through it. 

Ditch Va was V-profiled, 45cm wide and 30cm deep. 
Bottom silt was c. Scm of hard clay and the upper, 
black loam, contained 4th century sherds. 

Ditch Vb was dug into the upper silt of Ditches V and 
Va. V-profiled, 35cm wide, 22cm deep. It diverged to 
the north and from its loam fill came 4th century 
sherds. 

HM 
Ditch 8.7. V-profiled, cut c. 30cm into the fill of a quar-
ry. 30cm wide. When it had completely silted up, it 
was replaced by a second very similar one, 27, which 
ran parallel to and partially cut into it. It had also been 
allowed to silt up and 3rd to 4th century sherds and 
animal bones came from it. It is possible that a ditch 
Sm to the west on the same alignment was a continu-
ation of it. 

Cully 39. Dug to 15cm through the late Roman land 
surface, north-south. Presumably these drained into 
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the intervallum ditch. 

SH. Ditch F2.111 2.4m west of the ditch Fl and paral-
lel to it. Fill of dark brown loam with sand and marl. 
Latest pottery, 3rd-4th century. In the very top was a 
coin of Carausius (App. III; 142). 

Kilns/Furnaces 

CH 84. Kiln/furnace 44. Oval, 1.6m long and 1.2m 
wide. Cut into natural gravel and chalk marl for 45cm. 
Large stones at the upper edge and fill of dark-brown 
loam over fire bars, which in turn lay on ash. Oyster 
shells lined one side, and marl and earth on another 
side were burnt. In the fill were broken coarse grey 
and black indented beakers, greater in diameter than 
any found elsewhere. Below and to one side of the 
kiln was a near complete Rhenish indented pot. The 
nearly circular stokehole, 1.2m diameter, was much 
deeper than the kiln and the black charcoal fill was 
packed with sherds including samian ware, over 50 
colour coated sherds and a large quantity of coarse 
wares - some of which were similar to those in the 
kiln (Plates CXXVIII—CXXXI: 899-920, and App. VII). 

The fabric of pots made in the kiln varied from off-
white to pale and mid grey. It was mainly granular 
with fine grits and occasionally a few quartz grits up 
to 2mm. One vessel showed traces of mica in the fab-
ric. Small occlusions were present in several of the 
vessels and one had a long slit-like occlusion. At least 
fourteen vessels were found. Vessels in the stoke hole 
suggest that platters may also have been produced, 
for the fabric is very similar with slight variations in 
tempering and one is most certainly a waster. A large 
narrow-necked jar, a 'pinched' flagon top and a 
beaker were also made of the basic kiln fabric. 

RGS 
Kiln/furnace 3a. Circular, cut into top of pit 3c, 1.70m 
in diameter with flue 94cm across. Black fill contain-
ing charcoal, many late Roman sherds, and tile cut 
into a kiln spacer (Plate CXXXV: 965-73). Southwest 
side cut by Saxo-Norman pit. 

Furnace VI (19a—b). This feature cut the uppermost 
fills of shafts (19c—j) and (23). It contained ash and had 
reddened and burnt earth round its edge. Its shape 

10.0, 1*7 11 

gravelly brawn loam  

suggested the remains of a furnace. Maximum length 
2.2m and the width 95cm. Possible stakeholes round 
the edge of the wider end and a posthole setting in the 
southwest side. A large quantity of daub fragments 
suggested that its superstructure had collapsed. A few 
bones in the lowest ash but in the upper fill was a pre-
dominance of colour coated sherds of 4th century date 
(Plates CXXXIV: 963, CXL: 28). Also 22 nails, iron and 
tile fragments. 

Burial 

CH 86 (Fig. 6.30). Grave of late 4th or 5th century date, 
cut through earlier features. 1.5m x 86cm and 46cm 

6.30 4t1i century grave near Akeman Street 

grave 
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6.31 4th century grave adjacent to AkemanStreet 
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deep. Skeleton of young man lying on his side and al-
most prone. Head thrown back and right arm round a 
large shell-tempered jar (Plate CXXIX: 1019). Large 
sherd of similar type placed over the end of the leg 
bones. When this was removed it was found that there 
were no foot or ankle bones. The grave showed no ev-
idence of being truncated and there was no room for 
feet in the grave. The fill of very dark-brown friable 
loam contained three Roman coarse sherds, two oys-
ter shells and a pig mandible. 

Castle Yard 
The interior of the castle bailey was watched by 
Bowtell in 1802/when the whole surface of Castle 
Yard was lowered from four feet to ten feet for the 
gaol foundations instead of the three feet stipulated in 
the contract.' (MS. II, 1875 Downing College). Coins of 
Honorius and Arcadius, but no structures, were 
recorded. When Shire Hall was built, 1935-6, pits con-
taming 4th century pottery were noted by Lethbridge. 
Foundations noted at the same time, of which no de-
tails survive, may belong to this period (ibid). Nearby, 
beside the old Police Station, much 4th century pot-
tery was recovered in 1955-56 when the land surface 
was lowered (J Armstrong, personal communication). 
Observations (J Pullinger) made when foundations 
for the Octagon were dug and on the northeastern 
side of Castle Court verify the lowering of the area 'by 
ten feet' in and outside Castle Yard. 

St Peter's Churchyard 
A late Roman figurine and 4th century coins were 
found in the 18th century, and Roman tiles were in-
corporated in the church during the 18th century re-
building. Roof tiles and tesserae were recorded on a 
building site immediately west of St Peter's Church in 
1955. 

Pound Hill 
4th century pottery was found during building work 
in 1959 (J Alexander). Stone foundations were report-
ed without further details by Bowtell in 1806 and were 
thought by him to be Roman. 



7. Discussion and Conclusions 
Alison Taylor 

Cambridge as a Roman small town: the context 

There is continuing debate over what constitutes a 
small town in Roman Britain, a topic thoroughly dis-
cussed on a national scale by Burnham and Wacher 
(1990) and within Eastern England by the various au-
thors edited in Brown (1995). They were very different 
to major towns, which had visible and functional 
unity due to their legally recognised position within 
the Roman administrative system, but there is no 
agreement at this lower end on what they should con-
tain or how they might function. Instead we are faced 
with several negatives. Evidence for ordered town 
planning for example is virtually unknown, even at 
Water Newton, which is the largest and best equipped 
with urban features. Most, in fact, were first ribbon de-
velopments at route centres, and development of other 
streets is a significant mark of urban growth. Few had 
public amenities such as a temple, forum or basilica, 
although many, perhaps most, had the mansiones re-
quired for the cursus publicus (Black 1995). Substantial 
private houses, too, are usually lacking within the 
urban area, though there are often examples close by. 
Burials, apart from infants, are also of course not 
found within the towns but are common on the roads 
leading out. Trade and related crafts are only occa-
sionally visible archaeologically as shops or work-
shops, though smithing, single pottery kilns and the 
minor craft of bone-working are apparent (eg, in 
Braughing, Great Chesterford and Godmanchester in 
this area, as well as Cambridge). If there were fortunes 
to be made there are few signs tLey were spent on lux-
urious living within such towns, the rich preferring 
villas a mile or so outside and some wealth probably 
being taken away to the civitas centres. 

Features that are usually found in small towns in-
dude good communications by road and river, the 
rivers being far more important than roads for settle-
ments involved in long-distance and even some local 
trade (eg from the Fens). Fortifications, both early forts 
and later defensive walls and ramparts, are quite often 
found but are far from universal and were in no way 
essential to urban life. Religious functions are a more 
common constituent and in a surprising number seem 
to be the dominant function. All, it appears, would  

also have had agricultural functions, with much land 
within the town used for horticulture and penned 
stock as well as housing labourers and smallholders 
who could work the fields around, a pattern that was 
normal in the Middle Ages. 

Origins of towns in the 1st century are seen as com-
binations of direct continuity from appropriate Iron 
Age sites, especially in the coin-using areas of the 
South East and East Anglia, attraction to forts (less 
convincing in areas of short-lived military activity), 
natural development of road side sites (also uncon-
vincing without other incentives), provincial adminis-
trative needs, and mansiones or government services 
for travellers on official business. This last factor is the 
one which Ernest Black (1995) persuasively argues 
was most commonly the spur to growth. In the 1st cen-
tury these mansiones were usually linked to forts but in 
the early 2nd century, under Hadrian (AD 117-138), a 
time which saw reorganisation and intensified urban-
isation in many areas, much development was due to 
a building programme to provide services for official 
travellers in Britain, financed by general taxation as 
has been recognised in other provinces at this time, 
and as it was in Italy in the Republican period. 
Travelling soldiers and officials of all ranks should 
now have safe and pleasant accommodation, with 
bath houses, stabling and horse changing facilities 
provided approximately every fifteen miles along 
major roads. This would have augmented or replaced 
billets in private houses. As many of the roads were 
originally Iron Age routeways linking settlements, 
these mansiones could often be grafted onto existing 
villages as well as to forts. If it is reasonable to extrap-
olate back from later written evidence it would seem 
that where settlements had these official buildings 
they became local administrative/ tax collection cen-
tres, for the 4th century Theodosian Code specifically 
orders measures to be placed in mansiones and cities so 
that each tax-payer could see the commodities in 
which he was paying tax weighed out before his eyes.

- This Code also proscribes illegal use of government fa 
cilities by unauthorised people and demands for ani-
mals in excess of legal entitlement. From this it seems 
horses were available for all who were eligible, borne 
out by abundant horse bones on sites of this nature 
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7.1 Roman Cambridge: the regional setting. (First published in Cambridge: the hidden history. 1999) 
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(eg Horton et al 1994, Ellis et al 1998, and this volume). 
At times of stress it was these government centres 
which had to be protected, for tax collection purposes. 

The fort 

In Cambridge we see many of these factors in play. 
The Iron Age settlement already had its communica-
tion networks by road and river, coins were in use and 
there were defensive-scale ditches (Chapter 2 and 
App. XII). This was a significant site that required a 
Roman presence from an early date, hence reorganisa-
tion in the Claudian period. Relevant for the 
Cambridge region would have been the setting up of 
the Catuvellaunian civitas with a capital at 
Verulamium. The Cam valley might be expected to 
have been part of it and Cambridge the natural choice 
for a local administrative centre. At this time the 
Cambridge region, with the neighbouring Iceni also 
Roman allies, would have had little military signifi-
cance, but after the rebellion of AD 60 it could have 
been a frontier zone where a fort would be able to 
monitor the Icenian border and stop dissidents mov-
ing round the fen edge. Since the rectangular feature 
interpreted as a fort has good evidence for Flavian but 
not Claudian dating it seems likely that it was laid out 
in the aftermath of the rebellion and was garrisoned 
until danger passed, perhaps when Agricola was 
moving more troops out of southeastern England to 
use them in the north. Little of the interior of the fort 
was available for examination, but its ditch-siltings 
showed that it was in existence though not necessari-
ly in use for several decades, while the area round it 
was kept clear of buildings, and it was then deliber-
ately slighted. It had outlived its usefulness by the 
end of the 1st century and its site was levelled. 

It must be emphasised that evidence for a fort is far 
from conclusive; it depends on the projected shape 
(and only two partial sides were found), the ditches, 
the pottery (App. VII, Plates LXXI—LXXIV: 384-427),

- the route of 2nd century Akeman Street (which ap-
pears to follow the fort's main street), its location com-
manding cross roads and a river crossing on the brow 
of the hill, the absence of settlement clutter within and 
around the feature, and the place name element Duro 
(see below). None of these arguments would stand 
alone, and there is no evidence for military equipment 
among the small finds other than, perhaps, the two 
Aucissa brooches (App. I: 26 and 27). Nor is there any 
need to require a fort at this time as a significant fac-
tor in the origins of the town, for these are better ex-
plained in relation to its Iron Age antecedents and its 
role in Hadrianic developments, with special refer-
ence to the Fens (below). It was in any case quite a 
small and short-lived structure, unlikely to be effec-
tively manned after the initial aftermath of the 
Boudiccan revolt. It is however noticeable that the set-
tlement is comparatively rich in artefacts at this time, 
in relation to later periods. Virtually all the brooches 
for example date to the 1st century. 

Creation of the 2nd century town 

Early in the 2nd century there was massive reorgani-
sation, involving levelling the fort and infilling the 
pits and ditches of the derelict Iron Age village. 
Gravel streets were laid out from the Via Devana and 
parallel to Akeman Street at 20m intervals. They do 
not seem to have continued down the southwestern 
hillside and only one street (4) was found on the other 
side of the road. Along the gravelled streets small 
dwellings were erected, built of timber, wattle and 
daub, and thatch. They were of several styles and had 
small fenced and ditched yards. The domestic zone on 
the hilltop on what had been previously state-owned 
land must have been for a relatively poor group al-
though the pattern and quality of pottery suggest 
more wealthy buildings nearby. Whether these people 
were employed in some way by the province or the 
civitas cannot be certain but there was little evidence 
of industry. Reorganisation on this scale would in it-
self require significant outside influence, most proba-
bly by the civitas authorities (Barry Burnham, pers 
comm). This 2nd century floruit parallels similar de-
velopments in the region at Godmanchester and, even 
more, at Water Newton, and is part of a wider effort to 
organise provincial supply systems more carefully 
(ibid). 

Apart from wide scale administrative changes 
noted in Britain and much of the Empire at the begin-
ning of the 2nd century, a specific reason for the set-
tlement on Castle Hill flourishing at this time could be 
that Hadrian ordered the building of a mansio at the 
road junction as part of his land settlement pro-
gramme within the Fens. There are two arguments for 
interpreting the stone building with hypocaust in this 
light. Firstly, it is the right distance from staging posts 
at Wimpole Lodge (Horton et al 1994), Godmanchester 
(Green, 1960) and from a possible site at Stretham in 
the Fens. Secondly, Cambridge then as in later times 
was the gateway to the Fens, an area that is thought to 
have been under direct imperial administration. 
Akeman Street can be dated to the early 2nd century 
both within the excavated town and in the Fens, 
where dating and constructional evidence was found 
in 1999 (Tim Malim, pers comm), as can Car Dyke, an-
other important element in developments of this area 
as a producer of food and leather for the military 
zones (Jackson and Potter 1996, Macaulay and 
Reynolds 1994). However, it must be noted that the re-
mains excavated in Cambridge were only those of a 
small building, comparable to villa baths or baths pro-
vided for higher ranking officials /soldiers only, not 
the full range of personnel (Black 1995), and Ernest 
Black (pers comm) considers that we should be cau-
tious in the building's attribution to an imperial ini-
tiative. Given the lack of domestic buildings of the 
kind likely to have such facilities, another function 
that might convincingly be suggested would be 
linked with the shrine (below), in line with Folly Lane, 
Verulamium and probably many other towns where 
bath houses and ritual sites are both recognised. 
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Major roads 

The two main roads in the early 2nd century had 
gravel surfaces and side ditches. The location of the 
mansio, cellared building F12, the shrine, and some 
later features indicate that the roughly north-south 
route now given the name Akeman Street, not the 
east-westerly Via Devana, was the principal route at 
this time, as would be expected from its function as an 
access route to the newly settled Fenlands. Villas and 
prestigious burial sites further along this road at 
Arbury are other indicators of its significance north of 
Cambridge in later centuries. To the southwest it orig-
inated as a spur road off Ermine Street at Wimpole 
Lodge. This road was excavated on the Ridgeons 
Garden site, where it can be seen as the main road 
through the fort, and a considerable length of it was 
recorded northwest of Castle Street during construc-
tion work for Castle Court and associated offices. It 
exits the walled town through the East (recte 
Northeast) Gate (opposite modern Hale Street) where, 
in a plan made in 1838 (CUL Map bb.53.83.12) a route 
named Beach Way is shown. The route is roughly fol-
lowed by the modern street pattern (principally 
Stretten Avenue/ Canton Way! Mere Way) through 
Arbury to King's Hedges, beyond which it can be 
picked up as a green way dividing the parishes of 
Milton and Impington before being lost in the present 
MO to Ely. To the south there was later a road through 
the 'West' gate, creating a hollow way that was in use 
until the 19th century. It appears to be a separate road 
(Street 5), unless Akeman Street, as is quite possible, 
swerves to a different angle within the unexcavated 
area to avoid the steeper hill side. One other reason 
for the shift may be that a southerly route, following 
the river to a fording place at Newnham (a route later 
lined with early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries) was by that 
time more important than the earlier southwesterly 
route that crosses fields to Barton, then follows the 
A603 to Wimpole Lodge and Ermine Street. 

The Godmanchester Road (known from the 18th 
century as the Via Devana), a main road from north-
western England to the southeast from the 1st centu-
ry, was excavated at the exit through the North gate 
and observed in builders trenches at intervals be-
tween that gate and its junction with Akeman Street. 
East of that junction the road poses a frustrating prob 
lem, for no trace of it has been found. A route to a 
bridge must surely be assumed in light of the known 
road (including the artery of Bridge Street/St 
Andrew's Street/Hills Road which follows a ridge of 
gravel through Cambridge) to Worsted Lodge (Malim 
et al 1997). The very name of the town, Duroliponte, 
like the Anglo-Saxon Grantabrycge and modern 
Cambridge, appears to recognise the crucial nature of 
the river crossing. Unfortunately the place name ety -
mology is unclear. According to Rivet and Smith 
(1979, p  350-1) the Duro element probably refers to a 
fort and liponte to 'a boggy overflowing river', but it 
would seem likely that such a clear reference as ponte 
would only stick if a bridge actually was a feature of 
the town in Roman times. The part of the town lying  

on the presumed Via Devana route east of Akeman 
Street has been severely disturbed, as excavations at 
the Law Courts demonstrate, and it may well be that 
the road past the junction was a slight affair. In any 
case, although a road here was an invaluable route 
while a wooden bridge was in use, it had little point 
whenever it was not functioning. Even Roman stone 
bridges were known to collapse, and the later wooden 
bridges at this point were notoriously unreliable and 
often replaced by ferries (Taylor 1999). Except when 
there was a military presence ensuring maintenance it 
may have been more convenient from some directions 
to cross the river upstream by ford at Newnham or 
downstream by ferry at Chesterton. Both routes were 
certainly used in Anglo-Saxon and medieval times. It 
is also possible that the Roman road is closely fol-
lowed by the modern, post-medieval, one in which 
case it may never be found. On the plans of the town 
we have tentatively shown the route leaving Akeman 
Street where there was some slight excavated evi-
dence. At the opposite exit en route for 
Godmanchester a feature found in excavations at 
New Hall (App. XII) may be a roadside ditch for this 
road. The New Hall excavations also gave clear evi-
dence for yet another road from the southwest 
(Margary's 231, 1967) 

Ceremonial site/shrine and other ritual features 

The shrine in RGS/CP has long been an enigma with-
in the setting of a 2nd century Roman town. 
Obviously having a religious but not apparently fu-
nerary function, it is associated with a group of ritual 
shafts containing burials of dogs and infants. Some 
clues to the context of these features came with the 
publication of excavations at Folly Lane, Verulamium 
(Niblett 1999), for the shafts there have significant fea-
tures in common and are worth considering in detail 
in relation to Cambridge. 

The principal shaft at Folly Lane, on a road leading 
out of Verulamium, was much earlier in date, about 55 
AD, and fitted more closely into the pattern of timber-
lined burial chambers found in Late Iron Age Britain 
and Europe. It was 6.9m square and 2.9m deep, had 
vertical sides massively revetted with more than one 
layer of timber, a flat base with sacrificial goods de-
posited on it, and a substantial superstructure that 
was deliberately demolished and pushed into the 
shaft beneath. The shaft contained fragments of many 
pots, (virtually none normal domestic ware), am-
phorae, nails, iron fragments, and molten silver and 
copper alloy. Beside this shaft a pit included pyre de-
bris (including a coat of iron mail, bridle bit and tog-
gle, carved ivory, and more molten silver and copper 
alloy, iron fragments, nails and amphora sherds). 
Interpretation of this site was that of a very high sta-
tus burial laid out in the principal shaft, the body 
being then cremated and the remains deposited in a 
separate burial pit. To judge from the broken pottery 
and amphorae feasting was an important part of the 
proceedings. The site continued to be sacred long after 
these events. It was covered with a turf stack and a 
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Romano-British temple was later built over it. 
The Cambridge example was similar in size, 8.18 x 

5 x 2m deep, with the same vertically revetted sides 
and flat bottom, though with one semi-circular end. 
Here too there was evidence for a great superstructure 
and thick lining of the cellar with nailed layers of tim-
ber and, judging from the corroded lumps interpreted 
as hinge and brackets etc, other elaborate wooden fea-
tures. The whole edifice had burned and the cellar 
filled with its remains, along with luxury vessels and 
other evidence of high status feasting and amuse-
ment. Like Folly Lane, it was therefore probably 
linked to a burial ceremony, and both can be seen 
more as ceremonial sites/shrines than simply mortu-
ary structures. In this respect we can see parallels with 
early Christian churches, where it can be difficult to 
disentangle shrines to important or saintly individu-
als that come to be used for general worship from 
churches that are used and enhanced by tombs and 
burial rituals. At Cambridge no relevant burial was 
discovered but, odd though the whole site is, it would 
surely be unparalleled to have the burial itself in a 
central location within the settlement. If the above in-
terpretation is correct, perhaps the actual cremation 
remains could be in one of the several burial sites 
around the town, although there were unexcavated 
areas near the shrine where burnt bone may have 
been deposited. 

There are many similarities between the artefacts 
and animal remains in Cambridge and Folly Lane. 
Smashed samian, flagons, amphorae and other im-
ported wares in great quantity, whole layers filled 
with oyster shell, and several thousand iron objects, 
including hob nails, are common to each. Folly Lane 
included horse bones and very fine horse equipment, 
though dogs are absent from this collection. Other un-
usual animal bones common to each include cat, hare 
and chicken, as well as the normal pig, cattle and 
sheep. The complete animal sacrifices at Cambridge, 
especially the three dogs with iron collars forming a 
triangle around a pot, are less well paralleled. A prob-
lem with artefacts such as the bone flute, the Bacchus 
intaglio, gaming counters, coins, bone and jet pins, 
and spoons is that they could equally be grave goods 
or items associated with other activities on the site. It 
should be noted, though, that there are gaming coun-
ters from several late Iron Age and Roman burials, 
and the iconographic importance of the Bacchus cult 
and its other-worldly associations makes the intaglio 
especially significant (Martin Henig, pers comm). 

As in Cambridge, the Folly Lane shrine was associ-
ated with narrow ritual shafts, of which nine out of a 
possible 28 were excavated. They were between 2.5 
and 6m in depth, and 1.5 to 2.5m in diameter, flat bot-
Thmed and vertical sided, sometimes with a lining. 
One had a defleshed human skull and a dog skull on 
the bottom and puppy bones and butchers' waste in 
the fill, and another contained two ox skulls. The fills 
of these shafts, again as in Cambridge, were deliberate 
and often of sterile material, and occurred at intervals 
from the mid 2nd to later 3rd century. An outstanding 
and consistent feature of the 13 excavated Cambridge  

shafts was the burial of babies with dogs. These in-
fants were less than ten days old and therefore with-
out rights to normal burial under Roman law, and we 
should see their inclusion as part of the macabre ritu-
al of the site rather than interpret the shafts as elabo-
rate graves for the children. 

The use of deep shafts to communicate with the 
Otherworld, and burial of dogs/hounds for their role 
as guardians after death have been discussed exten-
sively by Miranda Green (especially 1992), Martin 
Henig (1984) and Anne Ross (1967). British hunting 
dogs, which Strabo describes as small, rough-haired 
and swift, were well known in the European world 
and, together with horses, had a privileged position 
because of their status as hunt animals. During the 
Iron Age they are often found in pits and shafts in 
southern Britain and northern Gaul (eg Ross 1967), 
and the custom continued in the Roman period. 
Complete skeletons are commonly found, and so are 
skulls or just articulated joints. The falcon deposited 
in shaft 6 was also connected with elite hunting activ-
ities and may be seen in a similar sacrificial light, al-
though many large birds are particularly associated 
with augury, either through study of their flight or ex-
amination of entrails (Henig 1984). Deep straight-
sided shafts, sometimes with footholds and linings, 
and reuse of pits and wells for ritual, are found on 
many Iron Age and Roman sites, including forts (eg 
Carrowburgh, Newstead) and some of the most 
Romanised towns (Caerwent, Great Chesterford, 
Silchester, Wroxeter and Verulamium) (Ross 1967). 
Deposits in them are, as ever, difficult to distinguish 
from rubbish, but carefully arranged vessels, com-
plete animals (especially dogs), animal and human 
skulls, and sections of deliberate infilling in shafts oth-
erwise protected from weathering and ordinary de-
bris are taken as indicators. Such shafts are found 
throughout Europe and in many periods from early 
prehistoric times. The infant burials are most difficult 
to parallel in such a context. They are very commonly 
found beneath floors and in pits, ditches etc but clear 
ritualistic intent is rare. A J Rook (pers comm.) has ex-
cavated 19 neonates in a possible temenos ditch at 
Great Humphreys, Aston, Herts, while at Ware in the 
same county there were scattered infant bones near a 
temple, and at Springhead, Kent, there were many in-
fants within one temenos and temple, including two 
that had been decapitated (quoted and discussed in 
Philpott 1991). Elsewhere, for example at Portchester, 
there are many pits which include both infant and dog 
bones, but these are mixed with many other species 
and the animals are not complete skeletons. These 
therefore appear to be just rubbish pits for the fort. 
The dogs on this site ranged from the size of modern 
toy poodles to that of Alsatians (Hooper 1975). 

Although the floruit for the Folly Lane site and its 
chthonic cult is given as later 2nd-3rd, the same as 
Cambridge, the burial itself is c. AD 55, which is late 
but not unreasonable for an Iron Age burial. Finds 
from the Cambridge site however place it in the mid-
dle of the Roman period (eg Samian Ware, p 137), 
though the feature could have been used for many 
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years before its destruction and infilling. If its inter-
pretation as a mortuary site is correct this makes it the 
latest survival of the ostentatious Iron Age types of 
burial found in southern Cambridgeshire as well as 
Hertfordshire and Essex. It is a tradition which can be 
seen continuing in many Roman-period burials, most 
spectacularly those at Bartlow Hills. There the graves 
were eventually covered with high mounds, the bur-
ial chambers were just large chests and the debris of 
feasting has not been found, but the very rich grave 
goods that accompanied cremations were mostly 
linked to carrying on the festivities in the next world 
(Gage 1833, 1840, 1842, Taylor 1998), and otherwise 
seem to represent similar attitudes to life after death. 
Bartlow was in use from the late 1st to early 2nd cen-
tury AD, and so is a link through the time when 
Roman burial customs were generally being adopted. 

The shrine's prominent location, on the hill top, 
near a cross roads and directly connected by road to 
the bath house/mansio building, show that it was no 
secretive or marginal cult but was central to a popula-
tion probably much larger than the town. It also had 
long-lived significance, for the area was kept clear of 
houses and some of the ritual shafts have deposits of 
the 4th century. The closest parallels recognised so far 
are Folly Lane itself and, to a lesser extent Stanway, 
King Harry Lane (which has several examples of mor-
tuary enclosures and pyre debris containing cremated 
grave goods), and the Lexden tumulus, (all discussed 
in Niblett 1999). Stanway is not so rich and the 
grave goods have not been burned, but they may be 
satellite graves for a similar princely mortuary ritual. 
These date to the late Iron Age and very early Roman 
period. 

There were other features, most of them near the 
shrine, which were excavated as rubbish pits and 
wells (as some undoubtedly were) but which, in light 
of the definitely ritual associated features are worth 
noting in this section, and there were no doubt others 
that were even less diagnostic and which test to the 
limit our notorious inability as archaeologists to tell 
ritual from rubbish. It is however perhaps also worth 
noting that, despite the range of features that may be 
interpreted as ritual, there is a lack of the votive-type 
artefacts that are found in such numbers on temple 
sites. The only obvious exception is the fragment of a 
pipe clay figurine (App. I: 193), apparently depicting 
flowing robes. This is not therefore a site where the 
usual offerings were brought to the gods as they were, 
for example, to so many shrines around the fen edge 
(Taylor, 1984 and 2000). Features thought to have a rit-
ual element include the following. Fuller details are 
given in the text. 

RGS VI: 18a and b, shallow pit containing 14 ox skulls, adult 
human long bone and jaw, late 3rd and early 4th century pot-
tery, tile and burnt limestone blocks. 

cP. 7b (Fig. 4.12). Circular, probably plank-lined well, exca-
vated to 3m without reaching bottom. Contained part-
worked bone pin shafts and animal bones, mainly sheep. 1st 
and 2nd century sherds. The well appears to have been used, 

after partial infilling, as a setting for a large post, packed 
with squared stones, large sherds and part of a puddingstone 
quern, resting on a hard circular lump of chalk marl. 

RGS IV. Well 16. Plank lining. In a pocket of ash 2m down 
was a baby under 10 days old and 10 other human infant 
bones. 2nd-3rd century sherds, including 3 from an urn with 
a painted face. Some bones, mainly of mature sheep and cat-
tle, also fish. 

RGS VI (19c-j). Near-rectangular, vertical-sided, flat-bot-
tomed pit, 3.35m deep. Wattling or brushwood lay on packed 
chalk at the bottom. On this was a horse surrounded by ash 
and two beakers (Plate CXXIV: 885-887). There were de-
cayed planks on two sides of this level, with a circular wood-
en object - perhaps a small wheel - and an iron hilt-shaped 
object (Plate XXVII: 201, 202). Late 2nd to early 3rd century 
sherds (Plates CXXIII-CXXV: 873-892). 

SH 83 IV. Pit Fl. Large oval pit. 3rd century. Many oyster and 
mussel shells, bronze pins fragments, 74 iron nails, 42+ shoe 
studs, plaster fragments. perforated bronze disc, neck of 
glass vessel, early 2nd century stamped samian, bone needle, 
iron bridle and antler cheek bits (Plate XIX: 166, 167), frag-
ments of iron with wood adhering (Plate XX: 169). 

RGS. Well VI (25). (Fig. 5.5, 5.6) Circular, 95cm in diameter. 
Excavated to water level at 5m. Timber lined at top. Below 
were two opposed rows of foot. It contained a skeleton of a 
horse and three almost complete vessels (Plate CXXVII: 
896-898). Above were ash and chalk marl lumps, fragments 
of iron, thin strips of wood, and much daub with timber laths 
attached. Uppermost fill contained a few bones, including 
one human femur. 

RGS 26 contained several thousand sherds, many of them 
fine wares similar to those in the shrine, and glass. It may be 
associated with clearance works of the shrine 

There was also one normal burial, RGS VII Grave iTh. 
The shrine burnt down in the first quarter of the 

3rd century, and later that century a small pentagonal 
wooden structure was built close by. It has a similar 
plan to temples such as one excavated in 
Godmanchester by H J M Green (1985), but is far 
smaller. Its closest parallels are baptisteries such as 
Uley (Woodward and Leech 1993), usually recognised 
as stone structures. Later, perhaps significantly, the 
whole area appears to have been undisturbed until 
the construction of the church of All Saints by the 
Castle in the late Saxon period. 

3rd century occupation 

The settlement at this time seems to have shrunk. 
Houses of the 2nd century were now derelict and rub-
bish and gravel pits were dug through them and their 
courtyards, although this is perhaps uncharacteristic 
of the settlement as a whole. Against the decreased 
number of houses there is an increased amount of rub-
bish in the pits, and the roadways were still respected. 
Some houses and yards continued to be used until the 
moment at which the defences were built over them. 
Ritual shafts etc described above were in use. 
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The 4th century walled town 

In the 4th century the population became more con-
centrated. Gravelled streets were renewed and new 
dwellings were erected over filled-in quarry and rub-
bish pits. The houses were only slightly more sophis-
ticated than those of a century earlier, for although 
there was some use of roof tiles, painted wall-plaster 
and cement for floors, they were single roomed, tim-
ber constructions with gravelled and fenced yards. 

In the early 4th century some 9 hectares of the set-
tlement was walled, a major change that must have 
been ordered at a high level. The wall of Barnack lime-
stone 1-3m thick, enclosed an irregular polygon and 
had a rampart bank, four gates and a ditch. There is 
no evidence of any previous defences and the evi-
dence was conclusive that wall, bank and ditch were 
constructed at the same time. It seems to have been a 
sudden decision of the government, for the defences 
lay above and through dwellings recently occupied. 

The shape and location of the walled area show that 
it was required to cover the road junctions as well as 
the approach to the bridge. The wall at the foot of the 
hill was on the edge of the river flood plain and the 
others closely followed the edge of the gravel capping 
to the hill, so the ditch was cut into gault clay which 
probably held water. The design of the 4th century de-
fences presents some unusual features, different from 
those of the neighbouring towns of Godmanchester 
and Great Chesterford (Burnham and Wacher 1990). 
The building of a bank behind the wall is unusual and 
was presumably copying 3rd century models, and the 
gateways with reduced wall thickness behind the tow-
ers seem unique. The resources required to fortify the 
settlement were considerable, for neither limestone 
nor clunch are found nearby. The limestone came from 
Barnack some 40 miles away (and further by water) 
and the nearest clunch is in the chalk hills south of the 
river. The transporting of some 10,000m 3  of material 
alone must have called for organisation and resources 
way beyond the local community. 

The wall and bank were in places built through, on 
and over still standing structures, not surprisingly, 
given the sprawling nature of settlement. At Mount 
Pleasant the bank lay directly on pits and a house with 
ashes still on its hearth. In Haymarket Road both bank 
and wall ran through a large gravel quarry and to the 
north the wall cut through the mansio, and even in-
cluded part of its walls in the defences. The area cho-
sen for defence was also selected for reasons other 
than military requirements. Inclusion of the steep hill-
side beside the river despite its defensive disadvan-
tages suggests, like the artefactual evidence, that it 
must have been an important, perhaps the most im-
portant, part of the settlement. There are also many 
stray finds in all directions around the town wall, and 
in excavations to the west (Christopher Evans in App. 
XII, and pers comm for excavations in progress) show 
that urban elements were at least as developed out-
side the walled area as within it and extended for a 
considerably greater distance. At this time too the 
nature of the town became even further removedfrom  

our normal notions of Romanised urbanism. The one 
stone building was no longer in use, a body was 
buried near to it (significantly, lying prone and with 
his feet removed), and occasional kilns were allowed 
within the walls. 

It is suggested therefore that the fortifications were 
built on governmental instructions as part of a provin-
cial defensive scheme, and it is necessary to consider 
why this occurred. Up to the 4th century East Anglia, 
a peaceful area since the Boudiccan revolt, had many 
towns but few defended sites apart from the forts of 
the Saxon Shore. The only walled towns in Norfolk 
were Caistor by Norwich (the civitas capital), and the 
small industrial settlement of Brampton. There were 
none in Suffolk, and in Cambridgeshire the only de-
fences were the other side of the Fens, at Water 
Newton and Godmanchester. Essex was similarly 
weak outside Colchester. As Chris Going (1998) has 
argued for Essex, the 4th century seems to be a time of 
shrinkage and general impoverishment in town and 
countryside in eastern England, side by side with oc-
casional signs (eg treasure hoards) of spectacular 
wealth. This can be interpreted as indicating an in-
creased need for food exports following disasters on 
the Continent. Ammianus Marcellinus, for example, 
records the reconstruction of burnt granaries in Gaul 
to house supplies of grain from Britain in AD 359, and 
the emperor Julian himself wrote (Letter to the 
Athenians 279D) at the same time about the large num-
ber of ships that were brought over from Britain to 
help the Gallic provinces. Eunapius too, while re-
counting the making of a treaty with the Chamavi, 
says that their co-operation was needed for the essen-
tial transport of grain from Britain to continental 
Roman garrisons (quoted in Ireland 1986). East Anglia 
was the very area where grain and livestock produc-
tion was vital for provisioning the armies of the Rhine 
and Hadrian's Wall, and Going (pers comm) relates 
the archaeological signs of intensification of farming 
and especially evidence for large-scale production on 
state-run latzfundiae at the expense of peasant farmers 
to the demands the Empire was making on food-pro-
ducers in this area. 

At this time too the region's position on the North 
Sea coast with navigable rivers from the Wash into its 
heartland made its vulnerability to attack from north-
ern Europe sharply apparent. No town walls could 
defend much of the population, but they could protect 
a centre where tax, especially corn, was collected in 
kind, and it is suggested that this was the primary 
motive for the defence of Cambridge. Cambridge 
throughout the Middle Ages was a centre for collec -
tion and marketing of agricultural produce, using the 
Cam and the roads that converged here, and it was 
not only well-sited for such a role in the Roman peri-
od but was also the natural exit point for routes north 
and east via the Wash. Great Chestenfond, too, also on 
a bridgehead of the Cam and crossed by long-distance 
east-west routes, changed from an insignificant place 
(incidentally, also noted for its religious sites and bath 
house but little else) to a fortified town at the same 
time. Other towns on navigable rivers in Eastern 
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England (eg Caistor, Horncastle, Water Newton, Great 
Casterton, Godmanchester) also had new or im-
proved defences at this time. These towns can there-
fore be seen as an attempt by central government to 
give defence in depth to a region that was feeding the 
Empire and was vulnerable to foreign attack once the 
forts of the Saxon Shore were passed. How these de-
fences were manned is another problem, for military 
equipment has not yet been found, with the possible 
exception of a crossbow brooch (App. I: 38). More in-
terestingly, were they effective? This is not the place to 
enter old controversies on the role of Anglo-Saxon 
mercenaries, but it must be more than coincidence 
that both Cambridge and Great Chesterford, like 
Caistor by Norwich, have large and early Anglo-
Saxon cemeteries just outside their walls. 

The final  years 

The early 5th century is another enigma. Anglo Saxon 
cemeteries of exceptional interest nearby, at Girton 
and St John's cricket field (Hollingworth & O'Reilly 
1925, Taylor 1997, 1999), began in the 5th century, and 
there were numerous other burials of the 6th century 
on both sides of the river and elsewhere in southern 
Cambridgeshire. There were no traces of burning or 
other destruction in the period found in the excava-
tions, but the only indications of habitation within the 
walls were coins of Eugenius and Majorian and a 
structure cut into the top of shaft 35 (p. 55) which was 
suggested to be a possible grubenhaus, but at 1.18m in 
depth is perhaps more likely to be the cellar of a 
Roman building. Substantial 'black earth' build-up 
was noted over the slight constructions and ditches 
which were all that existed during the period of later 
use, a formation that is recognised in London and 
elsewhere as deriving from decayed timber and do-
mestic waste accentuated by later gardening and in-
tensive agriculture (Courty, Goldberg and MacPhail 
1989, 261-8). Since the lower 10cm of the post-settle-
ment soil contained only late Roman sherds, it could 
have been so used in the 5th century. 

It is intended that evidence from the post-Roman 
periods will be discussed in a separate paper. 

Conclusions: the life of the town 

Many aspects of life within Roman Cambridge have 
been illuminated by the excavations  described in this 
report, however tentative and controversial our con-
clusions are. The ordinary commercial life that we ex-
pect from an urban context however eludes us still, 
although the region around saw considerable indus-
trialisation, with huge areas of Horningsea, Milton 
and Waterbeach used for pottery kilns. Economic life 
never seems to hbeen much developed, the only 
recognisable craft being manufacture of bone pins, 
apart from two single kilns in the 4th century. 
Cambridge has nothing that can be identified as shops 
fronting onto streets, but there were at least two back 
lanes where most of the small houses clustered, while 
the larger buildings that probably had public func - 

tions lined Akeman Street on the opposite side of the 
Via Devana. This is a higher degree of town planning 
than is usually apparent in towns of this kind. The 
oculist's stamp (App. 1:108) is an item quite often 
found in towns and is thought to be part of the stock 
of itinerant specialists. As in medieval Cambridge 
local trade for the surrounding countryside would 
have been important, a function that can leave extra-
ordinarily little trace. We must remember, for exam-
ple, that Stourbridge, one of Europe's greatest fairs, 
was held on the outskirts of Cambridge for hundreds 
of years with scarcely a physical trace surviving, and 
that markets, still a feature of Cambridge life, were 
(and often still are) just a matter of people bringing 
produce and crafts for sale in the open air or tempo-
rary stalls, again leaving no trace but an open rough-
ly surfaced area. Religion, ritual and servicing 
administrative functions would also have employed 
some people. However, it would appear that most 
gained at least part of their livelihood from agricul-
ture, just as inhabitants of Cambridge were to do 
throughout the Middle Ages and into the 19th centu-
ry. It is also likely, given the disparity between the 
huge amount of quarrying and rubbish disposal com-
pared to the humble nature of occupation evident for 
much of the life of the town, that significant areas re-
main to be discovered, and that the walled area may 
never have been the centre of settlement. 

Until the fortification of part of the town, interpret-
ed here as a move to protect grain supplies collected 
as tax in kind to supply the hard-pressed army in the 
4th century, the reasons for the existence of 
Cambridge seem to originate in an existing Iron Age 
settlement which was developed under Hadrian to 
form part of the cursus publicus, from which grew fur-
ther administrative functions for a local region, ie the 
area that was within a day's walk for the return jour-
ney, as well as a wider region of the southern Fens. 
Modest markets presumably functioned alongside 
this official presence, but it may have been the reli-
gious life of this centre that most marked it out from 
often wealthier rural settlements in the surrounding 
area in the minds of those living at the time. 
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I. The Small Finds 
F Gardiner, M Henig and J Pullinger 

Brooches 
Fiona Gardiner 

All but one of the brooches belong to the 1st century 
AD. It is probable that one or two may predate the 
Roman conquest and belong with Iron Age features. 

Plate I 
1 RGS TIC 36 Langton Down type. The bow is straight corn-

ing to a point at end of the catchplate. Length 42rnrn: 
Early to mid 1st century AD. 

2 SH 84 407 Unclassified. An extremely corroded brooch 
showing some Belgic features similar to trumpet-headed 
and allied brooches found at Colchester. Spring badly 
corroded and only small butt of pin remains. Narrow 
neck features below head of brooch and vestiges of deco-
ration remain on head. Two small buttons remain. Very 
shallow curve to bow. Catchplate badly corroded. Length 
5.65cm. In production c. 30-50 AD. 

3 RGS lb 191 Colchester type: Camulodunum III. Coiled 
spring, chord of spring passing over top. 8 turn spring. 
Pin intact but no bow remaining. Length approx 3cm, 
very bent: Date Sub-Belgic/pre-Roman. 

4 CE IV 28 807 Colchester type. Very badly corroded, only 
bow, head and small part of catch plate remains. Bow 
broken and piece missing. Small side wings at head. Bow 
distorted and tapers to foot. Length 8.2cm. c. 45 AD. 

5 GT Bb2 63 Similar to but smaller than Colchester brooch, a 
one piece brooch with simple shallow curved bow and 
forward hook?/loop? to secure external chord. Pin and 
catchplate missing. Bow almost round in section except 
for fairly pronounced flattening at back. Length 5.4cm. 
Tiberius-Nero. 

6 RGS lib 54b Bow of a probable Langton Down type. It is 
straight coming to a point at the end of the catchplate. 
Early-mid 1st century. 

7 RGS lib 54b ?Nauheim derivative. The bow is wide and 
leaf-shaped with marginal grooves, echoed in the flat-
tened four-turn spring. The brooch is complete with pin 
and catchplate and has a small rivet mid-way on catch-
plate. Length 5.1cm: Pre-Roman to pre-Flavian. 

8 RGS IV 1 505 Colchester type. Corroded and missing pin, 
catchplate and spring. Plain, small side-wings and small 
loop at head to take chord. Small part of pin/spring sur-
vives. Bow is flat, undecorated and broad, rounded off at 
foot without tapering. Shows five areas of encrustation or 
?rivets. Length 9.2cm. 

I.1(SF 31) 

Plate II 
9 CR 74 E4 22 149 Collingwood type B. Simple coil spring 

brooch with ridging on lower part of head. Head show-
ing twist damage. Complete. Length 3.75cm: Claudian. 

10 RGS JIb 6 814 Colchester type; spring brooch, very corrod-
ed. No hook or eyelet identifiable on head. Pin corroded 
into catchplate. Length 4cm: c. 45 AD. 

11 RGS lib 11 Nauheim derivative. Badly broken and corrod-
ed brooch with rearward facing curl which is part of bro-
ken spring. Bow is slim and appears to be an inverted 
type with catchplate curve at foot of bow. Length 3.9cm. 
Early 1st century AD. 

12 RGS 1 108 Colchester type. Almost complete bronze 
brooch with six-coil spring, with faceted wings and bow. 
Hook hammered down over chord of spring. Catchplate 
and part of pin missing. Length 4.9cm. 40-50 AD. 

13 RGS IV 2g 574 Colchester type. Badly corroded, spring has 
been sprung backwards. Hook still in evidence, Bow very 
badly corroded, especially below mid-point. Catchplate 
and pin missing. Length 3.75cm. 1st century AD (possi-
bly first half). 

14 RGS IIb 37 48 Colchester, Belgic or sub-Belgic type. Well 
preserved bow with upward-standing rearward-facing 
short hook for chord of spring. Bow faceted, catchplate 
complete and pierced with three rectangles. Spring and 
pin missing. Length 5.4cm. Pre-Roman down to end of 
1st century AD. 

15 SH 84 Colchester derivative type B. The plain wings curve 
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to seat the spring which is held by a projecting plate; the 
lower hole is the axis bar which runs through the coils. 
The bow has a step down each side. The catchplate is 
pierced in three places and is complete with pin groove. 
Only a short length remaining. Length 6.3cm. Date range 
not certain but may be c. 35-40 to c. 60-70 AD. 

Plate III 
16 RGS III 4 112 Fowler's type C. Penannular type brooch, 

with curved round ends. Pin broken short at mid-point. 
Diameter 3cm, approx. 1st century BC to 1st century AD. 

17 RGS III 4a Fowlers type C; penannular brooch (curled 
ends). Pin missing completely. Diameter 2.6cm: 1st cen-
tury BC to 1st century AD. 

18 SH VI 74 153 Fowler's type C- penannular brooch with 
curled ends. Pin survives intact. No ornamentation. 
Diameter 2cm! pin Length 2cm: 1st century BC to 1st 
century AD. 

19 RGS lb 118 34 Badly corroded fragment. Probably part of 
a Camulodunum type IV. Claudio-Neronian. 

20 RGS VI 30 745 Possibly early Colchester. Catchplate 
pierced with seven round holes. Length 2.8cm: 
??Tiberius-Nero. 

21 RGS VI 11 526 Nauheim derivative. Curled end part of 
simple spring. Flattened foot widened to catchplate 
(which is missing) Length 3.6cm: c. 75 AD. 

22 RGS JIb 50 70 A development from an early Colchester 
type but not a fully developed Aucissa brooch. Length 
32mm. 50-65 AD. 

23 RGS la 61 32 Colchester derivative type A. Heavily cor -
roded. Rearward facing hook missing as is pin. 
Catchplate solid and intact. May be fluting down back of 
bow which appears to have been bent into a tight more 
angular curve. Length 3.6cm: 40-50 AD, out of use by 65 
AD. 

24 RGS JIb 54b 72 Camulodunum type IV, lacking pin. Three 
cordons on each side wing and a knurled cordon runs 
down the bow. The catchplate is incomplete. Length 
40mm. Claudio-Neronian. 

25 Northampton Street. Colchester type B. Two piece brooch. 
Well preserved brooch but pin missing. Each wing has 
two grooves at the end. Central ridge over head extend-
ing down onto bow and tapering to a point. Near spring 
there is a raised pierced ridge - possibly derivation from 
skeuomorph hook for holding spring return. Well de-
fined rope engraving down either side of spine of bow. 
Catchplate intact and pierced by a single large hole. 
Length 3.85cm. Earliest type of Colchester, c. 40-50 AD. 

Plate IV 
26 RGS III 4a 138 Aucissa brooch. Awell preserved brooch al-

though pin missing. Zigzag design down the outside 
edges of the bow. Solid catchplate. Length 52.5mm. 
Augustus-Nero. 

27 CP VII 109 813 Aucissa brooch (early hinged brooch). 
Broad flat bow arched to semi-circle with longitudinal 
mouldings. Head (complete) is rolled over axial bar on 
which pin is hinged, with terminal knobs, large knobbed 
foot, junction of which with bow marked with a trans-
verse moulding. Well preserved apart from tip of pin. 
Mouldings on bow well preserved. Length 4.7cm. Type 
generally dated Augustus-Nero, probably introduced to 
Britain by conquering army (standard wear). 

28 PH 83 F51 1 Hod Hill type. Corroded and very little re-
mains of this brooch - merely part of the decorated 
upper panel of the bow down to the transverse marking 
before the foot (which was often a separately made fea-
ture.) Part of the broad catchplate also remains. Length 
3.45cm: C. 50 AD. 

29 CR 74 D2 & Fi la 35 Hod Hill type, showing pronounced 
fluting. Head broad, plain and rounded for spring. 
Fragment of pin survives. Only upper part of bow re-
mains. Length 2.1cm: approx 75 AD. 

30 SP H 5 27 Probably early spring brooch. Bow markedly 
arched with pronounced button. Broad head narrows to 
a neck before widening. Loop for alternative uses as 
?pendant; loop fixed into spring. Decorative ring on 
loop. Length 5.8cm: c. 43 to end 1st century AD. 

Plate V 
31 RGS VI on top 747 Hod Hill type with lateral lugs set in 

middle of each side of the bow. A complete brooch. 
Upper panel ridged and separated from head by cross 
moulding and fluted rise. Head rectangular, concave and 
houses pin. The concave surfaces at the bottom of the up-
right widen towards the middle and taper off towards 
the end. Lugs protrude from each side of the upper bow 
and show delicate moulding. Length 4.65cm: c. 75-c. 100 
AD. 

32 SH 83 VI 61 195 Hod Hill type; winged bow type with lat-
eral lugs set in the middle of each side of bow. Almost 
complete with well preserved lateral lugs. Pin and part 
of catchplate missing. Axe head ?cross section of bow. 
Ridged mouldings on head and bow. The lugs have 
rounded terminal knobs. Button foot. Length 3.5cm: 
Period 3. 

33 HM A35 36 72 Dolphin type brooch of the hinged kind. 
Catchplate missing, pin broken (1.25cm long). Notched 
design on wings which seem to thicken towards the 
ends. Grooved spine towards top of outside face of bow. 
Length 2.45cm. 

34 RGS VI 306 772 Hinged brooch. Pin Missing. Bow comma 
shaped with thick rounded head and side-ways cylindri-
cal. Solid catchplate. Bow semi-circular in section (D-sec-
tion) and has double ridge decoration at mid-point. 
Length 4cm: Period 5 or 6. 

35 PG J2 12 Two piece dolphin brooch - sprung type. Bow is 
comma shaped and of D-section. It does not taper and 
ends in a waisted knob which may have been made sep-
arately. The pin is missing and the rounded decorated 
head has a small loop to take a chord. The catchplate has 
small pierced triangle. Length 5.8cm: Period 2. 

36 CR 74 D513 89 Plate brooch, probably crescent shaped al-
though top section and catchplate missing. Simple 
hinged pin remains intact. Rim has circular terminals 
and plate shows possible seating for enamelled orna-
mentation Length 2.25cm: (apparently half length). Pin 
length 2.25cm. Claudio-Neronian. 

Plate VI 
37 SH VI F42 53 147 Dolphin type fibula, Collingwood type 

H. The side wings are plain but show evidence of ending 
in a notched stud. The bow is plain but has a raised 
knurled central ridge from above mid-way up to and 
over shoulder ridge. The catchplate is solid and com-
plete. Pin broken and missing from below hinged part. 
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Length 4.5cm: 1st century to first half 2nd century. 
38 CR Crossbow type with heavy terminal knobs, knobs 

showing incised decoration at their base and remnants of 
pattern on back of spine of curved portion of bow. 
Straight leg section with three repeats of Celtic type 
semi-circular curls. The pin-holder is very curved incor-
porated in the straight leg of brooch. Length 6.8cm: mid-
late 4th century. 

39 SH 84 Spring of bronze fibula. 

Pins 

Bone 
I Pullinger 

Over 60 bone pins were found. Five main groups were 
represented. All appear to be hand carved. Bones in 
various stages of working through to the finished pin 
were found together in a well (Plate XXII). 

Plate VII 
Group 1. Pins with plain conical head. Nos. 40 to 49 
This type of pin has a plain tapering shaft, the thicker 
end being shaped to form a short point. 18.1cm to 
19.6cm. 

40 CP VIII 5e 369 Shrine. length 9.05cm. 
41 CP VIII tldg 555 Shrine. length 8.8cm. 
42 CP VIII Sd 348 Shrine. incomplete. 

Group 2. Pins with 1-4 transverse grooves beneath a 
conical head. Nos. 43-48. Similar to Group 1. Several 
broken, those complete show a marked bend towards 
the point of the pin. 

43 CP VIII 5g 378 Shrine. length 11.5cm. 
44 CP VIII Se 368 Shrine. length 10.9cm. 
45 RGS V 12 609 Pit, late 1st to early 2nd century. Tip miss-

ing. 
46 RGS IV ilk 579 Shrine. Tip missing. 
47 RGS IV Shrine. incomplete. 
48 CP VIII 4 301 Shrine. incomplete. 

Group 3. Pins with a near hemispherical head. Nos. 
49-63. The heads in this group vary in shape slightly. 
Most of these pins have a swelling part way down the 
shaft. There are more in this group than any other 
group. 

Plate VIII 
49 RGS IV ha 536 Shrine. Length 8.5cm. 
50 RGS IV ha 535 Shrine. Length 8.8cm. 
51 CP VIII Sb 311 over shrine. Length approx 11.4cm 
52 CP VIII Sb over shrine. Length 12.75cm. 
53 CP V 14 Incomplete. 
54 RGS VI 11683 Shaft. Incomplete. Length 6.8cm. 
55 RGN 11 16635 Early pit. Incomplete. 
56 SH 83 VI 64145 Incomplete. 
57 RGS IV lie 551 Shrine. Incomplete. 
58 RGS VI llb 551 Shrine. Incomplete. 
59 RGS VI 5a 659 Shaft. Incomplete. 
60 RGS VI 1 642 Top RB spread. Incomplete. 

61 SH 83 VI F14 95 Incomplete. Length 5.5cm. 
62 566 Incomplete. 
63 RGS IV 11520 Incomplete. Length 7.3cm. 

Plate IX 
Group 4. Pins with faceted sides, conical and flat. Nos. 
64-69. All have a swelling on the shaft. 
64 RGN 11 10627 Incomplete. 
65 CF VIII 32a 358 3rd-4th century Pit. Incomplete. 
66 RGS VI 19a 705 Incomplete. 
67 RGS VI 11 3rd-4th century. Length 7.5cm. 
68 CF VIII Sd 350 Shrine. Incomplete. 
69 RGN la 630 Top layer. Length 6.3cm. 

Group 5. Pins with one or more reels below a conical 
or ovoid head. Nos. 72-76. The shaft either straight or 
with a swelling. 

72 RGS VI 11676 3rd-4th century shaft. length 8.85cm (com-
plete). 

73 RGS IV 32a 587 Fit, 3rd-4th century; incomplete. 
74 RGS V 19626 Incomplete. 
75 RGS VI 5a 658 General spread 3rd-4th century; incom-

plete. 
76 RGS VI 11686 Shaft, 3rd-4th century; incomplete. 

Miscellaneous pins Nos. 77 to 79. 
Two of these have round flat heads, shafts having a 
swelling towards lower half. The third is entirely dif-
ferent from the others having a vertical circular head 
with a hole in the centre, small notches in the outside 
edge and marked swelling on the shaft. 

77 unstratified 339, incomplete. 
78 RGS VI 1 643 Top RB spread; incomplete. 
79 RGS IV 32548 Fit; incomplete. 

Copper alloy 
Group. Nos. 71, 72, 80, 81, 99 & 102. 
These vary from one with a conical head , a domed 
head with two reels below and a flattened half dome 
with a groove on the top. 

Plate IX 
70 RGS VI 5 644 Bronze pin; lost head, bent. 
71 RGN II 4c 648 Conical; length c. 9cm. 

Plate X 
80 RGN II unstratified. 
81 CF VIII 19325 Flattened bead head. 
158 Bead and reel headed; incomplete. 

Plate XI 
99 RGS IV 17518 Fit; incomplete. 
102 539 Incomplete. 

Jet 
Plate X 
82 CF VIII Sd 357 Shrine; pointed end, head missing. 
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Bracelets, rings and beads. 

Plate X 
83 RGS 1113a 127 4th century pit; part shale bracelet with 

chevron patterning. 
84 RGS IV 11528 Shale, plain; others similar. Over Shrine 
85 SH 84 Hi Ditch under 2nd-3rd century side street. Snake 

headed, in bronze. 
86 RGS V 4 611 AE fragments. 
88 SH 83 II F8+ 33AE, incised decoration between crenella-

tions. 8.5cm long. 
89 SH VI F4+ 82AE, Incised pattern on bangle, multiple 

motif. 4th century type. 9.05cm long. 
90 RGS IV 11527 Jet fragment, with grooves round. Over 

Shrine. 
97 RGS III 30517 Incised pattern, incomplete. (see SH 83 II 

F8). 
98 RGS IV 17518 AE; three strand twisted fragment. 

Plate X 
87 RGN II 4 606 AE finger ring with setting for intaglio. Late 

2nd century house foundation trench. 

Plate XI 
96 SH 83 unstratified. Silvered AE finger ring - broken with 

small part missing, ?worn away. 

Plate X 
91 RGS 11136 57 Blue glass. 
92 RGS IIC 52 Glass bead; in 1st century cobbling. 
93 RGS VI 11672 Pottery bead from 2nd century shaft 

Plate XI 
94 SH 130 Glass bead. 
95 SH 155 Bone bead. 

Amulets 

Plate XI 
100 RGS lb 3024 Pig's tusk. 
101 CP VI 803 Pig's tusk 
103 AE ring; ?small penannular brooch. 
103a RGS IV 11505 ?Part of child's bangle. 

Toilet, surgical or pharmaceutical instruments 

Plate XII 
104 RGS la 109 45 Pit, AE end-loop cosmetic mortar. 
105 RGS lb 239 99 Fort ditch; nail cleaner. 
106 SH 83 AE tweezers. 
107 512 Bone comb; decorated with incised circles and ring 

and dot motif; 5 iron rivets. 
108 5H83 4 Oculist's stamp. Grey marble. Engraved in re-

verse: 'MARINI CAES L IVL. SALUTARIS PENICIL-
LUM AD LIPPITUM', which can be translated as T. 
Julius' wholesome (remedy) to be applied with a small 
brush for sore/runny eyes'. (Fig. 1.2) 

Plate XIII 

Needles 

All bone, except 115. 
109 SH VI 58109. 
110 SH Fragment. 
iii CP VIII Se 360 Shrine. 
112 CP VIII Se 361 Shrine. 
113 RGS IV 12b 570 Unstratified in later feature. 
114 CP VIII 32a 371 3rd-4th century pit. 
115 RGS IV 32 597 AE needle. 
116 CP VIII Se 362 Shrine. 

Spindle whorl 
117 RGS IV 2 165 Pottery. 

Utensils and fittings 

Plate XIV 
118 RGS lIc 591 Shrine; AE spoon bowl. 
119 810 Shrine; AE spoon bowl. 
120 RGS VI 3a656 Shaft; Bone spoon bowl. 
121 RGS IV ha? 525 Shrine; AE door handle on iron shaft. 
122 804 Corer. 
123 RGS VI 1 641 Escutcheon for bowl, ?Antonine. 
124 RGS IV 11519 Antler knife handle. 
125 802 AE stud from furniture. 
126 5H83 IV +5 Olive fork? 

Bone inlay 

Plate XV 
127 RGS IV 11509 Over Shrine; curved decorative inlay. 

3WAATVAAZt1%fhA  

1.2 108 SH 83 4 Oculist's stamp 

NiN i 

Photo: Gail OwL';l,Copyrigllt Caiiibriclgc Miiseu in 
of Archaeology and Anthropology 
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128 800 Flat inlay, ring and dot in cross. 
129 RGS III 3 116 Flat inlay, holes for rivets. 
130 PG Al 8 Inlay on thick base. 
131 CT Af 9 Worked bone. 
132 CT Af 9 Worked bone. 
133 HM A 25 16 Worked bone. 

Bronze fittings 
Plate XV 
134 PC 7 221 Strapping on corner of box. 

Shale 
135 RCS 1545 110 Decorated shale fragment. 

Iron objects 
Metal objects used in buildings included nails, bolts, 
hinges, brackets, keys etc. The largest quantity of 
these objects were in the fill of the shrine. 

Nails 
These square headed, square shank nails were found 
in many features. They varied in length from 2 to 
10cm, the longer ones having thicker shanks. The 
greatest number of nails was in the ash layers of the 
burnt down shrine. A total of 2090 nails was recorded, 
but this figure would be considerably larger if nails 
that had become headless were to be added. The cel-
lar of the house in SH 83 VI also had nails in the de-
bris. Mostly square headed. With the addition of 
headless ones 61 were recorded. 

Bolts 
Though not numerous, bolts were recorded in several 
features. A bolt 8.5cm long was found in SH 83 VI (84) 
with daub, plaster and wood adhering to it and in the 
same trench, layer (24) were two more, 11.5cm and 
9.5cm in length. 

Hinges 
Few of these were found in Roman features, but cor-
roded ones were recorded in the fill of the shrine. Here 
45 hinges and brackets were recorded. 

Studs 
Most shoe studs were found in the infant burial shafts, 
some with leather attached. All were in situ, shoes 
having been placed in the shaft for the child's future 
use. In RCS VI (lib, d & e) one pair of shoes had ap 
proximately 50 studs in each shoe. The shoes would 
have fitted a child of 5-6 years old; also 50 from an-
other shoe and 30 + 26 from another pair of shoes. In 
Shaft RGS IV (35), 57 studs from a pair of child's shoes 
were found, whilst in another shaft (RCS IV (45)) a 
large quantity from one shoe (corroded together) with 
leather still attached was recovered. Over 40 studs 
from a child's pair of shoes was found in Shaft RGS VI 
(23) and 70 shoe studs were in Shaft RCS V (17). 133 
shoe studs were in the rectangular pit in which a fal-
con was buried. 

In the shrine fill 310 studs were found of which a 
few may have been from shoes Most were probably 
associated with leather fittings, 31 were attached to  

leather. The shaft in which a horse was buried (RCS VI 
(19c, f & h) contained 26 studs, 7 of which had leather 
with them. In Pit SH 83 IV Fl, a triangular iron fitting 
had two studs attached. 

Brackets 
Most were fragmentary, with the majority being 
found in the RG. They probably came from furniture 

Keys 
The best sample came from the ash of the burnt shrine. 
It was badly corroded and drawn from the X-ray. 

Plate XVI 
136 CP VIII 5d Shrine. Iron key. 
137 MP 17 Fragment of lock. 

Bone counters/gaming pieces 
Some of which have numerals carved into the outside 
edge. Many have a countersunk upper surface and all 
but four show an indentation from the lathe centre. 

Plate XVI 
138 RCS IV 7x508 
139 RCS IV llb 542 Shrine 
140 CP VIII 5e 303 Shrine 
141 RCS la 1213 
142 RCS IV 7x508 
143 CP VIII 5f 339 Shrine. 
144 CP VIII 5e 363 Shrine. Inscribed on side 1111 for IV, pre-

sumably for numeral '4'. 
145 RCS IV llc 571 Shrine. Inscribed on side IIIVIIIX, per-

haps a series of numerals as III, VIII, X, or III, VII, IX. 
They were conceivably cut at different times, replacing 
each other. Parallels are known from several Roman 
towns (see RIB II, nos. 2440.1-2440.381). (Mark Hassall) 

146 CP VIII 5d 359 Shrine. 
147 RCS 1115c 154 Palisade fill. 
148 RCN II 6b632. 
149 RCS lb,  185 65 

Plate XVII 
150 RGS IV hg 544 Musical pipe, played like a flute, which 

produces at least four notes. Similar pipes were found in 
temples in the Rhineland (J Liversidge, pers comm). 
Length 10.9cm 

Plate XVII 
151 SH 83 TV F156 Calthrop, iron. 
152 801 Iron ring, 2.3cm diameter. 

Measurement and writing 

Plate XVII 
153 SH 83? Part of bronze scale. 
154 RCS Tb 545 106 ?Bronze stylus; length 8.7cm 
155 SH 83 146 Top of seal-box; length 2.4cm;. 

Hones, knives etc 

Plate XVIII 
156 CP VIII 5c Lead rivet through potsherd. 
157 RGS JIG 6 Hone stone. 
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158 RGS IV lie 543 Hone stone, shrine. 
159 CP VIII 5k 663 Hone stone, shrine. 
160 SH 83 IV Fl 5149 Hone stone. 
161 RGS IV 14x Iron knife; late 1st century. Tip missing. 
162 SP K 5 Iron blade. 
163 RGS hG 36 Antler knife handle. 
164 RGS IV 11519 Antler knife handle; over shrine. 
164a CR E2 4 Worked bone, hole drilled through wider part. 

From 1st century feature. 
165 RGS IIC 2b Iron blade on shaft. 

Harness. 

Plate XIX 
166 SH 83 IV Fl 1025 Two bridle bits, iron. 
167 SH 83 IV Fl 5 Antler cheek bit. 

Further house and furniture fittings 

Plate XX 
168 CP 73 V 2 Bronze sheet, rolled, ring and dot pattern; 
169 SH 83 IV Fl 5 Fragments of iron with wood still visible. 
170 RG H 18 Iron staple. 
171& 172 SP J 6 Two iron cleats; length 17.8 & 18.5cm. Square 

shanks. 
173 CR E2 2183 Sheet Bronze, rolled. 
174 RGS IV ilL 558 Bronze stud. 

Plate XXI 
175 SH 83 156 Iron hinge?. 
176 SH 83 303 Iron object(broken) 
177& MP C 27B Large iron object 
178 CF B3 8 circular shanks. 

Industry 

Plate XXII 
179 CF VIII 7b Bones in various stages of being worked to the 

finished bone pin; from well fill. 

Plate XXIII 
180 CR 74 C3 2 67 Worked bone. 
181 RGS IIc6 Horn core tip, sawn off. 
182 CF VIII 7b Worked bone. 

Miscellaneous 

Plate XXIV 
183 SH 83 VI Cellar, lead object covered in bronze with five 

ribs, on shaft, plumb-bob? 
184-5 Bone pegs. 
186 RGS VI 19a Worked bone. 
187 SH 83 IV Fl 5 19 Worked long bone, three prongs of comb 

for pottery patterns? 

Plate XXV 
188 RGS IV lid 556 Shrine; Bronze peg/hook. 
189 SH 59 Perforated bronze disc 
190 RGS IV lib 530 Curved bronze with rivet. 
191 SH 83 191 Bronze handle 
192 CF 73 VI 12 Bronze buckle? 
193 RGS 11 126 Fragment of pipe-clay figurine. 

194 SH 83 II F8 34 Fragment of bronze object ?fibula. 

Plate XXVI 
195 RGS V 2 811 Part of comb, criss-cross carving along top 

and riveted on. Saxo-Norman? 
196 805 Bone needle, long, coarse, flattish shaft. Notches 

above eye. used for weaving;. 
197 70 Antler with riveted attachment. Ring and dot pattern 

on outside. 
198 CF V 2 806 Domed worked bone with central hole. 
199 SH 83 168 Bone ring. 

Plate XX VII 
200 RGS lb 253a iii Clay loom weight from Iron Age levels. 
201 RGS VI 19k Iron objects, drawn from an X-ray, found at 

the bottom of the shaft with decaying wooden objects in- 
cluding ?wheel and remains of articulated horse. Late 
2nd century to early 3rd century. 

202 RGS VI 19k An iron object, drawn from an X-ray, found 
with above objects. 

Plate XX VIII 
203 CH 86 A X6 Iron 'fitting' from rnansio. 
204 CH 84 F23 Timber lined well, late 1st century. Stone 

bowl. 

Quern Stones 
Fragments were found in all sites. In the Iron Age 
querns were of Hertfordshire pudding stone, domed 
upper stone with a groove round the side. Pudding 
stone is also used in the first two centuries AD. Lava 
from Neidermendig and millstone grit was used 
throughout the Roman period. Fragments were found 
in the following levels: RGS IV (lic), RGS IV (ha), 
RGS IV (hi), RGS IV (hi, RGS V (8), RGS VI (4), RGS 
VI (ii), RGS VI (3xx), CF VIII (32d), CF VIII (32a), CF 
VIII (24), CF VIII (5gh), CF VIII (5b), CF VIII (7), RGN 
II (9), RGN II (16g), RGS III (14a), RGS III (16a). 

The Bacchus gem 
Martin Henig 
A red jasper gem stone ovoid in shape and with a flat 
upper surface measuring 16mm by 12mm (Henig 
1978, 35 fig i shape Fl) was excavated within the 
shrine in a late Antonine or Severan context. Apart 
from a chip on the side which extends to the intaglio 
itself (and is thus not quite complete), the gem is in ex-
cellent condition and the cut areas retain the original 
high polish. The device is a very full bust of Bacchus 
(the Greek Dionysos), in profile to the left though this 
would be reversed in impression. He is depicted as a 
youth with effeminate features and long 'corkscrew' 
locks one of which hangs down the nape of his neck 
and the other in front of his left shoulder. His right 
shoulder and chest are covered with drapery, proba-
bly a nebris (garment made from an animal-skin). His 
upper left arm is encircled by an armlet and in his 
right hand, which is shown, he holds his thyrsus. 

Ever since it was found this gem has excited admi-
ration as one of the best representations of Bacchus 
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from Roman Britain and it has been published several 
times (Henig 1977, 366 and Plate 15; 1978, 298 and 
Plate XXVII, no. App. 99; Hutchinson 1986a, 437 no. 
Ge-3; 1986b, 140, fig 4). The intaglio is quite closely 
paralleled by another red jasper intaglio in the Dutch 
Royal collection, formerly in the Hague but now in 
Leiden, dated by Professor Kleibrink to the same peri-
od as the Cambridge gem (M Maaskant-Kleibrink 
1978, 371 no. 1168, Plate 185). There are earlier ver-
sions cut on cornelian, perhaps of the late 1st century 
BC or early 1st century AD, in the gem collection at 
Vienna, where the god is leaning back in a relaxed 
manner as though inebriated (E Zwierlein-Diehl 1973 
147 nos. 465 and 466). The non-masculine features 
sometimes make it almost impossible to distinguish 
between Bacchus and his female votaries, the mae-
nads, who identified themselves with him. A 2nd cen-
tury jasper from Vindolanda showing a youthful head 
with long tresses is the closest parallel to the type on 
a gem from Britain and has been taken to show a mae-
nad (Henig 1978, 220 no. 287, Plate IX) as has an 
amethyst intaglio in the Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Cambridge (Henig 1994 141 no. 284) but they may 
well be Bacchus. The wine-coloured amethyst of the 
Fitzwilliam intaglio certainly evokes the god himself. 
The prominence of the thyrsus and the lack of breasts 
leave little doubt about our gem. 

The conception of Dionysus as a youth with soft 
and androgynous features must have originated in the 
4th century BC, possible with the work of 
Kephisotodos or Praxiteles (Lawrence 1972) and it 
continued to be popular throughout Antiquity in such 
well-known images as the swooning Bacchus in the 
Villa of the Mysteries at Pompeii (Lehmann 1962) or 
the drunken Bacchus leaning on a satyr on a mosaic in 
Cologne (Donigo 1971), more or less contemporary 
with the Cambridge gem. 

The archaeological context in which the stone was 
found coupled with its very fresh condition, patterned 
style of cutting and the material on which it was cut, 
allow us to date the intaglio with unusual precision. It 
can indeed be seen as one of the best specimens of the 
patterned style to have come down to us (Henig 1988). 
The wider significance of representations of Bacchus 
in Roman Britain is discussed by Valerie Hutchinson 
(1986a and b) but it is highly likely that whoever wore 
this stone as a signet regarded the god not simply as 
the god of the feast but as a mighty saviour, powerful 
in this world and the next. 
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II. The Glass 
J Liversidge 

with comments on opaque cups by Hilary Cool, 1979 

Most were from the Shrine fill (CP VIII. 5). The majori- 
ty dates between the late 1st and the early 3rd century. 

Bottles 
All clear with bluish-green tint. Mould blown. 
?Rhenish. Late 1st or 2nd century. 

Plate XXIX 
Top of square bottle. Multi-ribbed handle, rim folding in. 

Isings 51b. CF VIII 5c SF 307 
A much larger jar of similar type. Late 2nd century. CF VIII 

5p SF 381. 
Base possibly of 1 above or a bottle of similar type. On the 

underside a moulded relief stamp of a concave sided 
square. CP VIII 5c. 

Base with stamp of a cross within a circle, small triangular 
shapes at each corner. CF VIII 5ee SF 392 

Jugs 
(all from CP VIII 5p). 

Top of bulbous jug, olive green glass. Blown. Long neck 
with constriction at base. Rim folded inwards and flat-
tened horizontally. Ribbed handle begins under lip and 
broadens out on joining body. Probably Flavian-
Antonine. ?Rhenish. 

5a. Top of bulbous jug, pale turquoise, blown. Long neck with 
constriction at base. Rim folded inwards. Ribbed handle 
begins under lip and broadens out towards body where 
it is folded into a series of ribs. Probably 1st century. 

Top of thin pale green jug. Lip outsplayed. Ribbed handle 
expands to join body, folded into two steps at top of 
curve and at join with rim. ?2nd century. 

Fragments of pale olive green jug, possibly Isings 52. 

Chalice or Beaker 
(from CP VIII 5e) 

Rim of dark green transparent glass with deep blue irides-
cence. Slightly concave outline, flared rim. Perhaps Isings 
36. ?Late 1st century. 

Similar glass vessel, but rim less flared. 

Cups 
Fragments of several cups with coil base. Mostly 
colourless with milky iridescence. Two concentric coils 
on base, fine rounded rims. (Isings Form 85b). These 

cups are glass type par excellence of the late 2nd/early 
3rd century and frequently turn up in large numbers 
on sites of that date. 

Typical base, found with two pieces of rim with trailed 
band under lip. a, CP VIII 5g SF 374; b, RGS hg; c, CF 
VIII Sp SF 379; d, CF VIII Sb SF 355. 

Two fragments of rim. Trailed band under rim of lip. Two 
diagonally trailed bands on body of vessel. CF VIII Sp SF 
380. 
Similar to 10 but with a pushed in base. Turquoise. Isings 
85b. RGS IV lie. 12a Base of cup, opaque, high base ring. 
The form is related to cups of Isings 42. CF VIII Sp. 
Rim of deep green glass with blue iridescence. Trailed 
band under lip. RGS IV ilL SF 777. 

Additional Vessels 
Plate XXX 

Fragment of body sherd, dark blue/ turquoise, diagonally 
ribbed decoration. PG C2 1 SF 245. 

is. Fragment of body of vessel. Opaque, decorated with hor -
izontal trailed lines. SF J S SF 42. 
Body fragment trailed near vertical ribs. Shaft RGS VI 3. 
Pale turquoise rim of jar, rim folded over externally. RGS 
IV 36. 
Cup rim, opaque. Rim turned over externally. CF VIII Se. 
Cup rim, very pale turquoise. RGS IV lib. 
Cup everted rim, opaque. Very similar to No. 22. RGS IV 
lie. 

Fragment everted cup rim, green. RGS IV ha. 
Cup, opaque, base missing. Rim small, turned over on it-
self externally. CF VIII Sp SF 380. 
Top of small jug, opaque. GT Ae 2 SF 23. 
Fine glass handle, pale green. Circular towards bottom 
but nearer oval at top. 
Fragment of base of opaque flask. Groove above base, fur-
ther grooves up body; common in 2nd and 3rd centuries. 
Used for oils and unguents. PG 526. 
Rim of jar, opaque. Rim everted. PG Fl S SF 129. 
Rim of small jar, dark green. Top of rim uneven. SF J 7 SF 
58. 
Fragment of folded glass handle, green. RGS VI 18x SF 
715. 

Fragment of moulded glass bowl. RGS Tb 97 SF 
Blue/green folded handle. CF VIII (over shrine) 
Opaque base of cup. CF VIII (over shrine) 
Opaque base of cup. CF VIII (over shrine) 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXVIII pp. 107-108 
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III. The Coins 
M F Sekulla and G R Thoday 

with notes on Iron Age coins by P de Jersey 

Iron Age 
RGS (Ib) 255 SF 104 Silver. Unattributed north Thames issue 

of early post-Gallic War period. (Celtic Coin Index, 
Oxford, ref. 99. 1155). (Fig. III. 1 and III. 2) 

Ii 

/ 
0/09 

4141 'I 

111.1 	 111.2 

RGS (ha) 14 SF 73 Very worn AE coin, probably 
Catuvellaunian. 

RGS (Tb) 250 SF 103 AE, uncertain, possibly East Gaulish. 
RGS (Tb) 250 SF 100 AE, Tasciovanus. Mack 167. 
RGS (Ia) 26 SF 55 Iceni. Silver. Normal face/horse type. Last 

quarter of 1st century BC. (Celtic Coin Index, Oxford, ref. 
99. 1091). (Fig. III. 3 and III. 4) 

111.3 	 111.4 

RGS III (6b) Roman well. SF 162 AE, Tasciovanus (Mack 178). 
CF VIII (8) SF 306 Silver of 'East Midlands' type. ?unin- 

scribed, precursor of the inscribed series of the 
Catuvellauni. Late 1st Century BC. 

CR E2 (16) SF 66 Tasciovanvs Mac 158 

Roman 
LCS QXIX Pit I Claudius AD 41-46 RIC I, 129, 66 As 
RGS VI (Sd) SF 709 Claudius AD 41-46 Copy of RIC I, 129, 

66 As. 
RG I (28) Vespasian AD 69-79 Dupondius 
SP C SF 15 Vespasian AD 69-79 Dupondius 
RGS (lb) 158 SF 58 Vespasian AD 69-79 Sestertius 
RG J (ha) SF 405 Nerva AD 96-7 RIC II, 228,84 
RG P (4) SF 256 Nerva AD 96-7 
RGS 72 (lb) [2] SF 1 Trajan AD 98-117 RIC II, 293, 689 Semis 
CF VIII (Sp)  SF 396 Trajan AD 98-117 Copy of Denarius 
CF VIII (Sgg) SF 395 Trajan AD 98-117 As. 
RGS IV (11cc) Trajan AD 98-117 Dupondius 
RGS IV (29) SF 557 Hadrian AD 119 RIC II, 412,577a 
RGS IV (lid) Antoninus Pius AD 138-161RIC III, 128, 802 
Dupondius 
CF VIII (Sww) Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 RIC III, 124, 
772 Sestertius 
RGS IV (llg) SF 590 Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 
Dupondius 
RGN 111+ (669) Diva Faustina AD 141+ RIC III, 166 As. 
RGS VI (4c) SF 704 M. Aurelius AD 172-173 RIC III, 298, 
W 1070a 
RGS V (17) SF 605 Julia Maesa RIC IV II, 50, 268 Denarius 
RGN 11+ SF 577 Julia Mamea AD 231+ Obv RIC, 100, 375 
Rev RIC 79,109 Copy Denarius 
RGS VII (3) SF 760 Valerian AD 253-260 RIC IV, I, 47 
CT D (1) SF 102 Gallienus AD 260-268 RIC V, I, 151, 236 
RGS IV (12) SF 529 Gallienus AD 260-268 RIC V, I, 144,160 
SR 1 B SF 22 Gallienus AD 260-268 
RGS II (11) SF 677 Gallienus? AD 260-268. 
RGS VII (32) SF 757 Galhienus AD 260-268 RIC V 1,146,149 
CT Ba (2a) SF 71 Victorinus AD 268-270 RIC V, II, 392, 57 
CT D+ SF 101 Victorinus AD 268-270 RIC V. II, 393,78 
RGS V (6) SF 599 Victorinus AD 268-270 RIC V, 11 392,57 
RGS 72 (lb) 38 SF 3 Victorinus AD 268+ Copy RIC V, II, 
392, 

RGS 72 IIb Tetricus I AD 270-273 RIC V, II, 411,146. (3) SF 
14 

SRI B SF 72B SF 3 Tetricus I AD 270-273 RIC V, II, 409, 110 
RGS VI (5) SF 698 Tetricus I AD 270-273 Copy RIC V, II, 
409,106 
RGS V (14) SF 604 Tetricus I AD 270-273 RIC V, II, 408,90 
RGS VI 2a) SF 660 Tetricus I AD 270+ Copy RIC V, II 
RGN 11 (16) SF 634 Tetricus I AD 270+ Copy 
RGS IV (12b) SF 573 Tetricus I? AD 270+ Copy 
RGS VII (7) SF 752 Tetricus I? AD 270+ 
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SO A (18) SF 24 Tetricus II AD 270+ 
RGN II (8f) SF 647 Tetricus II AD 270+ Copy RIC V. II, 
RGS IV (hf) SF 622 Tetricus 11 270+ 
GT SF 50 Claudius II AD 268-70 RIC V, I, 212,14 
RGS V (6) SF 600 Divo Claudio AD 268-70 RIC V. I, 233, 
261 

RGS F2 JIB (5) SF 15 Divo Claudio AD 270+ RIC V. I, 233, 
261 

RGS VI (6) SF 687 Gallic Empire AD 270+ Copy 
RGS III (3a) Gallic Empire AD 268+ Copy 
RGS VI (11) SF 682 Radiate copy AD 260+ Copy 
RGN II (8f) SF 653 Gallic Empire AD 268+ Copy 
SR II B (12) Gallic Empire AD 270+ Copy 
(C)LCS Q XIX Carausius AD 292-93 RIC V, II, 552,9 
CR 74 D2 (13) SF 74 Carausius AD 287-93 
CP VIII (5) SF 302 Carausius AD 287-93 RIC V. III, 520 
CT Bb (3) Maximian Calerius AD 299-303 RIC VI, 427, 
32b Follis 

RCN II (2a) SF 629 Constantine I AD 320 RIC VII, 187 258 
Follis 
RGS 72 II B Constantine I AD 322-325 RIC VII, 81, 167 
Follis. (20) SF 28 
PC D2 (2) SF 93 Constantine I AD 323-324 RIC VII, 
202,435 Follis 
C SF 8 (22) Constantinopolis AD 330-335 LRBC I, 5, 77 
RCS VI (7) SF 685 B Constantinopolis AD 330-335 LRBC 
I, 10,383 
RCS III (3) SF 114 Urbs Roma AD 330-335 LRBC I, 5,51 
RCN II (8e) SF 649 Constantine I AD 322-325 
RCN II (18a) SF 633 Constantine II AD 330-335 LRBC I, 
5,49 
RCS IV ((10) SF 514 Family of Constantine AD 330-335 
RCS IV (12b) SF 671 Family of Constantine AD 330-335 
RGS 72 II (11) Family of Constantine AD 330-335 
RCS IV 12b) SF 545 Constantine I AD 330-337 LRBC I f  
5,93 U W. (Caes) 
RCS IV (11) SF 511 Constantine II Hybrid copy Obv 
LRBC I, 5,49 (Caes) LRBC I, 5,51 5 W. 
CT Aa In Spoil. Constantine II 335+AD Copy LRBC 
1,17,670 U W. 
CT AD (10) SF 17 - AD 330s (Quarter coin) 
RCS VI (3e) SF 678 Constans AD 337-341 LRBC I, 6,133 
U W. 
SP C SF 8 Constans AD 337-341 LRBC I, 11,421 U W. 
CT Ac (2) SF 6 Constans AD 341-346 As LRBC 1,6,155 5 
W. 
CT Bb (2) SF 61 Constantius II AD 341-346 LRBC I, 6,139 
U W. 
RCS V Balk IV/V Constans AD 346-350 LRBC II, 46,48 U 
W. 
RCS VI (3) SF 652 Decentius AD 351 as LRBC II, 50,218 U 
W. 
RCS III (19a) SF 136 Magnentius AD 351-353 LRBC II, 
50,234 U W. 
RCS (3b) SF 102 Magnentius AD 351 Copy as LRBC II, 
54,431 
RCS IV (12b) SF 564 Magnentius? AD 351 Copy 
50 Constantius II AD 353-54 LRBC II, 50, 253 
CT AD (10) SF 18 'Constantius WAD 350 + Copy 
RCS IV (2) Constantius II AD 350 + Copy 
RCS IV (7) SF 510 Constantius II AD 350 + Copy 
RCS V (14) SF 603 Valentinian I AD 364-67 as LRBC II, 
56,481 
PC C3 (6A) SF 160 Valens AD 364-370 LRBC II, 56,492 

CT Ac (2) SF 4 Magnentius I AD 367-375 as LRBC II, 51,75  

RCS IV (11) Valens AD 367-375 LRBC II, 52 332. 
RCS VI (3) SF 645 Valens AD 364-367 LRBC II, 56,486 
RCS III (3a/b) Valens AD 367-375 LRBC II, 51, 309 
RCS IV (17) SF 524 Valens AD 367-375 LRBC II, 56,528 
RCS IV (12b) SF 559 Valens? AD 364-375 
RCS III (3) SF 117 Cratian AD 367-375 as LRBC II, 56,529 
RCS VI (17b) SF 695 Cratian AD 367-375 as LRBC II, 
56,517 
RCS VI (6c) SF 690 Cratian AD 367-375 as RIC IX, 147,14c 
RCS IV (11) SF 506 Cratian AD 367-383 
SP C (8) SF 13 Cratian AD 367-375AD as LRBC II, 56,529 
RCS IV (12b) SF 562 Arcadius AD 383-408 
CT Bb (2) SF 55 Theodosius AD 388-392 LRBC II, 57,565. 
SP C (8 SF 13 Theodosius AD 388-392 as LRBC II, 53,391 
CT Ae (12) SF 21 House of Theodosius AD 388-395 
RCS IV (11) SF 507 Theodosius AD 394-395 LRBC II, 
68,1109 
CT Bd (2) SF 52 Arcadius/Honorius AD 395-402 
RC A2 (8) SF 3i Arcadius/Honorius AD 395-402 

Roman coins - not datable 
PC E2 (4) SP 131 3rd century? 
CT Bd (1A) SF 64 4th century? 
CT Bf (Pit 1) SF 65 
CP 73 V (2) SF 701 Post-AD 350 
RCS IV 11) 
CP 73 VII (12c) SF 2 
RCS III (3) SF 119 post AD 360 
RCS IV (13) SF 515 late 4th century 'SECURITAS REI 

PUBLICAE' S W. 
SF F SF hA SF 4 late 4th century? 
CT Bb (2) SF 55 late 4th century 
SF E (3b) SF 53 late 4th century 
RCS IV (11) SF 590 
RCS IV (12b) SF 554 
CP IV Unstrat. 

115.RCS72IISF9 
CP IV (23) SF 606 
RCS IV (11) 
RCS VI (4c) SF 704 

119.RCNII(9) 
120. RCS IV (35) 

Shire Hall 
VI (116) Julius Caesar d. 44 BC Silver denarius 
II F29(48) Claudius I AD 45-64 AE 
II F 104 (117) Domitian AD 81-96 AE 
VI + Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 Silver denarius 
VI + Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 AE Sestertius 
VI Fil Ceta AD 209-212 Silver denarius 
VI F4 Callienus AD 253-268 AE 
VI F31 ?Valerian AD 256-258 AE 
VI Fil ?Tetricus I AD 270-273 AE 
III F2 Carausius AD 287-293 AE 
IV Fl Constantine I AD 307-337 AE 
II F20 ? Constantine I AD 307-337 AE 
VI (5) Theodora AD 337-340 AE 
II F7+ Constans AD 341-346 AE 
II F20 Constans AD 337-346 AE 
VI + ? Constans AD 337-350 AE 
VI Fli ? Constans AD 337-350 AE 
VI F42 ?Julian II AD 360-363 AE silver washed 
VI F34,41 Valens AD 364-378 AE 
VI F34,41 Valens AD 364-378 AE 
VI F9 Cratian AD 367-383 AE 
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VI F21 Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
11 15 ? Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
VI F56?Arcadius AD 383-408 AE 
VI Fil ?Valentinian II AD 375-392 AE 
VI + Theodosius I AD 388-393 AE 
VI Fli Theodosius I AD 388-393 AE 
VI + Theodosius I AD 388-393 AE 
VI F42 Flavius Victor AD 387-388 AE 
VI F56 ?Honorius AD 393-423 AE 
IV 1 ?Eugenius Late 4th cent. AE 
VI F21 Gratian AD 367-383 AE or Valentinian II AD 

375-92 
IV 1 Valentinian II AD 375-392 AE or Magnus Maximus 

AD 383-88 
VI Fli Theodosius I AD 388-392 AE or Valentinian II AD 
392-95 
IV 1 Theodosius I AD 388-392 or Valentinian II AD 

392-95 
VI (116) SF 206 Julius Caesar d. 44 BC Denarius 
II F29(48) 62 Claudius I AD 45-64 As 
II F104(117) 207 Domitian as Augustus AD 81-96 
VI (+) 85 Trajan AD 98-117 Sestertius 
II (+) 1 Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 Denarius, 
VI (+) 75 Antoninus Pius AD 138-161 Sestertius, 
VI (78) 170 Geta AD 209-212 Denarius 
VI F4(+) 81 Gallienus AD 253-268 Antoninianus 
III F2(+) 12 Carausius AD 287-293 Antoninianus 
IV Fl(S) 44 Constantine I AD 307-337 AE 
II F20(49) 63 ?Constantine I AD 307-337 AE 
VT(S) 175 Theodora AD 337-340 AE 
II F20(96) 92 Constans AD 341-346 AE 
II F7(+) Constans AD 341-346 AE 
IVF 11(11) 27 ?Constans AD 337-350 AE 
hF 20(51) 94 Constantius II AD 337-361 AE 
IVF 12(15) 29 Constantius II AD 337-361 AE 
VIF 34(41) 134 Valens AD 364-378 AE 
VIF 34(41) 129 Valens AD 364-378 AE 
VIF 5(16) 99 Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
VIF 21(19) 102 Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
VIF 9(+) 86 Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
11(15) 68 ?Gratian AD 367-383 AE 
VIF21(19) 101 ?Gratian AD 367-83 or Valentinian II AD 

375-392 
VIF11(5) 122 ?Valentinian 11 375-392 AE 
IVF 1(+) 7 Theodosius I AD 379-395 AE 
V1F42(79) 166 Flavius Victor AD 387-388 1 AE 
VhF 1(+) 209 Theodosius I AD 379-395 AE 
VIF 11(5) 118 possibly Theodosius I AD 388-393 AE 
VI + 90 Theodosius I AD 388-393 AE 
VI F 11(5) 148 Theodosius I AD 388-92 or ?Valentinian II 
AD 392-395 
IVF 1(5) 14 Valentinian II AD 392-395 or Theodosius I 

AD 388-393 
VI F(111) 183 ?Arcadius AD 383-408 AE 
VI F42(79) 163 ?Julian II AD 360-363 Silver covered AE 
VI(+) 77 ?Constans AD 337-350 AE 
VI F 11(5) 126 ?Tetricus I AD 270-273 AE 
VI F 31(36) 115 ?Valerian II AD 256-258 AE 
F56 (133) 199 ?Honorius AD 393-423 Small AE 
VI F (23) 110 Late Roman ?Majorian AD 457-461 
IV Fl(S) 16 Late 4th century ?Eugenius 
VI(+) 78 Urbs Roma AD 330-37 AE 
F42 (79) 198 Unidentified Small AE 
VI F11(78) 171 Unidentified AE 
VI F42(86) 167 Unidentified AE  

VI F11(5) 152 Unidentified AE 
IV Fl(S) 15 Late 4th century e.g. Valentinian II AD 

375-92 or Magnus Maximus AD 383-88 AE 
IV F1(+) 9 Unidentified late 4th Century AE 
VI F3(+) 131 ?Valens mid to late 4th century. AE 
VI F12(8) 119 Unidentified Silver 
VI F23(23) 108 Unidentified AE with ? tin (or silver) 

wash 
11F58(75) 80 Unidentified AE 
1171 &72 Unidentified Two small coins stuck together. 
II F81(114) 74 Unidentified 1 AE 
11 43 Unidentified ?AE 
II F14(32) 41 Unidentified AE 
IV Fl(S) 17 ?Late 4th Century AE 
IV F12(15) 35 Unidentified AE 

Coins thought to be Roman 
IV 1 AE 
IV F12 AE 

170.IIF14AE 
11 AE 
11F81 AE 

Castle Row 
D4 3) SF 100 Vespasian BMC 2811 
A4 (25) SF 139 Barbarous Radiate 
B4 (1) SF 64 Barbarous Radiate 
B5/C5 (Se) SF 110 Barbarous Radiate 
D3 (9) SF 145 Barbarous Radiate 
E2 (28) SF 109 Barbarous Radiate 
E3 (12a) SF 130 Barbarous Radiate 
D6 (5) SF 84 Barbarous Radiate 
D3 (9a) SF 158 Valens Seaby 4018 
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Total 
Claudius 5 
Vespasian 4 
Domitian • 3 
Nerva 2 
Trajan 5 
Hadrian 5 
Antoninus Pius 10 
Faustina 1 
M Aurelius 1 
Julia Mamea 1 
Geta 3 
Julia Maesa 2 
Valerian I 3 
Gallienus 8 
Victorinus 4 
Tetricus I 11 
Tetricus II 4 
Claudius II 3 
Gallic Empire 4 
Radiates 8 
Carausius 5 
Max Galerius 1 
Constantine I 13 
Theodora 3 
Constantine II 7 
Constans 15 
Julian II 3 
Constantius 7 
Decentius 1 
Magnentius 3 
Valentinian I 4 
Valens 11 
Gratian 16 
Arcadius 3 
Valentinian II 3 
Theodosius 12 
Flavius Valor? 1 
Arcadius/Honorius 4 
Eugenius ? 2 
Majorian 1 
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Iv. The Amphorae 

I Pullinger 

No complete amphora was found during the excava-
tions, but using the number of rim profiles, handles 
and bases, together with the fabrics from which they 
were made, 27 vessels are represented. In addition 
there are six stoppers. Most of the vessels belong to the 
southern Spanish type, Dressel 20, used for olive oil. 
Others come from North Africa and France, the latter 
being used for wine. I am grateful to Professor Pedro 
P A Funari for his help in preparing this report. As can 
be seen in IV.1, the great majority came from RGS and 
nearly all from the shrine. 

Stratified Amehora sherds 

300 

200 

100 

0 

IV.1 

Plates XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXI V 
North African. 
63 A globular amphora with twisted rope like handle and a 

painted inscription. Two dipinti in dark paint. The read-
ing is uncertain (see below Mark Hassall, p157) RIB II: 
2499.3. Rilled body. Creamy buff fabric (possibly from 
Lamta, Tunisia). It might have contained fish sauce if not 
wine. Shrine, under the 'stairs".  

Dressel 20 
One of the commonest amphora forms found in 
Britain. It was made in large numbers at kilns (71 pot-
teries) along the River Guadalquivir in the Baetican 
province of southern Spain, between Seville and 
Cordoba. It was used to carry olive oil which was lo-
cally produced. Stamps are found on handles or on the 
body of the vessel and inscriptions (usually in black 
ink on the neck, shoulder or body) often in cursive let-
ters, the latter being applied by the official controller 
to show weight, content etc. 

64 RGS VI (21a) Pit. A body fragment of Dressel 20 with part 
of an inscription. (RIB II: 2493.72) Late 1st to early 2nd 
century. 

67 CH 84 Late 2nd century Pit. Part of handle from Dr 20. 
70 CP VI (30) SF305. Handle from La Cartua, stamped, repre-

senting MIM, 1st to 2nd century. 
71 Handle with part of stamp. Looks like: LX 

CP VIII (5a). Fill over shrine. Base 
CP VIII Sd. In clay sealing over shrine 

76 RGS VII lib. Pit. Rim. 
77 Rim. shrine. 
78 RGS V (4). Probably Dr 20. Fabric similar to 80 & 83. 
80 and 83 CP VIII. Fill over shrine. Two very similar rims. 

Vessels have creamy slip on a slightly micaceous pink-
ish/buff core with fine mixed grits and a few larger ones. 

84. RGS IV Shaft (45)Handle, stamped ACIRCII (possibly 
ACIRGI). AD180-300. 

65 and 79. CP VIII. Fill over shrine. Stoppers, 89mm & 85mm 
in diameter, cream buff fabric. 

Gauloise 
Amphorae were made at a number of potteries in the 
Rhone valley and in the valleys of its tributaries. 
69. CP VI (30) Form G4a, a 2-handled amphora, orange/pink 

buff with fine black grits. (P. clichet 47; P & W class 27) 
74 RGS VI (19c) G4b Base, orange/pink buff, fine black grits 

and white calcite grits. 
75 Base, dull pale orange buff fabric with few fine white grits, 

Probably G3. Fill over shrine. 

Gauloise, Guegnon 
The vessels from Guegnon in the Arroux valley, 45km 
to the south of Autun, have a buff to dark pink fabric 
with white grits. They are two handled containers for 
wine. 
68. Guegnon G4. A two handled buff vessel, core pink/buff 

with tiny white grits. Fill over shrine. 
66. CP VIII/RGS IV. Shrine. Guegnon G4. A two handled buff 

amphora with tiny white grits. The letters 'DOL' on base 
of neck. (RIB II: 2493.29) See below p157 

81 & 82 Amphora rims, dull orange buff with a grey sandy 
core. 

85 Guegnon G4. A two handled amphora dark pink buff with 
white grits. Kiln unknown 
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V. The Iron Agepotteiy 
R A H Farrar and M R Hull, J Pullinger 

The only Iron Age A sherds came from Pit 31b in RGS 
III. All the rest belongs to the late Iron Age and of that 
most comes from post c. 10BC. In CT the earliest fea-
ture, Pit pre E Ditch, contained sherds including a 
piece of Gallo-Belgic flask or jug, post c. 1OBC. Ditches 
E and V are post c. 10 BC and of much the same date 
on pottery evidence. The coarse storage jars compare 
in rim form with some of Frere's from Canterbury 
rather than with Prae Wood or Camulodunum. There 
are, however, many points of contact with the latter 
and with Prae Wood deposits of c. AD5/10-43, but two 
vessels in particular suggest an individual regional 
character. RGS VI jars and bowls with rippled shoul-
ders recall types from Wheathampstead of Caesarian 
or not much later date, which were rare at Prae Wood 
but occurred plentifully after c. lOAD at 
Camulodunum and Canterbury. Bead rims are rare, as 
at Camulodunum and Prae Wood, though not at 
Canterbury. 

RG ditches in H27, H28, H26, H25 and 132, also the 
storage pit in E8a, contained similar material to that in 
CT features, whilst the large enclosure ditches in RCS 
I, III, II (Enclosure IX) and the ditch VI, CP VII and SR 
Iv, had vessels dating more closely to the 15 years 
prior to the conquest. Large quantities of pottery came 
from ditch IX and its recuts. Apart from imported 
Gallo-Belgic wares, most vessels would appear to 
come from local kilns. Some buff storage jars, with in-
cised decoration on the shoulder have a similarity 
with those found in an enclosure ditch and pit at 
Walton, Milton Keynes. A native copy of the Gallo-
Belgic form Cam 5 platter is also similar to one at 
Walton. (This type dates to 30-50AD at Prae Wood, but 
to a little later at Camulodunum). A tazza rim form 
Cam 210 was found in Shelly Row JIB (23) and a com-
plete vessel in the pit below ditch IX. 

Vessels from Cambridge fall into several categories: 
Butt beakers 
Cordoned bowls and jars 
Carinated bowls and jars 
Pedestal bases 
Platters, some with Gallo-Belgic stamps 
Storage jars. 

The majority of pottery was black or grey, frequently 

polished or burnished. Buff vessels also occur, partic-
ularly butt beakers, again polished or burnished. A 
few vessels of pale orange buff were found, some with 
red painted patterns. These were in the upper layers of 
the ditch IX in RCS and probably belong to a period 
around the Conquest. They may have come from the 
Cherry Hinton kilns. 
The fabrics varied from grey, lightly gritted to heavily 
gritted (storage jars), sometimes micaceous. Grits were 
of quartz, flint, mixed greensand in various combina-
tion. Black fabric was usually tempered with large 
grits. A fine granular or sandy fabric was used for the 
platters (grey on black), occasionally tempered with a 
few quartzite grits. Orange buff fabric with many fine 
grits was used for storage jars and a fine orange buff 
for painted vessels. Within these groups were many 
variations. 
Some Belgic forms of vessel are still in use at the end 
of the 1st century (at times modified) and have there-
fore been included in both the late Iron Age and early 
Roman features to show the continuity. It would seem 
that there was a good 'seconds' shop in Cambridge, 
for many vessels are poorly made and the decoration 
badly applied. 

Belgic Fabrics 
core 

la 	Black Mixed grits; lb Large mixed grits 
2 	Black White grits, slightly micaceous 
3 	Black Sandy 
4 	Black Flint grits, slightly micaceous 
5a 	Grey Fine black grits 
5b 	Grey Fine black grits, micaceous 
5c 	Grey Large black grits 
6 	Grey Mixed grits 
6a 	Grey Mixed grits, micaceous 
6b 	Grey Mixed grits, micaceous 
7a 	Grey Many fine white grits 
7b 	Grey Many quartz grits 
7c 	Grey Few quartz grits 
8 	Grey Quartzite St flint grits up to 3mm 
8a 	Grey Small quartzite & flint grits 
9 	Grey Quartz grits up to 3mm 
10 	Grey Hard granular, slightly micaceous 
lla Grey Sandy 
llb Grey Sandy, micaceous 
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12 	Dark grey Sandy, quartzite grits 95 RG I (28a) 
13 	Dark grey Flint grits 96 PG 2 (5) 
13a Dark grey Quartz grits 97 CH84 L (4) 
14 	Dark grey Calcite grits 98 SH 83 III F2.2 SF 40 
15 	Dark grey Fine mixed grits 
iSa Dark grey Fine white grits Other Wares 
16 	Dark grey Large mixed grits 
17a Dark rv Pine H1ck o-ril-c miecniic 

7j; 	;;j 	;T Fine black grits, few flints up to 1mm 
17c Dark grey Fine black grits and some quartz 
18 	Brown Fine mixed grits 
18a Brown Quartz grits 
19 	Brown rind, grey core, hard, slightly micaceous 
20 	Buff Sandy, micaceous 
21a Buff Black grits 
21b Buff Calcite grits 
21c Buff Large mixed grits 
22 	Buff/orange Fine granular and fine mixed grits 
23 	Buff/pink Friable 

The following table shows the percentages of the main 
forms of vessels: 

Site/ 
Feature 	Bowls Jars Platters 

Storage 
Jars 

Butt 
Beaker 

GT55 16 9 8 - 

RG ditch 
primary sitting 

28.9 33 18.3 8.7 10.1 

CPVII 
Enclosure X 

87 

RGS I, III, II 
Enclosure IX 

72.5 20 1.2 2.5 3.8 

Enclosure XII 52.4 11.9 - 27.5 - 

CP VIII 
Gateway ditches 

86.5 - 2.8 7.9 2.8 

CP VII x 87 - 2.6 - 2.0 

Pottery from Iron Age Features 

Roman Glazed wares and Gallo-Belgic stamped 
wares 

Plate XXXV 
86 RGS VI (3e) SF 693. Rim and shoulder plus part of body: 

green/brown glaze; near vertical barbotine lines of white 
slip under glaze; core grey, fine paste, a little mica. SE 
English Group Type 2.2. 

87 RGS VI (3e). Body sherd: brown/green glaze, circles of 
white slip barbotine decoration under glaze, internal 
surface not glazed. SE English Type 1.1 

88 CR74 B5. Platter Base: Gallo-Belgic, grey, part of potter's 
stamp in base. 

89 RGS la (147). Platter base: grey, part of potter's stamp in 
base, surrounded by circular groove. 

90 RGS la (33). Fragment of platter base: grey, part of potter's 
stamp. 	 . 

91 RGS JIb (57). Platter: dark grey, burnished; part of potter's 
stamp in base; Gallo-Belgic F9. 

92RGH(18) 
93RGG(23) 	 ; 

94 PG G (23) 

Plate XXXIX 
Bottom of pit below Belgic ditches. RGS lb (269) 
105 Tazza type Cup: pink buff, friable. F 23 

Bottom of V ditch. RG I. 
106 Cheese press: very dark grey, internal surface buff; holes 

in base made before firing; grooves on internal sides; F 
15. 

Bottom of Belgic pit. RG I. 
107 Jar: grey, burnished bands each side of cordons; F 7b. 
Pit below Belgic track and preceding Akeman Street, near Sf1 

86. 
108 Jar: very dark grey, burnished externally; F 17a. 
Belgic feature. PH S. 109 Storage jar: black, deep combed pat-

tern on body, slightly burnished rim; F la. 

Upper silting of Ditch E above Ditch V. GT Aa (13). 
110 Jar: black, brown polish. 

Plate XL 
V Ditch, bottom silt. GT B b/c. 
111 Bowl: brown, slightly polished; F llb. 
112 Jar: brown, burnished rim; F 10. 
113 Jar: black, brown rind; F 10. 

V Ditch, middle layer. GT Aa/Ab V-M. 
114 Jar: buff, highly burnished; F 20. 
115 Bowl: grey, burnished bands; F lib. 

Ditch E, lower fill. GT Be. 
116 Pedestal base: dark grey/brown, burnished exterior and 

inside foot; F ha. 
GT Bd 
117 Jar: black/brown, partially burnished upper part, scor-

ing diagonal on lower part; F lhb. 
118 Jar: black/brown, partially burnished; vessel repaired 

with rivets; F hhb. 

Plate XLI 
Pit: RGS 111 31. 
119 Jar: black, burnished rim, rough combing on body; F 2. 

(31c) 
120 Bowl: black, burnished; F 14. 

Pit: RGS 111 30. 
121 Jar: buff, burnished below rim and above cordon; F 21. 
122 Butt Beaker: buff, burnished; F 5a. 
123 Shallow Platter Base: grey, burnished, micaceous; F 6a 
124 Base of large jar: pink/red buff, vertical combing, intri-

cate combed pattern on bottom; F 7a. 
125 Small Base: buff, burnished, slightly micaceous; F 5a. 

Plate XLII 
Belgic ditches. RGS VI. 
126 Jar: buff; F hha. 
127 Jar: dark grey, burnished rim, diagonal combing on 

body; F 6. 
128 Jar, large; black, burnished rim, combed pattern on body; 

F 6. 
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129 Bowl: grey, burnished, cordons; core light grey; F ha. 

Plate XLIII 
130 Jar: rimless, buff, burnished; F 21b. Poorly made. 
131 Storage Jar: buff, diameter 30cm; F 16. 
132 Large Jar: buff, small rim, slight groove in top of rim, di-

ameter 28.8cm; F 6. 
133 Storage jar: black, burnished, diameter 44cm; F 15. 
134 Jar base: vertical sides, red /buff, vertical combing, holes 

in side and base, interior black; F 16. 
135 Storage jar: grey/buff, lightly burnished, diameter 

32.6cm; F 16. 
136 Storage jar: buff, polished rim, combed irregular pattern 

on shoulder, vertical combing below; diameter 28cm; F 
16. 

Plate XLIV 
137 Bowl: black, polished, uneven diagonal combing, holes 

in base; F 6 
138 Pedestal Base: black; F 6. 
139 Pedestal Base: black; F 18. 
140 Bowl: grey, burnished; F ha. 141 Bowl, small: black; F 6. 
142 Bowl: black, burnished bands; F 6. 
143 Storage jar fragment: buff, polished, rough cross hatch-

ing; F ha. 
144 Storage jar fragment: grey, combing irregular; F lha. 
145 Base of jar: black, fine vertical combing on walls; F 15. 
146 Shallow Bowl base: black, burnished lines, internal sur-

face buff; F iha. 
147 Jar: black, rim burnished externally, combing on shoul-

der; F ha. 

Plate XLV 
148 Jar: dark grey, hand made; F 13. 
149 Jar: buff, internal surface grey; F 13. 
150 Jar: black, burnished externally, grooves; F 15. 
151 Jar: narrow necked, black, burnishing on rim and neck, 

internal rim cordon; F 6b. 
152 Jar: dark grey, burnished; F 6. 
153 Jar: grey, cordon below neck, groove and second cordon 

on shoulder; F h7b. 
154 Jar: small, buff; F 21c. 
155 Jar rim: black, burnished, rim poorly made; F 4. 

Plate XLVI 
Ditch in CP V (16) 
156 Bowl: carinated, black, burnishing; F 8. 
157 Bowl: carinated, black,; F 7c. 
158 Jar: short necked, dark grey, rilling on body under un-

even scoring; F 8a. 
159 Jar: small, dark grey, burnished; F ha. 
160 Jar: buff, polished on rim and shoulder, lines of small 

holes drilled after firing; F hha. 

Plate XL VII 
cP V (16) Ditch 
161 Storage Jar, buff, diagonal combing on body; diameter 

40cm; F28a. 
162 Storage Jar, buff, combing on shoulder and body, uneven. 

Three holes, 2mm diameter in a vertical line; no sign of 
rivets; diameter 36.2cm; F 1. 

163 Large Jar, grey, polished rim and exterior surface; diam- 

eter 38.4cm F ha. 
164 Large jar, black, rim and neck burnished; combing below 

shoulder groove; diameter 36.2cm; F 4. 

RGS III (4b) 
165 Base, candlestick?; grey; F 36b. 

Plate XL VIII 
Belgic Ditch and recuts; RGS I, III, II. Bottom fill of original 

ditch 
166 Pedestal base, dark red brown buff, burnished horizon-

tal lines and under base; F 14. 
167 Platter, grey, burnished; F 6. 
168 Lid, black, burnished, rind buff; Fhha. 
169 Jar, buff, burnished, ruling; F hha. 
170 Pedestal base, black burnished, uneven burnished hori-

zontal lines on exterior. F ha. 
171 Bowl, black burnished, cordon; F 3. 
172 Base of Jar, grey; F iha. 
173 Jar, black, burnished exterior and interior rim; grooves 

on shoulder; F 3. 
174 Base of jar, buff; F hha. 
175 jar, black, rim burnished; deep uneven diagonal combing 

on body; F16 
176 Base of Jar, grey, burnished band on body, three grooves; 

F hha. 
177 Jar, wide, black, polished; F hha. 
178 Fragment of Jar, grey, irregular incised squares on body; 

F 9. 

Plate XLIX 
179 Bowl, orange buff, red painted decoration; F 22. 
180 Flagon rim, cream slip on orange buff; F 21a. 
181 Jar, small, dark grey, burnished neck; F 15a. 
182 Large fragment of Butt Beaker, orange buff with comb 

pattern; F 6. 
183 Jar, black, burnished; rim uneven, poorly made; F 15a. 
184 Jar, red /brown, burnishing on inside of rim; irregular in-

cised pattern on shoulder below cordon; F 18a. 

Plate L 
Belgic Ditch Recut 
185 Jar, black, burnished, grooves; internal surface dark grey; 

F 6. 
186 Jar, black, burnishing on rim and just below; incised hor-

izontal lines on body; rind buff; F 16. 
187 Jar, black, burnished; F 13a. 
188 Butt Beaker, large, dark buff, lightly burnished; interior 

dark grey; F 12. 

Belgic Pit RGS II (136 & 135) 
189 Rim of large Flagon? buff; F 21a. 
190 Amphora/flagon, orange buff, polished; F 22. 

Belgic Hut ditch CP VIIx (1) 
191 Butt Beaker, buff, polished, rouletting below cordon; F 6. 
192 Jar, base, buff; F 6. 

Plate LI 
193 Jar, large; buff, burnished rim to maximum girth, cor-

dons; F 5a. 

Ditch CS 88 I (38) 
194 Jar, buff, burnished shoulder and rim, smoke blackened 

in places; diagonal uneven combing on body; F 17c. 
195 Jar, black, burnished exterior, diagonal uneven combing 
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on body; F ha. 
196 Jar,-black, burnishing on inside rim; fingernail pattern on 

shoulder and irregular combing below; F ha. 
197 Fragment of buff vessel, fingernail pattern; F 8. 

Plate LII 
Belgic Postholes CP VIII 
198 Jar, buff, burnished bands below rim; F 6. 
199 Jar, buff, burnished below rim as far, as cordon; F 6. 
200 Jar, black, burnished; F 7a. 201 Jar, black burnished; 

rilling on body; F hha. 
202 Jar, rim, dark grey; F hha. 
203 Jar, dark grey, burnished rim; irregular combing on body; 

F 6. 

Plate LIII 
Ditch IV CP VII (107) (might be post-Conquest) 
204 Jar, short necked, everted rim, black irregular burnishing 

on neck, rilling on body; interior surface dark grey; F 15. 
205 Base of jar, black, burnished exterior surface; internal 

surface dark grey; F 6. 

Ditch III CP VII (120) 
206 Jar, short necked, everted rim, black, burnished on rim 

and neck, rilling on body; dark grey internal surface; F 
15. 

207 Jar, short necked, black burnished on neck and rim, cor-
don and ruling part way down body; F 13a. 

208 Jar, buff, burnished neck and inner rim, rilling on body; 
F 15. 

Ditch VII CP VII (22) 
209 Jar, black, burnished, grooves, dark grey internal surface; 

F 6. 
210 Jar, black, burnished, cordons; F 13a. 

Ditch V CP VII (125) 
211 Pedestal base, grey, burnished body; F hha. 
212 Jar, black, burnishing on inside rim; fine combing, irreg-

ular on body; two holes drilled after firing below rim; F' 
ha. 

Plate LIV 
Belgic Ditch SH 83 VI F54 
213 Large Jar, grey, burnished horizontal lines and uneven 

vertical combing on exterior; F 6b. 
214 Platter rim, grey, light burnishing on rim; F hha. 
215 Flagon top, buff; F 21a. 
In original gravel, over chalk marl CH84 
216 Jar, black, burnished 3/4 way down, cordons; F hha. 

Pit CP IV (29) 
217 Jar, dark grey, burnished externally and on inside rim, 

cordons; F hha. 
218 Large Beaker, black, rim and external surface burnished; 

interior surface buff; F 13a. 

PlateLV 
219 Jar, buff; F 6. 220 Jar, buff, burnished, F 7a. 
221 Jar, buff, burnished; F 5a. 
222 Jar, black, burnished rim and neck, rilling on shoulder 

with horizontal burnished lines above; F 5a. 
223 Jar, black, burnished on neck, horizontal combing on 

shoulder; F 7a. 
224 Jar, black, burnished; F 6. 

RGH(26) 

225 Jar, black, shell tempered, impressed decoration under 
rim; F 24. 

226 Bowl, black, burnished rim; F ha. 
227 Part of large Butt Beaker, buff; 

Plate LVI 
CR74D/EFl. 	 . 
228 Jar, black, burnished, diagonal erratic burnished lines on 

shoulder, grooves; vertical burnished lines on lower 
body; F 13. 

229 Jar, black, swirling combed pattern; F 5c. 
230 Pedestal base, buff; F 15. 
231 Platter, black, polished on external surface; F 5a. 
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VI. Samian Ware 
B Dickinson 

Plates XXXVI—XXXVIII 

Plate XXXVI 
Shrine 
Dl CP VIII 5d, 5e (323) Two fragments of a panelled bowl of 

Form 30, stamped CINN[AMI] retr. by Cinnamus ii of 
Lezoux (die 5b). The Perseus (D.146 = 0.234) and ovolo 
(Rogers B143) are on a stamped bowl from Chesters 
(Stanfield & Simpson 1958, p1.157, 2) and the seahorse 
(D.36 = 0.52) is on one from Corbridge (Stanfield & 
Simpson 1958, pl.157, 1). The composite motif (Rogers 
Q43) is not common for Cinnamus, but is on a (burnt) 
bowl from Gauting (Walke & Walke 1968, Taf.37, 1). The 
dolphins on a basket (Rogers Q58) appear frequently in 
his work. c. AD 150-180. 

D2 CP VIII Se (389), Sp (584) Seveia1 fragments, some join-
ing, of a bowl of Form 37, with freestyle decoration. All 
the details appear on stamped bowls of Cinnamus ii. 
They are: ovolo (Rogers B231), cornucopia (Rogers U247), 
horse (D.908 = 0.1976), leopard (D.787 = 0.1507), bear 
(D.820 = 0.1627), panther (D.799 = 0.1518) and stag 
(D.852 = 0.1720). The bear, stag and horse are on bowls 
from London (Stanfield & Simpson 1958, p1. 163, 66 & 70), 
the panther on one from Bitterne (ibid 65) and the leopard 
on one from Gauting. The cornucopia, not normally used 
by Ciimamus on freestyle bowls, is on a panelled bowl 
from Vichy (Stanfield & Simpson 1958, p1. 158, 14). c. AD 
150-180. 

D3 RGS IV lid, g, CP VIII 5d, 5dN, 32c Large and small frag-
ments, some joining, of a bowl of Form 37, stamped 
PATERNFE retr, by Paternus v of Lezoux (die 7a). The 
ovolo with tongue attached to the right-hand side was 
generally used on his smaller bowls. The details in the 
freestyle scene are: horseman (D.157 = 0.246), horse 
(D-906A = 0.1911), bear (0.1589), stag (D.860 = 0.1732), 
panther (D.789 = 0.1509), dogs (D.927 = 0.1983 & 
0.2007A) and a leaf (Rogers J119, faintly impressed on 
the left-hand side). All the figure-types, with the excep-
tion of the panther and the dog D.927 are on a stamped 
bowl from Wingham (BM: Stanfield & Simpson 1958, pl. 
106, 22). The two others are on a stamped bowl from 
Alberts (Annecy Museum.). The leaf appears on a bowl 
from York (ibid p1 104, 3). c. AD 160-200. 

D4 RGS IV 11cc, lip, CP VIII Sgg. Several fragments, some 

burnt, of Form 37 with panels: a) kneeling stag (D.847 = 
0.1704) in a single festoon, over leaves impressed back-
to-back (Rogers J89). b) Caryatid (D.656 = 0.1199). c) 
Athlete (D.403 = 0.688) and cornucopia (Rogers U247) in 
a chevron medallion (Rogers E21). Although all these and 
the ovolo (Rogers B143) and six-beaded rosettes (Rogers 
C278) were used on bowls either stamped by, or in the 
style of, Cinnamus ii, the style is different from the 
Cerialis ii-Cinnamus style on the one hand and the fully-
developed Cinnamus style on the other. The single fes-
toon is more typical of the former, but the general 
composition is more typical of the latter, apart from the 
use of rosettes at the panel corners. A bowl from the 
Antonine I level at Corbridge has the same ovolo com-
bined with the six-beaded rosette (Arch. Aeliana 4th Ser. 
xxxi (1953), p.247,  23). c. AD 145-160. 

D5 RGS IV 11, lic & 35 (?) Form 37, Central Gaulish, with 
panelled decoration. The ovolo (Rogers B223) was used 
at Lezoux by Cinnamus ii and also appears on bowls in 
the style of Secundus v. The panels have beaded rosettes 
(with six beads?) at the junctions. Some fragments which 
have been assigned to Cinnamus ii have similar beads on 
bowls with his ovolos 1 and 3 (Stanfield & Simpson 1958, 
p1.157, 8 and Arch. Aeliana 4th Ser. xxxi (1953), Fig.15, 
23), but neither they nor the Cambridge bowl necessarily 
belong to Cinnamus and the general style of the larger 
fragments does not suggest his usual, stereotyped de-
sign. The leopard (D.798 = 0.1521) is the variant used on 
bowls in the styles of Cerialis ii-Cinnamus, Cinnamus 
(developed style) and Paullus iv. The stag to left (D.884 = 
0.1815) was used in this size by Acurio and in slightly 
smaller versions by Quintilianus i and the Cerialis-
Cinnamus group. The caryatid (0.1207A) was used by 
Cinnamus, Divixtus i and Criciro v and the lozenge (sim-
ilar to (Rogers U5) was also used by Cinnamus. A saltire 
panel (not illustrated) is not in his usual manner and he 
does not use either of the motifs incorporated in it 
(Rogers G67 and 89). The larger motif (Rogers G67) and 
the free use of rings in the field are both characteristic of 
Paternus iv (Rogers' Paternus III), who also used six-
beaded rosettes at the panel-junctions (cf. Rogers 1999, 
p1. 80, 7). He was a mould-maker signing below the dec-
oration with a signature in the nominative. Despite the 
use of figures and motifs associated with Cinnamus the 
general style of this bowl is in some ways more reminis-
cent of Paternus iv, though he is not known to have used 
Cinnamus's ovolo 1. He was, nevertheless, influenced by 
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the Sacer i group and Cinnamus and he sometimes used 
Cinnamus's ovolo 2, for example on a bowl from 
Shakenoak (Rogers 1999, p1. 80, 5). In view of the con-
nections there is little doubt that this interesting bowl is 
early or mid Antonine and is clearly the work of one of 
the obscurer potters of that period. 

Plate XXXVII 
Shrine 
D6 (CP VIII 5f 732, with a joining fragment in RGS IV lic). 

Form 37, Central Gaulish, with panels: a) a double 
medallion or festoon over an athlete (D.403 = 0.688); b) 
An athlete (0.177A); c) A dancer (0.819A) over a mask 
(D.694 1341); iv) A sheep (0.1850) in a single festoon over 
an athlete (D.103 = 0.177). All the figure-types are on 
other bowls with this ovolo (Rogers B144, the character-
istic ovolo of the Cinnamus ii-Cerialis ii group at 
Lezoux), but only the athletes D.103 and 403 are on 
bowls assignable to particular potters in the group. DJ03 
is on a stamped bowl of Paullus iv from the Wroxeter 
Gutter (Atkinson 1942, G6). D.403 is on a signed bowl of 
Cerialis ii (unprovenanced) at Rouen. c. AD 135-170. 

CP VIII Sd Form 37, East Central Gaulish, with a beaded 
border below the decoration and an unidentified 
quadruped. No parallels have been found for the animal, 
but the piece may be by one of the later Blickweiler pot-
ters, in view of the beaded border. Antonine. 
(Not illustrated) 

D7 CP VIII 5a (382) Form 37, East Gaulish, with freestyle 
decoration. All the details, ovolo (Ricken-Fischer 1963, 
E17), lion (ibid T4a), lioness (ibid T35) and bear (ibid T54) 
are on stamped bowls of Comitialis at Rheinzabern 
(Ricken 1948, Taf.97, 3, 4). c. AD 180-220. 

RGS IV hg A large group consisting mainly of more or less 
complete vessels of Antonine date. Forms not covered by 
the stamped examples include 31R (several) and 72 (with 
CP VIII Se). Clearly residual are Forms 18/31 and Curle 
15 or 23, Central Gaulish and Hadrianic and Trajanic-
Hadrianic respectively. The decorated ware includes a 
sherd from the stamped bowl of Paternus v above, and: 

D8 RGS IV hg A fragment of Form 37, Central Gaulish. The 
ovolo (Rogers B233) and the use of a border of separated 
squarish beads suggests X-6 or one of his associates at 
Lezoux. The large leaf (Rogers J67) is on a bowl in his 
style from Les Martres-de-Veyre (not necessarily from 
the kilns, Stanfield & Simpson 1958, p1. 76, 30). There is 
also a connection with potters such as Cassius i and 
Tittius, in the use of the ovolo and smaller leaf (Rogers 
H131). The latter appears on bowls from signed moulds 
of Cassius from Brough under Stainmore and a pit of the 
150s at Alcester (Hartley, Pengelly & Dickinson 1994, Fig. 
49, 273). c. AD 125-150. 
RGS IV 11g, CP VIII Sd, 5x Form 37, Central Gaulish, 
with scroll decoration, showing the top of a large leaf. 
The single-bordered ovolo (Rogers B12), and beaded 
border below it, suggest the work of Cinnamus ii. c. AD 
145-170. (Not illustrated) 
Form 30 rim, with one of the ring-tongued ovolos used at 
Lezoux by Paternus v and some of his associates c. AD 
150-190. (Not illustrated) 

RGS IV llc An Antonine group, mainly from the middle of 
the period, including Form 18/31R(2),,31,33(4, including 
one with a stamp of Miccio iii) and 36. 

The decorated ware is: 
see D6 
D9 small bowl of Form 37, with worn footring, Central 
Gaulish. The winding scroll has figures in the lower 
parts, one the athlete (D.403 = 0.688). The cursive signa-
ture below the decoration almost certainly reads Anuni 
retr. and was clearly cut in the mould before firing. The 
general style of decoration is similar to bowls from 
moulds signed by Cerialis ii and/or stamped in the 
mould by Cinnamus ii. In his early work Anunus was 
clearly associated with these potters, as is shown by sev-
eral bowls from moulds signed by him. c. AD 140-165; 

RGS IV 11cc Form 37, Central Gaulish, with freestyle decora-
tion. The ovolo (Rogers B144), a stag (D.874 in a blurred 
impression), lion (D.766) and buds in the field (Rogers 
J178, partly impressed), were all used at Lezoux by 
the Cerialis ii-Cinnamus ii group. c. AD 140-170. 
(Not illustrated) 

From clay layer over Shrine 
D10 CP VIII Sb, Sd (2, one 314), RGS IV ha Form 37, Central 

Gaulish; a slightly burnt bowl, with a mould-stamp of 
Do(v)eccus of Lezoux (Die Sa). The panels include: a) A 
single festoon, over a leaf (Rogers U161). b) An athlete 
(D.402 = 0.687) and a leaf (Rogers H167) in a double 
medallion, a panther (0.1512) and a beaded circle 
(Rogers E54). c) Sinuous gadroons (Rogers U152). The 
ovolo is Rogers B160. c. AD 165-200. 

Dli CF VIII Sd (5, including 313-4), CF VIII Se, PG L2 5, PG 
Ni S (H32). Eight fragments, some joining, one heavily 
burnt, of a bowl of Form 37, Central Gaulish. Almost cer-
tainly by Paternus v, though the ovolo is not common for 
him and the large circle and medallion (Rogers Eli) are 
perhaps not known on stamped bowls. The ovolo is on a 
stamped bowl of his from Richborough and on an un-
stamped example, with the medallion, from the 
Brougham cemetery. The seated Cupid (D.261 = 0.444) 
and the draped man (D.327 = 0.537) are on a stamped 
bowl (unprovenanced) in Clermont-Ferrand Museum, 
and the Cupid with torches (D.265 = 0.450) is on one 
from Gloucester. The large rosettes and the beaded cir-
cles in the panel corners are typical of this potter's work. 
C. AD 160-200. 

CF VIII 5g. Forms 35 or 36 flange and 37 (with Vulcan D.39 = 
0.66 in a panel), Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or Antonine. 

D12 CF VIII Sd (326) Form 37, Central Gaulish. A bowl in the 
style of Casurius of Lezoux, with panels: a) A single fes-
toon. b) Minerva (D.77 = 0.126). A bowl in this potter's 
style, from Corbridge, shows both features (Stanfield & 
Simpson 1958, p1. 135, 34). c. AD 160-190. 

D13 MP C (7) Fragment of Form 30, Central Gaulish. The fig-
ure-type, a seated Mars (D.94 = 0.151), was used at 
Lezoux in the Hadrianic and Antonine periods. The 
beaded panel borders make this more probably an 
Antonine product. 
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D14 CT 13d 3a. Two fragments of Déchelette 64. This form 
appears to have been made in the workshop of Libertus 
or Butrio at Lezoux, in the first half of the 2nd century. 
The form (being derived from glass vessels) was only 
made for a short period. One with masks and figures was 
found at Colchester, but is not identical to the Cambridge 
vessel (M R Hull). The Neptune (D.346 = 0.14), on a dol-
phin (D.1060 = 0.2409) and, probably, the mask, are on a 
vessel of the same form from a stamped mould of 
Libertus from Lezoux (Bémont 1994, Fig. 11, 32). The 
larger figure is not recorded by either Déchelette or 
Oswald and may be one which was reserved for Form 
64, and perhaps other uncommon vessel types. c. AD 
110-135 (B M Dickinson). 

D15 PG H2 (16) (H 13) Form 37, South Caulish, with pan-
elled decoration. The general layout and many of the de-
tails are paralleled on bowls in the Pompeii Hoard, 
(Atkinson 1914). His no. 60 has the triple medallion with 
the Cupid (Hermet 1934, p1.18, 33), similar corner tassels 
and a divided panel with diagonal wavy lines in the 
lower half. No. 51 has the hare (Hermet 1934, p1. 26, 66). 
The basal wreath of chevrons is of a general type com-
mon in the Hoard (nos. 55, 57, 63, etc). c. AD 75-90. 

D16 PC H2 (16) (H20) Form 37, South Caulish. Most of the 
details were used at La Craufesenque by Mercato(r) i. The 
Diana with hind is D.63 = 0.104B. For the plants below 
the Diana and in the saltire panel, see Knorr 1919, Taf.57, 
13 and 12. The spindle is not his usual one. c. AD 85-110. 

D17 CT Ac (14) H24 Form 37, Central Caulish, with panelled 
decoration. The ovolo (Rogers B41) and trilobed motif 
(Rogers C109) were used at Lezoux by Mapillus and 
Pugnus ii and the border by Mapillus alone. Stamped 
bowls of Pugnus have the ovolo, in a mid-Antonine pit 
at Alcester (Hartley, Pengelly & Dickinson 1994, Fig. 50, 
274) and the trilobed motif, on a bowl from Corbridge. 
The draped figure (used also by Cinnamus ii) is a small-
er version of D.372 bis = 0.364. c. AD 125-150. 

D18 CT Be (2) Form 37, panelled, Central Caulish, with a 
Venus (D.173 = 0.278) and a caryatid (D.656 = 0.1199), 
both used by Cinnamus ii on a bowl from Wroxeter. The 
sherd is very worn on the inside. c. AD 150-180. 

CT Be (2) Form 30 or 37 rim, Central Caulish. Mid to late-
Antonine. 

D19 SP c (6/7) Fragment of a vessel similar to that in PC S 26 
Pit. This is of similar shape and fabric, but not identical, 
for the colour-coating inside and outside is darker and 
more glossy. The moulded decoration is quite of Samian 
type. The rosette could be the same as that on the vessel 
from Pit PC S 26 (M R Hull). The figure on a pedestal 
(D.327 = 0.537) was used by both Libertus and Butrio, 
but this is perhaps more likely to be by Libertus, who 
used the tripods on a stamped Form 37 from Lezoux 
(Bémont 1994, Fig. 11, 32). The guide-line over which the 
decoration is impressed is common to both potters. c. AD 
110-135 (B M Dickinson). 

CT Eb CT Eb Pit 103 Fragment of Form 37. panelled, Diana 
with hound and saltire. Late 1st century. (M R Hull?). 
(Not illustrated) 

PC B1 (9) 37 (with rivet-hole), with a dog, South Caulish. 
Probably Flavian. Not illustrated 

D20 MP A 23 Form 37, Central Caulish, with Hercules (D.400 
= 0.673) used by Butrio on a stamped bowl from 
Caerwent. The laying-out line for the design is typical of 
this potter's work. c. AD 120-140. 

D21 PC Ni (4) (H19) Form 37, South Caulish, perhaps with 
horizontally-divided decoration. The conventional plant 
(Knorr 1919, Textbild 12, 41) was used at La 
Craufesenque in the Flavian and early-Trajanic periods, 
particularly by such potters as Mercato(r) i, who also 
used the stag (Hermet 1934, p1.27, 18). The birds in the 
upper zone are Hermet, pl. 28, 67. c. AD 80-110. 

PC Ni (4) Form 37, burnt, with a single-bordered ovolo 
Rogers (B28) used by many potters at both Les Martres-
de-Veyre and Lezoux. The fabric of this piece suggests 
origin at the latter. With the wavy line below the ovolo, 
it is likely to be by X-2 (cf. Stanfield & Simpson 1958, pis. 
3-9). c. AD 100-120. Not illustrated 

D22 RC BI Pit 1 Two joining fragments of Form 29, South 
Caulish, with a winding scroll. The leaf in the lower con-
cavity is on bowls from La Craufesenque (Hermet 1934, 
p1.54, 18) and Wels (Karnitsch 1959, Taf. 3, 8). Neronian-
Flavian. 

D23 CT Bf 1 Form 37, panelled, with a warrior with shield 
(D.86 = 0.140) used at Lezoux by the Cerialis ii-
Cinnamus ii group and in Cinnamus's later work. c. AD 
140-180. 

D24 C LCS QXX3 Form 29, South Caulish. Fragment from 
the upper zone, with a blurred scroll. Vespasianic. (M R 
Hull?). 

Plate XXXVIII 

RCS VI 18e Form 27, South Caulish. Flavian; 

D25 RCS VI Ritual Shaft 6 18e Large fragments giving an al-
most complete bowl of Form 37, in a style of the Rosette 
Potter of Les Martres-de-Veyre. It is almost certainly 
from the same mould as a bowl from London (Stanfield 
& Simpson 1958, p1. 26, 319). The details are: ovolo 
(Rogers B44); partly-impressed acanthus (Rogers K2); 
tree (trunk Rogers U118 and leaves C121 and 169); basal 
wreath (Rogers C19); lion to left (not in D. or 0,); lions to 
right (0.1384 (not shown) & 1497L); stags (0.1791 (not 
shown) & 1822P); dogs (D.930? = 0.1979?, 0.1984 and 
one not in D. or 0. (not shown)); bear (0.1607, in full and 
partial impressions); leopardess (0.1559 (not shown)), an 
unidentified animal not in D. or 0; athlete (D.358 = 
0.605) and warrior (D.117 = 0.188). c. AD 100-120; 

RCS VI 18e Form 35 or 36, from Les Martres-de-Veyre. 
Trajanic or Hadrianic; 

RCS VI 18e Form 36, Central Caulish. Hadrianic or 
Antonine. 
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D26 PG S 26 Pit. Several fragments of a beaker of form Déch. 
68. Very fine pale red clay, with red to brown metallic 
coating, which exactly resembles Nene Valley colour-
coated ware. Decorated band bordered by grooves and 
divided into panels by wavy lines, with a row of rosettes 
at the top, with a wavy line above them. The lower row 
of rosettes appears interrupted. In the field a large boar 
which is not in Oswald's Figure-types. Above the upper 
grooves is a narrow band of rouletting. (M R Hull) 

D27 RG Bi Pit lB Form 29, South Gaulish. The gadroons in 
the lower zone are separated by double rows of beads, in 
the manner of Germanus i at La Graufesenque (Hermet 
1934, p1. 102, 44). Late Neronian or early-Flavian. 

RG Bi Pit lB Form 29 or 30, South Gaulish, with concentric 
corded circles separated by a plain one. Probably 
Neronian. Not illustrated 

D28 PG A2 (10) Forms 36 and 37, Central Gaulish, the latter 
with an unidentified animal (perhaps a horse). Antonine. 

D29 SH 11 83 F38 (46) & F29 (33) Form 37, Central Gaulish (B 
M Dickinson). Several fragments riveted together. The 
ovolo has the tongue on the left, and below a beaded bor-
der. The double festoons (one with a stylised bird) have 
a row of beads below, and in the narrow panel there ap-
pears to be a stalk and a leaf. (M R Hull). Trajanic or 
Hadrianic (B M Dickinson). 

D30 PG L2 3 (with PG Ni i and probably RGS TIC 14 and 
RGS VI 18a). Fragments of a bowl of Form 37, one with a 
rivet-hole. The light fabric and brown glaze are typical of 
Montans ware of the 2nd century (cf. PG E2 +?). The ver-
tical band of chevrons alternating with columns, the 
basal wreath of bifid motifs and the ovolo have not been 
paralleled elsewhere. c. AD 110-145. 

PG .L2 3 Form 31R, Central Gaulish. Mid to late Antonine. 

D31 PG A 2 (3) Large fragments (one H25) of a bowl of Form 
37, East Gaulish, made in Werkstatt II at Trier. The de-
tails, a Cupid (Huld-Zetsche 1993, M86a), lion (ibid T39), 
long-bladed leaf (ibid 0148), arcade (ibid K32) and 
wreath of bifid motifs (ibid 0124) can all be found on one 
or other of the bowls in Huld-Zetsche's F Series (such as 
Taf. 68, F64 and Taf. 72, F105). The triangular leaf or 
blurred bunch of grapes cannot be precisely identified. c. 
AD 155-170. 

D32 SR IIB 13, SF17 H26 Two joining fragments of bowl of 
Form 37, Central Gaulish, with panels: a) Victory (D.475 
= 0.812). b) Composite ornament Rogers Q6). c) 
Acanthus (of the general type Rogers K16-35). Probably 
by Laxtucissa, who is known to have used the ovolo 
(Rogers B206) and Victory (Leicester, Vaughan 
Collection), composite ornament (Cirencester, 1972 exca-
vations) and rosette (Rogers C194), as well as beaded 
borders below the ovolo and panel-borders of rhom-
boidal beads (Rogers A2 and A40, respectively). c. AD 
145-175. 

D33 GT Ab (4) Form 37, almost certainly in the fabric of Les 
Martres-de-Veyre. No close parallels for the decoration, 
but the cogged arcade is similar to festoons used by the 

mould-makers X-9 and X-12 (Stanfield & Simpson 1958, 
p1. 34, 402 and 40, 462). The panther (D.799 = 0.1518) is 
in an unusual position at the top of the arcade. Trajanic 
or early Hadrianic. 

GT Ab (4) Form 31, Central Gaulish. Antonine. 

Potters"  stamps from the shrine 
Superscript a, b and c indicate: 

a A stamp attested at the pottery in question. 
b Not attested at the pottery in question, but other 

stamps of the potter known from there. 
c Assigned to the pottery on the evidence of fabric, 

distribution, etc. 
Ligatured letters are underlined 

Si RGS IV hg 726. Form 33, stamped ADVOCISI-O by 
Advocisus of Lezoux (Die 2a)b.  This stamp appears on a 
relatively large number of forms, including 31R, 79, 80 
and Ludowici Tg and Tx. The site record for it includes 
Bainbridge, Catterick and Malton. c. AD 160-190. 

52 CP VIII Sd, Se 321. Form 31, stamped AETERNIM retr. by 
Aeternus of Lezoux (Die 2a)b.  The site record for this 
stamp includes the Aquincum Hoard, Hadrian's Wall 
(Chesters Museum) and the Wroxeter Gutter. It occurs on 
Forms 31R and 80. c. AD 155-185. 

53 CP VIII Sgh. Form 42, stamped ALBVCIVS[F] by Albucius 
ii of Lezoux (Die 5b)a.  This stamp appears fairly fre-
quently on Form 27, while some of his others are on 
forms not made before c. AD 160. c. AD 150-170. 

54-5 CP VII Sb, Sf 316. Forms 33 and 46 (with a flat rim), 
grooved for riveting and stamped ANNI.M  retr. by 
Annius ii (Die 6a)a,  (Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 14 41). Both 
the rim and footring are heavily worn. Although Annius 
probably worked at both Les Martres-de-Veyre and 
Lezoux, this particular stamp has only been recorded at 
Lezoux, and the associated fabrics suggest that it was not 
used at Les Martres. It occurs on Forms 18/31 and 38 and 
there is one example from Falkirk. AD 130-150. 

56 RGS IV hg 720. Form 31, stamped, stamped AP-
OLAVSTRI.M by Apolauster/Apolaustirus (die 4 a )C. 

This potter worked in Central Gaul, presumably at 
Lezoux, since he used this stamp on the rim of a bowl at 
Bewcastle from a mould of Casurius ii. Another stamp 
comes from Binchester. The footring of the Cambridge 
piece is very worn. c. AD 155-190. 

57-8 RGS IV 11g, RGS IV iicx 721 + 723; 722 with RGS IV 
iicx. Form 18/31-31(2), stamped AVENTINI.M by 
Aventinus of Lezoux (Die la)a.  The stamp occurs at sites 
in northern Britain founded, or reoccupied, c. AD 160. It 
appears as a finisher's stamp on a signed bowl of Criciro 
v. C. AD 150-180. 

59 CP VIII Se. Form 18/31-31, almost complete, stamped 
AVITI.MAby Avitus iii of Lezoux (Die id)b.  The footring 
has been grooved radially on its lower surface, presum-
ably as an owner's device. Thestamp, like several of his 
others, appears on the Antonine Wall, but there is also 
one example from Hadrian's Wall. Avitus's most com-
mon forms are 18/31 and 27. c. AD 125-150. 
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S10 RGS IV hg 736. Form 31, stamped CALENDIOF by 
Calendio of Lezoux (Die la)b.  Used as a finisher's stamp 
on bowls in the style of Cinnamus ii and Laxtucissa and 
one with an ovolo used by Docilis i, Sacer i and the Large 
S Potter. Calendio's forms include 18/31, 18/31R, 79 and 
27, the last in fair quantity. AD 150-170. 

sli cP VIII 5f 337. Form 18/31R, complete, stamped CAMB-
VSF by Cambus i of Lezoux (Die 2a)a  2. A stamp used 
mainly on this form, and occurring at sites such as 
Benwell, Carrawburgh and South Shields. Cambus's 
general record includes Form 80. c. AD 145-175. 

512 CF VIII Se. Form 33, stamped CALETINI by Caletinus 
(Die la)c.  This potter's distribution points to origin at 
Lezoux. Stamps in Britain include examples from 
Chesterhoim and South Shields. His forms are standard 
Antonine ones, and his likely range is c. AD 155-190. 

513 CF VIII Sd, 5e 323. Form 30, with mould-stamp 
CINN[AMI] retr. In the decoration: Cinnamus ii of 
Lezoux (Die 5b)a.  This is one of the commonest Central 
Gaulish mould-stamps and has a wide distribution both 
in Britain and elsewhere. The are many examples from 
Hadrian's Wall and in Antonine Scotland, being slightly 
more frequent from the latter. c. AD 150-180. 

514 RGS IV lldg. Form 31, East Gaulish, stamped 
CONS[TASF] by Consta(n)s i of Heiligenberg and 
Rheinzabern (Die la)a,  (Ludowici 1927, 213, a). Since this 
potter occasionally made Form 27 and his stamps appear 
on the rims of bowls by 2nd century potters, his range is 
likely to have been c. AD 150-180. 

515 RGS IV II L. Form 18/31R or 31R, stamped C.VCC[IL.LI] 
by Cuccillus i of Lezoux (Die 6a)b,  (Nash-Williams 1930, 
Fig. 1, 31-2). A date in the second half of the second cen-
tury seems certain for this stamp. It is known from 
Malton, while stamps from other dies have been noted 
from Haltonchesters and Antonine sites in Scotland. His 
output includes a typologically early example of Form 
79 or Ludowici Tx and he occasionally stamped cups of 
Form 27, so he presumably started work about the mid-
dle of the century. c. AD 150-180. 

516 CE VIII Sp  388. Form 33, stamped DAGODVBMVSF by 
Dagodubnus ii of Rheinzabern (Die la)a,  (Ludowici 1927, 
213). This is Dagodubnus's only well-attested stamp and 
it only appears on Form 33. It is known from sites reoc-
cupied c. AD 160 and occurs at Wallsend and in the ram-
part of the fort at Housesteads. It is likely that the potter 
worked in the 2nd century rather than later. This cup has 
a nail-head adhering to the footring. c. AD 150-200. 

517 CF VIII Se 319. Form 33, stamped DIVICA  with an un-
common stamp of Divicatus of Lezoux (Die 7a)a.  There is 
little evidence of date, apart from one example on Form 
79. Divicatus must have begun work by c. AD 140, since 
one of his stamps appears in the Castleford Pottery Shop 
of the 140s. His forms include 18/31, 27 and 79, the last 
in smaller quantities. c. AD 140-170. 

518 CP VIII 5b, Sd. Form 37, with mould-stamp DOIICCI 
retr.: Do(v)eccus of Lezoux (Die 5a)a,  (Stanfield & 
Simpson, 1958, p1. 169). Do(v)eccus was at work in the 

late 2nd century. The earliest stamp recorded for him 
comes from Rough Castle (Maclvor, Thomas & Breeze 
1981, 247), but otherwise his stamps occur in later con-
texts, such as the Wroxeter Gutter hoard (Atkinson 1942, 
140) and on plain forms dating from c. AD 160, such as 
31R and 79. His range may have been c. AD 160-200, but 
most of his output is certainly later than AD 165. 

519 CP VIII Se. Form 31, stamped EL[VILLI] by Elvillus of 
Lezoux (Die la)a.  This stamp, the only one known for 
him, occurs at Birdoswald and in the Wroxeter Gutter. It 
was used on Forms 31R and 80. c. AD 150-180 

520 CP VIII Sp  385. Form 31, stamped ICTTIAM"  by Icttiama 
of Lezoux (Die la)a,  (Dickinson 1996, Fig. 142, 34). The 
potter's name is extremely dubious. He was one of the 
less common Lezoux potters, but this stamp occurs at 
sites such as Bainbridge, Benwell and Bewcastle and on 
Forms 31, 33 and 31R. One example has also been record-
ed on Form 27. c. AD 155-185. 

521 CP VIII Se 327?. Form 33, stamped IVSTIMA by lustus ii 
of Lezoux (Die 2a)b.  A stamp of the potter who also made 
decorated ware and whose forms include 31R and 79. 
One of his stamps is in the cargoes from Pudding Pan 
Rock. C. AD 160-190. 

522 CP VIII 5e. Form 80 or Ludowici Tx, stamped LOLLI[.M] 
by Lollius ii of Lezoux (Die 2a)a,  (Walke 1965, Taf. 42, 
196). This stamp appears on an unusually wide range of 
forms, including 15/31, 18/31, 18/31R, 27, 42, 79 and 
Ludowici Tg. The site record includes Camelon, 
Catterick and Hadrian's Wall (Chesters Museum) c. AD 
140-170. 

523 RGS IV hg 728. Form 33, stamped VCINIOF by 
Lucinus i of Lezoux (Die la)a,  (Dickinson 1996, fig 142, 
37). The die for this stamp originally had a full L. There 
is no close dating evidence for either version of the 
stamp, but the Cambridge piece suggests Antonine date. 

524 CP VIII Sd 318. Form 31 with a high basal kick, stamped 
[L]VPVSF retr. by Lupus iii of Lezoux (Die 4a)a.  The only 
other record for this stamp consists of three examples 
from the Wroxeter Gutter (Atkinson 1942, 141). His work 
occurs at Verulamium in Period IIC (before AD 150) and 
he may have made Form 27. A range c. AD 145-175 
should cover his range, with 155-175 for this particular 
stamp. 

525 CP VIII 5b. Form 33, almost certainly stamped M[ACRI-
NI.M] and by Macrinus iii (Die 4a or a')a.  The secondary 
version of this stamp appears at Lezoux, and probably at 
Benwell. c. AD 125-150. 

526-7 CP VIII 5g 341. Form 31, complete, stamped MARCI-
ILLIMA by Marcellus iii of Lezoux (Die la)b.  There is no 
dating evidence for this particular stamp, but 
Marcellus's forms include 18/31,18/31R,. 27 and (rarely) 
80. His wares appear at sites on the Antonine Wall and 
Hadrian's Wall. They are also in the deposits from the 
Verulamium Second Fire and are relatively common in 
the Rhineland, suggesting activity mainly in the first half 
of the 2nd century. c. AD 130-155 should cover his range; 
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S28 CP VIII 5c 344. Stamped MER[CAM]  by Mercator iv of 
Lezoux (Die 8b)a,  (Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 151, 462). The 
stamp is known from Catterick and is common on forms 
79 and 80. C. AD 170-190. 

S29 RGS IV llc. Form 33, stamped MICCIONI.M by Miccio 
iii of Lezoux (Die 2a)a.  Stamps of this potter have been 
recorded from Hadrians's Wall (Chesters museum) and 
the Wroxeter Gutter. his range of forms includes 18/31R, 
27 and 79. c. AD 150-180. 

530-31 CP VIII Sp 387, Sf 396. Forms 18/31R and 33 (com-
plete), stamped. MVXTVLLI.M by Muxtullus of Lezoux 
(Die 1a)', (Walke 1965, Taf. 43, 264). One of the later 
stamps of a potter who began work by AD 145 at the lat-
est. The site-dating includes Catterick, South Shields, 
Wallsend and the Wroxeter forum destruction. c. AD 
150-180. 

532 CP VIII Sp  386. Form 18/31R stamped OSBIMANVS by 
Osbimanus of Lezoux (Die 2c)a.  A stamp of a potter 
whose site record includes forts on Hadrian's Wall and 
whose stamps appear in a group of burnt samian of c. 
AD 170 from Tác (Hungary) and on forms including 
15/31 and 80. c. AD 150-180. 

533 RGS IV hg 717. Form 44/81, stamped on the collar PA-
TERNI.M by Paternus iii of Lezoux (Die la)a.  This ap-
pears as a mould-stamp on decorated ware, once in 
conjunction with a stamp of lanuaris ii. Paternus's forms 
include 18/31R and 27 and on of his stamps comes from 
Castleford Pottery Shop of the 140s c. AD 135-155. 

534 CP VIII Sd. Form 37, stamped PThRNE  retr: Paternus 
v (Dies 7a)a,  (Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 181, 562). This well-
known stamp occurs frequently on Hadrian's Wall in 
later second-century contexts, but has yet to be found on 
Scottish sites with normal Antonine occupations. c. AD 
160-195. 

535-6 RGS IV hg 718, CP V1115f 730, with Sd. Forms 31 and 
80, stamped 1?CVLIARISF by Peculiaris i of Lezoux (Die 
2a)a, (Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 185, 574). Although there is 
one example of this stamp at Les Martres-de-Veyre, it 
was almost certainly not made there and his fabrics are 
consistently those of Lezoux. This particular stamp was 
used on a wide variety of forms, including 18/31, 27 (oc-
casionally), 79 and 80. There are numerous examples 
from Antonine Scotland and it occurs in the 2nd century 
fire deposits from Verulamium and Worcester. c. AD 
150-180. 

537 RGS IV II L. Form 33, stamped PINNAFE by Pinna of 
Lezoux (Die 2a)c.  This stamp was used on Forms 27 and 
80 and is in a pit group of the 140s at Castor. c. AD 
140-170. 

538 Form 33 or 46, stamped PRIMANI by Primanus iii of 
Lezoux (Die 6e)b.  The footring is fairly heavily worn. The 
stamp was used mainly on Form 33, and has been 
recorded from Chesterholm. Primanus's stamps occur in 
the material from the Brougham cemetery, the Pudding 
Pan Rock wreck and the Wroxeter Gutter. c. AD160-190. 

539 RGS IV hg 724. Form 33, stamped PVGMIM by Pugnus 

ii of Lezoux (Die 2a')b.  Careless cleaning of a die pre-
sumably once giving PVGNIM (with reversed N) has re-
sulted in intrusive strokes across the G and before the 
reversed N. There is no dating evidence for this particu-
lar stamp, but Pugnus's decorated ware, his occasional 
use of Form 27 and the appearance of his stamps in the 
material from the Castleford Pottery Shop and the 
Wroxeter Gutter suggest a date c. AD 145-175. 

540 CP VIII Se 367. Form 31, complete, with high kick, 
stamped QVINTINIMI by Quintinus (Die la)a.  This pot-
ter's distribution is almost entirely to Britain, and his 
fabrics belong to the standard Antonine range at Lezoux. 
This particular stamp appears in the deposit from the 
Wroxeter Gutter. c. AD 155-190. 

541 RGS IV hg 727 Form 31, stamped SACEROM  by Sacero 
of Central Gaul, presumably Lezoux (Die la)b.  There is 
little dating evidence for this stamp, but it appears on the 
rim of Form 37, probably with an ovolo used by the 
Paternus v group. A burnt example from the Wroxeter 
forum presumably belongs to the destruction deposit. 
Sacero's forms include 18/31R, 27 and 38. c. AD 145-175. 

542 CP VIII Sg Form 31 (with transverse grooves under the 
footring as an owner's mark), stamped SAXAMI.M by 
Saxamus of Lezoux (Die lb)a,  (Walke 1965, Taf. 44, 338). 
Known on Forms 31,31R, and 38, this stamp occurs at 
Piercebridge and at sites on Hadrian's Wall presumably 
reoccupied c. AD 155-185. 

543 RGS IV hg 719 Form 31, stamped SEXTI.MAN by Sextus 
v of Lezoux (Die 2c)b.  This Sextus's work is common at 
sites in northern Britain founded or reoccupied c. AD 
160, and appears in the cargoes from the Pudding Pan 
Rock. This particular stamp occurs at Benwell and on 
Form 79. C. AD 160-200. 

544 CP VIII Se Form Ludowici TgR, stamped [SIIXTI]MA by 
Sextus v of Lezoux (Die 4a)a,  (Durand-Lefebvre 1963, 
225, 697). There are two examples of this stamp from 
Catterick, and it appears occasionally on Form 79. 
Sextus's other stamps occur at sites in the north of Britain 
founded or reoccupied c. AD 160, and one is in the car-
goes from Pudding Pan Rock. c. AD 170-200. 

545 RGS IV hg 729 Form 33, stamped [SEXTI]MA by Sextus 
of Lezoux (Die 4d)a.  There are several example from the 
Pudding Pan Rock wreck. c. AD 160-200. 

546 CP VIII Sf Form 33, almost certainly stamped TI[NTIRI-
OM] by Tintirio of Lezoux (Die la)a.  This stamp was 
used on Forms 31, 31R and 80, and occurs at Catterick. 
Tintirio's other stamps appear on Forms 18/31, 18/31R 
and 27. c. AD 145-175. 

547 CP VIII Se 367 Form 33 or 46, stamped TITVRONIS by 
Tituro of Lezoux (Die 5b)b,  (Hartley & Dickinson 1993, 
208, 155). The footring is heavily worn. The stamp was 
used on Forms 79, 80 and Ludowici Tx. Tituro's record 

V  includes sites on Hadrian's Wall, Malton and the 
Wroxeter Gutter. c. AD 150-180. 

548 RGS IV hg 725 Form 33, stamped VINDIM by Vindus ii 
of Central Gaul, presumably Lezoux (Die lb)b.  One of 
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the lesser Central Gaulish potters, one of whose stamps 
comes from Catterick. His forms include 27 (one), 31 and 
31R. c. AD 150-180. 

S49 RGS IV II L. Form 33, Central Gaulish, stamped ]TIMA[ 
or ]TMA[. Antonine(?). 

S50 CP VIII Sd N. Form 31, Central Gaulish, stamped ]LINT. 
Antonine. 

S51 RGS IV 11. Form 33, Central Gaulish, perhaps stamped 
G[. Antonine. 

S52-3 CP VIII Sf. Form 33 (2), Central Gaulish, stamped XI-
IXII. This stamp seems to have been used only on cups of 
Form 33, all apparently in Lezoux fabrics. Antonine, 
probably after c. AD 150. 

Cursive signature 
S54 RGS IV lic. Form 37, with a mould-signature almost cer-

tainly reading Anuni retr. The general style of decoration 
is similar to bowls from moulds signed by Cerialis ii 
and/or stamped in the mould by Cinnamus ii. In his 
early work Anunus was clearly associated with these 
potters, as is shown by several bowls from moulds 
signed by him. c. AD 140-165. 

Summary 

With two exceptions, all the vessels found in the 
shrine were Antonine, mostly dating from the middle 
of the 2nd century. The earliest pieces were Form 37, 
by the Rosette Potter of Les Martres-de-Veyre, and one 
in the style of X-6 of Lezoux. The latest pieces consist-
ed of a stamped, decorated bowl of Paternus v and a 
plainware cup with a stamp of Primanus iii. This 
means that the filling of the shaft must have begun be-
fore c. AD 120 and it was sealed between c. AD 160 
and 200. In this filling there were decorated bowls in 
the styles of Cinnamus ii (2) and/ or his associates (2), 
the Cinnamus-Cerialis group, the Paternus v group 
and a signed Form 37 of Anunus. There was also an 
East Gaulish Form 37, probably made at Blickweiler. 
The plain ware included stamped vessels of Miccio iii 
and Muxtullus. 

The layers sealing the shrine contained samian of a 
much wider date range, including some 1st century 
material from South Gaul and a Form 37 from 
Rheinzabern in the style of Comitialis, but the bulk of 
the material consisted of Antonine Central Gaulish 
ware. There were also two decorated jars of Form 
Déch. 68 with metallic finishes and a cup of form 64, 
all pre-Antonine. These two forms are not common in 
normal samian assemblages and in this context they 
might have been considered attractive enough to be 
offered to a shrine. 

Of particular interest among the samian from these 
excavations as a whole is the relatively high propor -
tion of vessels with rims or flanges decorated en bar-
botine, i.e. Forms 35, 36, 46 and Curle 11. The filling of 
the shrine itself is not particularly rich in these, but the 
areas excavated in the 1960s and RGS as a whole pro- 

duced 11.38 and 10.2%, respectively. These forms sug-
gest the proximity of a cemetery, where, perhaps be-
cause of some ritual significance, they were frequently 
found. Cf. The Milland Cremation pit at Winchester 
(Dannell & Hartley 1978, 98), the Highcliffe cemetery, 
also at Winchester (ibid. 103-107) and a cemetery at 
Baldock (Westell 1932), 247-301. 
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VII. The Roman Pottery 
M R Hull and J Pullinger 

Quantification 

This is by total sherd count, the method used by M R 
Hull for excavations prior to 1972, although the mini-
mum number of vessels present is used for some fea-
tures. The pottery listed in the archives show the 
numbers of rims, bases and body sherds in all features 
and general spreads, including unstratified material. 
Approximately 252,200 sherds, including unstratified 
material, were examined. The stratified sherd count 
was 158,490. (If a number of sherds of one vessel were 
in a deposit they were counted as 1. A nominal figure 
of 1 was counted for 10-20 small fragments). This 
overall quantity does not include Roman sherds from 
the Law Courts excavation, as all features there were 
of a later period, and Roman sherds were discarded. 
Also not included are the sherds from T C 
Lethbridge's limited excavations on the Shire Hall site 
1929-1930, or the many sherds recorded by Bowtell in 
1802-3 during the construction of the prison. Gravel 
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vII.1 Sources of British wares  

extraction in Castle Row and Harris's Corner areas in 
the 12th to 17th centuries accounts for a large number 
of unstratified sherds as does disturbance from the 
Saxo-Norman pits and ditches on the hilltop and the 
medieval churchyard of All Saints by the Castle. 

Sources of Pottery 
Imported wares from the Continent form only a small 
percentage of the total number of sherds found. These 
include samian ware, Lyon ware (rough cast beakers) 
and lead glazed ware from St Remy. A few sherds of 
terra nigra were recorded. Some of the dishes and 
shallow platters of terra nigra (Gallo-Belgic ware) were 
copied by potters in East Anglia (West Stow and 
Wattisfield) and probably in London. Rhenish ware 
was present in very small quantities in the 2nd centu-
ry features. Amphorae came from Gaul, Southern 
Spain and North Africa. 

British Wares (Fig. VII.1 and VII.2) 

Mica dusted wares. 
Sherds were found in late 1st and 2nd century fea-
tures. Sources were West Stow, Wattisfield and 
London. 

Colour coated wares 
Various sources, in particular the Nene Valley, from 
the mid to late 2nd century to the 4th century. 

Red Polished wares. 
At the end of the 3rd century and during the 4th cen-
tury red polished sherds were present in many fea-
tures but never in large numbers. Several forms 
imitated earlier samian ones. Most come from the 
Oxford kilns, some from Much Hadham and a hand-
ful from the short-lived Harston Obelisk kilns 
(Pullinger and Young 1982). 

Fine Grey wares. 
These came mainly from West Stow but those with a 
high mica content came from Wattisfield, and a few 
may be from Scole, Norfolk. A harder denser fabric 
than that from Wattisfield was produced there, silver 
grey in section, almost like stoneware. Stamped forms 
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VIL2 Sources of imported Pottery 

and 'London' type (compass-drawn semi-circles, in-
terspersed with vertical bands of combing) certainly 
came from West Stow. 

Coarse wares (Fig. VII-3) 
There is quite a large proportion of coarse storage jars 
and other vessels from the Horningsea kilns. Kilns at 
Cherry Hinton War Ditches excavated in 1936 by T C 
Lethbridge produced wares of orange-brown or buff 
micaceous clay but these fabrics could vary in colour 
widely from white to buff to orange brown and even 
black (I Evans 1990). Five types of vessel were made, 
three types of jars, flagons and imitation Gallo-Belgic 
platters. Decoration included ring and dot patterns 
and painted designs in orange to brown colours. Fine 
wares were also produced including beakers decorat-
ed with ring and dot patterns. Products from these 
kilns were found throughout the late 1st century 
Roman settlement and into the 2nd century but were 
only a very small proportion of the total quantity of 
sherds. Jesus Lane (Cambridge) kilns produced four 
types of jars in grey fabric with a bituminous black 
wash. They are thought to date to the late 3rd to early 
4th centuries AD, although the surviving vessels are 
unlikely to be the full range of the products. Found in 
late 3rd to 4th century features. In the late 1st and 
early 2nd century kilns at Milton were producing 
coarse wares. Two kilns were recorded with debris 
and pottery during gravel extraction. Vessels included 
jars, bowls, cooking pots. These were black and often 

highly burnished cooking pots with carinated shoul-
ders. In the 3rd and 4th centuries shallow grey platters 
(rolled rim), large dark grey pots with wavy lines on 
shoulder, mid grey narrow based jars and possibly 
high shouldered jars with a jutting rim and comb-
ing/rilling on shoulder possibly come from the Much 
Hadham kilns. 

Black burnished wares came from many features. 
Some were 1st century types, probably made locally. 
These 1st century vessels are thin walled, highly bur-
nished and often have very fine latticing. Jars/bowls 
are the most numerous but platters occur too. Both 
BB1 & BB2 forms are represented. It is thought that 
many of these came from an East Anglian source as 
yet unknown. 

The sources of shell tempered wares are not yet 
known. The quantity of shell tempered wares tends to 
tail off in the middle of the 2nd century, but increase 
greatly in the late 3rd and early 4th centuries. Of the 
total number of shell tempered sherds found 73.4% 
came from the late 3rd and 4th century features. Shell 
tempered sherds represented 0.89% of the total strati-
fied sherd count. 
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Special features 

Claudian Ditch XV, RGS Trenches I, II, & III (Plates 
LVII—LXVII: 232-356) 
Some 2500 sherds came from the ditch fill, of which 
there were 174 rims, representing a minimum of 160 
vessels. Coarse grey and black wares were the largest 
group, followed by fine grey wares. The latter consists 
of Gallo-Belgic vessels, platters and beakers. Only 11 
storage jars are represented. A small lamp has a croc-
odile and bear on the top (VII.6). Fine early black, 
highly burnished ware is well represented, 28 vessels. 
Among the fine buff wares were two fragments with 
painted designs from Cherry Hinton. Pie chart (Fig. 
VII.7) shows the percentage of vessels in each group. 

UhIEftIl Buff 
?ZZZ0 Fine, grey & black 

Coarse, grey & black 

VII.7 Claudian Ditch RGS III 4 series % of wares 

VII.6 Lamp with crocodile and bear found in 
Claudian Ditch XV 

Among these were jars in a buff fabric with a grey 
core from Cherry Hinton, though the ones from 
Cambridge are larger than those illustrated by 
Hartley (1960). Others came from Horningsea kilns. 
The storage jar base with rough combing on the exter-
nal surface and under the base is typical of the latter 
kilns. 

Fort Ditch (Plates LXXI—LXXIV: 384-427) 
In the length of the ditch excavated in RGS Trench lb 
& I, 1977 sherds were recorded, 73 being from the pri-
mary silting prior to the recut. Wares were of samian, 
(Flavian), fine buff, fine grey and coarse grey and 
black (including Horningsea) storage jar fragments. 
Twelve sherds of coarse black ware were highly bur-
nished. An absence of amphorae, flagons, mortaria 
and colour-coated wares was noted. Pie chart (Fig. 
VII.8) shows the percentage of those wares from the 
ditch (including the recut). 

LiliTh Samian 
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1st century well, CH 84 V (Plate LXXXIV: 509-513) 
Large pieces of pottery (206 sherds) were in the delib-
erate fill of this well which was completely excavated. 
Among the fine wares (10% of the total) were frag-
ments of early samian, a large part of a mica-dusted 
bowl, poppyhead beaker with a micaceous slip from 
Wattisfield, two flagon tops and roughcast indented 
and bag beakers from the Lyon kilns. A few highly 
burnished black sherds with fine cross-hatching were 
in the deposit. 

Minimum number of vessels represented: 
Samian 2 
Imported Lyon ware 2 
Mica-dusted 1 
Buff 2 (plus 2 flagons) 
Fine grey poppyhead beaker 1 
Early black burnished 13 
Storage jars 3 
Coarse wares 18 

Roadside Ditch, Akeman Street in CH 84 (Plate 
LXXXV: 514-520) 
Pottery of the late 1st century was found including 
fine grey ware, early black burnished with fine cross-
hatching, coarse wares and a storage jar. A minimum 
of 9 vessels were represented. (Fig. VII.9) 

Samian 
Lililal Butt beaker 

J Fine grey 
Coarse, grey & black 

VII.9 Akeman Street ditch % of wares 

Shrine (Plates XCIX—CXIV: 646-794) 
21,838 sherds were examined from this deposit. These 
date to the 2nd century and the beginning of the 3rd. 
Most noticeable was the high proportion of flagons, 
mainly small, of which there were 256 complete rims 
with necks and a few whole vessels. Early small 
colour coated Nene Valley beakers including 'Hunt' 
cups were found, some whole, and fragments of 
Rhenish dark colour coated beakers. Samian ware, 
2%, was nearly all in one area. The pieces were large 
and it is possible that these broke on impact. A few 
vessels came from the West Stow kilns. The miniature 
flagon on the horse's head may also have come from 
West Stow. There were several coarse miniature 
flagons also in the general deposit. Several coarse 
wares resemble in form those from the lower Nene 
Valley, but in most cases the fabric suggest a different 
source. The coarse wares include Black Burnished 
wares (3.8% of total), grey, black and buff jars, bowls 
and cooking pots together with some lids. Shell-tem-
pered vessels were few. Mortaria sherds were few and 

only 146 amphorae sherds were recorded. The follow-
ing pie chart shows the percentage of the various 
wares (Fig VII.10): 

The minimum number of vessels represented is: 
Samian 170 
Colour coated 240 
Fine buff 13 
Fine grey 23 
Flagons 256+ 
Buff 170 
Black Burnished 240 
Coarse b/g 758 
Shell tempered 16 
Mortaria 24 
Amphorae 10 
Mica-dusted 30 
Mica-dusted, grey 14 
Storage jars 2 

Kiln, CH 84 plus stokehole (F44) (Plates 
CXXVIII—CXXX1: 907-925a) 
Coarse grey wares were in this kiln, many of the ves-
sels being large indented beakers. The fabric varied 
from grey to very pale grey; it was granular and some-
times had a few quartz grits added, these were usual-
ly fine but occasionally up to 2mm. There were small 
to long slit occlusions in some vessels. All the vessels 
had a slip on the external surface and rim. The colour 
varied from black to light grey. Some had grooves 
round the body which were poorly executed and not 
always complete. Burnishing occurred on 2 vessels: 
(a) on and just above the foot rim and (b) lines below 
the rim. Platters may also have been produced here, 
certainly one is a waster and made from a similar fab-
ric to the one used for the indented beakers, but with 
the addition of more grits. Another has the addition of 
a few large grits, up to 4mm and black 'slipped' bands 
and a third has a micaceous slip. It is possible that the 
large narrow necked jar and the flagon with the 
pinched top (for spout) were also from the kiln, for the 
fabric is similar. These were in the stokehole with 
other vessels which were dumped after the kiln 
ceased to be used. This kiln was probably in use at the 
beginning of the 4th century. 
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--- Colour coated 

Flagons 
Mica dusted 

canE Buff 
Fine, grey & black 
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10 	Black burnished 
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VIII. Roman Pottery Illustrations 
J Pullinger, B C Burnham, A Rotherham and P White 

Romano-British Fabric Types for Cambridge 

Coarse Wares 
This has been simplified as far as possible. It should be 
noted that some of the coarse bowls and jars (black 
and grey surfaces) have a rind over the core. This 
varies in colour from red to reddish brown and some-
times a thin grey rind is visible. All fabrics have been 
examined under a X10 lens. 

Core 
1 	Grey. Many mixed grits. 
la Grey. Very fine mixed grits, sandy. 
lb Grey (sometimes dark). Few mixed grits, sometimes 

black. 
2 	Grey. Grey mixed grits, slightly micaceous. 
2a Grey. Fine mixed grits, slightly micaceous. 
3 	Grey. Grey fine black grits. 
3a Grey. Light grey fine black grits. 
3b Grey. Grey fine black grits plus a few quartz 

grits. 
4 	Grey. Grey large mixed grits. 
4a Grey. Large mixed grits slightly micaceous. 
5 	Grey. Grey fine mixed grits, plus a few large 

white quartz grits. 
6 	Grey. Grey many mixed grits plus large flints. 
7 	Grey. Grey black grits plus a few fine white grits. 
7a Grey. Black grits plus a few fine white grits and 

mica. 
8 	Grey. Fine paste. 
8a Light grey. Fine paste. 
8b Grey. Fine paste, hard. blue/grey. 
8c Grey. Fine paste, micaceous. 
9 	Dark grey. Fine quartz grits. 
9a Mid grey. White quartz grits. 
9b Mid grey. Fine quartz grits, slightly micaceous. 
10 Grey (mid). Large black grits plus occlusions. 
lOa Grey (mid). Granular plus black grits up to 2mm. 
11 Mid grey. Large white grits, (quartz, sometimes 

angular). 
lla Dark grey. Large white grits. 
12 	Dark grey. Large flints. 
12a Dark grey. Large flints, (7mm) plus fine white grits. 
12b Dark grey. Flint grits. 
13 	Light grey. Fine white grits. 
13a Light grey. Fine white grits plus grog tempering. 
13b Dark grey. Fine white grits plus grog tempering. 

14 Dark grey. Quartz grits plus grog tempering. 
15 Dark grey. Mixed brown and white grits. 
15a Dark grey. Mixed brown and white grits plus fine 

mixed grits. 
16 Pale grey. Granular, sometimes quartz grits, &/or 

occlusions. (kiln SH86) 
16a Pale grey. Hard fine pale grey paste. 
16b Brown/black. Many fine mixed grits. 
17 Buff. 	Fine white grits, slightly micaceous. 
17a Buff. 	Fine white grits, very micaceous. 
18 Buff. 	Many fine white quartz grits. 
18a Buff. 	Many black grits plus a few quartz. 
19 Buff. 	Few fine mixed grits. 
19a Buff. 	Fine mixed grits. 
19b Buff. 	Fine mixed grits plus a few quartz. 
20 Buff. • 	Fine white grits plus large black. 
20a Buff. 	White grits plus larger brown. 
21 Buff, pinkish. Fine black grits. 
21a Buff, pinkish. Fine black grits, plus some white. 
21b Buff, pinkish. Fine black grits, plus mica. 
21d Buff, pinkish. Very few black grits. 
22 Buff, pinkish. Small and large white grits. 
23 Buff, pinkish. Quartz grits plus grog. 
23a Buff, pinkish. Fine white grits plus grog. 
24 Buff, pale or dark. Fine mixed grits. 
24a Buff, pale yellow. Fine mixed grits. 
24c Buff, pale yellow. Largish mixed grits. 
24d Pale buff. Very fine black grits. 
25 Buff, red. Many white grits. 
25a Buff, red. Mixed grits. 
25b Buff, orange/red. Mixed grits. 
25c Buff, brown/red. Mixed grits. 
26 Buff, reddish. Few black grits. 
26a Buff, reddish. Fine black grits plus a few large white 

grits (6mm). 
27 Buff, orange. Black grits. 
27a Buff, orange/grey sandwich. Many fine mixed grits. 
27b Orange. 	Very few mixed grits. 
27c Orange. 	Very few white grits. 
27d Orange. 	Few large grits. 
28 Buff, orange/pink. Some quartz grits, vesicular. 
28a Buff, orange/pink. Many fine mixed grits. 

Flagon fabrics 
29 Buff. 	Granular paste. 
29a Buff. 	Very fine mixed grits. 
29b Buff. 	Few fine white grits, fine ironstone slag 

tempering. 
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30 Buff, pinkish. Fine black grits. 
30a Buff, pinkish. Fine grey grits. 
30b Buff, pinkish. Smooth paste. 
31 Buff, orange. Fine white grits. 
31a Buff, orange. Many fine white grits. 
31b Buff, orange. Few fine mixed grits. 
32 Buff. 	Many occlusions. 

Shell tempered wares 
33 Buff. 
33a Buff /orange. 
34 Red. 
35 Grey or black. 
35a Grey or black. Small amount of shell tempering.. 
35b Grey or black. Grits and grog. 
36 Black. 	Mixed grits. 
36a Brown/black. Mixed grits. 
36b Black. 	Fine mixed grits. 
37 Black. 	Many white grits. 
38 Grey/black. Black grits. 
39 Black. 	Mixed grits, micaceous. 

Illustrated sherds 
(NB c C = colour coated) 

Plate LVII 
Claudian Ditch RGS I. II, III. 
232 Pottery lamp; darkish colour-coat, yellowy buff core. 

Source: Mediterranean region. SF 137. 
233 Base with potter's stamp, mid-grey; F 8. 
234 Lid; black, core grey. F lb. 
235 Jar; light buff. F 13. 
236 Jar; mid-grey. F 15. 
237 Narrow necked jar; burnished; incised near vertical lines. 

F8. 
238 Base of straining jar; perforated, buff. F 9a. 
239 Butt beaker; light buff, grey core. F 8. 
240 Base of jar; lightly burnished horizontal lines. F 13. 
241 Jar; grey, burnished. F 2a. 
242 Jar; buff, burnished externally at top, rouletted design. 

F 1. 
243 Bowl; black, horizontal grooves, traces of burnishing on 
. rim. F2. 

244 Jar; mid-grey, irregular burnished lines on body; F lb. 
245 Jar; black, slight burnishing on rim, patches of burnished 

criss/cross lines on shoulder; F la. 
246 Jar; dark grey, burnished. F la. 

Plate LVIII 
247 Jar; mid-grey. F 15. 
248 Base; buff. F9. 
249 Jar; grey, burnished. F 8. 
250 Jar; light grey to buff, burnished; F 8a. 
251 Jar; grey, burnished diagonal lines on neck and shoulder. 

F 15a. 
252 Pedestal base; grey, burnished. F 8a. 
253 Bowl; black, burnished. F 9. 
254 Jar; grey, F 8. 
255 Base; buff. F 18. 
256 Base of Jar; F 1. 
257 Bowl; burnished rim, light grey. F 13. 
258 Jar; black, burnished rim, horizontal ruling. F 9. 
259 Jar; burnished rim, horizontal rilling. F 9. 
260 Body sherd; reddish-grey, bands of wavy combing. F 10. 

261 Jar; burnished, mid-grey. F 13. 

Plate LIX 
262 Bowl; grey, burnished rim and neck. F 8a. 
263 Base of platter; grey. F lb. 
264 Bowl; light grey, burnished on rim and neck, rouletted 

pattern. F 3a. 
265 Platter; black, burnished. F 9. 
266 Platter; mid-grey, internal burnishing. F 15. 
267 Platter; mid-grey, internal burnishing. F 3a. 
268 Jar; burnished, black incised horizontal lines in bands. 

F9b. 
269 Platter; grey, lightly burnished. F lb. 
270 Large Jar; grey, coarse combing. F 1. 
271 Base of large Jar; buff, vertical combing, crossed combing 

on external base. F 1. 
272 Jar; pink/buff surface, irregular combing. F 3. 
273 Base of Jar; grey. F 35a. 

Plate LX 
274 Storage Jar; buff, burnished, impressed decoration. F 15. 

(Horningsea F 2.) 
275 Storage Jar; buff, near vertical combing. F 12. 
276 Storage Jar; buff, diam 30cm. F lb. 
277 Storage Jar; dark grey, rough combing, diam 32cm. F 12a. 
278 Storage Jar; buff, fine diagonal combing on shoulder, 

diam 28.4cm. 
279 Bowl; dark grey, burnished externally. F la. 
280 Jar; black, burnished exterior and inner rim. F 9b. 
281 Platter; black, lightly burnished. F 5. 

Plate LXI 
282 Jar; grey, rough horizontal grooves. F 1. 
283 Jar; buff, burnishing rim to neck, deep horizontal 

grooves. F lb. 
284 Jar; buff, burnished exterior, horizontal grooves, bur-

nished. F 3. 
285 Jar; black, burnished. F 3. 
286 Jar; grey. F 9a. 
287 Jar, large; buff. F la. 
288 Jar; black, burnished. F 3. 
289 Beaker; buff, burnished. F 2. 
290 Bowl; grey, burnished. F 8. 
291 Jar; black, burnished. F 3. 
292 Jar; black, burnished externally and on rim. F 1. 
293 Bowl; black, cordons. F 3. 
294 Jar; black. F 1. 
295 Flagon top; grey. F lb. 
296 Flagon top; buff, orange/brown spots on rim. F 29. 
297 jar; buff, horizontal grooves in pairs, burnishing rim and 

neck. F 1. 
298 Handle/boss; buff and grey, impressed decoration. F 1. 
299 Beaker; buff F 18. 

Plate LXII 
Claudian Ditches contd 
300 Jar; grey, burnished rim and external surface. F 3. 
301 Beaker; buff, burnished externally and on internal rim. 

F 3. 
302 Small vessel; black, burnished both surfaces. F 9. 
303 Jar; grey, wavy burnished line under rim. F9a. 
304 Jar; grey, rim lightly burnished. F la. 
305 Base; buff, brown painted line at base. F 9. 
306 Butt Beaker; buff. F 40. 
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307 Jar; black, horizontal combing, lightly polished rim. F 9a. 
308 Jar; small, light grey. F 13. 
309 Jar; grey, smoothed surface. F la. 
310 Base; buff. F 12a. 
311 Bowl; red/buff, slight polishing on exterior. F 12. 
312 Base of Jar; black. F 13. 
313 Jar; black, burnishing on rim internally. F 9b. 
314 Jar; buff. F 28a. 
315 Jar; pale buff. F 24. 
316 Jar; buff, burnished. F 9. 
317 Bowl, large; light buff, burnished. F lb. (Broken lower 

edge rubbed smooth for secondary use.) 

Plate LXIII 
Top of Claudian Ditch in RGS III 
318 Jar, large rim; grey with wavy horizontal pattern on 

shoulder. F 1. 	 . 
319 Flagon top; buff, red painted blobs on rim. F 15. 
320 Beaker; grey, burnishing on exterior, fine near vertical 

combing on body. F la. 
321 Jar; dark grey, rilling on body. F 13b. 
322 Platter; base missing; grey, burnished internally and ex-

ternally at the top. F la. 
323 Base, with hole in centre. F 5. 
324 Beaker; burnished buff. F 13. 
325 Platter; dark grey, burnished uneven bands on exterior of 

body. F 13b. 
326 Beaker; pink orange/ buff. F 23. 
327 Platter; buff, wide rim, grooves in rim and internal body. 

F 13b(but without additional grog tempering). 
328 Jar; black, burnished rim, rilling on body, diagonal finger 

combing on inside surface. F 9. 

Plate LXIV 
329 Bowl; wide shallow, dark grey. F la. 
330 Bowl; orange buff. F 19. 
331 Jar; small, light grey. F 8a. 
332 Butt Beaker; burnished exterior, orange/pink buff. F 3. 
333 Platter, grey, slightly micaceous. F lb. 
334 Jar, grey with light burnishing externally. F la. 
335 Jar, grey externally with uneven coarse rilling, internal 

surface pink/buff. F 9. 
RGS VII Pit 18 
336 Jar; large, grey. F 1. 
RGS VI2lxPit 
337 Jar; wide, traces of burnished lines inside. F 9. 
RGS III 6a 
338 Jar; light grey, burnished cross hatching on shoulder. 

F la. 
339 Pedestal base; black slip. Fla. 
340 Platter; mid-grey, polished. F 3. 
RGS IV 38 1st century old ground surface 
341 Jar; buff, red painted lines and shapes, cordon on shoul-

der. F 19. 

Plate LXV 	 . 
Top centre of Claudian ditch 
342 Storage Jar; buff, cordons and grooves dividing deep 

wavy patterns, unevenly applied; diam 26cm. F la. 
343 Platter; grey, burnished. F 13. 
RGN 16c Pit 
344 Jar; dark grey groove on shoulder, slight traces of possi-

ble burnishing on rim. F 6. 
345 Fragment of Jar; dark grey, burnished design on shoulder 

and band of rilling. F 8. 
346 Lid; black, narrow burnished lines on upper surface. 

F 12. 
347 Bowl; dark grey, shallow, burnished internally. F 8. 
348 Jar; small, black with burnished wavy line on shoulder. 

F9. 

Plate LXVI 
Claudian ditch, topmostfill RGS II 
349 Jar; large, grey, irregular combing on shoulder. F 13. 
350 Jar; buff, polished on rim, rilling on body, part poorly 

done. Fl. 

Plate LX VII 
351 Whole Jar; black, rough combed pattern, single bur -

nished line under rim, traces of burnishing internally. 
Probably F 9. 

352 Platter; Belgic derivation, dark grey, burnished on rim 
and bands on internal rim and body. F la. 

353 Platter rim; F 9b. 
354 Jar; black, carinated shoulder, irregular diagonal bur-

nished lines on neck and shoulder. F 7. 
355 Jar; biconical, grey, burnished externally. F 16. 
356 Butt Beaker rim; buff, burnished on rim and externally 

with diagonal burnished lines on body. F 18. 

Plate LXVIII 
CH84Pit 
357 Jar; light grey, polished. F 2a. 
358 Jar; grey, internal surface brown/buff. F 19b. 
359 Lid; grey/buff. F23. 
360 Bowl; dark grey. F 27a 
361 Jar; dark grey, bands of rilling. F 21, vesicular. 
362 Jar; large, grey. F 12b. 
363 Jar; grey, burnished lines between cordons on shoulder. 

F24d. 
364 Jar; grey. F 24d. 
Pit B 
365 Bowl; black, polished. F 19. 
366 Jar; orange/yellow slip, cordons on neck and shoulder. 

F27c. 

Plate LXIX 
PH (7) 
367 Jar; grey, polished, irregular burnished diagonal lines on 

shoulder. F 8. 
368 Jar; small, grey. F 8. 
369 Jar; black, polished cordon below rim and two cordons 

on body above carination. F. 
RGS IV (31) series of Gullies 
370 Sherd; buff, red painted pattern. F la. 
371 Sherd; buff, dark red barbotine decoration. F 19. 
372 Bowl; large, black, burnished diagonal lines on rim, 

rough cross- hatching on body. F 1. 
373 Jar; black, burnished on rim and down to cordon, very 

uneven bands of combing on body. F 4. 
374 Jar; black, polished. F 1. 
375 Jar; orange buff, burnished rim, comb teeth marks on 

cordon round body. F 1. 
376 Flagon top; cream slip. F 26. 
377 Bowl; black, burnished rim and upper body, cordon on 

neck and shoulder. F 3. 

Plate LXX 
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RGS IV (31) gullies continued 
378 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim. F 1. 
379 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim. F 3. 
380 Jar; black. F 1. 
381 Jar; buff, burnished rim and down to shoulder, band of 

ruling. F la. 
382 Storage jar; buff, rim grey, uneven combing on body 

below shoulder cordon, diam 34cm. F 4. 
383 Bowl; large, buff, cream slip, diam 43cm. F 9b. 

Plate LXXI 
Fort Ditch 
Primary Silting 
384 Storage Jar; buff, rim burnished internally, diam 34cm. 

F 1. 
385 Storage jar; buff, burnished on internal rim, core vesicu-

lar, diam 37.6cm. F 7. 
386 Flagon top; buff. F 24. 
Fill over Primary Silting 
387 Jar; buff, burnished rim. F 13. 
388 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim and neck, vertical incised 

lines on shoulder. F 8a. 
389 Jar; dark grey, burnished inside rim, vertical incised lines 

on neck. F 1a. 
390 Bowl; dark grey, irregular burnished cross-hatching. F 9. 
391 Bowl; small, burnished wavy line pattern on rim, buff 

slip on internal surface. F 1a. 
392 Jar; grey, horizontal grooves on body. F 1. 
393 Flagon top; pale buff. F 24. 
394 Platter; buff, burnished, post-firing hole below rim. F lb. 
395 Jar; small, grey, narrow horizontal grooves. F la. 
396 Lid; dark grey, irregular burnished lines on upper sur-

face. F 18. 
397 Bowl; buff. F 23a. 
398 Jar; grey, deep ruling. F 1. 
399 Jar; large, grey, fine grooves on shoulder. F 1 

Plate LXXII 
400 Storage Jar; pink buff, vertical combing on body,(done 

with a soft implement, lines irregular) diam 38.8cm. Fl. 
401 Storage Jar; grey, buff slip on outside, exterior burnished, 

diam 39.2cm 
402 Storage Jar; grey, diam 38.5cm. F 9a. 
403 Storage jar; black, lightly polished. F 14. 
404 Storage Jar; grey, comb teeth pattern on shoulder above 

fine grooves. F 9a. 
Topmostfill, west end 
405 Jar; grey, groove on outside of rim. F 1. 
406 Base; small jar, grey. F 8. 
407 Jar; grey, cordons. F la. 
408 Platter base; grey. F 9. 
409 Jar; grey, groove on rim and shoulder. F 9. 

Plate LXXIII 
410 Bowl; light grey, polished. F 13. 
411 Jar; grey, two grooves on rim. F 3. 
412 Bowl; dark grey, polished. F 9a. 
413 Base of biconical jar; light grey, trace of illegible writing 

on external surface. F 3. 
414 Jar; grey, cordon on shoulder. F 1. 
415 Jar; biconical, grey, polished. F 1. 
Levelling over top of Ditch 
416 Jar; rim black, burnished, body grey, incised lines on 

. 
body F1. 	••• 	. 	.  

417 Bowl; London/West Stow type, dark grey. F 3. 
418 Bowl; dark grey. F 1. 
419 Jar; grey, rough exterior, groove in rim. F 1. 
420 Lid; grey, burnished, pattern of diagonal lines. F 9a. 
421 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim. F 9. 

Plate LXXI V 
Topmost layer of Fort Ditch 
422 Jar; large, grey. F 1. 
423 Platter base; grey, scored lines on base. F 2. 
424 Jar; dark grey, incised slightly irregular horizontal lines 

on body core dark grey outer 2/3, interior 1/3 buff. F 1. 
425 Bowl; black, burnished, outer rim, burnished, lines near 

horizontal on inside walls. F la. 
426 Jar; black, burnished internal rim, burnished patterns of 

lines on shoulder. F la. 
427 Jar; shallow, black, burnished cross-hatching on body, 

burnished lines on rim. F la. 

Plate LXXV 
RGS V 14x Ash in iron working pit 
428 Flagon top; buff. F 29a. 
429 Flagon top; buff. F 31. 
430 Flagon top; 'pinched', pinkish buff. F 31. 
431 Bowl; buff, burnished,, painted cream diagonal lines on 

rim. F 3. 
432 Bowl; grey, comb tooth decoration on rim. F 3. 
433 Jar; black, uneven rilling on body. F 1. 
434 Bowl; carinated, black, burnished pattern on shoulder. 

F 25a. 
435 Flagon; large, yellow buff, painted yellowish line on rim. 

F 24. 
436 Cooking pot; dark grey, burnished cross-hatching un-

evenly applied. F 10. 
437 Jar, light grey, grooved diagonal lines on shoulder, un-

evenly applied. F 15a. 
438 Poppyhead beaker; grey, polished, barbotine dots crude-

ly applied. F 3a. 
439 Base; black,. F 25. 
440 Jar; dark grey, fine rilling on rim internally and external-

ly and in bands on body, wavy combed line on shoulder. 
F 12. 

441 Jar, base; carinated grey, groove in lower part of body. 
F 8c. 

442 Jar; large, dark grey, burnished, wavy line on shoulder. 
F 12. 

Plate LXX VI 
RGS V 14x continued 
443 Jug; sharply carinated, black, burnished from rim to car-

ination and in bands on lower half. F 26. 
444-7 Storage Jar rims; Horningsea, grey. F. 
448 Lid; black, irregular burnished cross-hatching, groove in 

rim. F 3. 
449 Lid; dark grey, random burnished lines on upper surface. 

F36. 
450 Bowl; black, coarse, rim damaged, groove in rim, curved 

burnished lines. F 10. 
451 Body Sherd; mica dusted slip, buff, impressed decora-

tion. F 19a. 
5HI183F 75 (130) 
452 Jar; dark grey, groove above maximum girth, near verti-

cal burnished grooves on shoulder. F 36. 
453 Jar; dark grey. F 3. 
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Plate LXX VII 
Hearth RGS VI 30b 
454 Casserole; black, burnished internally and externally on 

base, externally on lid, burnished pattern on upper sur -
face of lid. F 3b. (This vessel still contained mussels) 

455 Bowl with lid; dark grey, burnished outer surface, bur-
nished pattern on body; (Found together with hare 
bones inside). F 9a. 

456 Jar; dark grey, horizontal combing below neck to 
maximum girth. F la. 

457 Jug; carinated, black, burnished upper part, handle miss-
ing; two grooves above carination, 3 horizontal bands of 
burnishing below carination. F la. 

Plate LXX VIII 
458 Cooking pot; large, dark grey, burnishing on rim and 

shoulder, also near base with cross-hatching between. F 
9a. 

459 Base of carinated Jug; handle missing, cross-hatching on 
upper body, dark grey. F 19. 

Plate LXXIX 
RGS VI 30b continued 
460 Jar; grey, spaced burnished lines on body and wavy line 

on shoulder, poorly executed. F 9. 
RGS V Old ground surface late 1st century, over natural 
461 Beaker; buff, mica dusted, chevron impressed design on 

body. F 3. 
RGS lb (176) Old ground surface, late 1st century over 
natural 
462 Jar; pale orange/buff, red painted cross-hatching. F 27. 
RGS IIB Old ground surface late 1st to early 2nd century 
463 Platter; grey, burnished on bulge. F 8. 
464 Jar; black burnished, grey interior surface. F la. 
465 Bowl; shallow, burnished on both surfaces, black. F 23a. 
CP VII (14) Old ground surface Fort era 
466 Beaker, black burnished, cross-hatching on body. (F 2 

West Stow ware). 
SH 83 IV F 19 (34) 
467 Bowl; buff, mica dusted, red painted, ?circular design. 

F 19. 
CH84A/12F15 
468 Jar; black, burnished externally. F la. 

Plate LXXX 
RGSIIC(26) 

Ground surface, cobbled area, late 1st to early 2nd century 
469 Bowl; buff, red painted decoration. F 19. 

RGS VI 30b Lidded dish 454 found containing 30 
mussels 

470 Lid; grey. F lb. 
471 Platter; grey. F 3. 
472 Flagon top; buff. F 29. 
473 Poppyheaded Beaker; grey, barbotine dots, polished sur -

face. F 1. 
474 Bowl; grey, burnished lines on grooved rim. F la. 
475 Bowl; buff red painted lines on rim, decoration on body. 

Cherry Hinton War Ditches. 
476 Bowl; dark grey. F 1. 
477 Bowl; fine, grey, impressed decoration on body. (West 

Stow - F 2) 
478 Bowl; buff, orange/brown painted bands. Cherry Hinton 

ware. 
479 Bowl; light buff, painted orange lines on shoulder. 

?Cherry Hinton. 
480 Bowl; dark grey, polished before being decorated. F 8. 

(?West Stow) 
481 Amphora handle; impression for thumb to aid grip. Dr 

20. 
482 Bowl; dark grey, irregular burnished lines. F 1. 
483 Bowl; buff, orange painted diagonal lines on rim. Cherry 

Hinton. 

Plate LXXXI 
RGS II C (26) Cobbled area continued 
484 Storage jar; buff, diam 36cm. F 18. 
485 Storage jar; mid grey, diam 36cm. F16. 
486 Storage jar; brown, vertical uneven combing on shoul-

der/body, diam 44cm. F 16. 
487 Storage jar; brown/buff, comb tooth pattern on shoulder. 

F 1. 
RGS Ia 143 Old ground surface 
488 Storage jar; buff, light burnishing on rim, cordon on 

shoulder. F 25a. 
489 Jar; grey, polished, diagonal burnished lines on shoulder. 

F 18. 
490 Platter; small, development of Belgic type, black, bur- 

nished below rim, cordon and groove on body. F la. 
RGS 11 (119) 
491 Storage jar; grey, fine vertical combing, hole drilled 

through body. diam F 6. 
RGS II (117b) 
492 Jar; black on external shoulder, rim burnished. F 9a. 

Plate LXXXII 
RGS lie 26 CA 1-6 
493 Platter; brownish grey, polished surface. F la. 
494 Poppyhead type; polished surface, barbotine dots Un-

evenly spaced. F 16. 
495 Bowl; carinated, groove on carination, grey, polished sur-

face. F 3a. 
496 Bowl; black, poor cross-hatching on body. F 1. 
CH 84 1st century House ditch, XX 
497 Bowl; black, diagonal burnished lines on rim. F 1. 
498 Bowl; orange/buff, cordons. F 27. 
499 Bowl; black, polished. F 1. 
500 Bowl; buff, horizontal lines of comb teeth impressions. 

F 27. 
501 Jar; grey, burnished bands on neck, cross-hatching on 

shoulder. F 1 
RGS V (22) 
502 Jar, narrow necked, burnished. F 3. 
503 Jar; black, irregular burnished cross-hatching on body. 

F 19. 
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504 Bowl; buff, red painted dots on rim and band externally 
below rim. F la. 

505 Base of Jar; dark grey, uneven cross-hatching on body. 
F5. 

506 Flagon rim; buff, micaceous surface. F 36b. 
507 Bowl; grey, polished. F 3. 

Plate LXXXIII 
RGN II (16e) Pit 
508 Jar; large, black, burnished on rim and most of body, di-

agonal burnished lines on shoulder, horizontal combing 
on shoulder and bands on body. 

Plate LXXXI V 
CH 84 V well 
509 Jar; very dark grey, burnished rim and shoulder, irregu-

lar burnished cross-hatching on body, uneven horizontal 
burnished lines near base F 8c. 

510 Jar; black, burnishing on internal rim, irregular bur-
nished cross-hatching on body. F 6. 

511 Jar; grey, burnished bands on neck, irregular burnished 
cross-hatching on body. F 5. 

512 Jar; dark grey, polished. F 1 vesicular. 
513 Jar, large, black, irregular burnished cross-hatching on 

body. F 6. 

Plate LXXX V 
SH 83 F54 Ditch fill at side ofAkeman Street 
514 Jar; black, cordons, polished, burnished cross-hatching 

on shoulder F 10. 
515 Jar; carinated, small, black, polished. F16b. (similar to No 

348, but lacks burnished wavy line on shoulder). 
516 Jar; black, polished, wide grooves on neck. F 10. 
517 Jar; black, groove on maximum girth, polished. F 10. 
518 Jar; black, polished, traces of burnished lines in grooves. 

F3. 
519 Bowl; black, groove in flat rim. F 3. 
520 Fragment of Storage Jar; red/brown/buff, incised lines 

on shoulder, combing on body. F 1. 

Plate LXXX VI 
RGS VII TUb Beehive Pit 
521 Platter; black burnished. F la. 
522 Jar; black, polished, groove on body, burnished inside 

rim. F la. 
RGS V (12) 
523 Jar; biconical, light grey, highly burnished. F 16. 
524 Bowl; pinkish buff, rouletted square impressions, imita-

tion of samian. F lb. 
525 Bowl/cup; orange /buff, mica dusted, rouletted pattern. 

F 28a. 
RGS IIB (63a) 
526 Butt beaker; large, dark grey, burnished below rim to 

shoulder cordon, two bands of poorly done combing on 
shoulder, fine vertical combing in bands between 
grooves on body. F3. 

RGN(14b) 	 . 
527 Jar; grey, dark burnished lines in grooves, tooth comb 

stamped decoration on shoulder. F 9. 

Plate LXXXVII 
Palisade deliberatefihl, after use 
528 Jar; dark grey, seat for lid. F 1. 
529 Jar; dark grey, burnished barbotine dots. F 8. 

530 Beaker; buff, burnished on internal rim and outer sur-
face. F 8. 

531 Jar; mid grey, groove in rim. Fla. 
532 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim and neck, burnished wavy 

lines on body. F 17b. 
533 Jar; light grey. F 8. 
534 Jar; dark grey, burnished rim and shoulder, thick uneven 

cross-hatching on body. F 8. 
535 Jar; large, grey. F la. 
536 Jar; dark grey, burnishing on neck, cross-hatching on 

shoulder above groove. F la. 
537 Bowl; dark grey, 'London type', burnishing rim to cor-

don, vertical fine combing on body. F 8. 
538 Platter; dark grey. F 8. 
539 Jar; grey. F 13. 
540 Jar; small, dark grey. F 6. 
541 Jar; dark grey, groove below rim. F 13. 
542 Jar; grey. F la. 
543 Jar; black, burnished rim and band on shoulder. F la. 

Plate LXXX VIII 
544 Jar; grey, patches of burnished grid pattern on neck 

above cordon. F la. 
545 Base; light grey. F 8. 
546 Jar; large, grey, rim polished buff body, diagonal comb-

ing with pattern at top. F 1. 
547 Jar; grey, diagonal burnished lines on shoulder above 

cordon, four horizontal lines below cordon. F 1. 
548 Lid; grey, burnished on upper side, cross-hatching 

appears buff. F la. 
549 Jar; light grey, polished. F 3a. 
550 Bowl; grey, polished. F la. 
551 Jar; dark grey. F 1. 
552 Jar; grey, cordon under rim. F 1. 

Plate LXXXIX 
Palisade fill 
553 Base; black, burnished. F 19. 
554 Jar; dark grey. F 3. 
555 Rim; large beaker, buff, burnished, cordon above shoul-

der. F la. 
556 Platter; grey. F 3. 
557 Jar; pale grey, polished. F 1. 
558 Platter; grey, grooves part way down exterior wall, pol-

ished. F 1. 
559 Jar; narrow necked, light grey, burnished. F 8. 
560 Bowl; shallow, burnished internal surface. F la. 
561 Jar; grey, polished. F 4. 
562 Bowl; light grey, burnished rim and just below, comb 

teeth pattern; ?West Stow. F 8 slightly micaceous. 
563 Bowl; buff. F 22. 
564 Bowl; grey. West Stow ware. 
565 Beaker; large, buff, polished. F la. 
566 Jar; light grey, polished on rim and shoulder. F la. 
567 Flagon top; buff. 

Plate XC 
RGS IIB (58) 
568 Jar; grey, cordon at base of neck, diagonal burnished lines 

on shoulder. F lb. 
569 Jar; grey, burnished lines on shoulder, lid seating. F 8. 
570 Fragment; buff; ? West Stow. 
571 Jar; black, burnished exterior surface. F 3. 
572 Jar; grey, wide rilling on body. F 1. 
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573 Jar, grey, angular rim, cordon on neck. F la. 
574 Storage jar; buff, burnished inside rim, grooves in exter -

nal rim, irregular burnished lines on shoulder. F 1. 
575 Storage jar; buff, polished rim, diam 34cm. F 25a. 
576 Storage jar; black slip, internally, rim polished, diam 

44cm. F 4. 

Plate XCI 
RGS IIB 57 Palisade continued 
577 Jar; large, grey, burnished exterior, cordon on shoulder 

F 9. 
578 Jar; grey, polished rim and exterior surface. F 9a. 

Plate XCII 
SH 83 II F58 Ditch 
579 Jar; narrow necked, grey, burnished vertical lines on neck 

and trace of cross-hatching on shoulder above groove. 
580 Fragment of thick buff Pot; buff/ grey, circular impres-

sions stamped in, often at a slight angle. 
581 Jar; buff, gold mica dusted. 
582 Bowl; grey, polished, rouletted pattern below groove. F 3. 
SH 83 II P64 (83) 
583 Bowl; black burnished, burnished diagonal lines on rim 

and burnished horizontal lines on body with irregular 
burnished cross-hatching on top of them. F 3. 

SH 83 II P74 
584 Bowl; buff, two grooves in rim, one on outside of rim and 

top of body. F 19. 
CP VIII 7b Well filling 
585 Platter; small, dark grey, burnished bands on interior, 

high dome in centre of base. F 1. 
586 Flagon top; orange slip on light buff, pinched to form 

spout. F 29. 

Plate XCIII 
CH84 Pit LF24 
587 Platter; buff, mica dusted. F 8. 
588 Platter; black, burnished on triangular rim, a burnished 

band inside on base. 
589 Jar; slender, black, polished, deeply incised cross-hatch-

ing below incised horizontal line. F 8. 
590 Platter; black, rim burnished inside and out, two bur -

nished lines on inside wall. F la. 
591 Dimple Beaker; buff/orange, mica dusted. F 28a. 
592 Flagon top; one handled, buff. F 23. 
593 Flagon top; distorted, buff /pale orange. F 31b. 
594 Jar; dark grey, burnished groove on neck, burnished 

cross-hatching on body. F 1. 
595 Lid; domed, black, burnished lines on upper surface. 

F 16. 
596 Lid; black. F 36. 
597 Flagon; black, bulbous, burnished- inside rim and outside 

shoulder. F 16. 
598 Lid; dark grey, burnished lines on upper surface. F 1. 
599 Jar; large, grey, groups of near vertical lines below neck 

cordon. F 1. 

Plate XCIV 
CH 84 L P24 continued 
600 Platter; black, polished all over, burnished wavy line 

below rim on external surface, burnished bands on in-
side base (1cm wide). F 4a. 

RGS lb Pit B 
601 Jar; large, dark grey, burnishing on outside rim. F 6. 

602 Bowl; dark grey, two grooves on rim, burnished bands 
on internal surface. F 2. 

603 Cooking pot; dark grey, burnished internal rim and ex- 
ternal shoulder, uneven cross-hatching on body. F la. 

604 Jar; grey, burnishing on internal rim. F 1. 
605 Storage jar; buff, polished on top of rim, combed near 

vertical lines on body. F 11. 

Plate XCV 
RGS III 5 2nd century road ditch fill 150AD approx 
606 Jar; grey, polished. F la. 
607 Jar; grey, micaceous. F 1. 
608 Bowl; grey, polished, comb tooth decoration in wavy 

band above cordon. F 9. 
609 Pedestal base; grey, slightly micaceous. F 9b. 
610 Jar; grey, polished, lid seating. F 1. 
611 not used. 
612 Jar; necked, grey. F 20a. 
613 Jar; buff, polished. F 20a. 
614 Jar; narrow necked, surface, burnished inside rim and ex-

ternal surface of neck, cordon on shoulder. F 9a. 
615 Jar; grey, micaceous surface. F la. 
616 Bowl; grey, burnished on exterior, near vertical bands of 

combing below cordon. London ware type. F 3. 
RGS IV (43) Pit 
617 Beaker; black metallic slip, graffiti below rim. Rhenish. 

Plate XCVI 
SH83 II P29 (33) (56) (48) Ditch 
618 Jar; black slip on grey core. West Stow ware. 
619 Poppyhead beaker; polished, barbotine dots. F 13. 
620 Flagon/ narrow necked jar; dark grey, polished. F 8. 
621 Jar; grey, burnished pattern on shoulder. F la. 
622 Necked jar; dark grey, polished, burnished pattern on 

shoulder. F la. 
623 Bowl; buff, red painted decoration on rim. Cherry 

Hinton War Ditches. 
624 Jar; grey slip on external surface, buff slip internally. F la. 
625 Hunt cup; red/brown, c c. Nene Valley. Inset detail X2. 
626 Bowl; buff, red/brown paint decoration on outside of 

rim and on body. F 30. 
627 Jar; buff, large, groove on inside rim, cordons below rim. 

F la. 

Plate XC VII 
SH83 II P29 (33) continued 
628 Bowl; black, polished, horizontal grooves, small bur-

nished lines on shoulder. F 13. 
629 Jar; grey, burnished externally. F 1. 
630 Platter; black micaceous slip. groove below rim. F 8. 
631 Cup; small, off ? circular ring, buff, burnished pattern of 

zigzag on shoulder. F la. (from votive object?) 
RGS Ia (14) Pit, large pieces of sherd 
632 Jar; grey, horizontal grooving, cordon on neck. F 1. 
633 Bowl, light grey, burnished, fine combing. London type 

ware. F la. 
636 Storage jar; polished on rim and exterior surface. F 9. 
634 Base of Jar; dark grey, large X on exterior of base 

scratched on after firing. F 11. 
635 Lid; red/buff slip. F 3. 

Plate XCX VIII 
RGSTh Pit B 
637 Bowl; dark grey, cordon. F 7. 
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638 Jar; dark grey, burnished band of cross-hatching on body 
with larger irregular burnished lines below. F lb. 

639 Jar; buff, cordons on neck. F 7. 
640 Bowl; grey, burnished at top, near vertical combing 

below cordon. London ware type. F8. 
641 Jar; grey, polished on inside rim. F 1. 
642 Cooking pot; dark grey, polished below rim, irregular 

burnished cross-hatching on body. F la. 
643 Flagon; rim missing, buff/pinkish. F 30b. 
644 Bowl; large, grey, burnished wavy line on inside rim and 

irregular lines on horizontal internal surface, vertical ir-
regular burnished lines below shoulder, one to three 
lines horizontal below shoulder. F 1. 

CH84 A112 Pit 
645 Bowl; black, polished, horizontal bands of burnished 

lines with diagonal lines between. F 1. Also similar 
smaller vessel. 

Plate XCIX 
Shrine. Flagons 
646 Buff, orange/pink. F 31. 
647 Buff, light. F 29a. 
648 Grey/buff. F 7. 
649 Grey/green. F 24a. 
650 Buff, pale. F 18. 
651 Buff, pinkish. F 21a. 
652 Buff, orange. F 27c. 
653 Buff. F 18 tiny occlusions 
654 Buff. F 18 many occlusions. 
655 Buff, pale. F 24. 
656 Buff, pinkish. F 3. 
657 Dark grey. F 1. 
658 Buff, pale. F 30a. 
659 Buff/grey. F 30a. 
660 Black slip on buff. F 30. 
661 Buff. F 29. 
662 Mid buff slip on buff. F 30. 
663 Buff, pale. F 32. 
664 Buff, pinkish. F 29a. 
665 Buff, pale. F 31b. 
666 Buff. F 29a. 
667 Buff. F 31b. 
668 Buff. F 30. 

Plate C 
Shrine Flagons continued 
669 Green/grey, buff interior surface, misfired, top squint,? 

a 2nd. F 3. 
670 Buff/green. F 30. 
671 Buff, pinkish, polished. F 30b. 
672 Buff, pale, showing pink areas. F 30a. 
673 Buff, orange/pink. F 31. 
674 Buff, pink, splodges of paint on surface. F 25a 
675 Buff, light. F 29a. 
676 Buff. F 30. 
677 Buff. F 31. 

Plate CI 
678 Buff. F 29. 
679 Stopper; for large flagon or amphora, buff. F la. 
680 Buff, rough texture, internal surface pale brown 

(stained?). F 29b 	 . 
681 Buff. F 31. 
682 Buff slip on grey, highly burnished. Probably from 

Northern Gaul. 
683 Buff, dark, pinched top. F 29. 

Plate CH 
Shrine 
684 Votive vessel; black, rough texture, two cups on shoulder 

one each side with hole through into main part of pot; 
core buff to light grey with fine white grits. SF 324; (made 
in Germany, and would have had snakes on the rim 
looking into vessel.-- M R Hull) 

685 Cup; dark grey slip, burnished external surface. F 8. 
686 Miniature flagon; pale buff, rough texture. SF322. F 29. 
687 Poppyhead beaker; dark grey slip on exterior surface 

and rim. F 8. 
688 Platter; gold mica dusted slip. F 25b. 
689 Bowl; black, light burnishing, graffiti on side. (see p157 ) F 1. 
690 Cup off second votive vessel; dark grey, rough texture. 

From kiln in Germany. 

Plate CIII 
691 Jar; narrow necked, light burnishing on upper half, wavy 

line on body, core grey. SF 348. F 1. 
692 Jar; buff. F 18. 
693 Jar; orange/brown, c c, barbotine diagonal lines. Nene 

Valley ware. 
694 Hunt cup; two 'greyhounds', dark brown, c c, barbotine 

dots above, below and between dogs. Nene Valley ware. 
695 Beaker; indented, dark brown, c c. Nene Valley ware. 
696 Beaker; brown, rough rouletting on body. A whole pot, 

no F No. 
697 Beaker; small, indented and fish scale pattern, dull dark 

brown c c Nene Valley ware. 
698 Fragment of 'Hunt Cup'; very dark brown c c. oyster 
. catcher?. Nene Valley. 

699 Hunt cup; brown, two hares running, barbotine dots 
above, below and between hares. Nene Valley ware. 

Plate CIV 
700 Bowl; dark grey slip, lightly burnished rim and top of 

body. F 3a. 
701 Jar; small, black, burnished. F la. 
702 Narrow necked Jar; dark grey, burnished externally, 

burnished thick vertical lines on shoulder. F 25a. 
703 Cooking pot; large, buff, burnishing on rim and shoul-

der, burnished lines slightly down exterior, black slip on 
internal surface, and trickles of black slip down outside. 
F 18a. 

704 Lid; buff, slightly burnt. 
705 Bowl; black, burnished cross-hatching. F 1. 
706 Cooking pot; dark grey, horizontal bands of burnishing. 

F 21 and occlusions. 

Plate CV 
707 Jar; shell tempered, grey. F 35. 
708 Beaker; very dark brown, c c. Nene Valley ware. 
709 Lid; fragment, large, dark grey, black burnished pattern. 

F 3. 
710 Bowl; grey, polished. 'London type'. F 8. 
711 Dish; shallow, black, burnished. F 3. 
712 Base; dark grey, groove above base, internal centre 

domed, cross-hatching on body. F 12b. 
713 Base; thin vessel, black. F 3. 
714 Dish; grey, burnished internally and lower exterior sur-

face. burnished loops on body. F lb. 
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715 Base; cordon at bottom of body, dark grey. F 3. 
716 Dish; deep, black burnished, wavy line round side. F 9a. 
717 Jar; black, polished, cross-hatching. F 25. 

Plate CVI 
718 'Tankard'; black burnished, trace of red splodges. F 3. 
719 Poppyhead beaker; grey mica dusted slip, barbotine 

dots. F 3a. 
720 Dish; black, polished, scrolled burnished line. F 13. 
721 Poppyhead beaker; black burnished, barbotine dots. 

F25. 
721a Base of similar vessel. 
722 Dish; dark grey, polished, base sagging slightly. F 3a. 
723 Dish; black burnished, cross-hatching below rim. F 37. 
724 Poppyhead beaker; black burnished. F 1. 
725 Bowl; deep, dark grey, burnished, band of cross-hatch-

ing. F 1. 
726 Lower half of small Jar; black, burnished bands and ver -

tical burnished lines. F 13. 
727 Bowl; small, black burnished on external surface and in-

side rim, black burnished lines on lower part of external 
surface. F 1. 

728 Bowl; black polished, burnished diagonal lines, sagging 
base. F 1. 

729 Jar; light grey. F 8. 

Plate CVII 
730 Jar; black, burnished on rim, neck and bands on body, 

wavy burnished line on shoulder. F 4. 
731 Cooking pot; black burnished, cross-hatching. F 25. 
732 Dish; black, polished, burnished cross-hatching. F 18. 
733 Base; black, polished, domed inside base. F 3. 
734 Base; black. F 9a. 
735 Dish; black, burnished rim and diagonal lines on body. 

F 16a. 
736 Dish; polished, burnished cross-hatching. F 3. 
737 Jar; large, black, burnished on inside rim and outside 

neck and shoulder. F 9a. 

Plate C VIII 
738 Bowl; wide diameter, buff. F 19a. 
739 Lid; dark buff. F 4. 	 . 
740 Jar; buff groove on shoulder. F 25. 
741 Jar; buff, burnt. F 19. 
742 Jar; light buff, burnished. F 19. 
743 Jar; buff. F 21. 
744 Jar rim; buff, grooves in top of rim. F 21b. 
745 Bowl; small, buff. F 24c. 
746 Jar; buff, grooves on shoulder. F 27b. 
747 Jar; buff, grooves on shoulder. F 1. 
748 Bowl; foot rim, black burnished. F la. 
749 Jar; grey, burnished bands below rim, diagonal lines on 

shoulder. F 13. 
750 Bowl; black, burnished below rim and on shoulder. F 1. 
751 Bowl; buff, groove on shoulder. F 17. 
752 Jar; dark grey, polished. F 3. 
753 Bowl; interned rim, rim burnished and external surface. 

F 24. 

Plate CIX 
754 Jar; large, grey burnished bands on body. F 1. 
755 Lid; black, burnished bands. F 9a. 
756 Jar black, silver mica dusted. F 11. 
757 Base of indented beaker; very dark chocolate-brown, thin 

walls, rough cast. Rhenish ware. 
758 Beaker, tall indented, dark brown , two cordons round 

body. Nene Valley. 
759 Jar; necked, grey, burnished near vertical lines on neck. 

F 6. 
760 Jar; grey, wide cordon at base of neck, burnished above 

and below cordon, diagonal lines on shoulder. F 1. 
761 Jar; buff slip on pinkish buff, cordon on shoulder. F 22. 
762 Bowl; buff, wide with slight groove below rim. F 22. 
763 Jar; large, black polished, wavy line on shoulder. F 37. 

Plate CX 
754e Bowl; buff-reddish, two grooves in rim. F 3 + traces of 

mica. 
755e Base; buff-pinkish. F 22. 
756e Jar; black, groove in rim. F 34 + small amount of grit. 
757e Jar; buff, two grooves in rim. F 10. 
758e Bowl; dark buff, traces of burnishing on internal sur-

face, groove on lower part of body. F 18. 
759e Jar; grey-pinkish tinge. F 1. 
760e Bowl; buff-yellowish, groove on body. F 19. 
761e Bowl; buff, rouletting. F 23. 
762e Jug, with part of handle; buff. F 18. 
763e Base; black, coarse. F 1. 
764e Lid; buff. F 19. 
765e Lid; buff. F 18. 
766d Base; buff. F 22. 
767d Lid; dark grey. F 1. 
768d Lid; dark grey. F 3. 

Plate CXI 
764 Jar; buff. F 19a. 
765 Jar; small, grey, grooves below rim and on shoulder, 

highly burnished on rim and upper body. F 18. 
766 Jar; large, buff, slightly burnt. F la. 
767 Jar; large, buff. F 19a. 
768 Jar; buff-burnt, cordons on shoulder. F 19a. 
769 Beaker fragment; dark grey, rouletted bands. F 19a. 
770 Jar; grey, horizontal ruling. F 19a. 
771 Jar; black, lid seat, grooves on shoulder. F 17. 
772 Jar; grey grooves on shoulder. F 4. 
773 Base; pedestal, dark grey, groove above base. F lb. 
774 Jar; dark grey, polished. F 12. 
775 Jar; orange slip on red core. F 25. 

Plate CXII 
776 Storage jar; grey burnished on inner rim, diam 40cm. 

F 1. 
777 Jar; large, black burnished. F 19. 
778 Storage jar; large, grey, diam 45cm. F 4. 
779 Storage jar; grey, diam 36cm. F 1. 
780 Storage jar; grey, diam 42cm. F 6. 
781 Storage jar; buff, burnished rim, fine vertical combing on 

body, diam 42cm. F 9a. 

Plate CXIII 
782 Storage jar; large, grey, polished, diam 44cm. F 1. 
783 Storage jar; large, grey, diam 44cm. F 12a. 
784 Fragment of storage jar; dark grey, irregular fine comb-

ing on body and shallow finger grooves at right angles to 
combing. F 12. 

785 Base; coarse, light grey, combed pattern on underside of 
base, crude circle in centre containing a cross. F 4. 
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Plate CXIV 
Clay layer immediately over Shrine ash 
786 Jar; large, black, burnished rim and band on neck, bands 

on body, wavy line on shoulder. F 3. 
787 Jar neck; coarse grey, burnished on neck and shoulder, 

burnished vertical lines on neck, wavy line below, band 
of cross-hatching on body. F 11. 

788 Bag beaker; brown, rough cast, traces of burnishing on 
rim and towards base. Nene Valley. 

789 Dog dish; black burnished, two grooves in base. F 3. 
790 Jar; dark grey. F lb. 
791 Bowl; shallow, buff/orange, light burnishing on rim and 

internal surface. F 27d. 
792 Bowl; deep with flange, buff, polished. F 31b. 
793 Jar; lid seat, buff/brownish. F 19. 
794 Lid; buff/reddish. F 27a. 

Plate CXV 
RGS VI 18e-22 Liningfor Pit 
795 Jar; large, grey, burnished wide lines on neck and body, 

diagonal lines on shoulder. F 4. 
796 Bowl; buff, brown painted decoration, 'lattice' on body, 

bands below rim. F 19. 
797 Jar; dark grey, burnished diagonal lines, very poorly 

done on shoulder. F 9a. 
798 Pedestal base; dark grey,. F 3. 
799 Bowl; buff/orange, mica dusted. F 27b. 
800 Jar; black slip on grey, burnished deep wavy line below 

rim. F lb. 
CP VII (39) 
801 Flagon top; dark grey, burnished. F 8. 
CP VII (39) Ditch 
802 Lid; burnished bands on upper surfaces. F 1. 
CH 86 X (6) 
803 Bowl; black slip on rim and just below, burnished. F 24. 
RGN I cobbling layer 
804 Lid; .  very dark grey, burnished irregular pattern on 

upper surface. F 9. 

Plate CXVI 
CH84 F33 Well 
805 Mortarium rim; Nene Valley. 
806 Bowl; orange/brown c c, foot rim. Nene Valley. 
CH84 F32 Well 
807 Cooking pot; grey. F 35. 
808 Indented beaker; grey. F 16. 
RGS VII 13y Pit 
809 Bowl; black, groove below rim, polished. F 13a. 

Plate CX VII 
RGS V (14) Laterfill above iron working pit 
810 Bowl; light buff slip. F 21. 
811 Bowl; grey, polished, slightly micaceous. F 3. 
812 Flagon top; light buff. F 3. 
813 Flagon top; buff. F 3. 
814 Jar; light buff. F 21. 
815 Jar; dark grey slip. F 3. 
816 Base; dark brown c c, metallic sheen, rouletted design. 

Nene Valley. 
817 Lid; mid grey, polished. F 10. 
RGSVI(21)Pit 
818 Jar; buff, cordons on shoulder. F 23a. 
819 Jar; buff. F 33. 
820 Base; brown c c, rouletted pattern. F 21d 

821 Bowl; dark buff, grooved rim. F 24. 
822 Lid; buff, burnt, black burnished trellis pattern, poorly 

. 	done. F 13. 
823 Bowl; grey/buff. F 9a. 
824 Jar; grey, grooves on shoulder. F la. 
825 Beaker; light grey, polished. F la. 
826 Lid; dark grey, burnished lines on upper surface. F 12a. 
RGS lb Pit E 
827 Lid; black, burnished bands. F 9. 
828 Flagon top; F 28a. 

Plate CX VIII 
RGS VI (13) Gully 
829 Bowl; carinated, black burnished. F 36. (This may be as-

sociated with underlying feature.) 
830 Bowl; c c brown, rouletted uneven lines, two grooves on 

body. F 19. 
831 Base; F 18a. 
832 Jar; dark buff, polished. F 18a. 
SH III F 3rd century posthole make-up 
833 Bowl; orange/buff, rouletted pattern below groove. 

F 28a. 
834 Flagon top; dark grey, polished, burnished pattern on 

neck. F 12b 
835 Jar; grey, groove at base of neck. F 3. 
836 Base; grey, small cup, ? egg cup. F 9a. 
RGSVI5a 
837 Base of Jar; black, hole through base. F 27a. 
838 Base of Jar; strainer, black. F 39. 

Plate CXIX 
RGN II (10) Pit 
839 Beaker; dark metallic brown c c, barbotine decoration. 

Nene Valley. 
840 Indented beaker; large, grey with black slip on top part, 

two cordons on body. F 26a. 
SH 83 VI F62 (145) 
841 Flagon top; pale buff, traces of yellow/buff slip. F 24. 
CH 86 B In gravel for road make-up 
842 Beaker; grey, barbotine pattern. F 8a. 
CH 86 A Y8 Well 
843 Beaker; dull orange /brown c c, circular indentations. 

Nene Valley. 
CH 86 A Y8 
844 Bowl; black, burnished both surfaces. F 24. 
CH 86 A X (1) Cobbling 
843a Flagon top; creamy buff. F 23a. 
844a Flagon top; creamy orange slip. mixture F 28, 28a. 

Plate CXX 
HM Roman pit 
845 Platter; large, black burnished, cross-hatching on exteri-

or surface F 4. 
846 Bowl; black, highly burnished, groove below rim, un-

even wavy burnished line round body. F la. (BB2 similar 
to one at Mumrills). 

847 Bowl/platter base; dark grey, burnished cross-hatching 
on internal wall and bands of burnishing on inside base. 
F 9a. 

CH 88 
848 Platter; black burnishedwith looped pattern on external 

wall. F 9. 	 . 
849 Large Jar; buff, smoke blackened in places. F 6. 
850 Jar; grey slip on rim and external surface on lighter grey 
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fabric barbotine lines on shoulder. F 16 + traces of iron-
stone. 

Plate CXXI 
CH 84 R13 UU Ditch late 3rd to 4th century 
851 Bowl; buff, grooves on rim, groove on lower body. F 19. 
852 Base with foot rim; orange/brown c c. Nene Valley. 
853 Mortarium; flanged, orange/buff slip. F 15. 
854 far; dull buff, groove at base of neck. F 19.. 
855 Jar; buff- pinkish. F 21. 
856 Lid; black, burnished lines on upper surface. F 36. 
857 Jar; grey, burnished. F la. 
858 Bowl; red polished. 
859 Jar; dark grey, triangular rim curled under, burnished 

cross-hatching on inside rim. F la. 
860 Jar; grey, polished. F la. 

Plate CXXII 
SH84 UF27 
861 Beaker; light brown/orange c c, rouletted bands of deco-

ration. F 8. 
862 Platter; dark grey, base slightly domed, polished sur-

faces. F la. 
863 Base; indented beaker. F 14. 
864 Beaker; black lustrous c c, rouletting and barbotine deco-

ration under slip. Rhenish. 
865 Beaker; brown c c , barbotine squid under c c. Nene 

Valley. 
866 Base; red-brown c c. Nene Valley 29. 
867 Jar; grooves in rim, grey, cordons below rim and on max-

imum body girth, dark grey, slip on rim and external sur-
face. F 2a. 

868 Jar; neckless, dark grey,. F 1. 
869 Dish; black, burnished on rim, irregular burnished bands 

on external surface and band on internal wall. 

Plate CXXIII 
CH 84 Pit 
870 Jar; large, grey, polished rim and shoulder, uneven bands 

of light burnishing below rim and on shoulder. F 9b. 
CH84U 
871 Beaker; black, lustrous, bands of rouletting under slip. 

Rhenish. 
872 Indented beaker; orange/brown slip. F 9. 
RGS VI 19d Fill in horse burial shaft 
873 Jar; cream slip, darkened to orange/buff on part -of rim. 

F 25a. 

Plate CXXI V 
RGS VI 19c-j Horse shaft 
874 Indented beaker; orange/brown. F la. 
875 Beaker; grey, polished. F 10. 
876 Jar; buff, rough surface, cordon below shoulder. F 18. 
877 Indented beaker; red/buff c c. Nene Valley? 
878 Beaker; dark brown c c, orange patches, barbotine diag-

onal lines. Nene Valley type (similar to vessels at 
Brixworth and Duston). 

879 Jar; grey, polished. F la. 
880 Jar; grey, cordon on shoulder. F 1. 
881 Flagon top; buff slip. F 1. 
882 Jar; buff, grooves on neck. F 26a. 
883 Jar; buff. F 27. 
Horse shaft burial layer 
884 Jar; grey, burnished on upper rim and bands on body, 

wavy line on shoulder below cordon. F 10. 
885 Beaker; red/brown c c, rouletted bands of pattern. Nene 

Valley. 
886 Beaker; brown c c, diagonal barbotine lines. Nene Valley? 
887 Beaker, very dark brown c c, diagonal barbotine lines. 

Nene Valley? 

PlateCXXV 
RGS VI 19 series continued Horse shaft 
888 Jar; large, dark grey, black slip. polished, burnished 

wavy line on shoulder. F lb. 
889 Jar; black, burnished on internal rim and on shoulder, 

random near horizontal burnished lines below shoulder. 
F4. 

890 Lid; buff, polished. F 19. 
891 Cooking pot; fine, blackened, black slip above shoulder. 

F34. 
892 Fragment large vessel; black, polished with burnished 

cross-hatching on shoulder between cordons. F la. 

Plate CXX VI 
CH 86 Area B Posthole B (packing in) 
893 Bowl; reddish/ brown c c. F 27a. 
CH 84 Pit 0 
894 Bowl; flanged, brown c c, rouletted on rim of flange. 

Nene Valley. 
CH84 F31 Pit 
895 Indented beaker base; tall vessel, grey, metallic, scale 

decoration. Nene Valley. 

Plate CXX VII 
RGS VI 25b+c Well 
Whole or nearly whole vessels in well immediately above ar -
ticulated horse skeleton 
896 Narrow necked Pitcher; pedestal base, grey. F 9. 
897 Narrow necked Jar or Pitcher; dark grey, burnished 

bands on body, near vertical lines on neck, burnished 
chevron pattern on shoulder, chipped on rim. F 4a. 

898 Jug; grey, burnished cross-hatching on neck and shoul-
der. Whole vessel. 

Plate CXX VIII 
Kiln 
899 Indented beaker; black slip, slight metallic sheen, two 

grooves round body. F 16. 
900 Indented beaker; dark grey slip on external surface and 

rim, two sets of grooves - faulty round body. F 16. 
901 Jar; buff, dark buff slip, burnished lines on neck. F 3. 
902 Jar; buff, slip slightly micaceous, rilling below shoulder. 

F la. 
Stokehole 
903 Base; buff, coarse, domed centre base. F 25b. 
904 Flagon; buff, brown painted pattern. 
905 Bowl; mid grey, polished. F 24. 
906 Bowl; buff, pale orange slip. F 5. 

Plate CXXIX 
CH84 Kiln products 
907 Base, indented beaker; grey slip, cordon across base of in-

dentation and above base, F 16. 
908 Fragment of Indented beaker; tall and narrow, dark grey 

slip, two grooves round centre of body. F 16. 
909 Indented beaker base; dark grey, grooves round centre of 

body and base of indentation. 
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910 Indented beaker base; cordon at base of indentation and 
above base. F 16. 

911 Indented beaker; grey, polished round foot rim. 
Distorted, ?waster. F 16b. 

912 Indented beaker, upper part; mid-grey slip on rim and 
external surface. F 16. 	 • 

Stokehole 
913 Jar; yellow/orange/brown slip. F 19. 

Plate CXXX 
CH 84 15/BC Stokehole continued 
914 Narrow necked Jar; large, grey external slip, burnished 

diagonal lines on shoulder below neck cordon, two 
grooves on body. F la. 

915 Jar; wavy band of clay below rim, yellow/buff slip, small 
fish-scale pattern on shoulder. F 24. 

916 Lid; light grey. F 3 vesicular. 
917 Flagon; pinched spout, grey. F 16. 

Plate CXXXI 
CH 84 151bc Stokehole continued 
918 Platter; mid grey, base bulges from 'blow-out' ?waster. 

F la. 
919 Platter; mid grey, mica dusted. F 16. 
920 Platter; mid grey, mica dusted. F 7a. 
5H83 II P56 
921 Indented beaker; tall, lustrous, dark grey c c, three roulet-

ted bands, one below indentations. Nene Valley. 
922 Indented beaker; tall, narrow base. F 8. 
SH 83 IV Fl (10) Pit 
923 Flagon top; dark brown/black c c. Nene Valley. 
924 Flagon top; buff, smoothed neck. F 24. 
925 Bowl; light buff slip. F 27. 
925a Base; very narrow, grey. F 8. 

Plate CXXXII 
Ritual shafts 
RGSIV(35) 
926 Flagon; pinched spout, flat base, slip - patchy mixture of 

gold and blue grey with metallic sheen. Nene Valley. 
927 Flagon top; pinched spout, dark grey c c. Nene Valley. 
RGSV(17) 
928 Jar; black, polished, cordon on shoulder. F 21. 
RGS VI (3) 
929 Base; buff, foot rim with groove. F 26. 
930 Bowl; dull chocolate brown c c, rouletting under rim and 

on shoulder. Nene Valley? 
931 Container for fluid; small aperture with handle over the 

top, buff. F 19a. 

Plate CXXXIII 
RGS VI (3) series continued ritual shaft 
942 Bowl; red polished, two lines of rouletting under rim. 
943 Jar; dark buff slip on buff, grooves on body. F 19. 
944 Flagon top; buff. F 29a. 
945 Flagon top; c c, near black on orange with white grits. 

F 27c. 
946 Bowl; burnt, buff. F 21. 
947 Bowl; near black slip. F 28. 
RGS VI (11) 
948 Jar; wide, red polished. 
949 Jar; 'burnt shell tempered. 
950 Body sherd; metallic copper, irregular rouletted bands, 

white painted pattern. ?Nene Valley. 
951 Bowl; brown c c, rouletted pattern. Nene Valley. 
952 Body sherd; brown c c, painted white spheres. Nene 

Valley. 
953 Body sherd; black slightly metallic c c, painted white 

cross-hatching. Nene Valley. 
RGS IV (32a) 
954 Jar; red shell tempered. F 34. 
955 Jar; grey. F 1. 
956 Jar; burnt shell tempered. 
957 Body sherd; reddish brown c c, barbotine leaf. Nene 

Valley. 
958 Jar; grey. F 1. 
RGS VII 9 & 9b Pit 
959 Bowl, with flange; orange/red polished. grey core, fine 

grits, a few larger ones. 
960 Indented beaker; large, brown c c, thumb 'scale' pattern. 

Nene Valley. 
961 Fragment of sherd with hole drilled through - spindle 

whorl? brown c c. 

Plate CXXXI V 
RGS VII (9) continued Pit 
962 Storage Jar; grey slip, pie-crust decoration. F 19. 
RGS VI (19) Ironfurnace surround 
963 Castor ware box and lid; orange/ light brown, comb teeth 

decoration on lid, rouletting on bowl. Nene Valley. 
CH 84 
64 Body sherd; large dull red c c flagon, groove at base of 

shoulder, four grooves lower down body, white slip pat-
tern. Nene Valley. 

964a Bowl; red polished ware, off white painted decoration. 

Plate CXXX V 
RGS III (3) Pit 
965 Base; small diameter, orange/brown c c, slightly mica-

ceous, white slip painted letters/design. ?Nene Valley. 
966 Flagon; orange/red/brown c c. Nene Valley. 
967 Lid; red/brown c c. Nene Valley. 
968 Fragment; orange/brown polished ware, impressed pat-

tern. 
969 Bowl; red polished ware, Oxford type, impressed pat-

tern. 
970 Tile, cut in circle; deep grooves on upper side. Kiln spac-

er? 
971 Body sherd of large red polished Oxford type vessel; im-

pressed pattern and rouletting. 
972 Fragment red polished ware; concentric circle impres-

sions and swastika design on inner surface. 
973 Mortarium; red polished ware, red trituration grits. 
CH 84 P52 Ditch T 
974 RGS VI jar; shell tempered, orange/buff surface. F 35. 
975 Jar; shell tempered, brownish buff surface. F 35a. 
976 Jar; black shell tempered, ruling on body. F 35b. 
977 Base; orange/brown c c, rouletting on body. Nene Valley. 

(lower fill of ditch) 
CH 86 B P5 Town Wall Footing 
978 Jar; red polished, core slightly micaceous. 

Plate CXXX VI 
RGS IV + CP VIII 5, 5a, b, c. Laterfill over Shrine 
979 Bowl; deep, grey, pie-crust decoration on base of rim. F 3. 
980 Bowl; small, black burnished, impressed circular decora-

tion.F3. 	 . 
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981 Bowl?; pinkish buff, pie-crust decoration and impressed 
pattern. F 21. 

982 Bowl; parchment ware, flanged, orange /brown paint on 
rim and flange. 

983 Bowl; black slip, polished rim and near base. F 38? 
984 Bowl; buff, pale orange c c on rim and exterior surface. 

F 19b. 	 . 
985 Base; orange/brown c c, rouletted design. Nene Valley. 
986 Bowl; buff, flange folded. F 2. 
987 Flagon top; black. F la. 
988 Flagon top; black. F 3. 
989 Base; dark grey, polished surface, slightly micaceous, 

bottom marked with scratches done after firing. F 9. 
990 Castor ware Box base. Nene Valley. 
991 Bowl; brown c c. Nene Valley. 
992 Jar; large, brown c c. Nene Valley. 
993 Indented beaker; black slip. F 13. 
994 Beaker; red/brown c c, rouletted design. F 23a. 

Plate CXXX VII 
Layers over Shrine 
995 Jar; red polished ware. 
996 Bowl; red polished, white painted design. 
997 Bowl; red polished, white painted pattern. 
998 Bowl; red polished with impressed 'screw' pattern. 
999 Bowl; red polished, impressed circles, slightly mica-

ceous. 
1000 Jar; red polished, pie-crust decoration on rim. 
1001 Jar; red polished, pie-crust decoration on rim. 
1002 Bowl; red polished, slightly micaceous, rouletted pat- 

tern below rim. 
1003 Jar; black slip, cordons below shoulder. F 19. 
1004 Shallow bowl; grey, incised decoration on rim. F 8. 
1005 Bowl; shallow, red/brown c c, internal rouletted deco-

ration. Nene Valley. 
1006 Beaker; dark brown c c, rouletted pattern. Nene Valley. 
1007 Flagon top; two handled, white slip. F 26. 
1008 Flagon top; rough pie-crust decoration. F 24. 
CH Area B cut 3 
Ground surface contemporary with Town Wall 
1009 Bowl; red polished, Oxford ware type, lozenge decora-

tion. 
1010 Beaker base; matt orange c c. Nene Valley. 

Plate CXXX VIII 
CH 86 B F8 Town Gateway footings 
1011 Jar; narrow necked, red polished. 
1012 Jar; red polished, pie-crust decoration on rim. 
1013 Bowl; brown c c, handle, white slip decoration under c 

c so appears pink. ?Nene Valley three handled bowl. 
1014 Body sherd; red polished, stamped, impressed ware. 
1015 Body sherd; red polished, rouletting and impressed de- 

sign. 
1016 Bowl; large, grey, rilling down body. F 9a. 
1017 Mortarium; dull orange c c on rim, black trituration 

grits. Nene Valley. 
KY (5) Under 4th century Town Wall 
1018 Flanged bowl; red polished. (Imitation of Samian Drag. 

38) 

Plate CXXXIX 
CH 86 B F2 Grave pot held by skeleton 
1019 Cooking pot; large, dark grey, rilling on body. F 35. (A 

second similar vessel, slightly smaller, also in feature.) 

The Pan Mask (Fig. 5.18) 

Unfortunately this was unstratified, found with other 
Roman sherds in post Roman features. The mask was 
applied to a Déchelette vessel Form 74 1. (Déchelette 
1904) The remains of the upper end of one handle is 
seen to the right of the mask and there are two rows of 
a rouletted design below. The rich brown metallic slip 
on both external and internal surfaces shines copper 
where the light catches it. The clay body is parti-
coloured, the part on the inside is a soft orange/red 
while the outer half is a pale brown. The vase is very 
thin, about 2.5mm, and the inside wall bulges where 
the side edges of the mask were applied. (This has a 
similarity to the fragments of Form 74 from Alchester, 
Oxon.) The mask itself is similar to Déchelette 109 2 
(Déchelette 1904), particularly the beard but the eyes 
and nose are slightly different. There is a closer simi-
larity to the ones from Alchester, (28 a & b), York (No. 
29) and Silchester (No.20) (Simpson 1957) but the nose 
on the Cambridge mask appears less African. This 
vessel comes from Central Gaul, probably Lezoux. 

Inscribed sherds 
Mark Hassall 
First published in Britannia Vol X 1979 p346-7 

Sherd from globular amphora. A graffito cut before firing on 
the neck reads: DOL, perhaps for dolium'storage jar'. 
From destruction levels of shrine. (App. IV, Plate XXI: 
66). (RIB II: 2493.29) 

Body sherd from a globular amphora. A graffito cut before 
firing reads...] SII LVI . The first letter appears original-
ly to have been cut as C and then changed to an S. The 
following two verticals could represent J , A or R. 
From RGS VI pit 21a. (App. IV: 64). (RIB II: 2493.72) 

Sherd of grey ware storage jar, burnt surface except for zone 
on shoulder decorated with vertical combing. Ritual 
shaft 17 with infant burial. Graffiti P(ONDO)X (10 
pounds). 

Sherd of beaker, lustrous surface. From gravel yard associat-
ed with the shrine. A graffito cut on the neck reads TVA, 
perhaps tua 'yours'. 

Sherd of Black burnished ware bowl, destruction level of the 
shrine. A graffito reads COCCA. (For name see CIL XII 
1929 (Vienne)). COC(C)VS also occurs as a samian 
stamp. (Plate CII: 689) 

Globular amphora, rilled surface, flanged rim and rope han-
dle from below the 'stairs' of the shrine. On the surface 
of the vessel are two dipinti in dark paint: 

RISIQVE / FXLIIS PX / MCXXE. 
NDC. (The reading is very uncertain) (App. IV, Plate 

XXXI: 63). (RIB II: 2499.3) 
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Ix. Mortaria 
K F Hartley 

Report written 1979, with some revisions in February 2000 

Fragments from a minimum of 109 mortaria were ex-
amined. Numbers of vessels in use at different periods 
can only be estimated, but they still show a very clear 
picture; approximately 7 are of 1st century date, 50 are 
dated within the period AD 100-230/240 and 52 with-
in the period AD 230/240-400. The evidence from the 
coarseware mortaria in the sample as a whole shows 
most use of mortaria in the 2nd century, but this figure 
is skewed by the large number that were found in the 
shrine. 

Very few mortaria were ever made in the 
Cambridge area (no more than two in this sample); the 
4th-century workshop at Harston is not represented 
(Hartley 1981, 303-306). The geographical position of 
Cambridge largely determined its suppliers being, as 
it was, well-connected to and almost equidistant from 
important potteries in the lower Nene Valley near 
Durobrivae (35), in the Verulamium region (7), and at 
Colchester (22). Sites at Cambridge were getting their 
coarseware mortaria from these potteries during the 
periods of their greatest production and widest mar-
kets. 

Only five of the mortaria in this sample came from 
the important potteries at Mancetter and Hartshill in 
Warwickshire, all of them 2nd century, probably all 
Antonine. The distance involved was greater than for 
the above suppliers and, in fact, relatively few of their 
products were sold appreciably south of the potteries. 
It is interesting that their products reached Cambridge 
during the second half of the 2nd century because this 
is the period which saw the widest production of mor-
taria in small workshops all over Britain. The Nene 
Valley (upper and lower), and Cambridge were no ex-
ception to this general rule. In the Antonine period 
they, the Warwickshire potteries and the Verulamium 
potters were, however, playing supporting roles to the 
potteries at Colchester, whose most important produc-
tion was at this period; all were filling the vacuum left 
by the decline of the potteries south of Verulamium in 
the first thirty to forty years of the 2nd century. 

By the 3rd century most of the small producers had 
vanished, and during the 3rd and 4th centuries the 
now important nearby potteries in the lower Nene 
Valley were the main suppliers, especially as the 
Colchester source declined. It is the high number of  

mortaria from the Oxford potteries (at least sixteen 
vessels) which is most notable in this sample. The rar-
ity of forms M17 and M18 (2-3 vessels) suggests that 
most of the Oxford mortaria (twelve, dated AD 
240-400), reached Cambridge in the 4th century when 
these potteries had their widest markets. 

The changes in suppliers reflects the rise and fall of 
various workshops, especially the steady retraction of 
the markets served by the Verulamium region in the 
2nd century, the reduced production at Colchester in 
the 3rd century, and the rapid growth of the industries 
in the lower Nene Valley and the Oxford region. 
Settlements in Cambridgeshire and neighbouring 
areas habitually have a high proportion of mortaria 
from the lower Nene Valley; elsewhere, with few ex-
ceptions (eg Wallsend, in preparation), their mortaria 
appear in small numbers, presumably traded in the 
wake of their more important colour-coated ware. 

Fabric 1. Primarily Colchester, but similar fabrics were pro-
duced in other parts of East Anglia. A fine-textured, 
cream to yellowish fabric sometimes with pink core, tem-
pered with quartz and flint grit; white and transparent 
quartz, flint and red-brown trituration grit. 

Fabric 2. Primarily Colchester, but similar fabrics were pro-
duced in other parts of East Anglia. A slightly micaceous, 
fine-textured very pale-brown fabric with smooth finish; 
a little quartz and flint tempering; transparent and white 
quartz, flint, brown (?quartzite) and red-brown tritura-
tion grit. Some mortaria in this fabric have little or no 
trituration grit. 

Fabric 3. The Rhineland. Fine off-white fabric with much 
quartz tempering; buff slip. Few trituration grits were 
present, mostly quartz with occasional dark brown ?slag. 
The fabric is associated with collared rims of types in 
common production in the Rhineland within the period 
AD 140-300. Few mortaria of this precise type were made 
in Britain. 

Fabric 4. The Rhineland. Hard, cream or off-white fabric, tem-
pered with much quartz grit, occasionally with a buff-
cream slip; mostly quartz trituration grit. 

Fabric 5. Mancetter-Hartshill potteries, Warwickshire. Fine-
textured cream fabric usually with only transparent and 
pinkish quartz inclusions; dark-brownish grey and/or 
red-brown trituration grit with very occasional quartz 
grits. 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXVIII pp. 201-208 
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Fabric 6. Upper Nene Valley, Northamptonshire. Granular, 
off-white to buff fabric sometimes with greyish core and 
occasionally with pinkish-brown surface; tempered 
mostly with quartz and occasional red-brown and black-
ish grits; black (?slag) and red-brown trituration grit. 
Sometimes with orange-brown slip. This fabric is not so 
openly granular as Fabric 7. 

Fabric 7. Extensive potteries in the area south of Verulamium 
and near Watling Street: kilns are known at Brockley 
Hill, Bricket Wood, Radlett and Verulamium. A granular, 
usually greyish cream fabric; sometimes with a pink 
core. The colour can vary considerably from having a 
black core to being pale or reddish-brown throughout. It 
is always tempered with much quartz: the trituration grit 
is mostly composed of flint with some quartz and red-
brown material. 

Fabric 8. Castor-Stibbington area of the lower Nene Valley. 
Fairly fine-textured, off-white fabric tempered with fine-
ly fragmented red-brown grit; large to medium sized 
black slag trituration grit, usually abundant. A buff-
brown slip was often used. 

Fabric 9. Oxford region - Cowley, Headington etc. Slightly 
sandy, off-white fabric sometimes with buff-brown slip; 
transparent, pinkish and brownish trituration grit. 

Fabric 10A. Oxford region - Baldon, Dorchester etc. A fine-
textured, orange-brown fabric often with grey core and 
usually with a thin white slip; similar trituration to 
Fabric 9. 

Fabric lOB. Oxford region - Baldon, Dorchester etc. Fabric 
. identical with Fabric 10A but with red-brown, samian-

like slip. 

Parallels for rim-profiles of mortaria in Fabric 9, 10A 
and lOB are quoted where possible from Young 1977. 

Plates CXL-CXLHa 

RGS 11 26 SH/CJ. Flange fragment in Fabric 7 (orange-
brown), with fragmentary stamp of Doinus who worked 
at Brockley Hill, Mddx c. AD 70-110 (Castle 1972 77, Fig. 
5, Die D; see also Frere 1972, 375, no. 19). 

RGS lic (26CM) Diam c. 23cm. A fragment from an unusu-
al mortarium in basically fine-textured, buff-cream ren-
dered slightly sandy to the touch by the addition of 
much finely fragmented tempering including quartz and 
black ?slag. The vessel must have had little or no tritura-
tion and the small flange which is more in keeping with 
a bowl, is very uncommon in mortaria. The zigzag bor-
der of an otherwise unknown potter's stamp survives. 
The small rim is only paralleled in the work of two other 
men whose stamps are confined to Cambridgeshire with 
the exception of one at Tumby by Woodside, Lincs. The 
workshop, or workshops, producing this type of mortar-
ium were probably in Cambridgeshire. The profiles in-
volved point to a date in the middle of the 2nd century. 

RGS 115 (26M) Diam c. 22cm. A flange fragment from an-
other mortarium with unusually small flange, in fabric of 
similar type though the tempering material may be 
slightly different. The surface is slightly greyish in parts. 
The small trademark stamp has not been recorded else-
where. It is probably of similar origin and date to No. 2. 

4-24, Sherdsfrom shrine 
RGS IV (lic) (five rim fragments): RGS IV (llq) (six rim 

fragments): RGS IV (lip)  (two rim fragments): CP VIII 
5x; CP VIII (5g) 365: CP VIII (5gh): and two unmarked 
body fragments. Diam c. 53cm. Eighteen fragments, 
mostly joining, give almost all of the upper half of a mor-
tarium in an unusually hard version of Fabric 1, which is 
heavily burnt on the upper half of the inside, including 
the bead but not the flange. There is a herringbone 
stamp, impressed diagonally, to each side of the spout 
and the side surviving in full shows a large and deeply 
impressed disc between the stamp and the spout; anoth-
er undoubtedly existed on the other side of the spout. 
This type of decorative feature, probably intended to 
look like an eye, was used very occasionally in some 
workshops. Both of the stamps are incomplete but they 
are undoubtedly from a die used at the Colchester kilns 
(Hull 1963, Fig. 61, no.51, and Fig. 7, no.3/3a for a mor -
tarium not only with the same stamp but with the same 
disc ornament; the stamp is mistakenly referred to as no. 
47 on p.11). The main dating evidence for the herring-
bone stamps produced at Colchester comes from their 
popularity on Antonine sites in Scotland. Production 
within the period AD 140-170 would fit the evidence for 
these, but some Colchester stamps like this example, 
never appear in the north. This stamp type is recorded 
only at Cambridge and Elton, near Wansford, apart from 
the Colchester area. A date range of AD 140-190+ must 
be allowed for such stamps. 

RGS IV (lic); (lip); & (ilq) and several unmarked pieces. 
Diam c. 33cm. Twenty pieces, giving the greater part of a 
well-worn mortarium in Fabric 1. There are some patch-
es of superficial burning and some ashy accretion on the 
upper half of the inside. Two herringbone stamps are im-
pressed close together on each side of the spout. The 
stamps are from a die made at Colchester (Hartley 1999, 
205, 5 151) and at Ellingham, Norfolk (Hartley and 
Gurney 1997,26 and Fig. 4, no 5); this mortarium is more 
likely to be from Colchester. This stamp has been record-
ed only at Baylhan House, Suffolk, Cambridge, 
Colchester and Ellingham; one stamp from Ellingham 
was used on a mortarium also stamped by Regalis. These 
links with Ellingham and Regalis as well as Colchester 
indicate a date within the period AD 160-200, with an 
optimum date of 170-190. 

Not illustrated. RGS IV (17)N. Similar in every way to CP 
VIII(5f) (no. 50). Fabric 2, burnt throughout to a beige 
cream. Made primarily in Colchester but also in other 
parts of East Anglia, AD 160-220+. 

RGS IV (ilL), Diam c. 31cm. CP VIII(5d)joining, probably 
belong to the same vessel. A worn, collared mortarium in 
Fabric 3. The Rhineland, c. AD 140-300. 

RGS IV (ng) q. Diam c. 31cm. A well used mortarium in 
Fabric 1/2, probably made in Colchester c. AD 135-165. 

Not illustrated. RGS IV (lic) Flange fragment, heavily 
burnt throughout, in Fabric 5; made in the Mancetter-
Hartshill potteries c. AD 130-180. 
RGS IV (ii); CP VIII (Sb) and an unmarked fragment. A 
worn mortarium, probably in Fabric 6. The broad, flat 
bead is virtually unknown outside workshops in the 
Oxford region and perhaps this vessel, which was prob-
ably made in the upper Nene Valley is an imitation of 
their products. The continuation of the bead through the 
spout is another very unusual feature, c. AD 150-200. 
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RGS IV (lid) (two joining fragments). Fabric 6. Probably 
made in the upper Nene Valley. The rim form is close to 
some made in the Castor-Stibbington area in the late 3rd 
and early 4th centuries, but the context indicates a date 
earlier than AD 220 for this example. Many experiments 
were being made in rim-form in the second half of the 
2nd century, but this is unlikely to have been made be-
fore the 3rd century, and mortarium manufacture in the 
upper Nene Valley was petering out by the mid 3rd cen-
tury. 
RGS IV (hg) Two joining pieces making up about half of 
the rim of a mortarium in Fabric 6: probably made in the 
upper Nene Valley c. 170-200 AD. 
RGS IV (iij) Diam C: 27cm. More than half a well-worn 
mortarium in Fabric 6, with both of potter's stamps sur -
viving. The stamp is also recorded from Bourne, Lincs, 
where the central zone is distinct enough to see letters, 
possibly giving a name like LOTTIUS. This vessel was 
made in the east Midlands, probably in the upper Nene 
Valley c. AD 130-170. 

14 Not illustrated. RGS IV (5) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. 
Probably AD 250-350. 

15 Not illustrated. RGS IV (ha) joining CP VIII 5b. Fabric 8. 
Similar mortaria were being made in the Castor-
Stibbington area of the lower Nene Valley in the late 3rd 
or early 4th centuries. Similar to nos. 30 & 91. 
Not illustrated. RGS IV (12b). Fabric 8. Superficial burn-
ing. Lower Nene Valley AD 230-400. 
Not illustrated. RGS IV (17). Lower Nene Valley. AD 
230-400+. 
Not illustrated. RGS IV (17). Lower Nene Valley. AD 
230-400+. 
RGS IV (45) c. 40cm. A mortarium with superficial burn-
ing in fine-textured, orange-brown fabric, tempered with 
fine white quartz; abundant small-sized white quartz 
and occasional dark grey trituration grit. Bushe-Fox type 
22-30. AD 70-150 (see Hartley, 1991, TC30-TC40, 198, 
201, figs 82-83; Hartley, 1998, 203-206). Produced at 
workshops in northern France (Oise/Somme area in-
cluding one at Noyon, (Oise)). 
Not illustrated. RGS IV (ii) Fabric 9. Oxford. Rim section 
incomplete but approximates to Young M14.5 (1977, Fig. 
20) c. AD 180-240. 
Not illustrated. RGS IV (12b) Fabric bA. Oxford. The 
form is not precisely paralleled in Young but it is gener-
ally similar to M.22.2 AD 240-400. 
RGS IV (22) Fabric lOB. Oxford. Form C.97.1 (Young 
1977). AD 240-400+. 

Not illustrated. RGS IV (17) N Fragmentary. Another ves-
sel but similar in every way to no. 22. 

RGS IV (lie) 780 joining CP VIII (5e) Diam 29cm. Almost 
one-third of a mortarium in Fabric 1 with a stamp from 
one of the three dies of Messor, who worked in 
Colchester. Messor is the only Colchester potter stamp-
ing a name whose work occurs on Antonine sites in 
Scotland (Cadder and Camelon). In England his mor -
taria have been noted from Caistor St Edmunds; 
Canterbury; Colchester (several); Hockwold-cum-
Wilton, Norfolk and London. One of the mortaria from 
the kilns has an additional stamp of herringbone type 
(Hull 1963, Fig. 60, no. 27; not represented in Scotland), 
but recorded from the Corbridge destruction deposit. A 
date of c. AD 140-170 would fit the evidence (see Hartley 
1999, 201, 5 66-69). 

Body Sherds 
RGS III (3a) Body fragment. Superficial burning. Hard, pink-

brown fabric; fine quartz tempering and grit (possibly 
some flint). Origin and date unknown. 

RGS III (3a) Lower Nene Valley. Fabric 8. AD 230-400+. 
RGS III (19c) Lower Nene Valley. Fabric 8. AD 230-400+. 
RGS III (3b) Lower Nene Valley. Fabric 8. AD 230-400+. 
RGS III (17) Lower Nene Valley. Fabric 8. AD 230-400+. 
RGS III (19a) Fabric bA. Oxford. AD 240-400. 
RGS III (19a) Two other fragments as above. 
RGS IV (ii) As above. Burnt after fracture. 
RGS IV (32) Approximates to Fabric lOB. Possibly Much 

Hadham. Heavily burnt. External grooves above 
footring. AD 240-400. 

RGS IV (1) Fabric bA. Oxford. AD 240-400. 
RGS V (2) Two fragments in Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. AD 

230-400. 
RGS V (16) Fabric lOB. Oxford. AD 240-400. 
RGS V (13) Fabric 9. Oxford. AD 100-400. 

Not illustrated. RGS V 2g. A wall-sided mortarium with 
incomplete rim-section in a fabric similar to no. 26 but 
with a dark brown slip. Lower Nene Valley. Probably 4th 
century rather than earlier. 

25A Not illustrated. RGS V (14) Fabric 4. The Rhineland. AD 
140-300. Rim section incomplete. (Down 1978, Fig. 10.16, 
no. 41 for a close parallel.) 
RGS VI (4a) Two fragments from a wall-sided mortarium 
in a pinkish fabric with greyish-white core, black slag 
grit and a rather dull red-brown colour coat. Various dec-
orative motifs were sometimes used in the area adjacent 
to the spout and the decoration on one side of the spout 
survives on this example. The fabric and grit leave no 
doubt of manufacture in the lower Nene Valley where 
this form was made on a very small scale in the 4th cen-
tury, possibly the second half. 
Not illustrated. RGS VI (19c) A flanged mortarium in 
Fabric 5, made in the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries c. . AD 
150-200+. 

RGS VI (19a) A reeded wall-sided mortarium in a variant 
of Fabric 8, fired to a buff-brown with orange-brown slip. 
Lower Nene Valley. Probably 4th century. 

Not illustrated. RGS VI (18c) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley, 
C. AD 250-350. 
Not illustrated. RGS VI (18a) Generally similar to no. 15 
and no. 91. Also one body fragment. Fabric 8. AD 
230-400+. 
Not illustrated. RGS VI (4) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. 
AD 250-400. 

RGS VI (21a) Diam c. 23.8cm. A worn mortarium in Fabric 
7, made in the Brockley Hill-Radlett area, AD 140-190. A 
closely similar mortarium (unpublished) is known from 
Balmuildy (1922.352/2) on the Antonine Wall and anoth-
er from Verulamium (Frere 1972, no. 778) 
Not illustrated. RGS VI (4b) Diam c. 28cm. Fabric 9. 
Oxford. Generally similar to Young 17.2 c. AD 240-300. 
Superficial burning. 

Not illustrated. RGS VI (3) Fragment from a mortarium of 
uncertain form, probably M18 or M19, Fabric 9. Oxford. 
AD 240-350. 
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Body sherds 
RGS VI (4b) Lower Nene Valley 3rd or 4th century 
RGS VI (25c) Superficial burning inside. Fabric 1. East 

Anglia. 
RGS VI (13) Fabric 6. Probably slightly burnt. Upper Nene 

Valley. 
RGS VI (5g) Heavily worn, with superficial burning. Fabric 8. 

Lower Nene Valley. 3rd or 4th century. 
RGS VI (4b) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. AD 230-400. 

RGS VII (17c) ( two joining pieces), CP VIII (5e) joining 
RGS IV (lid), probably the same vessel. Diam. c. 
29-30cm. Two stamps of Camulacus III survive, proba-
bly from the same worn mortarium in Fabric 6 with su-
perficial burning on one fragment (RGS VII (17c) ). The 
fabric and forms used and the distribution of his work 
point to manufacture in the upper Nene Valley within 
the period AD 130-180. 

Not illustrated. RGS VII (ib) Fabric 10A. Oxford. Closely 
similar to Young WC 7.2. AD 240-400+. 
RGS VII (6a) Closely similar in fabric to no. 28. Fabric 8. 
Lower Nene Valley AD 250-350. 

RGS VII + Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. AD 230-350. 
RGS VI (13b)c. 32.5cm. In hard, brown-buff fabric with 
grey core and a good deal of quartz and red-brown tem-
pering; there is little if any trituration grit. This is basi-
cally the same form as no. 7 but the fabric could indicate 
production in the upper Nene Valley rather than the 
Rhineland within the period AD 180-250. 
Not illustrated. RGS VII (3) Fabric bA. Oxford. Rim-sec-
tion incomplete but closely similar to Young WC 4.1. AD 
240-400+. 

Body sherd 
RGS Yll (12) Fabric 5. Burnt. Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. 

AD 140-370+ 

41-57 Sherds from shrine 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (5gh). Diam c. 29cm. Fabric 3. 
Probably Rhineland. AD 140-300. (Similar in form to 
no.39.). 
CP VIII (5g) & (5e) & two unmarked fragments, diam 
27cm. Between one-third and a half of a mortarium in 
Fabric 5. Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. c. AD 140-190+. 
CP VIII (5b). Diam 26cm. Fabric 6 or 5. Probably an early 
Nene Valley product but Mancetter, Warks. not impossi-
ble. AD 150-200+. 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (Sd). Fabric 7. Verulamium re-
gion, AD 140-190. Similar to no. 32. 
CP VIII (Sd) & (Sb?) & one unmarked fragment. Diam 
39cm. Three joining pieces giving about a third of a mor-
tarium in Fabric 1 (hard); certainly made in East Anglia, 
probably Colchester, AD 160-220. (See Hull 1963, Fig. 67, 
no. 1; Fig. 87, no. 1 for close parallels.) There is a dark red 
stain on the flange and fracture. 
CP VIII (Sd) 748. A fragment from a mortarium in Fabric 
1, with two stamps, impressed close together, from one 
of the nine dies of Martinus II. Martinus worked at 
Colchester (ibid fig 60, no. 6), and the evidence from 
Colchester stamps in Scotland suggests that the floruit of 
most of the potters using name stamps may have been 
after Scotland was abandoned. The rim forms used by 
several of them, including Martinus, support a date c. 
AD 160-200, with an optimum date of AD 160-180 
(Hartley 1999, 200-201, 5 54-5 65). 

CP VIII (Se). Two small flange fragments, probably from 
the same vessel in Fabric 7. A counter stamp reading 
FECI(t) retrograde appears on one of the fragments but 
no other stamps from the same die are known and the 
potter cannot be identified. The fabric and stamp clearly 
indicate production in the Brockley Hill or Radlett area 
and a date within the period AD 80-125 is fairly certain. 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (Sd). Slightly burnt. Fabric 1. 
Colchester/East Anglia. AD 140-180. 
CP VIII (Sd)N (burnt); CP VIII (5a), RGS IV (ha); all join. 
Diam 23cm Three joining pieces making up just over half 
of a wall-sided mortarium in Fabric 2, which had little if 
any trituration grit. This basic type was first made at 
Colchester c. AD 160/170-200 by such potters as 
Acceptus and Martinus, though variants of the form con-
tinued to be produced until c. AD 250. The type was also 
made at other workshops in East Anglia. This example, 
certainly unstamped, was probably made within the pe-
riod AD 180-240. 

SO. Not illustrated. CP VIII (Sf) (two pieces joining). Diam 
19cm. Fabric 2. A mortarium of similar basic type and 
origin to no. 49. AD 160-220. 

Si. Not illustrated. CP VIII (5). Fabric 1. A generally similar 
mortarium, closely paralleled at Colchester (Hull 1963, 
Fig. 64, no. 4) AD 180-240. 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (Sb). Fabric 1. Colchester (ibid. 
Fig. 66, no.7). c. AD 140-180. 
CP VIII (Sd). Diam 28cm. Probably Fabric 1. Heavily 
burnt after fracture. Colchester or East Anglia, c. AD 
150-230. 

CP VIII (5). Fabric 9. An example of one of the early forms 
made at workshops like that at Littlemore, near. Oxford, 
C. AD 110-140. 
CP VIII (Sb). Diam 21cm. A worn mortarium of most un-
usual form in slightly sandy, orange-brown fabric with 
black core, tempered with quartz and red-brown inclu-
sions and matt chocolate brown slip; no trituration grit 
survives. I know of no close parallel for this: source un-
known. Probably AD 240-400, Cambridgeshire, East 
Anglia or perhaps the upper Nene Valley. 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (5). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley, 
C. AD 230-350. 
Not illustrated. CP VIII (5). Fabric bA. Oxford. Young 
WC 4.1 C. AD 240-400. 

RGN II (4). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley; similar mortaria 
were noted at the Castor-Stibbington kiln. Probably late 
3rd or early 4th century. Generally similar to no. 60. 

RGN II (6) (two pieces); RGN II (6b). Diam c. 25cm. About 
a quarter of the rim of a mortarium in Fabric 8. Lower 
Nene Valley. Probably 4th century. 
RGN II (8x). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley, c. AD 250-350. 
Not illustrated. RGN II (12). Incomplete rim-section. 
Fabric 6. Probably made in the upper Nene Valley, AD 
150-250. 

61a. RGN II (6b). Flange. Variant of Fabric 8. Lower Nene 
Valley AD 250-400. 

Body sherds 
RGN II (ii) & (6b). (ii sherds) burnt. Fabric 8. Lower Nene 

Valley, c. AD 230-400+. 
RGN II (18a). Fabric 9. Oxford. AD 100-400. 

Stamp only illustrated. PH 5 (2). Diam 27cm. A worn 
mortarium in greyish-cream fabric: abundant quartz and 
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sparse orange-brown inclusions: trituration grit consists 
of flint, quartz, occasional black (iron slag) and red-
brown fragments. An incompletely impressed stamp 
survives on each side of the vessel. Only one other 
stamp, from London, is recorded from the same die. The 
complete impression would seem to say C:A D retro-
grade; the first letter is not entirely clear. The fabric clear-
ly indicates manufacture in the Verulamium region 
(including Brockley Hill, Radlett and Verulamium): both 
the rim-profile and the stamp fit the period AD 
110/120-150 when a lot of very poorly made dies were in 
use: the potters here gave up the practice of stamping 
mortaria in the mid 2nd century and many mortaria be-
lieved to date to the period AD 140-150 are unstamped, 
so that the most likely date for this piece is AD 120-140. 

M R Hull 
PG A I (10) (two pieces joining). Diam c. 46cm. About one-
third of a well-used mortarium in Fabric 2; the outside of 
the base has been treated in a very unusual way in that 
clay has been smeared up from the base at regular inter-
vals. The potter's stamp when complete reads 
SATVRNI/ NVS.FE, beginning on the bottom line. This 
is from one of the many dies of one potter, Sextus 
Valerius Saturninils; it is not unknown for potters to 
stamp mortaria with their cognomen only, as in this in-
stance. Saturninus is linked by distribution and similari-
ty of work to four others who shared the same praenomen 
and nomen (Eclectus, lustus?, Viroma and C-). All 
worked at Colchester at some time in their lives and 
there is no reason to doubt that all of Saturninus' prod-
ucts were made there. The work of the Sexti Valerii as a 
whole cover the period c. AD 60-110, but they were not 
all contemporary. There is some evidence to indicate that 
Saturninus was working c. AD 60-90. Roman citizens are 
in a minority among mortarium potters though they are 

. perhaps to be expected in a colonia. The identical 
praenomen and nomen could indicate that some or all of 
these potters were freedmen of one patronus but a father 
and son relationship could well be involved (see 
Symonds and Wade 1999, 201-203). 
A broken stamp from one of the two dies of Criciro; the 
name is followed by F(for fecit). His other stamps are 
recorded from Chelmsford; Colchester (3); Richborough, 
and Tripontium, near. Rugby. His workshop was at or 
near Colchester, probably within the period AD 60-100. 
Not illustrated. A stamp from the same die as Frere 1972, 
fig 145 no. 2. Albinus is by far the most prolific mortari 
um maker known by name in Britain; over 400 of his mor-
taria are known from sites throughout Britain, including 
several from Scotland. Those from dated sites include one 
from Inchtuthil (c. AD 83-87), and several from 
Elginhaugh (77-88), three from the Neronian-Flavian fort 
at Baginton, several from deposits at Verulamium which 
are firmly dated to the Flavian period (Frere 1972, 371-2, 
nos. 2-11), and one from a deposit at Verulamium dated 
c. AD 55-61 (Richardson, 1944, 123, no. 4). A date c. AD 
60-90 seems justified by the evidence. Virtually all his 
work can be attributed to the extensive potteries south of 
Verulamium where mortaria of a similar kind were made 
at Bricket Wood and at Brockley Hill, where his son 
Matugenus is known to have worked. 
An incomplete impression of the retrograde stamp of 
Lallaius who worked at Brockley Hill, Mddx, probably c. 
AD 85-120; this example is likely to be 2nd century. 

Stamp not illustrated. Fabric 1. A stamp of Martinus II, of 
Colchester. See no. 46 for details. 
Not illustrated. SP C 16NW; SPC 8 Diam c. 20cm. Five 
pieces, (four joining) making up one-third of a wall-
sided mortarium in Fabric 2, closely similar to Hull 1963, 
Fig. 8, no. 14. East Anglia, probably Colchester, AD 
170-220. See no. 49 for further comments. 

Not illustrated. SR 1 B 2 B. Fabric 2. As above, with thick-
er wall. 
Not illustrated. GT AC (2a). Fabric 2. Flake from the rim 
of a mortarium of similar type and date. 

PG Cl (10) (PG R (4)), a body fragment, probably from the 
same vessel). Worn. Probably Mancetter-Hartshill potter-
ies, Warks. c. AD 150-200. 
Not illustrated. SP (8) K. Diam 36cm. Fabric 9. Oxford. 
Young M17; close to Atkinson, 1941, fig 5, no. 70. AD 
240-300. 
PG (1) K2. Fabric 9. Oxford. Young M22. AD 240-400+. 

74-89 Not illustrated. 
GT Ae (2). Fabric bA. Oxford. Young WC 7.2. AD 
240-400+ 
Not illustrated. SR I C(6A). Young M22.19 but in Fabric 
bA. Oxford. AD 240-400+. Superficial burning. 

PG D 1 (5). Fabric lOa. Oxford. Generally similar in form 
to Young M22.4. AD 240-400+. 
GT Bb (3). Fabric bA. Oxford. Fairly close to Young 
M22.2. AD 240-400+. 
PG El (7E) 1. Fabric 7. Brockley Hill or Bricket Wood, 
Herts. AD 60-95 (Frere 1972, fig 106, no. 228). 
50 A.24. Flange. Fabric 7. Brockley Hill, Radlett etc. AD 
80-125. 

SR IC 6 A. Flange. Fabric 7. As no. 79. 
GT Ac (3D). Flange with glue (joining a piece not sent). 
Fabric 7. Brockley Hill, Radlett etc. Probably later than 
AD 100. 
PG C 2(3) & PG C 2 (3). Two fragments, probably from 
same vessel. Fabric 7. Brockley Hill etc. Generally similar 
to Frere 1972, fig 121, no. 764, but of later date. AD 
130-170. 
PG H(8)?? Diam c. 30cm. Worn and burnt. Fabric 7. 
Brockley Hill etc. AD 120-160. (See Frere 1972, fig 130, 
no. 1024, for a fairly close parallel. 
GT E G(?b). Centre Pit. Diam c. 30cm. Fabric 7. Brockley 
Hill, Radlett etc. AD 120-150. (See Frere 1972, fig 130, 
nos. 1022-1023). 

PG C2(3). Flange fragment in deep orange-red fabric tem-
pered with a little quartz grit and traces of a cream slip. 
The rim-profile, like no. 84, is a type made by Driccius 
who worked at Brockley Hill and Radlett c. AD 110-150. 
Driccius was unusual in using a fabric of this type as 
well as Fabric 7. 
PG Cl(2). A different vessel but similar in every way to 
no. 85. 
PG A1(17). Rim-section incomplete. Fabric 1. Colchester. 
c. AD 140-180. 

PG N 1(23). Fabric 1. Probably made at Colchester or else-
where in East Anglia. AD 120-160. 
SR II B 19. A very greyish version of Fabric 1. Origin in-
determinate. First half of 2nd century. 
SP C (8). Four fragments from a worn mortarium in 
Fabric 8 made in the lower Nene Valley. Similar to no. 60, 
c. AD 250-350. 
Not illustrated. RG 1(13). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. 
Late 3rd to early 4th century 
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Not illustrated. RG D (PHI) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley 
PG E 3 (8) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. Probably 4th cen-
tury. Similar to no. 59. Burnt. 
Not illustrated. CP J  (18). Similar to Nos. 59 & 93. 
Not illustrated. 1(4). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley, c. AD 
250-350. Similar to no. 15. 
PG A2 10. Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. Probably late 3rd 
or 4th century. 

97-108 Not illustrated. 
PG A3 6(?L). As above 
SP K(6). As above. 
SP J(X). As above. 
SP H(S). Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. AD 230-400+. 
SP J(6) Fabric 8. Lower Nene Valley. Late 3rd to early 4th 
century. 
SP K(13) Fabric 8 (variant). Lower Nene Valley, c. AD 

250-350. 

103-107. PG M2 3 (slight burning); SP C 8 2 (two fragments, 
not joining); RB G?(10)??; SP J(18); SR II B 5. Fragments 
from five mortaria of similar type in Fabric 8; made in the 
lower Nene Valley, probably in the 4th century. 

108. No number. Fabric bA. Oxford. AD 240-400+. 

300. 

200 

100. 

OL 
PG RG RGN RGS SP SH CH 84 CP cR HM MP SO 

Ix.1 Stratified mortaria sherds 

Sources 	 AD60-100 	100-140/150 	140/150-230/240 	230/240-400 	 Total 
?vicinity Cambridge 0 1 01 0 02 
Colchester 2 2± 18± 0 22 
upper Nene valley 0 2± 04 0 06 
Castor/Stibbington LNV 0 0 0 35 35 
Verulamium region 5± 8± 03 0 16 
Mancetter Hartshill 0 1± 04± 0 05 
Oxford 0 1 02 15 18 
Rhineland 0 0 02± 01± 03 
Bushe-Fox 22-30 N. France ? 1? 0 0 01 
unknown 0 0 0 01 01 
Total numbers of mortaria 7± 16± 34± 52± 109 

Table IX.1 Numbers of mortaria from different suppliers at different periods 
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Katharine F Hartley 



These sherds were selected drawn mounted and de 21 GTBa(2)BlackN:ne Valley ware 	with ledged rim : 
scribed by M R Hull, who worked on the potteryfrom 
Cambridge for ten years before his death It was •  , -brown,slip. 

thought best to publish them in the format he had cho- 23 PG C (3)(6a/b/c) Nene Valley rim cream ware,,dark 

sen In later reports some of the Phoenix 	ar en chocolatec atm 
24 PG C 3 (6) Colour coated Pinkish/buff fabric chocolate 

codes were changed to Ridgeons Garden (RG) being 
coating 

part of the same site though excavated at -different 25 PGC 3 (6a) White ware with smooth grey coating. 
times 26 SP C 3 (6) Red fabric chocolate coating 

27 RG A 1 (4) pit 2 Yellowish ware bright red coat inside and 
1 GT C Castor ware white chocolate coat (poor) decoration on rim the rest chocolate coated 

white paint 	• 	 • 	 . . 

la GT C internal decoration of above bowl. 28 PG K 1 (6) Castor ware, dark chocolate coating nearly all 
2 GT Bb (2)+(2a) Thick Nene Valley ware bowl with chocolate gone Part of -so'-called box rouletted all over 

to purplish coating Cruciform pattern in-white  paint m 29 SR 1C 6a Beaded outsplayed rim of platter or bowl with 
side grey/ chocolate coating inside and out 

2a 6/1a As No 2 above 30 RG A 2 (308) Soft white with pale red coating 
3 SP J (8) Creamy ware with light red to chocolate coating 31 (Tall vase) Nene Valley ware with red to chocolate coating 
4 GT Ab (24) white ware, chocolate coated. 32 SP J (x) Nearly white with red to chocolate coating. 	. 

5 PG 5/26 Castor hunt cup even dark staining chocolate  PG ..M (5) Hard reddish fabric with dark chocolate metallic 
coated. coating White spots on rim 

'coating. 6 PG S126 Castor hunt cup dark chocolate 34 PG El (5) Nene Valley, nearly black coating white painted 
decoration 

7 RG I (13) Nearly white core purple/black coating. 35 SP C (13) Castor, white nearly black coated white painted 
Barbotine decoration. decoration. 
8 PG S (26) Creamy Castor ware, chocolate coated. 	' 36 RG A 2 (3) Nearly white clay, silvery chocolate coating. 
9 PG S (26) Part of lion. 37 5p J (6) White, purple/black coating. 
10 PG S (26) Animal 38 PG 3c (6a/b/c) Mortarium rim of fine hard white Nene 
11 PG C 2'(3) Nearly white Castor",purplish chocolate coating. Valley ware with red/brown to chocolate coating and 
12 PG C 2 (3) Bright red coated Indented beaker. large sparse black grit the diameter shown is approxi 
13 PG S.(26) Rough cast Indented or folded beaker., mate 3rd century type 
14 RG 1'(13)' Red ware 	chocolate coated 	and sanded 

Indented, beaker. . . 39-SP C (13) Pedestal base. , 

15 SP C (16) Very fine orange ware with bright light red slip 40 SP C io Nene Valley ware glossy red coating painted 
inside and out Very fine vessel white arches on shoulder SP K,5&6, Three joining frag 

16 MP A (9) Fme red fine light red coat outside Dark choco ments with similar decoration 
late inside 41 PG C 1 (3b) Mortarium grits small mixed pink white and 

. 	 : 	 . 

17 PG C 2/3 Pit Large vessel olla found intact Nene Valley 
grey. 	 . 	 . 

42 PG C.3 (6) Rim of small bowl with remains of a group of 
with near black coating Latticed band between false cor round impressions Romano Saxon 
dons on shoulder.  43 GT Bb (2) Flagon neck of ring mouth type 

44 Unstratified Red with red coat polished outside top of a 
18 PG 5 (1 ) Almost white Nene Valley ware with fine light butt beaker 

red coating decorated with scrolls in white with roulet p j X Large fragment of wide bowl rim missing grey 
ting core Decorated with a round depression surrounded by 

19 MP A (14) Creamy clay, almost black metallic coating fold stamped rosettes below this two rouletted bands Not 
ed beaker. typical polished red ware the colour is rich blood red 

20 RG A 2 (3) Orange clay, brown black coating 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXVIII pp. 209-249 
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and it is polished inside and out. Connects with 
Romano-Saxon ware. 

46 SP C (8) Large fragment. Fine, hard, dark grey with red 
rind, red coated and decoration in white paint on flange. 
CT Be (2) Another, similar. 

47 Unstratified Red, red coated. Diam.22cm. 
48 CT Bb + (or t?) Grey with red rind, reed. Diam c. 33cm. 
49 PC F 2 (2) Hemispherical bowl with beaded rim, rouletted 

on neck; red rind and red slip. New Forest type. 
50 CT Eb(3) Bright red, slight grey core, fine red coating: pat-

tern in white paint. 

51 SP A (8) Small fragment rim copying Form Drag. 43, with 
white to red grit. In same drawing, CT Aa New pit; com-
plete base with white grit. 

52 CT Ab (4) Pale grey core, thick red rind. Mica gilt outside. 
53 Unstratified Buff core, mica gilt surface. 
54 RC A 1 (39) Part of a biconical bowl in thin, light reddish 

ware, mica-gilt. 
55 PC C 2 (13) Mica-gilt light buff core. Bosses. 
55a PC C 2 (13) Mica-gilt light buff core. Bosses and part of 

strainer. 
56 PC K 2(4) Buff core, mica-gilt surfaces. 
57 RC D 1 (7) Rim of an unusual little bowl, thin brown/buff 

ware, mica-gilt. Another piece adjoining from PC D 2. 
58 RC A 2 (4b) & (11) Patera of good light buff ware, proba-

bly had a handle and may have been intended to be 
mica-gilt. 

59 PC Pit 10 Fine buff, partially polished on outside. 
60 Unstratified Buff, blackened on outside. 

61 PC C 16 & 18 White buff, sooted round rim. 
62 PC E 1 (7) Rim of triangular section, reeded on top, 

creamy ware with pale red coating. 
63 PC C 2 (3) Soft yellowish, surfaces partly fumed or coated 

grey outside 
64 MP A 23 Nearly white, traces of polish, but surface pitted. 
64a RC J (ha) Good buff, surface the same colour, probably 

a copy of Form Drag 29. 
65 PC C 1 (23) Ring-mouthed flagon; hard buff. Claudius-

Nero. 
66 PC F 3 (11) Cupped mouth, yellow/buff, probably early 

3rd century. 
67 PC S 26 Pit Hard white ware not polished; upper part of a 

oblate flagon, sometimes called a quttus, probably early 
3rd century 

68 PC S 27 Pit Rough yellow/buff, three large fragments. 
With this was a similar mouth with four rings, distorted, 
in rough white/buff ware. 

69 PC C 2 (3)Pit Rough yellow/buff polished, on rim; 2nd 
century. 

70 PC F 3 (13)&(13a) Buff ware. 
71 PC S 26 Neck of two-handled jug, reddish/buff, not 

smoothed. 
72 PC H 2 (8) Part of a pinched jug-mouth; hard sandy buff 

ware. 
73 PC H 2 (ib) Fragment of jug-mouth; hard sandy white 

ware; not impossibly a base. 

74 SP A 2+5 Many fragments of a globular amphora, very ir-
regularly PC J 2 (6) formed and with no stamp. 

75 PC C 2 (27) Complete body of two-handled jug, lacking 
rim, handles and base. Yellow /buff ware. • 

Mortaria 
76 PC A 1 (10) Hard buff with mixed grit. Stamped 

. . .SATVRNI in tabula ansata. 
77 PC D 2 (4) Buff, mixed grit with grooves; somewhat small-

er than the last. Stamped CRICIRO. Fig. 2a is a plan of 
the spout. 

78 PC C 1 (18) Coarse buff, burnt grey. Stamped ALBINV... 
79 PC H 14 Coarse sandy buff, with small, sparse, black grit, 

stamped ALL... 
80 PC E 1 (1) White ware, diam c. 36cm; stamped 

MARTINVS. Made at Colchester. 
81 CT Eb Centre pit Hard rough buff, grey on rim; sparse 

mixed grit with remains of illegible stamp. 
82 SP C 1 (+) Hard buff, with spout, identical with the 

favourite form used by Martinus at Colchester. Diam c. 
28cm. 

83 CC A 15 Sandy yellow/buff. 
84 PC J 1 (11) Buff, seven fragments, none showing any grit. 

Diam c. 34cm. 
85 PC H 2 (8) Sandy buff ware, no grit. Diam c. 30cm. 
86 SP K 12 Dark buff, hard and smooth. Diam c. 40cm. 
87 PC C 2 (3)Pit Soft white/buff, flaking outside; no grit, 

diam uncertain. 
88 PC C 2 (3) Soft white/buff, flaking outside. No grits re-

main. 
89 SP C 16 NW Two large fragments, smooth buff with no 

grit. 
SR I B 26 Another similar. 
90 PC M 2 (4) Creamy clay, slightly biscuit-coated with little 

dark grit; Diam c. 1cm. 
91 SP H 5 White ware, surface gone, with large black grit; 

Diam c. 29cm. 
92 PC C 1 (10) Nearly white, with traces of very small black 

grit, even on the rim. Diam c. 34cm. 
93 PC I ? (4) White ware with red /brown biscuit-like surface, 

no grit visible. Diam c. 31cm. 
94 PC L 1 (10) Hard yellow/buff. Diam uncertain. 
95 SP J 18 Hard yellow/buff, with sparse black grit. Diam c. 

34cm. 
96 PC E 1 (9) Coarse grey, with buff rind and black grit. 

97 SP J (13) Buff/white ware, with yellowish biscuit coating. 
98 SP K 8 Buff, with fine red and black grit. Diam c. 40cm. 
99 MP C (17) Diam c. 30cm. 
100 Unstratified. Pale red ware, white coated inside and out 

PC D 1 (5) Red with grey core, white coated with cora-
line grit. 

101 PC K 2 (10) White, buff-coated inside, with pink grit. 
Diam c. 24cm. 

102 50 A 6 Red, white coated with pink grit. Diam c. 24cm. 
103 SP J 18 Hard yellow/buff, with sparse black grit; spout 

merely thumbed. Diam c. 34cm. 
104 SP K 6 Buff ware. Diam c. 38cm. 
105 SP H 13 Buff with grey core. Diam c. 28cm. 
106 PC E 3 (8) Bright red/buff ware, with large black grit. 

Diam C. 28cm. 
107 PC I 1 (13) Yellow/buff ware, biscuit-coated outside; 

sparse black grit. Diam c. 32cm. 
108 PC E 1 (4) Nearly white ware. Diam uncertain. 
109 PC C 3 (6) White ware, chocolate-coated outside, on rim 

and half an inch (1.25cm) down the inside, with large 
black grit. 

110 SP A 5 White, coated pale biscuit, with black grit. Diam c. 
28cm. 

SP A 14 Another. Diam c. 29cm. 
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111 SP J plus Buff with black grit. Diam c. 30cm. 
112 SP J 5 White ware. 
113 SP C 8 Hard whitish ware, buff-coated. Diam c. 30cm. 
114 MP C 6 White with yellowish coating. Diam c. 24cm. 
115 CT Aa 28 Creamy ware with light red coating. 
116 SP J 18 Yellow/buff with black grit. Diam c. 30cm. 
117 SP J 18 Hard white ware. 
118 SR II B 5 Buff ware, biscuit-coated. Diam uncertain. 
119 MP C 1 White ware, biscuit-coated. Diam c. 29cm. 
120 PG A 2 (10) White, very smooth with small black grit. 

Diam C. 32cm. 
121 PG B 1 (3) Nearly white with biscuit-coating and large 

black grit. 
122 PG A 1 (3c) Buff with black grit. 
123 SP K 17 White with copious large and small black grit. 

Diam C. 30-34cm. CT A unstratified. Another very simi-
lar. 

124 SP K 13 Creamy buff with yellowish biscuit-coating and 
sparse black grit. Diam c. 32cm. 

125 CT Ab 2 Red, white coated, with pink, white and black(?) 
grit. PC C 1 (3) Similar with taller lip. 

126 CT Bb 3 Grey ware with red rind, white coated and with 
pink grit. Late 4th century. 

127 PC C 1 (10) Buff, red-coated with pink grit. Diam c. 29cm. 
128 CT Ad 20 Red, with grey core, white-coated with pink 

grit. 

129 Description missing 
130 PC H 1 (14) Rim of upright-sided bowl, white ware with 

grey core; one red-painted band visible and there may 
have been painted decoration higher up. 

131 C Q xi 5 Part of a trumpet-shaped pedestal-base; buff, 
with greyish core; the diameter shown is approximate. 

132 PC S (26) Most part of a flask of soft yellow/buff ware, 
polished outside and decorated with several bands of 
red paint and a wavy line. Base missing, but was pol-
ished. 

133 Not marked Most part of a jar. Sandy orange/red ware, 
thin and brittle with brown/red surface outside, whitish 
inside. Marked on rim and neck with soot or pitch. 

134 PC F 2 (13a& b) Fragments of a jar, clay red/buff, very 
coarse and charged with grit of the same colour: soft, 
partly with grey core, surface mottled black; drawn with 
difficulty, the height may have been greater. 

135 50 C 9 Similar rim. Coarse light grey. Diam. 19cm 

136 PC S (26) Buff (faint grey core). Rilled outside (10 Lines 
per inch) (Approx 4 lines per cm) common 125-160AD 
but lasts into early 4th century. 

137 PC E 1 (5) Sandy orange/red ware, mottled black out-
side. 

138 SR II B (16) Creamy ware, with thin red coating inside, 
the same, mottled black outside. 

138a PC C 2 Pit Red ware, grey rind, buff-coated inside, grey 
and buff outside. 3rd century. 

139 PC 11 (13) Red, with grey/black core, coarse and sandy; 
possibly buff dipped, especially inside. 

140 PC E 1 (9e) Jar, restored. Pinkish red ware with buff slip 
with streaks of pink and red. Not polished, but slip in-
side and out. . 

141 Not marked. Several fragments. Thin, hard, granular, 
grey/buff with sooty markings; two fine grooves round 
neck. 

142 MP C 5 Very fine red, with fine, smooth cream coating. 

143 PC C 2 (3) Pit Buff, with grey/black surface, not pol-
ished. 3rd century. 

144 PC C 2 (3) Pit Buff ware with grey/black surface, not pol-
ished. 

145 SP C 21 Orange/buff ware, with pink slip which has 
trickled down the inside. 

146 PC E 1 (5) (sic but suspect) Eight fragments, thin, hard, 
brittle grey/buff, flaking; mottled grey/black outside, 
with some soot or tar. 

147 Unstratified. Hard, thin, granular buff, with sooty mark-
ings inside and out. 

148 Unstratified. Hard, thin, granular buff, with sooty mark-
ings inside and out. 

149 PC A 1 (28) Hard grey polished on outside down as far 
as restriction for pedestal base. 

150 SP H (16) Pedestal base, grey, darker surface. Not pol-
ished. 

151 SP K (5) Pedestal base, hard grey, red rind and a black 
surface. 

152 SP H (11) Pedestal base, hard grey with a black surface. 
153 PC C 3 (8) Pedestal base, grey, partly polished. 
154 PC E 3 (10) Hard grey, polished outside and underneath. 
155 PC K 2 (5) Pedestal base, grey not polished. 
156 PC F 3 (8) Pedestal base, hard light grey, darker rind. 

Smoothed but not polished. 1st century. 
157 PC J 1 (lib) Fine light grey polished all over. 
158 CT Ac (14a) Grey with black surface; polished on rim 

and outside 

159 PC B 2 (3) Rim of cordoned bowl, reddish ware, grey sur -
face, polish worn off. 

160 SF F Pit Half a bowl, light grey ware, surface darker, 
merely smoothed with polish on rim and carination only. 

161 PC C 1 (18) Rim, very pale grey, nearly white surface out-
side; highly polished. 

162 PC N 1 (28) Part of base, very pale grey with off-white 
surface, polished outside. 

163 PC C 1 (22) Most of vase copying Gallo-Belgic form. 
Dark grey, well finished; polished all over. Hardly fine 
enough for West Stow ware. 

164 PC Cl (23) Rough grey, polished externally where sur -
face is darker. 

165 SR II B (23) Rim of Belgic tazza. Brown/grey/black ware 
with soapy polish outside. 

165a PC P 2 (5) Similar rim, diam c. 22.8cm. 
166 50 C (9) Very hard grey, Brown/grey polish, possibly 

hand-made and Belgic. 
167 PC P 2 (5) Pit. Hard dark grey, black surface, polished 

outside. Belgic? 

168 CT Be E Ditch. Black-polished on rim and neck; body 
combed; inner surface crumbled; diam uncertain. 

169 PC P 2 (12 & 13) Hard grey with grey to black surface, 
hand-made; polished, Native ware. 

170 PC P 2 (5) Very fine brown/black ware polished all over, 
with potter's stamp in centre. Gallo-Belgic rather than a 
British copy. 

171 PC C 1 (18) Platter, very good sub-Belgic, brown/black 
ware with central stamp IVANII. 

172 PC D 1 (6b) Platter, dark grey ware, polished inside. 
Roman. 

173 SR II B (19)? Grey ware, black polished. 
174 PC L 2 (8) Platter, rough grey with darker surface; not 

polished (or very badly). 
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175 PG B 1 (18) Platter, grey, red rind, black to grey surface, 
polished inside. 

176 PG L 1 (10) Platter, very hard grey/black with a pebble in 
it; surface dyed black and polished inside and out. 

177 PG S 26 Platter, red ware with highly polished black sur-
face inside and out; looks Belgic but several other plat-
ters in this Pit of exactly the same fabric date it to late 2nd 
century 

178 PG J hf-i Five fragments all fitting; fine brown/grey, 
with black, micaceous surface, smoothed outside and 
polished inside. 

179 Unstratified Dark grey with white surfaces. 
180 PG F 2 (16) Pale grey hard clay with dark grey polished 

surface; vaguely rouletted on all three bands. 

181 GT Ba (2) Bright dark red core, dark grey surface; pol-
ished on internal rim. 

182 RG J (ha) Pale grey/buff core, buff, nearly white surface, 
very fine, polished lightly. 

183 PG J 1 911) Dirty white, nearly pipe-clay, with dark grey 
core; outside grey polished. Six fragments. Heavily cov-
ered with lime or similar. 

184 PG B 1 (18) Shoulder fragment; grey, grey inside, grey to 
black outside; sooted on shoulder, polished and latticed. 

185 Unstratified red ware with black surface, traces of polish 
On rim. 

186 PG F 1 (6k) Coarse dark grey, nearly black polish and 
with coarse rouletting. Eleven fragments. 

187 GT Ab (16a) Hard reddish/buff, polished outside with 
painted bands. 

188 SP J 1 (21) Grey, grey to black interior surface, outside 
black polished. 

189 PG G 1(223) Brown/red, with grey/black surface, hard 
and pitted. 

190 PG D 1 (5) Light grey ware, dark grey inside, polished 
dark brown/grey outside. 

191 PG J 1 (ha) Pale grey core with dark grey rind and sur-
face. 

192 PG. G 1 (1)? Dark grey with sparse white flecks, paler 
rind, surface light grey. 

193 PG F 1 (6& 6x) Pale grey core, darker rind, grey surface, 
darker where polished. 

194 Unstratified Light grey. Polished on rim and outside. 
195 SR I B (7) Grey, grey surface, black where polished, very 

hard. 
196 GT Eb (2) Light grey, very hard and fine, polished out-

side. 
Flat bottomed bowls and platters. 
197 PG F 1 (lOh) Hard grey, poorly polished inside and out. 

Sub-Belgic ware. 
198 50 C (9) Fine pale grey clay with light grey surface, 

somewhat carelessly thrown and polished. 

199 PG 5 (26) Fine pale grey with thin, dark rind; brown pol-
ished surface inside and out and wavy line scored on top 
of rim. 

200 PG E 1 (lob) Dark grey core, lighter rind, black dipped 
and polished; wavy line scored on top of rim. 

201 PG L 2 (8) Flat-rimmed bowl, pale grey with darker grey 
surface; polished on rim and in interior angle. Rim irreg-
ular. 

202 RG j  Nearly half a bowl. Black surface, partly polished. 

203 PG B 1 (3) Coarse black ware, polished on rim and inside 
only; latticed outside. 

204 PG H 2 (15) Six fragments. Grey with nearly black sur-
face very roughly polished, except on rim which is well-
polished. Very common under Hadrian and common to 
220; 

205 PG C 2 (3) Rough light grey, darker rind, black washed 
outside and on rim; latticed. 

206 PG E 1 (7f) Reddish sandy clay, grey to black surface, 
sooted on outside. 

207 PG E 1 (7f) Grey, outer surface black, closely latticed. 
208 PG 5 26 Black, with a pebble in it; sooty black surface, 

polished and latticed; sagging base. 
209 GT Ac 14a Grey, darker grey surface, polished on rim 

and outside and latticed. 
210 PG 5 26 Exceptionally large dish. Fine pale grey, with 

thin, dark rind, surface brown, polished inside and out. 
Wavy line scored on top of rim. 

211 PG B 1 (3) Grey, polished on rim and outside; latticed. 
212 PG 5 26 Red, black coated and polished on rim and out-

side; latticed. 
213 SP H (11) Fine pale grey, darker where polished ; cf No 

304. 
214 PG P 1 (7) Smooth black on outside, rough, dark grey in-

side, polished on rim. 

215 SF F (26) Coarse light grey, with blackened outside sur -
face. 

216 GT Eb (5) Light grey, dark surface outside, polished black 
inside and on rim. 

217 PG M 2 (10) Coarse grey/black, black polished. 
218 SP J (9) Grey, black polished outside and partly inside. 
219 SF F (16c) Coarse grey, no polish; latticed. 
220 PG 5 (27) Black, finely polished and latticed, except in-

side and outside of flat base; the underside has a scored 
circle. 

221 PG C 1 (2) Fine, hard pale grey, with darker surface, pol-
ished as shown. 

222 SF F Pit Fine hard pale grey, darker surface, partly poi-
1 ished and latticed. 

223 SP J (6) Black-polished inside brown/grey outside, 
scored intersecting arcs and scrawling pattern under 
base. 

224 PG C 2 (1) Good fine grey, black-dipped and polished. 
225 SP J (6) Red with black surface, polished inside and part-

ly outside. 
226 MP A (11) Brown/grey with black/brown surface; bur-

nished outside. 
227 RG J (13) Pale grey core, darker rind, black surface; pol-

ished on rim 
228 PG 11 (15)[?or 131 Pale grey, dark grey rind, grey/black 

surface, polished inside and out. 
229 GT Be? (2) [or Bc or even Bd] Grey, black polished inside 

and out. 
230 GT Be [or Bc] (2a) Grey/black, polished outside. 
231 PG C 2 (3) Pit Very fine pale clay with darker surface, 

polished inside and out. 
232 SF G (7) Pale grey with darker surface, polished inside 

and out. 
233 PG C 2 (3)Pit Black cooking-pot ware, highly polished in-

side and out. 
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234 SF G (9) Pale grey, with darker surface, polished inside 
and out. 

Bowls with projecting rims 
235 SP C (8) Coarse grey, black polished inside and out (prob-

ably dipped) 
236 SP C (8) Flat-rimmed bowl, grey polished inside and out. 
237 PG E 1 (7e) Grey with reddish core, polished on rim and 

inside ; latticed. 
238 PG E 3 (10) Fine grey with darker surface, well-polished 

inside and out. 
Carinated bowls of  local type 
239 MP E (9) Fine pale grey, polished on rim and outside. 
240 PG 11 (?) Grey, rough inside, polished outside. 
241 PG F 3 (3) Light grey with glittering black polish, not pol-

ished inside; scoring outside. 
242 PG C 2(3) Grey, black surface inside , outside grey, pol-

ished; scored spiral inside.. 
Latticed cooking-pots of local type 
243 PG F 3 (13a) Cooking-pot; very hard grey, irregular pol-

ish all over. lattice very faint. 
244 PG B 1 (18) Hard light grey. 
245 PG 'F 1 (7x) Hard dark grey, reddish rind, mottled sur -

face. 	 . . 

246 PG F 3 (13a) Rich brown/grey, red paste with grey core, 
very smooth; the complete base of this vessel (or a du-
plicate) is from PG F 3 (11). It has a I scored .spiral under 
the beaded base. 

247 PG S (26) Red, grey core, brown/grey surface, polished 
on rim. 	. 

248 PG S (26) Pale grey, dark grey rind, black surface. 
249 PG F 3 (13a) Nearly complete, fine pale grey, reddish 

rind, grey/black surface. 
250 GT Ac Pit?(30) Dark red clay, black to grey surface. 
251 GT Ac (14a) Dark red, grey surface. 
252 PG K 2 (5 & 8) Cooking-pot, grey ware, pale grey core; 

close upright lattice and offset foot. 
253 PG C 2 (3) Pit Fine grey, black on rim, latticed and pol-

ished. 
254 PG F 3 (13a) Grey, grey/black surface. Top and base are 

polished; the latticed band is matt and the lattice runs 
. under the polish. 

255 MP A (15) Fine, hard pale grey. the short, upright rim 
looks early, but the angle of the lattice is nearly 3rd cen-
tury in style. 

256 PG S (26 & 27) Red ware with grey inside surface and 
grey and black outside. Most part preserved; rim and 
shoulder poorly polished. 

257 PG S (26) Red, grey inside, black outside; lattice extends 
over polish. 

258 PG S (26) Red, black-coated; base smoothed with groove 
beneath; lattice widely spaced. 

259 PG F 3 (11) Same wareas No 254, but the two cannot be 
. . drawn as one pot. Note the splayed foot. 
West Stow-type ware 
260 Unstratified Very fine, soapy, dark grey; polished out-

side; paste very pale grey, nearly white. Another similar, 
also unstratified, same ware but smaller; diam c. 14cm. 
No decoration. The Form imitates Drag 29: The decora-
tion is done by zigzagging a comb to make the rhomboid 
panel. 

261 PG F 2 (5) & Two adjoining fragments. Hard reddish, 
with brown/grey PG F 2 (14) surface; polished on rim 
and on decorated band; decorated with a peculiar 

rouletted wheel. Not the usual West Stow ware. 
262 PG G 1 (20) Five large pieces of very fine grey ware, near 

black outside, with a fine matt finish. 
263 SP C (8) Light grey, darker surface inside, black outside. 

Rim polished; decoration scored. 
264A MP A (13) Hard grey. Burnished band outside. B PG B 

1 (3b) Pale grey core, darker rind, black outside. C PG G 
1 (3) Fine hard grey. Rim polished; upright scoring on 
body. 

265 PG F 3 (5) Very pale grey/white, with brown/black 
soapy polish outside, grey inside. 

266 MP C (7c) Fine grey, polished outside, with wavy line of 
rouletting. 

267 SP C (8) Good grey, dark grey outside, polished. 
268 Unstratified Pale grey, nearly white; surface now buff 

(obviously intended to be grey); polished outside, 
smoothed inside. Decorated with rows or lines of small 
round dots. 

269 MP E (8) Drab grey ware, polished outside; trace only of 
impressed decoration. Possibly copies Form Drag 30. 

270 PG J 1 (llc) Grey ware, nearly black outside, decorated 
with a wavy line made by zigzagging a fine edge. 

271 PG I ditch in (llc) Thin, hard grey/whiter ware, almost 
like a horn, with a very high polish; decorated with im-
pressed rhomboid panels. 

272 PG P 2 (5) Very fine, horn-coloured ware; three frag -
ments. Highly polished and decorated with panels im-
pressed with a comb. 

273 PG 11 (28b) Three fragments, grey/black, red rind, black, 
polished surface; decorated with sunbursts made by 
zigzagging a fine blade. West Stow ware. 

274 PG B 3 (8) Rim. White ware, polished 
275 PG N 1 (28) Whitish buff, not polished. 
276 PG J 1 (lib) Yellow/buff, polished. 
277 PG K 2 (6) Very fine grey, polished outside; decorated 

with lozenges made by zigzagging a fine edge. 
278 PG A 2 (20)5 Good buff, finely polished outside, but not 

(now) on rim; decorated with panels of red dots. 

279 PG 11 (28) Rim of. beaker; fine yellow /buff clay, polished 
outside and dotted with red/brown. 

280 RG D 1 (11) Fine pale grey, micaceous. 
281 PG H 2 (15) Fine grey, black polished; dots present but 

obscure. 
282 PGB 1 (18) Hard, fine, pale grey, polished outside; dots 

pale grey. 
283 PG H 1 (7) Base with tall footring, brown/grey soapy 

ware, i.e. typical West Stow type. 
284 PG G 1 (23) Pale grey, darker rind and surface. 
285 PG G 1 923) Very fine dark grey, polished all over. 
286 PG G 1 (23) Three large fragments, grey jar, very fine 

grey, darker surface, polished all over. 
287 RG 11 (5) Light grey ware polished inside and out the 

outside mottled black. 	 . 
Cariñated Beakers 	 . 	. 
288 SR I C (9) Fragment of carinate beaker, fine grey clay with 

very black polish outside. 
289 Unstratified Fragment of similar vessel, larger; superfine 

light grey ware, polished outside and deeply down in-
side. 

290 PG C 2 (3) Pit Very fine pale grey with slightly darker 
polished surface. 
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Some more bowls with reeded rims 
291 PG C 1 (17) Bowl with flat reeded rim and grooves under 

lip. Grey/black ware. Smooth inside, polished outside. 
292 PG G 1 (18) Similar bowl; rim flat, not reeded; many 

grooves under lip; pale grey with dark grey core; no pol-
ish. 

293 RG A 2 (18) Similar bowl, not so deep. Rim fluted on top; 
fine pale grey ware, smoothed outside and finely scored 
with horizontal bands, the intervening bands scored 
with lattice pattern and oblique strokes. The whole pat-
tern uncertain and cannot be drawn. 

294 PG G 1 (18) Deep bowl, the rim expanded inwards and 
outwards, fluted on top; hard grey with red rind; surface 
grey inside and out with many scored bands of poor pol-
ishing. 

295 PG N 1 (28) Similar rim; hard grey; no polish. 
296 PG K 2 (5) Similar rim; black, poorly polished. 
297 MP B (6) A rather different rim, perhaps associated with 

Nos. 289-91. Hard grey, black surface, rough inside, not 
really polished outside. Possibly a lid? 

298 PG L 1 (10) Dark grey with pale rind, matt black surface, 
polished on top of rim. 

299 RG H 1 (23) Coarse dark grey, with some burnished lines 
inside, none outside. 

Bowls of  Local Type 
300 PG C 2 (3) Coarse grey, grey/black surface, no polish. 

Rim grooved on top and shoulder fluted. 

301 GT Ac (30) Hard grey, grey/black coated; scored hori-
zontally inside with irregularly spaced lines, probably 
spiral. 

302 PG L 1 (lOa) Dark grey, dark brown surface, scored ir -
regular horizontal lines inside. 

303 PG N 1 (23) Rough grey polished on top of rim. 
304 PG Q 2 (3) Grey with grey/black surface, smoothed, not 

polished. 
305 PG C 2 (3) Fine light grey, polished outside (black) and 

with two polished black bands inside. 
306 SP C (16) Good hard grey. 
307 (22)? Very fine grey clay with darker polished surface in-

side and out. 
308 PG 5 (27) Large fragment of carináted bowl; sandy buff 

ware 

309 PG E 1 (7e) Hard granular, light buff. Rim fluted on top. 
310 PG B 1 (3) Very hard black (Belgic?), polished inside and 

out, carefully made footstand. Inside are several deep 
depressions in the lowest part of the bowl. 

311 RG J 1 (ha) Bowl with inverted rim, the flat band be-
tween beadings decorated with obliquely impressed 
comb-stabs. 2nd century? 

312 RG 11 (28b) Fine grey, polished outside (not West Stow). 
313 PG C 3 (6)Well Hard grey, polished outside. A very curi-

ous form. 
314 SP H (12) Hard, dark grey, black surface, polished on rim 

and deeply scored with horizontal grooves inside. 
Deep Bowls with necked rim, often cordoned and often car-
mated 
315 PG G 1 (23) Dark grey core, reddish rind, black surface; 

polished to half-way down. 
316 PG C 2 (3) Light grey with brown rind and brown sur-

face, partly polished. From same level another rim, sim-
ilar. 

317 PG G 1 (18) or (23) Thin,hard and brittle; pale grey core, 
reddish rind, black surface. 

318 RG J 1 (ha) Soft grey, nearly white; smooth polished sur -
face. 

319 PG F2 (3a & 14) Very fine pale grey, polished outside. 
320 PG C 2 (3) Brown/grey, polished outside. 
321 PG G 1 (18) Grey, grey/black surface, originally polished. 

322 PG G 1 (23) Hard grey, darker surface to nearly black, 
polished all over but not inside rim. 

323 PG G 1 (23) Very hard sooty grey/black; black surface 
polished as shown. 

324 RG J 1 (ha) Grey with drab-grey surface, possibly origi-
nally polished. 

325 PG N 1 (27) Pale grey; brown/grey surface. polished; 
very smooth inside and finger marked. 

326 PG G 1 (18) Very soft and flaking, grey core with red rind 
and black surface, polished outside. Many shattered 
fragments. Romanising or native. 

327 PG G 1 (18) Hard grey, grey surface, ill-smoothed and 
polished. Native? 

328 GT Bb/Ba Balk Soft brown, grey/black surface, partly 
polished. 

329 50 C (9) Good grey ware, partly polished. 
330 PG C 2 (3) Pit Thin, hard brown/grey, polished outside; 

several large fragments. 
331 PG F 2 (3a) & (13b) Many fragments, very fine pale grey 

ware, polished outside, the narrow bulge at the neck 
with vertical scoring. 

332 GT Ae (20) Fine light grey, with darker polish outside. 
333 PG A 1 (20) Thin, hard grey, with shining black polish. 

334 RG J 1 (13) Fine light grey, surface darker, especially out-
side where polished, but very soft and worn off. Native? 

335 RG D (11) Several fragments, dark grey with red rind and 
dark grey surface; hard, but looks native. 

336 PG F 2 (5), (13 A& B) Fine hard reddish clay with grey 
core, dull, polished brown/grey surface. 

337 PG G 1 (27) Coarse grey with darker core; black slip; pol-
ished outside and inside rim. 

338 RG I 1 (28b) Very hard red with grey surface stained grey 
to black outside; traces of polish only. 

339 GT Ba Rough grey clay, red surface. 

340 PG G 1 (23) with red/brown surface, rather sandy and 
hard. Native? Another large fragment is nearly black 
outside. 

341 PG K 2 (5) Light grey with reddish rind, red/brown in-
side and black/dark grey outside. Careless work. 

342 PG F 2 (13b) Four large fragments. Red ware with grey 
rind and grey surface, of Roman appearance. 

343 RG A 1 (10) Light grey, darker grey surface, partly pol-
ished, the neck band with oblique scoring. 

344 PG G 1 (23) Complete base and much of top. The outline 
varies from place to place, but the pot is wheel made. 
Gritty light grey clay, darker grey outside (not inside) 
and polished. 

345 PG G 1 (23) Hand-made, very hard reddish, with black to 
brown surface, flaking badly, roughly polished. 

346 RG H 1 (13) Red ware, black surface, polished. Oblique 
strokes on neck-band. 

347 GT Aa (32) Grey with reddish rind, outside surface black, 
polished. Hard. Native? 

348 PG 5 (26) Light reddish/brown with grey surface and 
scored wavy line. 
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349 SP H (12a) Hard, pale grey with reddish rind, surface 
grey to black, irregular and hard to draw. 

350 PG K 2 (18) Red ware, black surface. Hard. 
351 PG F 3 (16) Dark grey with lighter rind, black surface, 

partly polished. 
352 SP H (12a) Hard reddish with black surface; careless 

work with irregular and crude scoring. 

353 PG B 1 (18) Hard grey, reddish rind, grey surface. 
354 RG D 1 (11) Sooty black core, reddish rind, black surface 

with fine black polish. There is another similar but very 
thick, unstratified. 

355 PG F 1 (6c) Coarse brown with grey, polished surface, 
shoulder band scored. 

356 PG S (26) Clay reddish with black coated polished sur-
face. 

357 PG G 1 (18) Red, with thin grey core, black surface, pol-
ished outside. 

358 PG L 2 (6) Bright red with a pebble in it, black dipped 
and partly polished. 

359 PG S (23) Grey with light grey, highly polished surface; 
two scored wavy lines on neck and shoulder; well de-
fined foot-ring; waster, much deformed by steam-bub-
bles, the drawing can only be an approximation. 

360 PG F 1 (2) Grey with black surface; partly polished with 
band of upright scoring. 

361 PG G 1 (7) Grey with black surface. 

362 RG J 1 (ha) Hard bright red with grey rind, crudely 
thrown, not polished. Nearly all present. 

363 RG D 1 (11) Black core, red/brown rind, black surface. 
Looks native, but is hard. 

Various Grey Jars. 
364 RG J 1 (ha) Hard grey, with a blue/grey matt outside 

surface. 
365 50 C (9) Poor grey ware, ill-polished outside. 
366 50 C (9) Good Roman grey, was probably polished out-

side. 
367 RG J (ha) Very fine pale grey, polished outside. 
368 Unstratified Fine grey with black-coated rind; inner sur-

face brown, pitted and flaking, outside polished and 
mottled with brown. Native. 

369 PG G 1 (23) Three large pieces. Fine grey, darker surface, 
polished all over outside. 

370 PG G 1 (18) Pale grey, finely horizontally ruled all over; 
wheel-made but with uneven, hand-made appearance 
near top inside. 

371 Unstratified. Fine grey ware, smoothed but not polished. 
Practically intact. 

Jars with necked rim 
372 PG S (27) Light grey, outside surface rough black, inside 

smooth grey. 
373 SP C (8) Very pale grey and very fine; darker matt grey 

surface outside. 

374 Unstratified Good dark red, with rough grey surface. 
375 SP C (16) Hard reddish ware, with grey/black surface. 
376 PG F 2 91) Bright red ware with shining brown polish. 
377 PG C 2 (3) Dark grey with grey surface, polished on lip 

and shoulder. 
378 RG 11 (5) Coarse black, black surface, no real polish. 
379 PG S (26) Rim hollowed for lid and not necked. Reddish 

clay with grey/black core and calcite grit. 
380 PG S (26) Rim. Light grey core, dark grey rind. 
381 PG L 1 (lOa) Very hard, grey core, reddish rind, dark grey 

surface, some hand shaping inside rim. 

382 PG M 1 (3) Grey/black ware with black surface. 
383 PG H 2 (15) Pale grey. dark grey rind and surface, no pol-

ish. Diam 14cm. 
384 PG S (26) Coarse pinkish/grey ware with grey/black 

surface, polished outside. 
Shell gritted wares. 
385 RG 11 (28b) Black with small white grit, better finished 

inside than out, so presumably a bowl. 
386 SP J (6) Hard grey, grey inside, sooty black outside; no 

polish. 
387 GT Bd (la) Pale brown/buff, calcite-gritted, rilled. 

388 GT Ba/Bd Similar ware, not rilled. 
389 PG F 2 (1) Superfine light grey, polished all over outside, 

and smoothed inside lip. 
390 PG C 1 (4) Heavy rim, dark grey with yellowish surface 

and white grit. Diam uncertain, but large. 
Grey jars or cooking-pots, mostly ruled on body but some 
without. 
391 PG P (3) Hard grey with smoothed but sandy surface. 

Not ruled. 
392 MP C (7c) Black with reddish rind, grey core, rilled. Diam 

C. 11cm. 	 . 
393 PG P 2 (5) Grey ware with grey to black surface. 

394 GT Bd (la) Calcite-gritted, different from all preceding. 
Pale brown/buff, rilled. 

395 PG G 1 (20) Dark grey with red rind, black surface, no 
polish; rilling very fine and faint with horizontal 
grooves. 

396 PG C 2 (13) Hard grey blackened outside; no polish, 
rilling very small and fine. 

397 PG 5 (26) Part of a large vessel. Hard grey ware. 
398 RG J 1 (37) Hard grey, nearly black surface, rilled; diam. 

15cm. 	 • 
399A PG G 1 (23) Rim simple, erect; coarse black, not hard. 

Diam c. 16cm. B PG G 1 (23) Rim simple, outcurved; 
coarse grey sooted. Diam c. 11cm. C PG G 1 (23) Rim 
beaded; soft pale grey, finely rilled. Diam 15cm. D PG G 
1 (23) Rim simple outcurved, soft black, faintly rilled. 
Diam 16cm. Sooted. 

400 PG L 1 (lOb) Simple rim, erect with upturned lip; reddish 
clay interior surface light grey to black, sooted. Rilling 
becoming fainter lower down. 

401 PG F 1 (6a) More than half the vessel; grey core, reddish 
rind, grey surface. 

402 PG S (26) Unusually tall rim with straight neck; red clay, 
red/brown interior surface, outside mottled grey to 
black. Rilling very fine. 

403 PG E 1 (7e) Light grey, darker rind, slate grey surface. 
404 PG G 1 (16) Grey, reddish rind, black surface, polished on 

rim, sooted on neck. 
405 RG 11 (lic) Grey, paler rind, surface pale to black; hand-

made. 
406 PG K 2 (8) Pale grey ware, reddish rind; grey/black sur-

face, rilled on upper half. 

407 PG 5 (26) Grey ware with black surface-wash. Rilled, 
with deeper rills at intervals. Jesus Lane ware and so 
dateable to the 4th century. 

408 PG 5 (26) Pale grey core, red rind and grey surface; fine-
ly rilled, no polish. 
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409 PG Pc (8) (sic) Pale grey, darker rind with rough 
blue/grey surface. 

Large decorative Vases and Urns 
410 PG C 3 (6) Pit A number of fragments which make a 

drawing of top and bottom which do not join. Very pale 
grey ware with darker rind, outside surface polished 
black bands and wavy line. This seems to be either to be 
Jesus Lane ware or the equivalent. So probably 4th cen-
tury. 

411 PG L 1 (8) Large jar; sandy reddish clay, brown/grey sur-
faces, some scattered white grit; polished bands and 
wavy line round neck. 

412 RG 11 (13) Similar jar, hard grey with grey surface; the 
wavy line is on a cordon. 

413 PG F 1 (6j) Rim fragment similar to the last, but the wavy 
line is below the cordon. Coarse grey, black-dipped with 
polished bands. 

RG B 1 Pit 1 Very large rim. grey core, reddish rind, pale 
drab-grey surface. 

415 PG F 1 (6j) Coarse grey ware, polished on rim, wavy line 
on cordon. 

416 PG E 1 (5) Pale grey with dark grey core; black surface. 
Rim and shoulder polished, body rilled; the shoulder-
bulge carries a latticed pattern 

417 PG K 2 (5) Hard grey, the interior surface red/brown. 
Polished on rim and bands on body; wavy line between 
grooves at neck. 

418 PG G 1 (23) Light grey, darker grey rind and surface, 
poorly polished with latticed band between grooves. 

419 PG S (26) Hard Roman grey, not polished, except in 
bands on rim and at intervals over body. Scored wavy 
line on band between cordons. 

420 PG 5 (26) Coarse pale grey with small stones in it; pol-
ished outside, and with wavy line on shoulder. 

421 PG F 3 (II & 13a) Much of one vessel; hard grey ware, 
furred inside, sooted outside, no polish. The base drawn 
may not be of the same pot. 

422 PG 5 (26) Coarse grey/pink ware, grey/black surface 
polished on outside not inside. 

423 PG F 1 (6d) Rim of large jar, reddish ware with brown to 
black surface; cordon at neck with wavy line below. 

424 PG 5 (26) Similar large rim, pale grey ware with black 
surface partly polished; cordon at neck and band of 
scored lines below. 

425 Unstratified Much of a large jar with combed exterior, 
polished on neck, which has a small cordon. 

Flasks 
426 PG G 1 (23) Fine light grey ware, hard; polished all over 

outside and on top of rim. 
427 PG A 2 (1 & 2) Hard Roman grey ware, polished as 

shown. 
428 SR II B (18) Grey with grey surface, polished. 
429 PG C 2 (3)Pit Fine grey partly polished. 
430 PG L 1 (lOa) Hard, dark grey ware, darker outside and 

partly polished. Latticed on neck and shoulder. 
431 PG A 1 (28) Upper part of a flask; grey clay with dark 

grey surface, partly polished with scored wavy line on 
bulge round neck. 

432 PG 5 (26) Neck in hard grey ware, partly polished. 
433 PG G 1 (16) Pale grey core with reddish rind, grey out-

side, red/brown inside; very hard. 
434 PG F (3) Red, with brown/black outer surface, dipped 

and polished. Shoulder decorated with bands of wavy 
lines and groups of oblique lines. 

435 PG C 3 (6)Well Good grey ware with darker coating, 
partly polished, the limit of the coating inside the vessel 
is shown in the drawing. 

436 RG H 1 (lib) Grey/black with black surface partly pol-
ished, bulge on neck scored as shown. 

437 GT Ac (14c) Red, with grey/black surface inside and out; 
bulge on neck with scored oblique strokes. 

438 PG 5 (26) Similar neck. Grey, partly polished. 

439 SP L (20) Large neck, grey, with darker grey surface in-
side and out; polished as shown. 

440 PG L 1 (2) Very hard grey with black surface, the coating 
carried down inside to the line shown; decorated with 
oblique strokes. . . 

441 GT Ab (2b) Grey, partly polished; a very large neck, with 
large groups of scored lines. 

442 PG E 1 (5) Greyish-red, sandy, black-coated both sides 
and partly polished outside. Upright scoring on lower 
band of neck. 

443 PG F 1 (6c) Pale grey core, red rind, light surface, partly 
polished. Cordon scored oblique lines. 

444 Unstratified An even larger neck; light grey, with red 
rind and pale grey surface, the band on the neck bearing 
upright scored lines. 

Miscellanea 
445 PG A 2 (10) Good, hard red ware. 
446 Unstratified fragment of funnel in good sub-Belgic ware, 

with matt polish inside and out. 
447 RG A 2 (4) Three fragments; hard, grey/black with no 

polish; decoration of oblique, raised or "rusticated" ap-
plied lines. A few fragments of this same ware, fabric and 
decoration were noticed from time to time in sorting the 
pottery from various deposits, but always in small pieces 
and there was nothing whereby to refer to it. At last we 
have a figure, but we have no list of the location of the 
other fragments. 

448 PG G 1 (23) Rough black clay, with grey to reddish rind, 
surface only partly smoothed; brown/grey. 

449 SF H (22) Nearly white, the surface pale grey, polished 
inside and out. 

450 PG L 1 (lOf) Very fine ware with grey/brown polished 
surface all over. 

451 MP A (23) Rim of bowl, polished on the upper 2.5cm 
only; fine grey ware, vaguely grooved round the neck 
and with remains of scrawling scoring below. 

452 RG J 1 (ha) Bowl with grooved lip; dark grey core, light 
rind, matt black surface, rough and flaking. 

453 GT Bd (3a) Shallow bowl with flat lip; light grey with 
dark grey surface, polished on rim and inside. 

454 PG M 2 91) Rim of wide-mouthed bowl with necked rim; 
grey ware, polished black outside. Possibly the same fab-
ric as No 459 (PG L 2 (2)) 

455 SF C (8) Fine light grey ware, black-dipped; polished out-
side, no colour inside; possibly Jesus Lane ware. Wavy 
line scored on matt band outside. 

455a sub 13 13a PG R 1 (4) Similar rim; black polished on rim 
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and outside; flaking, possibly Belgic. 
456 SP I (5) Similar rim with lip beaded and partly undercut; 

fine light grey, with dark grey polish. 
456A sub 14 14a MP C (14) Similar rim, reddish with 

brown/grey surface, polished outside; diam 16cm. 
456B 14b SP J (6) Grey, finely black-polished; diam 15cm. 
457 PG N 1 (6) Grey, with nearly black surface, polished out-

side. 
458 MP B (17) Grey ware, black-dipped outside and partly 

inside; polish probably perished. 
459 PG L 2 (2) Grey, the outside black-dipped and polished 

as No 454. 
460 PG G 1 (18) Almost cylindrical bowl, possibly modelled 

on Form Drag 30, and possibly West Stow ware; seven 
fragments of one vessel; fine greyware, with grey/brown 
polish outside. 

461 SP C (16) Base of a straight-sided bowl, possibly some-
what similar to the last; good light grey ware, with dark-
er polish outside and under base. Possibly West Stow. 

462 PG C 2 (3)Pit Several fragments of a bowl copying Drag 
37; very fine, soapy, darkish grey ware, polished outside 
and decorated with dotted panels which are irregularly 
formed and of a darker grey. West Stow ware. 

463 PG G 1 (23) Wide and shallow bowl of grey ware, pol-
ished outside, the rim beaded on the inside and rolled 
outwards and under. 

464 .RG J 1 (12) Rim of bowl; grey, with darker rind and 
grey/black surface; vertical scoring on neck, horizontal 
scoring inside. 

465 PG E 2 (15) Unusual rim. Coarse, hard, dark grey with 
reddish rind and red to grey/black surface; smoothed, 
no polish. 

466 PG C 1 (10) Hard dull red, black surface. Burnished lines 
on shoulder. 

467 PG E 1 (5) Rim of uncertain form; light grey, with darker 
grey surface, fine black where polished; wavy line in a 
matt band. 

468 PG E 1 (4) Good grey ware, with darker surface, polished 
all over. 

469 PG E 1 (7) Pale grey. Burnished on inside and outside of 
rim. 

470 PG C 2 (3) Reddish clay, grey/black surface, partly pol-
ished. 

471 PG H 2 (16) Dark grey, burnished on internal rim and on 
shoulder. 

472 GT Be E ditch, lower Hard grey with black flecks in it; 
polished outside. So far most of these large vessels seem 
to have been wide-mouthed. 

Large Storage Jars 
473 RG J. 1 (23) Fat, rounded rim; dark grey, brown rind; hor -

izontally combed, very rough and battered; diam c. 
34cm. • • . . 

474 RG E 1 (26) Dark grey partly polished; diam c. 30cm. 
475 PG A (or H or M?) 2 (10) Hard grey, not polished. 
476 RG J (llc) Black with reddish rind, grey polished surface; 

diam c. 28cm. 
477 RG J 1 (ha) Brown/grey, smoothed and partly polished 

on top of rim; diam c. 40cm. 
478 MP  C (5) Hard grey/black, black to brown surface, not 

really polished; some uneveness, suggesting hand-mak-
ing. 

479 PG C 1 (23) Grey with brown/black surface, polished on 
top; diam c. 40cm. 

480 PG G.1 (26) Grey with red/brown surface, polished on 

top; diam 34cm. 
481 SR C Hard grey, polished. 

482 PG G 1 (18) Grey with reddish rind and brownish sur -
face; combed vertical bands with two grooves, no polish; 
diam c. 40cm. 

483 GT Be (2) Red with grey core and grey/brown surface; 
polished on rim. 

484 RG J 1(13) Pale grey, red rind, brown surface; polished on 
top; diam c. 38cm. 

485 RG A 2 (18a) Hard grey; diam c. 32cm. Combed. 
486 RG J 1 (9b)[?prob lib] Light grey, brownish surface, ver -

tically combed. Another fragment from J llb fits. Diam c. 
38cm. 

487 PG H 1 (20) Pale grey, drab-grey surface; vertically 
combed bands; diam c. 40cm. 

488 MP A (29) Grey core, thick reddish rind; black polished; 
diam c. 19cm. 

489 GT Ac (30) Hard red, with grey surface, no polish. 
490 RG 11 (13) Pale grey with dark grey rind; rim smoothed 

on top over a band 4cm wide; latticed on body. Diam c. 
40cm. 

491 Unstratified Clay lumpy grey/brown, surface khaki 
brown to nearly black on rim; smoothed, no polish, no 

. decoration. 
492 PG F 1 (6b) (or 6g) Grey ware, diam c. 34cm. 
493 PG F 3 911) Grey, reddish rind, black surface; polished 

outside; surface flaking off; diam c. 36cm. 
494 MP A (21a) Light grey; red rind, grey surface; polished on 

top of rim; diam c. 36cm. 
495 SP H (12a) Red, grey core and surface; polished on rim; 

diam uncertain. cf . CAS Arbury Rd. Fig 5.7; attributed to 
late 2nd century. 

496 RG J 1 floor 3 Drab-grey ware, polished on top. 
497 RG I L 1 (7) Grey, reddish rind, grey surface; no polish; 

diam uncertain, but large. 
498 RG B 2 (4b) Red, grey surface; diam c. 40cm. 
499 PG E 3 (10) Hard grey, with red/brown rind; no polish; 

diam much exceeds 40cm. 
500 MP A (5) Hard grey. 
501 MP A (6) Light grey, no polish; diam very large. 
502 MP A (22) Red, with pale drab-grey surface; diam c. 

40cm. 
503 SF F (17b) Grey, no polish; large diameter. 
504 PG C 2 Grey, no polish. 
505 Grey, no polish. 
506 PG C 2 (3) Grey. 
507 PG C 2 Grey. 
508 RG J 1 (11) Grey with reddish rind, smoothed, no polish; 

diam c. 30cm. 

Lids' 
509 RG A 2 (18)Coarse rough grey ware, latticed with a plain 

band through the lattice after the latter had been made. 
510 PG H 1 (13) Red with grey/black surface, partly polished 

and scored with spiral lines. 
511 PG L 1 (10) Sooty black clay almost polished outside and 

scored lattice pattern. Looks Belgic. 
512 PG 5 (26)Pit Red ware with grey core, black surface out-

side, dull grey inside; a tall lid with widely splayed and 
heavily beaded rim, scored spiral outside; diam 23cm. 

513 GT aa (19) Hard grey/black, polished outside; diam 
16cm. 

514 SF F Pit Complete lid; grey/brown ware with mottled 
brown/grey/black surface, broad scored spiral. 
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515 RG J 1 (11) Dark grey, polished outside. 
516 Unstratified Red ware, grey/brown surface; partly pol-

ished outside with band of scored chevrons; moulded 
round the lip. 

517 RG 11 (lic) Pale grey, darker core; surface light grey 
scored with horizontal lines. 

518 PG S (26) Grey ware, scored with spiral on both surfaces. 
519 PG S (26) Grey with light brown rind and black surface 

wash; scored with spiral inside and out. 
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XI. Building Materials 
J Pullinger and F Weatherhead 

These include worked stones, roof, floor, box and 
hypocaust tiles, wall plaster, opus signinum, mortar, 
tesserae and bricks. Nails, iron fittings etc are de-
scribed under The Small Finds, App. I. We are grateful 
to Dr C Forbes for help with identification. 

Worked Stones 

These were almost all oolitic limestone from Barnack 
and occurred, apart from the late 2nd century mansio 
and the 4th century town wall, in features from the 
late 2nd century onwards throughout the Roman 
town. Fragments, some large, were found in many fea-
tures, for example in the fill of the 3rd century pit RGN 
II (12) (10), with brick and tiles. Often the stones were 
burnt, as in the late 1st century ditch, RGS (31e). 

Marble 
A corner piece of marble was in the fill of Trench RGS 
V (17). Another piece was in the lower fill of the shrine. 

Granite 
A worked corner piece in the 4th century fill over the 
top of the shrine. 

Daub 

The earliest recorded fragments were in an Iron Age 
hut circle ditch (CP VII X) and enclosure ditch (IX). In 
the former, one fragment had a finished surface. There 
was a large piece of daub in the fill of the Claudian 
ditch (RGS III (4b)). By far the largest quantity in 
Roman features was in the shrine, amongst the wood 
ash. Approximately 56 lb (25.4 kg), most of it burnt, 
were recorded. Several fragments were large and had 
finished surfaces, and one piece had a nail through it. 
Well RGS VI (25b), also had a numerous fragments in 
the fill, many still attached to timber. Daub fragments 
in the shaft, RGS VI (19h), were stained green. In the 
fill of many features in Ridgeons Gardens, Comet 
Place and Shire Hall daub fragments were found. 

Tile 

Roof, floor and box flue tile fragments were found in 

small quantities in many Roman features. Most were 
of red clay with large grit tempering but a few were 
shell tempered. Floor tiles varied in thickness from 
2.5cm to 5cm and were more numerous than roof tiles. 
Box flue tiles tended to be in fills of 3rd to 4th century 
features. None was found in situ. The best samples 
came from the mansio. There were roof tiles in the 
upper ash fills of the shrine (some burnt) but were not 
numerous. Tile pilae of the hypocaust were square, 
mostly 28 x 28cm, but a few measured 24 x 24cm. 

Brick 

Very few bricks were recorded and none was whole. 
Four were among the ash in the shrine. 

Mortar 

Small fragments were found in many features: MP C 
(16) & (7a), SP  (22), MP E (10) Pit & (9b), SP L (19), MP 
C(28). 

Opus signinum 

Pieces of opus signinum were few. Small fragments 
were in the late 4th century fill over the shrine and a 
small fragment was in a late ditch in RGS VII, in PH 
and SH 83 VI. Most was associated with the hypocaust 
of the mansio, CH 86 A, for it formed the floor. It had 
had two coats of paint, each of a different colour. 

Wall plaster 
Fran Weatherhead. 

Fragments were found in many features throughout 
the Roman period, but apart from places described 
below these were in very small quantities. 

Cellar F12 
A significant quantity was excavated. It was poorly 
preserved in a highly fragmentary state and could be 
seen to extend beyond the limits of the trench. 
Archaeological evidence suggests that painted plaster 
had collapsed into the cellar in antiquity, together with 
pottery and other building material, from the room 
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above after a fire had destroyed the building. This 
room had been well furnished, judging by the pres-
ence of painted wall decoration, and the quality of 
some of the work denotes wealth. The room and its 
contents may have collapsed before it had been fully 
decorated. Pottery dates the plaster to the late 2nd 
century, in accordance with the style of painting. 
Dado material can be identified as well as three types 
of design from the upper zone: a simple panel-
scheme, a figural/vegetal composition and a plain 
area decorated with a plain band. The plaster remains 
are too scanty to say with any certainty how many 
wall faces are represented, but there were probably 
two or three, from the fact that three distinct design-
types from the upper zone are known to have existed 
and that two distinct types of plaster fabric are present. 

Plaster Fabric Type TI 
Most fragments are fairly small, mostly less than 3cm 
They are extremely crumbly and it is impossible to 
find intact edges with which to make joins. They are 
mostly about 1cm thick, comprising the last applica-
tion of coarse plaster and the very thin fine plaster 
upon which the paint was applied. The plaster under-
lying this, which had levelled out the irregularities of 
the wall surface, had stayed in place after the upper-
most layer had fallen off, then it too had slithered 
from the wall probably as the walls collapsed during 
the conflagration. Remains of this first application 
were found mixed with fragments of painted plaster 
in the cellar fill. 

One large intact piece shows four or five coarse 
plaster layers, 7 to 8.5cm thick. From this piece and 
other remains one can see that a first layer, 0.5 to 
1.5cm thick, was applied to a wattle and reed frame-
work, as there are fine horizontal impressions of reeds 
on the back surface. Next comes a layer about 4cm 
thick, comprising one or two plaster applications. 
Then there is a distinct layer, about 1.5cm thick and 
lastly the 1cm thick layer which survives the most and 
which bears the fine plaster and paint-work. Looking 
at the intact fragment in section, one can see that the 
filler gets progressively finer in the layers closest to 
the painted surface, although some comparatively 
large flint and stone particles still remain in the last 
coarse coat. In a similar direction the colour of the fab-
ric changes layer by layer from dark-brown or black 
(evidence of burning) to dark-russet to pale-russet. 
The filler can be seen to comprise sand, various grades 
of gravel and crushed brick or tile which gives the rus-
set colour. The addition of the latter had the effect of 
increasing the hydraulic properties of the lime in the 
mix. The fine coat, or intonaco, is visible as a white 
skim coat 0.5mm thick. This, no doubt, had been 
painted while still wet in the 'true fresco' manner to 
give the background colour, and the designs added 
later using the tempera method (Vitruvius, Book 7, 
recommends the addition of burnt brick to mortar 
where it is important to prevent the penetration of 
moisture in rooms susceptible to damp). This tech-
nique was the usual method of painting in Roman 
Britain. 

Dado 
Upon a red unburnished background there is a fine 
spattering of black and grey paint. This is a common 
Romano-British 'mock marble' design which appears 
in all periods but which was superseded to some ex-
tent by more elaborate designs in the later Roman pe-
riod. One piece shows the edge of the design, a thin 
grey border line which is presumably the top of the 
panel (assuming that the brush-strokes run horizon-
tally). Another fragment shows a flesh-coloured back-
ground with similar spattering of colour; perhaps this 
is the only indication of a different dado design from 
further along the wall or from a different wall. 

Upper Zone 
A few fragments, representing an area 30 x 30cm, 
show evidence of a red panel of indeterminate size. 
Most appear unburnished; the artist evidently had not 
taken the trouble to produce a very smooth surface. 
One piece has a very thin grey line, 0.5cm wide, and 
another dark-grey line 0.25cm wide. Four fragments 
show the remains of a small motif and blobs. One can 
envisage a plain red panel marked out with fine recti-
linear lines which are interrupted at intervals, perhaps 
at the corners, by simple motifs. Comparison can be 
made with many other panel schemes from Romano-
British sites such as the 1st century wall-plaster from 
Cirencester (Liversidge 1977) or the rather more elab-
orate late 2nd century plaster from Insula XXI, 
Verulamium (Davey and Ling 1981). This simple form 
of decoration occurs right through the Roman period, 
red panels with black intervals between being a com-
mon scheme in the late 1st and 2nd centuries. The 
Cambridge panel was bordered on one side by a grey 
band, evidenced by a few small fragments. Elsewhere 
there are a few black fragments over-painted with a 
white design, perhaps the remains of an ornamented 
black panel on another side. A few fragments of a 
lighter shade of red from an area about 15 x 20cm may 
have fallen from the same red panel, or alternatively, 
come from a separate panel close by; unlike the dark-
er red fragments they have a smooth burnished sur -
face indicating the care taken to produce a high 
quality finish. Again this panel was outlined with thin 
rectilinear lines. Remains exist of a thin purple line, 
0.4cm wide extending 20cm. One piece has a thin grey 
line 0.25cm wide at a distance of 3.5cm away from a 
thicker white line, 0.5cm wide. Another piece shows 
light red next to part of a dark-blue band. Pink frag-
ments from an area 10 x 10cm indicate yet another 
panel. One can perhaps reasonably conclude that a 
wall in the upper room had originally been decorated 
with three adjacent panels showing tonal variations of 
the same colour. We have, however, no connecting 
link between them and we have no idea of their sizes. 
Similar to the other two, the pink panel was marked 
with rectilinear lines; one fragment shows part of a 
thin grey line, 0.4cm wide, and the blue band border-
ing the light-red panel extended as a border to the 
pink area: three formerly pink pieces have been over-
painted with the same blue. Some fragments show 
parts of designs: there are faint shades of grey and 
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mauve, and broad green brush strokes perhaps repre-
senting parts of leaves on a pink background. We have 
here either the evidence that the pink panel was once 
decorated with vegetal designs or these fragments are 
misplaced and really belong to the design to be con-
sidered below. 

There are a few fragments representing an area of 
about 20 x 20cm with a white background, three of 
which make up part of a figural/vegetal design. 
Between two broad green brush-strokes (leaves?) 
there is a roughly lens-shaped object painted in differ-
ent shades of red and pink. This might be drapery, in-
dicating a fairly large-scale figure, (and as noted 
above, it might be associated with the vegetal designs 
occurring on the pink background). The quality of the 
paintwork is rather cruder than on the panel-schemes 
and no attempt had been made to burnish the surface. 
These features of the workmanship, if taken together 
with the stylistic evidence, (the large-scale depiction 
of representational subject-matter), would seem to in-
dicate a later date for the figural/vegetal plaster than 
the panel-schemes, but archaeological interpretation 
of the cellar contents has securely dated all the plaster 
to the late 2nd century. The plaster fabric is also much 
the same in both cases, implying that the two very dif -
ferent styles of painting are probably contemporary. 

Last to be considered in this section are a number 
of small miscellaneous pieces most of which are too 
poorly preserved to interpret their designs. One 
recognisable area shows a white stripe, 1.5cm, on a 
blue background, about 12cm long. This may be asso-
ciated with the white panel described above. 

Plaster Fabric Type 2 
Here the coarse plaster comprising one or more coats 
is 2.5 to 5.0cm thick. Adhering to the back surface is a 
mortar-like substance, 1.0cm thick. The filler particles 
are comparatively large throughout the mixtures and 
even on the painted surface quite large particles can 
be seen. The quality of the paintwork is also crude and 
the overall effect is poorly executed. The rear surface 
is curiously flat, perhaps due to the fragmented wall-
plaster having sheared away from an underlying lev-
elling coat left attached to the wall when the wall 
collapsed. . The painted surface shows a white back-
ground with a red band 2.5cm wide. It is uncertain 
how this design ties up with the other two described 
above, but the different type of plaster fabric probably 
indicates a different wall. 

Pigments 
From observation by eye one can say that the pig-
ments used in the paintwork are those commonly 
found on Romano-British wall-plasters. They include 
carbon black, lime white and haematite or red ochre. 
Pink and grey would have been made by mixing the 
appropriate pigments. Yellows and browns are notice-
ably absent on our fragments, but this may be fortu-
itous and these colours may yet occur on material still 
under the ground. The paler blue granular paint on 
some of the fragments is presumed to be a mixture of 
white and the artificially produced (and imported?) 

pigment 'blue frit'. A large lump of finely granular 
green pigment was found in the same archaeological 
context as the wall-plaster. This was identified by X-
ray diffraction as glauconite, an hydroxy-silicate of 
potassium, aluminium, iron and magnesium, more 
commonly called 'green earth'. This lump of pigment 
was no doubt used in the decoration of the walls of 
the upper room, on work which was not finished. 
Green earth was widely used, being easily obtained 
and less expensive than malachite. 

Mansio 
It is evident that there were several design-areas, 
implying that fragments came from different walls, 
perhaps from different rooms. We have enough to 
say that mock-marble panels, probably from dados, 
had been popular in the building and a large-scale 
figure had once graced one of its walls. While it is 
often hazardous to attempt to date Romano-British 
wall-plaster by subject-matter large-scale figured 
compositions tend to occur in the 3rd and 4th cen-
turies. We must be even less specific about dating the 
remains of our mock-marble panels since the method 
used, simple stippling or flicking the paint onto the 
surface, occurred right through the Roman period. 
They could thus date from the construction stage, of 
the building, no earlier than the second half of the 
2nd century, up to its demolition in the 4th century. 
In the descriptions of the fragments we have 
attempted to group them by type of plaster ground. 
This can sometimes give an idea of the areas of wall-
plaster where the same plaster mix had been used 
and thus indicate a rough proximity of the various 
colours and designs. However, the same plaster 
recipe might have been used for different walls, even 
for different rooms. 

Plaster type A: Pinkish plaster with small inclusions 
of crushed tile or brick. 1.5-4.5cm thick 

13 fragments (c. 450sq cm) with white paint overlying ear-
her red. Where the red is exposed in one or two places 
around the edges spatters of black can be seen indicating 
a mock-marble design underneath. One piece shows an 
angled surface, perhaps from a window or door splay. 

2 fragments (c. 45sq cm) of orange-pink with worn white 
over-painting. 

2 fragments (c. 25sq cm) of pink background with white 
splodges. Another type of mock-marble. 

1 fragment (c. lOsq cm) of reddish-mauve next to white. 
Also 2 smaller plain white fragments. 

2 small fragments (c. 7sq cm) of plain red. 
1 fragment (c. 48sq cm) Showing small patches of white 
next to green. 

Plaster type B: Creamish plaster, up to 4.5cm thick. 
Sometimes coarse constituents (small stones). 

2 fragments of pink background with small splashes of 
black, white and red stippled onto the surface or flicked 
on with a brush. Mock-marbling. Coarse filler in one (c. 
35sq cm). (Fig. Xli) 

7 fragments (c. 155sq cm) of purplish-mauve, possibly a 
thick border band. One small fragment shows a small 
area of white. Another shows at its edge where it abutted 
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against a flat surface, probably indicating a corner or a 
door or window-frame. Two more show part of the light 
green which appears on the fragments listed below. 
Large filler particles in the outer plaster layer. One frag-
ment shows a black band, 1.5cm wide, separating the 
purplish-mauve from the light green. 

5 fragments (c. 40sq cm) of plain light green. One shows 
part of an unrecognisable purple design. 

1 fragment (c. 28sq cm) dark green overlying yellow next 
to creamish piece of drapery or clothing. Shaded pink at 
the edge and in the folds. Three more dark green pieces 
close by. (Fig. XI. 2) 

Possibly belonging to a figure wearing the afore-men-
tioned clothing is a fragment showing two flexed-over 
fingers, on a cream background with traces of mauve 
and red. The fingers are skilfully painted with light pink 
highlights and red outlines. The finger widths are about 
1.25cm, and the lengths between the upper and lower 
finger-joint are about 2cm. This would perhaps indicate 
a figure about two-thirds life-size. (Fig. XI.3) 

1 fragment with a small patch of paint 3sq cm) shows a red 
stripe, 0.8cm wide, on a white background. 

2 plain white fragments (c. 12sq cm). 

Plaster-type C: Pinkish plaster with fine filler parti-
cles. Less than 1cm thick. 2 small pieces of white with 
reddish-mauve stripe, 0.9cm thick. Traces of two 
splashes of transparent pale green on one piece. 

Area A, Well. 
Plaster-type A: Similar to Plaster-type A from mansio 

1 fragment (c. 20sq cm) of white painted over red, like 
those from Mansio No 1. Only instance where fragments 
from both sources can be matched by design but it is 
enough to corroborate the idea that plaster from the large 
building had been deposited in the well. This fragment 
also shows a splay. 

1 fragment (c. 15sq cm) of plain green. Here the coarse 
plaster layer had been applied over a previous whitish-
cream plaster. 

Plaster-type Ai : This might be the same as Type A. It 
looks similar, but the only distinction is that the frag -
ments are all about 1.5cm thick. (Type A is often thick-
er). 

The largest fragment (c. 45sq cm) shows part of an out-
lined panel: a black stripe, 0.6cm wide, is painted on a 
white background and is 6.5cm away from a red band. 
There are also 8 white fragments perhaps also associated, 
one showing the edge of a golden-yellow band and two 
others part of a red area. 

2 small red fragments (c. 7sq cm). 

Plaster-type B : Creamish plaster, 0.75-2.5cm thick. 
Similar to Type B, but not necessarily the same plaster 
mix. 

The largest piece (c. 25sq cm) shows a thick deep red band, 
4.5cm wide, next to a white area. There are two more 
deep red fragments (c. 8sq cm). 

2 fragments of white, both showing the edge of a red area 
(c. 8sq cm). 

2 fragments (areas c. 9 and l2sq cm) each pinkish, show-
ing traces of darker red shading. One has a trace of deep 

mauve and some white over-painting. Both impossible 
to interpret. 

1 brick red fragment (c. 12sq cm) with small white flecks of 
paint. A fourth type of mock-marbling. 

Plaster-type D: one small piece with greyish plaster. c. 
6sq cm, painted orange. 

pink black nk/ 

0 . 

: 	red 

Plaster type B No. 18 

xI.1 Fragments of wall plaster 

two shades of green 
painted over yellow 

yellow cloth with - 
pink shading 

Plaster Type B No.4 

XI.2 Fragments of wall plaster 

two fingers outlined 
with red. 

M 

Plaster 'lype B No. 

XI.3 Fragments of wall plaster 



X11. Summary of excavations post-1988 
C Evans 

Since the mid 1980s, and particularly the application 
of PPG 16 planning legislation in 1990, there have been 
a remarkable number of excavations within the city. 
The majority of these have been undertaken by the 
Cambridge Archaeological Unit of the University 
(CAU), with other investigations by the County 
Council's Archaeological Field Unit. Most have been 
small exposures and, only providing limited plan in-
formation, their results serve more to question estab-
lished models of the town's development rather than 
provide well-mapped alternatives. Yet this is nothing 
new and the archaeology of Roman Cambridge has 
been dogged by th6 scale of its investigations, which 
have generally been too limited to firmly establish 
alignments. 

This overview will be largely restricted to Castle 
Hill and its immediate hinterland, with other recent 
sites only discussed as they directly relate to under-
standing of the context of Cambridge's Roman settle-
ment. 

Upper Town Sites 

An important recent discovery within the Roman 
town itself came from the evaluation at 17-35 Castle St 
in 1996 (Alexander 1996). Like the Law Court site op-
posite, the plot had probably been terraced and, sub-
ject to extensive later disturbance, no definitely early 
features were identified. Important assemblages were 
nevertheless recovered and, aside from Middle Saxon 

wares, include quantities of early Roman pottery (7kg; 
C. 500 sherds), largely dating to c. AD 60/70. A small 
quantity of later 4th century material was also present. 

Previously, in 1994, watching brief monitoring oc-
curred during the construction of shallow-footed 
housing at 75-83 Castle St (Butler 1994), the same site 
where Haigh undertook his 1988 excavations. There 
was limited archaeological exposure and what was re-
vealed in section largely confirmed the results of the 
earlier investigations. Apart from evidence of slight 
1st/2nd century AD timber buildings (the depth of 
Roman strata surviving to c. 0.8m), medieval inhuma-
tions associated with the Church of All Saints by the 
Castle were recovered and a trench was cut across the 
line of the 12-13th century outer bailey ditch of the 
castle. Subsequently, due to these findings the site was 
sealed by geo-textile matting to minimise disturbance 
through construction. In 1997 a single test pit was ex-
cavated in the garden behind 71 Castle St where c. 
0.6m depth of Roman strata was recorded; (Heawood 
1997). 

Further down Castle Hill, a recording brief in 1994 
within the passageway along the northern side of 
Kettle's Yard was largely directed towards the re-
trieval of medieval inhumations as the area originally 
lay within St Peter's churchyard (Evans 1994). 
Substantial Roman features were nevertheless re-
vealed at the base of the sequence. Certainly the most 
important was a large rammed marl and limestone 
footing, whose stonework was locally laid edge-up in 

xII.1 Plan and location map of Kettle's Yard investigations, 1994 
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a herringbone pattern (fig. XII: 1-3). Extending over 4 
x 2.3m(+) and surviving 0.35m deep, the top of this 
feature lay 0.10-0.2 m below the top of the sandy silt 
natural, suggesting a total depth of at least 0.55m. 

-. .•: 
	 - 

fir 

'.11.2 Kettle's lanI 1994,   with the mnimL'dfotin 
t'xtc'iidiiis 	IJL'IIL'atIl the c -aIIc',ii and St. Peter's 
churchyard 

Aside from broad truncation cuts, probably quarries, 
what seemed to be a vertically-sided well was also ex-
cavated (1.5m+ deep; F. 5). South from this ran a 
trough (F. 12) linked to a flat-based, 'tank-like' feature 
0.30m deep (F. 7). All seemingly interrelated, while 
these may attest to some manner of water-based pro-
cessing (Max), given their regularity and complemen-
tary layout with the rammed footing a structural 
function is another possibility. However, only in the 
upper fill of F. 5 was there a sufficient quantity of 
building rubble to suggest the demolition of nearby 
masonry. 

The masonry pad follows the alignment of the 
Roman road (and not the town's walls). This is re-
markable given that, when the gallery was first con-
structed, the late Roman town wall was apparently 
identified only some 7m to the east (Kettle's Yard 
1984). No features within the 1994 investigations fol-
lowed its alignment and little 4th century material 
was recovered (the pottery generally spans the 2nd to 
later 3rd centuries). It is difficult to account for this 
'mass' masonry feature. Although it could just be the 
rammed floor footing of a very impressive building, 
the location suggests that it may conceivably relate to 
the town's defences (i.e. a gateway and/or bastion). If 
so, it would be difficult to 'square' its date and align-
ment with the line of the eastern circuit as earlier iden-
tified and here reconstructed (Fig. 6.1). 

A programme of test pitting undertaken in 1991 
along the southeastern side of Shire Hall car park dis-
covered a substantial ditch of Roman attribution 
(Robinson 1991). Running northwest-southeast, its 
alignment would seem close to that of the western 
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blages and environmental remains 
(C14 dating, pollen, plant macros and 
soil micromorphological study) - a 
first for Roman Cambridge. Situated 
some 250m west of the line of the 
Roman town, the site strictly falls 
within its hinterland. Yet it seemed to 
be a 'place' in its own right and the 
discoveries made directly reflect 
upon the early history of the town it-
self, challenging the definition of its 
boundaries and even its main ap-
proach. 

Much worked flint, including 
Neolithic material, was recovered as 
well as some 40 sherds of pre-Iron 
Age pottery. Most of the latter would 
seem to reflect Bronze Age occupa-
tion and a substantial ditch of this 
date was excavated. A significant 
cluster of prehistoric features oc-
curred at the southern end of the ex-
cavations where a 22m length of a 
large enclosure ditch of later Iron Age 
attribution was excavated (oriented 
northwest-southeast; Enclosure A). 

Probably the most important dis-
covery of the excavations was a major 
early Roman road. Running north-
east-southwest, it crossed the line of 
the Iron Age enclosure and, as de-
fined by its flanking ditches, would 
be c. 7m across. By its projected align-
ment it would continue east to bisect 
the western line of the Roman de-
fences and meet the Akeman St cross-
roads (Fig. XII: 5). Unfortunately in 
trenches later cut across the road's 
projected route within the grounds of 

XII.4 The 1994 New Hall excavations with projected alignments and con- 	Buckingham House on the east side 
jectured enclosure plans shown dashed of the College indicated that the entire 

area had been massively truncated 
town wall and it may even directly relate to the de- through 19th century coprolite quarrying, eradicating 
fences. The recovery of tile, brick, mortar and opus any early features (Lucas 1999). 
signinum fragments could, at the very least, suggest In the course of watching brief monitoring at New 
the existence of substantial Roman building in the Hall, the southwestern corner of a large early Roman 
area. enclosure extending beneath the College's western 

Aside from these, the only fieldwork that has oc- court was exposed (Enclosure B). Aligned with the 
curred within the area of the town has been primarily town approach road 45m to the south, its large 
concerned with the location of the Castle ditch (eg ditches had 'V'-shaped profiles c. 2.4m wide and 
Malim & Taylor 1992; Roberts 1996). 1.05/1.2m deep, which could suggest a military asso- 

ciation (a harness/belt fitting of probable military at- 
The Western Hinterland tribution was recovered from the site). Two quite 

minor ditch lines also lay on the same alignment; 
The largest recent excavation within Cambridge was one northeast-southwest south of Enclosure B and, 
undertaken by the CAU at New Hall in 1993/94. With the other, continued on the return axis north to and 
more than 2,000 sq m investigated, the site extended beneath Huntingdon Road. Within the northern 
across the width of the western College grounds and Huntingdon Road-side 	area 	of excavation 	(III) 
some 290 features, producing c. 16,000 finds, were ex- the 	latter 	ditch 	line 	was 	cut 	by 	ditched 
cavated (Fig. XII: 4; Evans 1996 and forthcoming). boundaries that could, conceivably, relate 	to 	a 
Aside from the broader insights the site provides, the Cambridge/Godmanchester Road. Their evidence is 
programme allowed for the full analyses of its assem- much more tenuous than for the southern road and, if 
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XII.5 Roman Cambridge showing a projected alignment of the New Hall road in relationship to the Akeman Street 
crossroads 

existing on this line (on a more southerly approach 
axis than has been postulated), it would continue 
southeast to meet the southern College road at, or just 
before, the town's western gate and not at its main 
crossroads. In other words, the Godmanchester route 
would be secondary to the southern College road 
which would itself correspond with the route to St 
Neot's crossing the line of Ermine St at Caxton Gibbet 
(Margary route 231; 1967; see also Wilkes & Elrington 
1978: 16, 26). 

The swathe between the southern and northern 
roads (Area I) had been extensively quarried for grav-
els in Roman times. Nevertheless a series of sub-
square ditched paddock enclosures (C-H), whose 
northeastern side was eventually delineated by a line 
of six later Roman inhumations, were distinguished. 
Generally the paddocks reflect an organic layout (ie 
irregular and conjoining). However, the northernmost 
seemed to be more regular and was laid out as a dou-
ble-ditch square open on its eastern side where it was 
bounded by a north-south metalled track (separating 
it from the main quarry field) which returned along its 
southern perimeter. In the southeastern terminal of its 
inner ditch had been dumped a great quantity of pot-
tery - 80kg of later lst/2nd century date (approxi-
mately half of all the pottery from the site). It is 
difficult to understand the nature of this enclosure. 
While by its plan a quasi-military function could be  

postulated (ie commanding the town's western ap-
proach), a series of processing pits were excavated 
and the effects of industrial 'pollution' were identified 
within the site's environmental samples (eg pollen 
sooted). Given this, one possible explanation is that 
the site represents some manner of military supply 
base of later lst-2nd century date that was eventually 
replaced by a domestic roadside settlement (later 
2nd-mid 3rd century AD). 

With only nine sherds of Roman pottery recovered 
(2nd-4th century), the results of an evaluation under-
taken across the grounds of St Edmund's College in 
1996 (Dickens 1996a) could only be considered disap-
pointing in the light of the New Hall discoveries. 
Although much of the northwestern quarter of the 
area had been lost through quarrying, apart from 
what was probably a Roman inhumation, no pre-
Medieval features were present. This negative evi-
dence is particularly noteworthy as Roman burials are 
known to have been found within settlement features 
during the construction of the Chapel in 1936. 
(Apparently recorded by 'JB' - probably John 
Bromwich - the archive of this work cannot be locat-
ed. However, appraisal of the pottery then recovered 
indicates a later 1st/early 2nd century date; Lucas in 
Evans forthcoming). Similarly, a very small-scale 
trench evaluation south of The Grove within 
Fitzwilliam College produced negative results - only 
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a few scraps of Roman pottery - the grounds having 
been subject to extensive 19th century landscaping 
(Gdaniec 1991). 

Can the negative recovery pattern at Fitzwilliam 
and St Edmund's Colleges be considered representa-
tive? Whereas the former investigations were so limit-
ed as to not be indicative of College Ground-wide 
recovery, the St Edmunds' investigations were consid-
erably more extensive. Given the obvious occurrence 
of an early Roman settlement and a small cemetery at 
the latter, what this may be telling us is that the hin-
terland of Roman Cambridge was a localised phe-
nomenon at best (at least on its western side). 
Suggesting dispersed semi-rural enclaves, certainly it 
does not attest to intense 'strip-type' suburban settle-
ment. Even more important, in terms of understand-
ing the density and potential status of the Roman 
town itself, is the localised nature of its cemeteries. 
The results from New Hall, St Edmunds and also re-
cent negative evidence from St John's School on 
Grange Road (Mortimer 1995) - the latter thought to 
be the site of a major road-side cemetery based on 
Walker's findings earlier this century (Walker 1912) - 
suggest that the interred population numbers have 
been over-estimated and that the town's cemeteries 
were not extensive. 

It was by chance that within two years of complet-
ing the New Hall excavations an opportunity arose to 
test the existence of the postulated line of the 
Cambridge/Godmanchester route (at least how it was 
then projected, see Fig. 5; Alexander 1983). 
Construction at 138 Huntingdon Road/Marion Close 
led to the cutting of a 30m long trench across the 
road's putative north-of-Huntingdon-Road line 
(Mortimer & Evans 1997). Of course it is always diffi-
cult to conclusively prove a negative result, but ab-
solutely no evidence of an early road was 
forthcoming, nor were any Roman remains present 
whatsoever. Instead, the extreme southwestern arc of 
a massive Middle/later Iron Age enclosure was 
found. Producing substantial finds assemblages (340 
sherds, 250 pieces of bone and much daub), this was 
evidently settlement-related. Its circuit had been re-
cut and, at its most impressive, the ditch was 6m 
across and 2.25m deep. At this scale it is comparable 
to the circuits of the Arbury Camp and Wandlebury 
'forts', and was also possibly defensive; a palisade 
trench was found to run interior to the main circuit. 
Although due to landscaping and house cover the en-
closure's circuit has not been visible from the air, it 
must be large. When combined with the evidence of 
Iron Age occupation at New Hall it seems remarkably 
fortuitous that another enclosure of this date should 
have been located given how sparse the excavation 
sample has been in the area of Huntingdon Road. 
Moreover, if this is another 'great' defended enclo 
sure, then it suggests an extraordinary frequency of 
such sites within the wider. Cambridge environs 
(Evans 1992). 

Southern Hinterland 

There has been a swathe of development along the 
terraces south of the Roman town and west of the 
river, where eight evaluations have occurred. 
Applying consistent sampling methodologies 
throughout, within this programme the provision of 
negative evidence is considered equally important to 
positive results (ie where there are no traces of early 
settlement). Perhaps the most significant finding of 
these 'west bank' trial trenching programmes was the 
discovery and subsequent excavation of Roman ditch 
systems at Burrell's Walk (where a probable Bronze 
Age enclosure was also identified; Gdaniec 1992). 
Considerable quantities of Roman later 1st/very early 
2nd century pottery were recovered (60 sherds). 
Given this and the site's layout, it would appear to fall 
on the northeastern margin of a substantial settle-
ment, possibly extending under Robinson College. An 
evaluation in 1996 behind the University Library only 
detected one probable early feature - a ditch on the 
Burrell's Walk settlement alignment (Gibson 1996). 
Probable Roman field systems have also been recov -
ered during the cutting of service trenches in St John's 
Playing Fields (Evans 1991). 

Otherwise no other material of this date has been 
found in the west Cambridge sites. Of the lower town 
opposite, Roman finds have been recovered from 
trenching across the King's College Lawns (1991) and, 
later, at the Bateman Building, Gonville and Caius ex-
cavations (M Alexander 1995). Whereas all the Roman 
material from the former was in residual context 
(though this is unsurprising given the narrowness of 
its exposures), at the Bateman site two features of this 
date and nine Roman sherds were recovered. Their oc-
currence could correlate with the 'Roman pits' record-
ed by Babington in the gardens of Trinity College 
close to Garret Hostel Lane (Babington 1883) and dur-
ing the building of Trinity Hall itself, and perhaps 
suggest the location of a Roman riverside settlement. 
Yet this cannot have been continuous along the east-
ern bank of the river upstream to the ford as three re-
cent campaigns of excavation in the grounds of Trinity 
College have produced only negligible Roman finds 
and no features of that date. However, in 1992, later 
4th century Roman floodplain strata, including a met-
ailed surface and associated gravel pitting, were ex-
posed in the St John's College Library site just above 
the bridgehead (Dickens 1996b). Of the c. 5 kg of 
Roman pottery recovered, only some 50 sherds derive 
from contemporary contexts with the remainder 
being residual within later features. 

Roman pottery has also been recovered from the 
many excavations within Jesus College (c. 20 sherds; 
Evans et al 1997; Whittaker 1999). Yet, without direct 
feature association, these need only attest to 'inciden-
tal' usage of the Cam terraces (eg arable manuring). 

Widening the scope of recent Cambridge environs 
investigations, noteworthy would be Tempus 
Reparatum's work at Alexander's earlier King 
Hedge's Villa site, the County Council's excavation of 
Iron Age and Roman settlement systems at the Milton 
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Landfill site and the CAU's excavations at Arbury 
Camp and Greenhouse Farm. Lying immediately 
north of the airport, the latter is of particular interest 
as imposed upon a late Iron Age settlement were 11 
kilns of immediately post-Conquest date (Gibson 
forthcoming). When combined with the evidence of 
the Horningsea and Cherry Hinton kilns this suggests 
that a remarkable amount of industry may have oc-
curred within the environs of Roman Cambridge. 

Discussion 

In a recent review of Late Iron Age mortuary practices 
within southern Cambridgeshire (Hill et a! 1999), from 
the distribution of probable burial sites the 
Cambridge/Newnham area can be highlighted as an 
important centre in the 1st century BC. However, after 
this period its fortunes seem to have waned and the 
centre of focus shifted southward. The recent recovery 
of further Iron Age enclosures immediately northwest 
of the town at both New Hall and Marion Close (when 
seen in the light of Alexander's earlier Castle Hill dis-
coveries) would suggest a relatively high density of 
settlement. However, aside perhaps from the Marion 
Close enclosure, it would not seem to have been par-
ticularly significant and the term 'village' may be too 
grand to refer to the later Iron Age (Castle) hill-top 
settlement itself. Reviewing Alexander's evidence 
there is nothing that necessarily attests to the latter's 
survival into the post-Conquest period. The recovery 
of substantial quantities of early post-Conquest mate-
rial from the 17-35 Castle St site would indicate a con-
siderable early Roman presence. 

Due largely to the limited scale of its • exposure 
( from which in most cases definite alignments cannot 
be established), published plans of the Roman town 
have been irregular and unconvincingly 'messy', with 
individual streets drawn at a variety of angles (eg 
Wilkes and Elrington 1978: 40). The main source of 
this disparity has been the weak determination of its 
east-west axis (and a route to Godmanchester being 
considered necessary by antiquarians in the light of 
the town's broader topographic setting). As the 
town's grid has been reconstructed in this volume it 
still does not mesh. While the line of the Via Devana 
west of Akeman St has been positioned further south-
west than previously (cf Alexander 1983; Burnham & 
Wacher 1990: Fig. 81), it still is well off line with the 
north-south streets (and the early Roman 'fort'; Fig. 
3.1). Of course, Roman streets need not have been laid 
out as a grid-iron and extraneous factors would give 
rise to local variability. Yet, if projected. on this route 
the western road would run through the middle of the 
New Hall site which it most certainly did not. By 
swinging the line from the crossroads to the right-
angle with Akeman St (and Streets 2 and 3), it meets 
with the New Hall road and the town 'works'. 
Exposures of this road surface were limited to obser-
vations in watching briefs and the site where it exited 
the gateway, leaving considerable ambiguity concern-
ing its alignment. 

Recognition of the southern New Hall road as the 

town's main northwestern approach - the Via Devana 
- suddenly brings a regularity to its plan with all the 
north-south streets more or less laid out on its and the 
Akeman St/Street 1 axis (Fig. XII: 2). However, two 
issues arise from this 're-ordering'. Firstly; when com-
paring the layout of Alexander's early Roman enclo-
sures within the area of Ridgeons Gardens and Shire 
Hall with Enclosure B at New Hall the question must 
be raised whether these are semi-continuous and if 
the line of the later western wall represents a retrac-
tion of the town's extent in the 1st/2nd centuries AD. 
The second point highlighted .  is the apparent absence 
of any inner-town features (the walls aside) laid out 
on alignment to the river crossing. The only real evi-
dence of its existence remains Walker's 1911 observa-
tions of what seemed to be a causeway within the 
grounds of Magdalene College. This seems a rather 
spurious basis to focus the Roman town upon and, 
based on the street grid, there is nothing that would 
denote the location of the crossing and it is conceiv-
able that it fell further downstream. 

Roman Cambridge was a very minor settlement. 
Its sequences are not intense (ie shallow strata), its 
cemeteries evidently small and its east-west axis can 
be walked in less than four minutes. The ultimate 
question to be posed in this context is, of course, 
whether it was in fact a town per Se. The apparent oc-
currence of a later Roman kiln within its core (viz. pro-
hibitions on inner-town industry) and the paucity of 
public buildings must cast some doubt on its status. 
Given the destruction to the town's (upper) core 
through the expansion of Shire Hall in the mid 1980s, 
it seems unlikely that much further light will be shed 
on the issue of its public facilities. Instead, in the fu-
ture every opportunity must be taken to examine its 
still hopefully surviving 'extremes' - the walls and its 
riverside facilities (eg ?docks and the exact location of 
the crossing). The welcome publication of Alexander 
and Pullinger's sites emphasises how many issues 
concerning the early town are still unresolved. These, 
however, are unlikely to be addressed through further 
'keyhole-scale' exposures. 
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